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The equestrian expertise of the MamlQks in Egypt and Syria from the 

middle of the thirteenth to the beginning of the sixteenth centuries 

reflects skills derived from a variety of sources incorporated artfully 

into their military institution, and which exerted influence beyond the 

period and the region with which it is directly concerned. With a 

thorough examination of its various vocations including furiisiyah and 

equestrian-related activities, a reconstruction of the Mamluk military 

society leads to the inescapable conclusion that the mounted military 

sector was absolutely essential to the operation and defense of the 

State. Maintaining a top-notch cavalry fluctuated at different periods 

in MamlQk history but seems to have been especially crucial in the first 

twenty years in the wars against the Crusaders and Mongols. The 

MamlQk's armies are credited with having cleared the remnants of the 

Crusaders out of the Levant region, checked the westward advance of the 

fearsome Mongol hordes into Syria and Palestine, and carved out an 

empire that extended northwards as far as eastern Turkey. How and where 

the MamlQks acquired the tactical and riding expertise to accomplish 

these feats is examined in this dissertation along with the legacy they 

passed on to later Egyptian and French horsemen. Much of present-day 

classical equitation can trace its origins to that period in 

horsemanship's history when everything related to this institution 

experienced progressive development because of the MamlDks'preoccupation 

with furOsIyah, as well as European Knights' chivalric code of honor in 

both tournament and battle. The literature on horsemanship that the 

MamlQks have left us in manuscript form, contain their elaborate systems 

of military games and tactics which reflect an intense interest in the 

ancient Greek and Roman world's military knowledge, as well as their own 

experience in training cavalry. The main corpus of surviving 

horsemanship treatises from the Mamluk period awaits translation and/or 

remains unpublished. 



PART ONE 

FOUNDATIONS 

Transcripcion. Patina System, and Our'an Ouotation 

In the interests of simplicity and clarity, I have transliterated 

all Arabic citations. Lines over vowels indicate that these vowels are 

long and take emphasis. All letters should be pronounced as they would 

be in English, except of course, those that do not exist in English. 

Those instances include the Arabic letters s , t , h , qaf , gh , and 

kh , as well as hamza printed as ' and pronounced as a glottal stop and 

'ayn indicated by ' . 

Except for pronunciation in cases where the definite article 

precedes "sun letters", transliteration of Arabic names and terms is 

done in accordance with the Library of Congress standard system of 

transcription (refer to bulletin 91, September 1970). To simplify 

matters, the letter s is added to italisized Arabic terms in order to 

form the plural, except in cases where applying the collective noun in 

Arabic is the more standard usage (e.g., 'uI<amS' ). The commonly 

recognized English geographical spelling form is used for locations such 

as the cities of Cairo, Mecca, Medina, and Baghdad. However, I have 

chosen to not adopt familiar English forms for Arabic or Turkish names 

of persons, preferring to stay with a strict transliteration of them 

(e.g., Salah ad-DIn instead of Saladin). Also, in cases where ibn is 

the first element of a given name, as well as in those instances where 

it appears within a name, abbreviated as "b.", ibn will always be 

spelled out. I have spelt mamlQk with a capital M when referring to 

the empire, or to specific institutions within the state as v;ell as to a 

period of rule in Egypt and Syria. Otherwise, in the collective or in 

the descriptive senses of mamluk , I used small m . Lastly, long vowels 



occurring at the end of Arabic words have been given "macrons". Also 

please note that though there are variations according to region, author 

and period, the transcribed word Ifranj appearing in this dissertation 

is a colloquial Arabic word for all Europeans, not just Prankish 

peoples, which was in popular usuage during the Crusades. 

Concerning dates found within this work, they are generally given 

in Christian calendar years but may also be cited following the Muslim 

calendar. To avoid ambiguity when the Christian Date is intended, the 

abbreviation A.D. will follow the numerical year (where A.D. = C.E.). 

In regular use though, the Christian date will not be specified. Hijri 

years are given in those instances where there is specific reference to 

an Islamic month of a particular year or where paraphrasing of an Arabic 

text requires citing a year in the Hijrah. In these cases, the 

equivalent Christian era date will follow either in parentheses or after 

a solidus (/), as for example in the year 648/1250. Where a Hijri year 

is the only date given, A.H. {Anno Hijirae ) follows the numerical 

designation. 

The source of Qur'anic quotations indicating the corresponding Siira 

and 5ya , has been placed in parenthesis after the quoted text material 

or any approximated translation. Such translations are those of 

Professor Arberry's The Koran Interpreted (2 Vols; London: 1955). 

In quoted material and in translations, words between brackets are 

editorial insertions for sentence clarity while words between 

parentheses are either e.v:planatory or are meant to convey congruous or 

alternate meanings or usuages. 

A short glossary of terms relevant to Mamluk, French, and Egyptian 

horsemanship and/or military nomenclature has been added in the 

Appendices. Its scope is limited to terminology encountered in Muslim 

military manuals which include furusTyah exercises, riding academy 

treatises, and regional equitation institution studies. It should be 

noted that military terms appearing in MamlHk literature reflect not 

just Arabic terminology, but Byzantine, Persian, and Mongolian 

vocabulary assimilations as well. 
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Finding informacion directly related to MamlQk horsemanship is not 

a simple matter. Most historians, including the military historians of 

Che Middle East and Europe, give us very little detailed evidence of 

cavalry organization, participation, training, or what their appearance 

was like. They find it sufficient to mention that cavalry were used in 

an engagement or in a follow-up encounter if there was one. There are 

of course, exceptions to this minimalist approach and throughout this 

dissertation the more in depth explanations of the Mamiak equestrian 

arts which are found in the research of notable individual contributors 

will be presented and discussed. 

One fairly profitable way to obtain knowledge about various facets 

of the MamlQk military institution is by investigating the chronicles, 

biographical compilations, and encyclopaedias written in the Muslim 

world which preserve valuable citations from earlier writings. Cairo in 

the MamlQk age did produce a number of historians, encyclopedists and 

biographers of spectacular erudition and what has been described as 

"nimbleness of mind" (Dunn 1989: 51). 

An often cited but certainly biased witness of Medieval Egyptian 

life among the upper-crust is Ibn Battuta (703-770 or 779 / 1304-1368 or 

1377). The Marco Polo of the Islamic v/orld, Ibn Battuta was fortunate 

to have come to Cairo during the three different periods of reign of al-

NSsir Muhammad ibn Qala'un, meaning between the years 693/1294 and 

741/1340 respectively. Under his rule and inspite of quarrels among his 

faction-ridden mamluks, Cairo enjoyed a resplendent period. 

In his travelogue refered to as his Rihla , we find he has a taste for 

the finer things life has to offer which includes horseflesh in the 

collective sense. In his v/orld travels he very likely owned especially 

well-bred riding horses given to him by the rulers of the various 

countries he visited. Whether or not he appreciated the blood-lines or 

the quality of training exhibited by these animals is difficult to say. 

Dependant on the patronage of the wealthy, it would not have been wise 



for Ibn Bactuta to "look a gift horse in the mouth" literally or 

figuratively speaking. 

Among Arab witnesses of the Crusades Usamah ibn Munqidh 

(483/1095-584/1183), was born three months before Urban II delivered his 

famous speech at Clermont that would change the course of Middle Eastern 

and European history. He came into the world two years before the 

Ifranj arrived in Syria, and left it one year after Jerusalem was 

retaken. In his Memoirs (KitSb al-I'tib£r ), Us5mah gives us a unique 

historical and ethnological view into medieval times, offering a 

military man's insider perspective on Arabic culture and its relations 

to Western thought and practice. He was an astute man of letters, with 

sharp observation powers and a keen sense of humor. This makes his 

accounts, be they encounters with Prankish troops, or dealings with 

Muslim officers both useful and entertaining. A writer, diplomat, and 

politician, he was personally acquainted with prominent figures such as 

Nur ad.-Din (1117-1174), Salah ai-Din YQsuf, Mu'In a4-DIn'Unar, and the 

third king of Jerusalem, King Fulk of Anjou. 

Not surprisingly given the political climate in which he lived, he 

is reputed to have been an ambitious intriguer and schemer who was 

accused of having arranged the assassination of a Fatimid caliph and an 

Egyptian vizier and of having sought to overthrow his uncle the sultan 

and even his friend Mu'ln al-DIn. But it is his image as an 

intelligent, self-restrained, courteous, calculating, and courageous 

warrior whose behavior seems modeled after Che Pre-Islamic Arab code of 

manly honor {muru'ah ) that has been most durable. 

His autobiography, was published in Paris in 1893 by H. 

Derenbourg. This edition contained the original Arabic text, a French 

version composed of a mixture of quotations and paraphrases, and a mass 

of observations about him, his epoch, and his relations with the Ifranj. 

What Ibn Munqidh describes as the preferred lance carrying technique in 

"couched* style while in attack mode, would support the controversial 

theory of frontal assault in mounted shock combat being of Arab origin 

(Derembourg 1893:42). 
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Manor Chroniclers of Che MamlQks 

Egypt's persistent political turmoil has always supplied its 

chroniclers with abundant historical information needing documentation. 

Perhaps judged as lesser contributors to the whole of Islamic literary 

tradition, chroniclers have nevertheless played an important role in 

providing a rather complete picture of the MamlQk period of Egypt's 

history. Several of these authors are considered outstanding in this 

field and between them all, a continuous trail leading from the rise of 

Mamluk domination to its decline and inevitable fall can be followed. 

The nearly unbroken chronicle is the combined product of their direct 

observations, their e.xchanges with eye-witnesses, and their use of 

journal records from earlier periods (Seton-Williams £< Stocks, 1993: 

95) . 

The major chroniclers whose works pertain to any events or persons 

relevant to the Mamluk cavalry are enumerated below. 

1. The most eminent of these chroniclers, Abi3' 1 -' AbbS s T5qT al-Din 

A^ad b.'All al-MaqrIzi (765-845 / 1364-1441-2), came from a well-off 

educated family and in his lifetime, occupied various administrative and 

teaching posts in Cairo and Damascus. His works are not only numerous 

and widely known, but they merit an uncontested importance. He is 

perhaps the only known historian to supply really ample information 

about MamlQk army life in its heyday. In his famous work, Kic^b al-

•nawd'iz w'al-i'Cibar fl dhikr al-khitac wa'l-achSr (Sermons and Learning 

by Example on the Account of the New Settlements and Remains) , often 

referred to by scholars as just al-KhiCac, he covers Egyptian topography 

and archaeology including that of al-Fustat, Alexandria and Cairo, as 

well as Egyptian history in general. In it, al-MaqrlzI covers the 

important transitional period between the 3abri and the flurgi or 

Circassian Mamluks which would bring about changes in cavalry quality. 

A contemporary of al-Maqrizi named al-Sakhawi wrote at-Tibr al-

masbSk fl dhayl al-suluk (or simply, Tibr ) which contains descriptive 
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informacion about caliphal and Sultan ceremony in mounted processions. 

He charged al-Maqrizi with having committed plagiarism in producing his 

work, al-Khicac (Hitti, 1994: 639). Like several other Mamluk era 

authors, al-Maqrizi neglected to acknowledge many of those from whom he 

borrowed material (Little 1970:81). 

Another of al-MaqrSzI's works, the Kicab as-Suluk li-ma'rifat duwal 

al-muluk (Book of Entrance to the Knowledge of the Dynasties of the 

Kings) deals with the histories of the Ayyubids, the Bahri and the Burgl 

MamlQks. It begins with the accession of Saiah al-din in 564/1169, goes 

through his successors, continues on through the Bahrl dynasty and ends 

in 344/1440-1, having given partial coverage of the Burgl s (Dunlop 

1971:132). The historical account is then taken up by another author, 

Ibn Taghri Birdi, in his HawSdich ad-HuhQr . The SulOk also reports on 

the deleterious demographic effects which recurrences of plague 

epidemics in Egypt kept evoking, thereby periodically ruining the rural 

and urban economies. 

His historical geography of Islamic Egypt is valuable for locating 

the equestrian fields and arenas for horse training and practicing or 

performing furdrslyah exercises, as well as for investigating quarters 

in the city of Cairo where riding apparel, horse equipment and weaponry 

used on horseback were crafted and sold. With respect to these cavalry-

related goods, Andre Raymond and Gaston Wiet have authored a noteworthy 

work, Les marches du caire: traduction annocee du ce.vce de Maqrizi 

(1979), which contains many of al-Maqr'zI's descriptions of the market 

place locations relative to the above as found in his al-Khicac. 

2. ShihSb ai-Din Atoad b.'Ali b.Haghar al-'Asqalanl (773-852/1372-

1449) learned scholar and chief gadi (judge) of Cairo, was a biographer 

and historian. His work .Ad-Durar al-k^mina fl a'yan al-mi'a aC-Camina 

{al-'ashira) , contains the biographies of all the past notables from 

the fourteenth century. He also wrote an analytic history of noteworthy 

events which had occurred from the year of his birth 773/1372 to 

850/1446 which is titled Inba ' al-jumr bl-anb'a' al-'umr . Probably the 
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best-known and most complete treatise on plaque during the later Middle 

Ages is al-'AsqalanI 's Badhl al-ma'un fl fadl ac-ca'Jn in which he has 

gathered together much of the historical and theological material on 

plague that existed in the Islamic world up to his own time. Beginning 

the work in A.H. 319, he apparently completed it during the five years 

before his own death by plague in A.H. 352 (Dols 1977: 329). 

3. .AbQ Ma^Od al-'AyntabI, also known as Matoud Badr ad-DIn al-'AynT 

(762-355 / 1362-1451), was a man of letters, a scholar and teacher, 

fluent in Turkish and an accomplished courtier, familiar with the 

intricacies of court life. These talents made him useful to the Mamltik 

Burjl sultans al-Mu'ayyad Shaykh (rules 1412-1421), al-Zfihir Sayf ai-DIn 

Tatar (rules 1421) and al-Ashraf BarsbSy (rules 825-341/ 1422-1433). 

The chronicle of his experiences constitutes a useful documentation 

concerning the relations between the literary class and the sultans. 

His great universal chronicle, the ^Iqd al-ghuman fl Ca'rTkh ahl az-

z&m5n {al-IslSm ), is a rich source for the BahrT period. As an 

historic document, ' Igd is as important as al- Maqrlzl' s as-SulQk 

(Martel-Thoumian, 1991:19). Its historical and historiographical value 

is enhanced by Al- •A)fni's frequent practice of naming his sources and, 

unlike al-MaqrIzI, quoting rather than paraphrasing them, which enables 

us to identify and to verify unsubstantiated statements about the Bahrl 

period which appear in other BurgI histories. 

4. Abu'l Mahasin JamSl ad-Din Yusuf b. Taghri-Birdl (813-874 / 1411-

1470), by virtue of his family connections was admitted into the 

greatest houses, a fact which his journals certainly reflect. The son 

of a high official in the Mamluk court, he was raised in the court 

circle by his sister, the wife of the chief gadi. His mother was a 

slave of the Burjl Sultan, Sayf ad-Din Barquq (ruled 1382-89 U 1390-

98), and his cousin Shirin was also married to this sultan. Though 

naturally an authority on individuals and issues within his own social 

milieu, he did not neglect to record his epoch's principle figures and 
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key events surrounding them. His priviledged position aided him in 

maintaining connections with several of the MamlQk sultans. He was also 

reputed to be a great horseman. 

Ibn Taghrl-birdl' s major Egyptian history in 7-12 volumes of annals, 

al-Nujdm az-zBhirah fl mulDk misr w'al-gShirah (The Brilliant Stars 

Regarding the Kings of Egypt and Cairo) , covers Egypt and Cairo from the 

Arab conquest in 20/641 up to 857/1453, with a later revision going to 

872/1463 (Hitti 1970:688). He also wrote another equally important 

chronicle, the ijawSdick ad-DuhOr (Happenings of the Times) [fl mada ' al-

ayy3m wa ' 1-shuhUr ] which covers the years 845-874 / 1441-69 and was 

intended by its author to continue where al-Maqrizi's work, Kicab as-

Suluk li-ma'rifac duwal al-mulUk leaves off (Dunlop 1971: 131). 

5. 'All b. Da'ud b. IbrShim al-khatib al-Jawhari (819-900 / 1416-1495) 

a Turk from Farab, also known as al-Sayrafl, has left us two valuable 

chronicles: one called Nuzhac an-nufHs wa 1-abdSn fl cawSrfkh as-zamSn 

that covers the years 784-350 / 1382-1446 and the other work, Inba' al-

hasr fl abna' al-'asr covering 873-876 / 1468-1472. It would be 

interesting to know if he wrote a chronicle for the years in between, 

that is 850-873 / 1446-1468. 

6. 'Abd al-Basit b. Halll (844-920 / 1400-1-1514), who considered 

himself a faqlh , composed books of fiqh as well as works of Arab 

lexicography and of medicine. He is known to have spoken Turkish and to 

have chronicled political, administrative and economic activities 

relative to Tunis and Morocco in his Nayl al-Amal (Martel-Thoumian, 

1991: 20-21). He was also an important instructor for the histoian ibn 

lyas who wrote from first-hand observation about the fall of the Mamluks 

in Egypt and the first years of Ottoman rule there. 

7. .2Udu'1-Barakat Zayn al-Din Muhammad b. A^ad b. Iy5s (852-930/1448-

1524), as the son of an amir and a member of the aulSd an-nas regiment, 

did not possess a Mamluk lineage which could afford him high rank but he 
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did obtain training as a court administrator. His work as a chronicler 

is important because it spans a critical period in which the Mamluk 

state suffers its downfall and sustains its first years of occupation by 

the Ottomans. His history chronicle, BadS'i' az-zuhQr fi waqS'i' al-

duhur delivers both a critical examination and explanation, based on 

the author's contemporaneous observations, of the defeat inflicted by 

the Ottoman Turks on self-possessed and self-deluded MamlQks. With the 

death of Ibn lyas, the continuous chronicle of Egypt is disrupted and 

events from the sixteenth to the seventeenth century have to be 

gleaned,not from chronicles but from official documents or letters. 

3. ' Abd al-Ratoan ibn Hasan / al-Jabartl (1753 - 1322/5), begins the 

chronicle of Egypt with the year 1688, a date he apparently chose after 

studying seventeenth century Mamldk journals (Seton-Williams 1993: 98). 

Scion of a family of al-Azharl shaykhs, and the sardonic chronicler of 

unhappy times, Al-JabartI has given us a colorful, albeit damning 

account of the Mamluk's heroic but failed attempt to keep the French 

from invading Cairo in his 'Aja'ib al-^chSr fi al-Tarajim w-al-AkhbSr 

(Marvels of Deeds in Annals and Lives). He was appointed a member of 

the grand council by Napoleon to assist the French in ruling Egypt. 

That al-Jabarti was murdered on orders from Muhammad 'All, of whom the 

historian was critical, has never been shown to be true. 

Chronicles such as some of those cited above, often follow a 

similar pattern of construction: a relating of events of a certain year 

followed by an obituary coinciding either with the end of the year or 

v/ith Che end of a ruler's reign. Even though the accounts relate the 

same basic facts when covering the same period, each holds interest 

because details often differ from one to another. According to the 

leanings of each author, such and such fact will be brought out, 

examined more closely or passed over without mention. It is also 

apparent that there are date discrepancies concerning certain 

nominations or depositions, together with a lack of agreement in some 



instances among the chroniclers with regards to the identity of a person 

named in a given post. Such inconsistency may be due in part to being 

ill-informed or it has been suggested that frequent changes in personnel 

may have been the cause, especially if the replacement was not well-

known. It would seem the closer the chronicler was to the events at 

court, the more informed his work appears to be. This is especially the 

case with ibn Taghrl-Birdi' s writings in that these, of all the above 

chroniclers' descriptions and restricted commentaries, best allow the 

reader to grasp the relations between the sultan and his appointed 

officials on the one hand, and the Mamluk oligarchy on the other. 

When endeavoring to relate events before each author's time or when 

he was still a child, it has been supposed that in writing these 

chronicles there was considerable reliance on the work of informed 

predecessors For the period of which he was a credible witness, it is 

easy to imagine the author acting in a reporter-like fashion, taking day 

to day notes until, having collected sufficient information, he 

undertakes a draft of this portion of his chronicling. This manner of 

proceeding would have been in imitation of similar methods followed for 

producing manuals for official use. 

Arabic Militarv Literature 

Even though a considerable number of the Arabic chronicles and 

histories previous to the MamlQks contain battle and siege accounts 

along with descriptions of every sort of activity associated with 

military action, it is generally held that it is not until the eleventh 

century that it becomes possible to detect what can be broadly classed 

as Arabic "military literature". In retrospect, it could be said that 

this type of literature represents a response to the Crusader's presence 

in the Middle East whose heavy reliance on cavalry and extensive use of 

weaponry, proven in certain cases to be superior to that of their 

opponents, produced a discernible increase in interest in the military 



arts. As evidence of this we see that from 1169 onwards, under the 

auspices of the AyyQbids who ruled over Egypt and Syria just prior to 

the Mamluk sultanate, the appearance of serious-minded manuals written 

with the intention of improving military tactics, the strategies 

employed in waging war and the utilization of weaponry. 

In examining Muslim military literature of the Middle Ages, it can 

be discerned that researchers customarily divide subject matter into 

three broad classes. The first relates to furasXyah , covering the 

training of the horse and the rider for: 1) effective use of weaponry 

(e.g. sword, lance, battle-ax, bow and arrow, etc.), 2) the successful 

execution of a variety of single-combat techniques, 3) concerted cavalry 

field action, 4) unified exhibitions, 5) tournament competition, and 6) 

an understanding of the basiv, elements now considered part of veterinary 

science. The second literary catagory concerns Archery, focusing on 

aspects of it such as types, employment, and construction of bows and 

arrows as these relate to the Chase or the Hunt perhaps more so than as 

they pertain to the battle-field. The third class of literature deals 

with military procedures and strategies implemented in wai.£irae including 

spying, camp fortification, staging siege warfare, battle-formation, 

chain of command, rules of attack, retreat or pursuit, hostages and 

booty distribution (Scanlon, 1972:54-55). This particular literature 

catagorization system was popularized in the 1920's and became somewhat 

standard. Only recently has it received criticism for being the 

artificial construct of one researcher wishing to facilitate his own 

handling of the various MamlUk manuscript subjects. 

.According to G.Rex Smith in his description of the British 

Library's copy of the fourteenth-century MamlQk Arabic cavalry manual, 

NihSyac al-sU'l wa-' 1-umniyyah /fl'ilm al-furusiyyah ("An end to 

questioning and desiring [further knowledge] concerning the science of 

horsemanship"), there is a fourth division of purportedly "military" 

works which in actuality belong to the adab genre of Arabic belles-

leccres literature (Rex Smith, 1979: 35; Behrens-Abouseif 1999: 89). 

In this sense though non-technical in their approach to the field of 
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horsemanship, such works were nevertheless encyclopaedic and didactic in 

their aim to bring out the linguistic and literary merits of the 

material. From personal research experience into Mamluk military 

literature sources, G. Douillet [see EOI, "furQsiyya "] cautions others 

like myself that when consulting the classical catalogue indexes or the 

extensive bibliographies in search of works on riding, it is easy to be 

mislead into thinking there are many studies on the subject. In 

actuality, much of the material on the equestrian arts contained in 

these works are lexicographic and adab studies done by philologists and 

do not deal with horsemanship since the philologists were not themselves 

horsemen (Douillet, 1965: 952). 

The historian Philip Hitti explains that Umayyad and 'Abbasid 

Arabic writers on animals were primarily literary men whose works 

consisted of collections of names and epithets given by the Arabs to 

animals and illustrated by quotations from the poets (Hitti, 1970: 382). 

The earliest such work on horses, the Kicab al-Kbayl by al-Asma'l (d. 

213 AH), was widely used and referred to by later authors. Of special 

interest, the study of horse in the field of natural history comes 

closest to approximating a scientific treatment of an animal. A number 

of monographs on the horse were composed which enumerated its varieties, 

specified the horse's body parts, described its colors and designated 

desirable and undesirable qualities in a horse. The work of Hish5m al-

Kalbl (d. 204 or 205 AH) Nasab al-Khayl fl al-Jahillyah w-al-Isl^ and 

the work of Muhammad ibn Ziyad ibn al-A'rSbl (150-231 AH), Asma ' Khayl 

al-'Arab wa-Fursaniha , could also be placed into this category of 

quasi-scientific study of the horse. 

The same as with the other adab - lexicographic representatives, it 

was evidently their intention to explain every unusual expression 

appearing in their respective works as well as every concept that was 

not readily understandable, and to offer detailed comments on every 

syntactical problem that might occur, so that it would not be necessary 

to seek any explanations on this subject elsewhere. However, whereas 

al-Asma'I's aim is principally and exclusively lexicographic, the aim of 



al-A'rSbl and al-Kalbl also includes archeological and literary 

historical motivations (Levi Delia Vida 1923: 10). They apply 

themselves to collecting and arranging a list of famous warhorses having 

taken part in raids or attacks that happened during the JShilfyah which 

appear in pre-Islamic verse. 

The first literary product of this kind carrying the title of Kicih 

AsmS' al-Khayl (the Book of the Names of the Horse), also well within 

the adab genre of literature, seems to have been written by Aba 

'Ubaydah (d. 208 or 209 AH). This and two other works by him, Kicab al-

Sardl and KitSb al-Lidjam are mentioned in the FihrisC , a sort of 

catalogue on existing Arabic works composed by al-Nadim (d. 995) in 988. 

The only parts of Abi3 'Ubaydah's work about horses that seem to have 

survived are fragments that are incorporated into the work, Kitab Fadl 

al-Khayal (The Book of the Excellence of the Horse), a work containing 

Islamic traditions on horses written by 'Abd-al-Mu'min al- Dimyfitl (d. 

1306), a lecturer at the MansOrlyah Academy established by the Bahrl 

Sultan al-MansQr Qala'dn (rules 678-689/1280-1290). 

The KicSb al-HayawSn of 'UthmSn 'Amr ibn-Bahr al-JShiz (d.868 or 

869) quotes about horses from works no longer extant but his work 

apparently influenced another scholar interested in zoology, the 

Egyptian al-Damlrl (d. 1405) who wrote Hayac al-Hayawan (Animal Life), 

a work that does not specifically deal with horses but has some 

information about them in so far as zoology as a "science" at this time 

is treated more as a branch of philosophy and literature (Hitti,1970: 

332). Strange that information about riding is not easily come by in 

these sources that seem so like they should contain something about it. 

Although certainly of interest, adab military literature about horses 

is not terribly pertinent to this dissertation's topic, and will be left 

for another day. 

Treatises on f urus Tyah written by horsemen and veterinary 

practitioners come in a later stage of Arabic literature. Obviously 

wishing to demonstrate their familiarity with works of lexicography, 

these horse experts are somewhat prone to again and again go over the 



same old material, taking great liberty in quoting passages from these 

works from previous philologists. Fortunately in their treatises on 

furJsIyah , authors also wrote about the various methods of schooling 

horse and rider and cavalry practice guidelines. It does however create 

the impression that there is a progression occurring in which earlier 

compositions are the prototypes of later Mamliik military literature. In 

the opinion of Shihab al-Sarraf, current director of the International 

Center for Furusiyya Studies, this is a false impression. It is not 

entirely accurate to assume that since the main corpus of this genre of 

literature comes from the MamlQk era that furHsIyah manuscripts 

relating to equestrian knowledge emerged during the AyyQbid period and 

gained momentum with their successors. Careful examination of the 

manuscripts reveals that this literature is only partially composed of 

Arab lexicology, adab conventions and what we would consider "original" 

MamlQk horsemanship instruction. The rest consists of pre-MamlQk works, 

from preceding sources, some foreign some not, copied and used as 

reference material by the MamlQks. The realization of this makes a 

considerable difference when attempting to examine the contents of 

various examples of furUsIyah literature. This will be treated in more 

depth in other parts of this study. Within the section on "Shared 

Information" as it pertains to Greek, Roman and Byzantine contributions, 

and then, within the final portion presenting "Theroretica1 

Difficulties" with respect to ferreting out pre-MamlCik treatises copied 

and used by the Mamluks as manuals and basic references, the complex 

matter of following the literary trail as much as what in the way of an 

evolution in horsemanship manifested itself from this pursuit, will be 

analyzed. To take researchers like myself a few steps nearer to how the 

MamlQks, themselves conceived of the whole of furOsIyah . it is 

necessary to define the institution in the context of how they 

researched it, not according to how we do. 

Shihab al-Sarraf credits the 'Abbasids, whose major dynasty in 

mediaeval Islam flourished between 132/750 and 656/1253, with the 

invention of furuslyah literature (al-Sarraf, 1996: 118). According to 



his findings, the actual term furJsIyah , came into use during 'Abbasid 

rule in Iraq after the founding in the 2nd/8th century of their empire's 

center, the "Round City" of Baghdad. Later, during the 3d/9th century, 

furuslyah gained in prevalence after its conceptual and technical 

aspects were made more explicit and formalized. If seen then as 

essentially an 'Abbasid creation , furuslyah literature would have come 

about through the fusion of what is referred to as "courtly furuslyah " 

{furljslyah al-nablla ), characterized by a blending facilitated by 

Islam, of Arab and Sasanian (Persian) civilizations with what, within 

the Iraqi 'Abbasid cultural context is referred to as "military 

furDsIyah " {furOsTyah al-harblyah ), a product of the 'Abb<£sid 

professional army, particularly among caliphal troops called the Qhilman 

{sing.ahul^m ), later known as mamliik s (al-Sarraf, 1996:119 £i Sourdel, 

1965:1079-30). 

The g,hilmam essentially laid the foundations for a system of 

equitation in relation to other equestrian fields of knowledge that 

together, make up military furuslyah , an institution which begins in 

the 9th century and continues until the very end of the Mamluk sultanate 

of Egypt and Syria (sultanate dates 643-922 / 1250-1517). Furuslyah 

literature will in the main focus itself first on the training of the 

'Abbasid ̂ huli^ and later on the Mamluk faris . The system devised for 

their training began by being intended for use among the original core 

of the 'AbbSsid army, the Khurasanf corps, but after the massive 

recruitment of Turkic slaves brought into the militia from Transoxania 

or purchased from various dignitaries in Baghdad, it would serve as the 

basis for their military training as well (al-Sarraf, 1996:119). 

The "father" of furQslyah literature if you will, is Ibn Akhi Hizam 

Muhammad ibn Ya'qub, a commander in the 'Abbasid army who w^rote a work 

in the ninth century about the KhurSsanI system of training in which he 

puts forth the whole basic furuslyah concept. There are two treatises 

in this work: Kicab al-furusiyya wa'l baycaram and Kitab al-furusiyya 

wa-shiyac al-khayl , which are evidently intended to be teaching manuals 

but more importantly, which become the two main sources for future 



treatises and thereby have a direct influence on the contents found in 

furdslyah literature in general (al-Sarraf, 1996:119 U note 1: 131). 

The first treatise covers aspects of equitation, hippology and farriery 

while the second one deals with the principles of horseback riding and 

mastery over the horse; technique in the use of lance and sword; 

military arms, archery and polo. It is these subjects along with that 

of the "chase" that scholars should consider to be the real core of 

furusiyah literature. As a military society readying themselves to 

face the Mongols, Mamluks embraced the 'Abb3.sid furuslyah literary 

tradition, enlarging it with more emphasis placed on military exercises. 

The scope of subject matter to be found in the treatises expanded after 

the MamlQks decided to divide furOslyah training into "upper" (ai-

furuslyah al-'ulwlyah ) and "lower" {al-furQsIyah al-sufliyah ) types: 

upper including games and exercises performed on horseback, and lower, 

referring to activities like archery and wielding arms done on foot . 

The Scope of Furusivah Literature 

There has been considerable attention paid to cataloging all the 

treatises dealing with furlisiyah which can be found within manuscript 

collections of various libraries and museums in different countries. 

Prior efforts to delineate subjects within the treatises and to identify 

their proper grouping into categories has not been altogether accurate 

but as in all research progression, each attempt has been a step in the 

right direction. It is high time though that scholars arrive at 

furuslyah categorization in a less contrived fashion of their own 

invention and more according to the way it was understood to be arranged 

by Mamluk fursan (al-Sarraf, 1995: 132-3, note 2). To trace this 

endeavor it would probably be best to begin with a rather ethnocentric 

but revered individual, L.Mercier who attempted to make as exhaustive a 

list as he thought possible of all the known manuscripts of his time 

which deal with Muslim military, especially with the subjects of 

hippology, veterinary sciences, falconry and furusiyah . This list 
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entitled "Index Alphcibecigue par Noms d'Auceurs des Ouvrages Ecrits ou 

Traduics en Arabe Relacifs a 1'Hippiatique, I'Arc Vecerinaire, la 

Fauconnerie ec la "Furusiya" telle que Je 1 'ai Definie " can be found 

appended to his translation of the second section entitled Hilyat al-

Fursan wa shi'ar al-shuj'an , of 'All ibn 'Abd al-Rahman ibn Hudhayl 

al-Andalusi's lengthy treatise, Tuhfat al-anfus wa shi'Sr sukkSn al-

Andalus (L'Ornement des ames et la Devise des Habitants de 

1'Andalousie) which Mercier published in Paris in 1924 as La Parure des 

Cavaliers ec 1'Insigne des Preux . 

H.Ritter in 1929 did a critical review of Mercier's book for Der 

Islam to which he decided to add an annotated list of those manuscripts 

he believed to be overlooked or slighted by Mercier (Ritter, in Becker & 

Strothmann, 1929: 115-154; Scanlon 1961: 6-17). Ritter seems to have 

been the one to have originally arranged source material into the above 

cited standardly-used three catagories: furUsIyah , archery, and the 

general field of tactics, weapons and military organization. Apparently 

he saw some advantage in rearranging military treatise material into 

categories that were different from what Ibn Hudayl had tentatively 

proposed. From Mercier we see that Ibn Hudayl classified furuslyah 

literature into four areas: treatises describing horses including the 

mysterious virtues attributed to them; 2) treatises concerning wielding 

arms while mounted on a horse; 3) treatises on farriery and 4) treatises 

on falconry. Ritter revised this arrangement by lumping the first three 

categories together, by adding archery and organization of the army as 

two separate areas, and by discarding falconry. As new manuscripts 

surface, other scholars have more or less adopted this convention in 

making further corrections or additions to the growing list of Mamluk 

and pre-Mamluk treatises. 

One such contributor, George T.Scanlon, found it convenient to 

follow Ritter's method of classification but restricted its categories 

to furHslyah of the military kind {furuslyah 1-harblyah }, thereby 

alienating much of what constitutes an integral part of the literature. 

Which is to say, by defining "Furusiyah " to be a subject which "covered 
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the training of the horse, the training of the rider to wield certain 

weapons consummately, e.g., sword, lance, battle-axe, mace, bow and 

arrow, etc., the concerted actions of cavalrymen on the field, the 

technique and variety of single combat, tournaments, and the basic 

elements of veterinary science", Scanlon is arbitrarily reclassifying 

archery, hunting, polo, tactics, and organization of the army into some 

other sort of military literature. Keeping all the facets of MamlQk 

horsemanship together under one heading to simplify research seems as 

problematic as agreeing on the yet to be determined nature and form of 

known surviving treatises, many of which have not been translated, let 

alone seen by many of those who make compilations. This is to say 

nothing of the furOsIyah literature still laying hidden somewhere in 

manuscript collections whose contents will validate or invalidate 

categorization schemes. 

By limiting the scope of literature classifiable as fux-Hslyah , 

Scanlon perhaps unintentionally reduced the number of sources that would 

have otherwise been represented in bibliographical documentation. In 

his 1960 address to those attending the twenty-fifth IncernACional 

Congress of Orientalises , Scanlon may have stressed the importance of 

compiling a corpus of Arabic, Turkish and Persian manuscripts concerning 

the military arts of the Middle Ages (Scanlon 1972:55-56) but the way he 

himself catagorizes material within the different manuscripts can be 

interpreted as a rating system dictating what is worth documenting or 

not, therby prejudicing future compilation efforts. Although he 

acknowledged several attempts to augment the furusiyah bibliographies 

made in the 1800's along with further refinement of findings undergone 

by compilers in the 1920's, he does not seem to have been able to resist 

the temptation of only seeing research value in treatises which are not 

incomplete or fragmentary, not too general in their nature, nor too 

abridged, not distant copies but closer to the original, and not 

compilations by uneducated authors or popular "how-to" guides for the 

average military man. In his own estimation, after investigating and 

eliminating lesser or uncertifiable copies, there remained about sixty 
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important manuscripts which he considered truly valuable to the study of 

Muslim medieval warfare. Those accumulated source materials in Arabic 

that Scanlon deems most useful and relevant to the study are listed and 

their contents briefly described in the "Introduction" to his book, A 

Muslim Manual of War , a translation of Tafrlj al-Kurub fi Tadblr al-

Hurub by 'Umar ibn al-AnsSrI published in 1961. 

Scanlon declared Mercier's and Ritter's combined lists to be the 

most complete and pertinent survey of materials for studying Muslim 

military history to have been published prior to his work. Among his 

suggested additions to the list, Scanlon includes several manuscripts in 

the field of furiisiyah noted by Carl Brockelmann in his book entitled 

Geschichce der arabischen LitteraCur , which when added to the other 

sources on horsemanship total about twenty works, albeit not of equal 

value in his opinion (Scanlon, 1961:17). 

In an article written by Ulrich Haarmann which appears in the book. 

The Hiscoriography of Islamic Egypt (C. 950-1800), the author alludes to 

Brockelmann's "bulky" MamlQk historiography work to illustrate the 

plethora of sources available to researchers. Evidently Brockelmann 

epitomizes the manuscript dilemma in this author's opinion. I quote 

from Haarmann because the criticism holds true of most manuscript 

classification systems. 

We cannot judge whether a text is good - and therefore 
warrants a critical edition or scholarly study - or whether 
it is bad - and therefore deserves to remain buried in 
Brockelmann's repertory - solely on the basis of its formal 
consistency, for the exactitude of its names, dates, and 
quantitative statements, nor even because of its 
originality, leave alone the linguistic impeccability of its 
Arabic text (Haarmann 2001: 150-151). 

In his article entitled "Furusiyya Literature of the Mamluk Period" 

published in 1996, Shihab al-Sarraf has proposed another system for 

classifying treatises using different criteria which he states is in 

direct opposition to the previously discussed classifications. 

According to al-Sarraf, with respect to furOsIyah treatises there 
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exists two basic categories into which they can fall. Designated by him 

as Category I and Category II , these can both be further subdivided 

into three groups. Specifically, Category I includes treatises dealing 

with a particular subject or branch of furQsTyah such as those written 

"on equitation, hippology, and farriery; on archery; on the arts of the 

lance; on the arts of the mace; on the art of war; on arms and war 

machines; on the chase and on polo" (al-Sarraf 1996: 119). Category II 

differs in that it contains general furusiyah treatises which address 

most or perhaps just some of the above-mentioned areas, either in an 

abridged form or by including in them portions from Category I - type 

treatises or from entire smaller treatises. According to al-Sarraf's 

research, this would apply mainly to lance play and mace play. This 

category also covers the training of the Mamluk f^ris and all that 

concerns "lower furusiyah ", furOsIyah al-sufllyah , which is performed 

on foot including wielding arms, plus field and target archery. 

Category I and Category II FurUsIyah treatises are divided into 

the three additional groups as follows. Treatises hall-marked by their 

originality or essential contribution which understandably comprise a 

rather small proportion of the total number of treatises produced in 

this period, are to be placed in group number I. Such works were 

usually done by "professionals" working closely with or belonging to the 

military institution as for example, a member of the halga, the non-

maniluk cavalry corps (al-Sarraf, 1996:119). Group number two consists 

of compilations based on the first group and on pre-Mamluk works. The 

authors of the best examples of treatises from this group, were learned 

individuals ( 'ulaaS' ) who are known for the huge body of work they each 

produced and for their great contribution to the Islamic world. This 

list would include Sharaf al-Din al-Dimyatl (d.705/1305-6), Badr ai-Din 

ibn Jama'a (d. 733/1333), Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawjiyah (d. 751/1350, ' Izz 

al-Din ibn Jama'a (d.319/1416), Shams al-Din Muhammad al-SakhawI 

(d.902/1497) and Jalal al-DIn 'Abd al-Rahman al-SuyiTtT (d.911/1505) . As 

is the case with respect to the above-mentioned chroniclers, these men 

who compiled material from treatises, thankfully quoted clearly and 
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exactly from sources. Unlike treatise authors from the first and third 

groups, group two authors usually acknowledged their sources. Sometimes 

they defined important technical terms and the language they use in 

their works is very high caliber compared to that which is found in 

other types of Furi2slyah literature. This is a great aid to those 

researchers wishing to trace what copyists have produced compared to the 

original. Those who rightly belong in group two were all very familiar 

with the various arts of furQslyah . One such person would be Muhanimad 

al- AqsarS'l al-Hanafi (d.749/1348) , an experienced lancer and well-

versed in archery. Another would be the Shafl'l judge under the BurjI 

Sultan al-Ghawrt (ruling 906-922/1501-1517, one 'Ala' ai-Din al-Akhmlml, 

an undisputed expert in furusTyah and master archer. 

The third group of literature encompasses "popular" works, many of 

doubtful authorship or authenticity, produced to meet the demand for 

furusIyAh treatises that can be seen to have occurred at the end of the 

Bahrl Mamluks (648-784/1250-1382) and on through the Burji's era 

(Circassian period). Much of this group's examples consist of truncated 

and sometimes amalgamated portions of pre-Mamluk and Mamluk treatises 

from groups one and two (al-Sarraf, 1996: 119). The apocryphal 

condition of these treatises is largely the fault of the copyists who 

either deliberately left them without author or attributed them to well-

known authors from Category II. Obviously it is treatises from this 

third group that lead scholars into making errors. Al-Sarraf cautions 

researchers to be well-versed in groups one and two before ever tackling 

group three. 

.Al-Sai'raf' s research article cited above includes detailed coverage 

of Mamluk Furusiy&h treatises and their sources for Category I works on 

equitation, hippology, and farriery; on archery; the arts of the lance; 

arts of the mace; tactics and army organization; arms and war engines: 

hunting and polo and for Category Two, General furusTyah treatises. 

Within the notes section of the article there is a complete listing of 

the manuscripts he used in preparing this article as well as where they 

are to be found in manuscript collections the world over, with I might 



add, the latest applicable MS numbers. Research is ever so much easier 

when one is not having to cope with out-of-date catalog reference 

numbers found in old bibliographies. 

Illustrated Manuscripts: FurOsIvah Guides and Related Cavalrv Manuals 

One evidently internationally-treasured manuscript thought to be 

authored by Muhammad b. 'Isa b. Isma'Il al-Hanafi al-Aqsara'I (d. 

749/1343), whose surviving copies commonly carry the title, Nihayac al-

sQ'l wa al-umnlyah fl ca 'llm a'mSl al-furJsSyah is perhaps one of, if 

not Che most important of all the Arabic sources on Mamliik military 

training, organization and theory found in the catagory of "general 

furusiyah treatises" (al-Sarraf 1996:128). A somewhat literal 

translation of this work's most commonly used title proposed by Arabic 

language specialist Gerald Rex Smith, is "An End to Questioning and 

Desiring [Further Knowledge] Concerning the Learning (Teaching) of the 

Different E.xercises of Horsemanship". Also on the manual's title page, 

there appears the traditional rhyming title, Nihayat al-su'l wa-'l-

umnlyah / fi'ilm al-furusiyah (An end to questioning and desiring 

[further knowledge] / concerning the science of horsemanship). The 

British Library's copy of of Nihayac al-su'l , (Add. Cat. MS 18866), and 

that of Che Chester Beatty Library in Dublin, (has been listed in 

various past sources as Add. Cat. Ml, MS 13 66 and Add 21, but is 

currently listed as Ar 5655), are both felt to be examples of copies 

commissioned for library rather than practical use because they contain 

rather artistic caligraphy and illustrations (Smith, 1979:22). Other 

MSS of this manual exist in Paris (MS 2328), Cambridge (Qq 277), Cairo 

(J/N KH 391 M'A 17739) and in Istanbul with copies in Suleymaniye (4044) 

and Topkapl Sarayi (A 2651). 

Nihayac al-Su'l belongs to a select group of Mamluk furusiyah 

works which are hallmarked by their originality and by their 

contribution to the field. Described by Shihab al-Sarraf as "an 

ingenious compilation", it combines within a unified framework, the 



accumulated knowledge that was available in al-Aqsara'1's time, with 

practical experience in some of the branches of furuslyah with which the 

author himself was familiar, particularly lance use and archery. In 

comparison with other treatises, it is quite comprehensive including 

information taken from a variety of cultural sources and from past eras 

in military history. Some of its data on tactics, military 

organization, and battle formations taken from Greek and Sasanian 

sources, do not seem to be directly translatable into the 'Abbasid or 

Mamluk military practices. It probably really wasn't meant to reflect 

the Mamluk military reality but rather to be a reference work which 

contained both extant and preserved information including quotations 

from treatises no longer available in their entirety. 

It some cases it is possible to discern pre-Mamluk sources within 

this manual's lessons even though characteristically, a work apparently 

familiar to erudite Mamluk readers is only cited by its abbreviated 

title while the author frequently goes unacknowledged. As might be 

expected since he is an authority on the art. Lesson 2 on lance 

technique contains the most in-depth study of any of the subjects al-

Aqsara ' i treats in the NihSyac al-Su'l . He quotes from Ibn Akhi HizSm 

Muhammad ibn Va'qQb, the ninth century 'Abbasid army commander who was 

an expert on horses and wrote two complementary treatises whose combined 

subject matter constitute the core of furusiyah literature, minus "the 

chase". That being the case, in his own lessons (nos. 2 - 4) on the use 

of lance, sword, and shield, al-Aqsara'I can be seen to be relying to 

varying degees on the treatise of Ibn Akhi Hizam that covers these 

topics. 

In Lesson Six of NihclyaC al-Su'l, al-Aqsara'I uses information on 

cavalry training once again supplied in large part by Ibn Akhi Hizam 

covering horse equipment, vaulting on horses, and hunting with the bow. 

Hunting lions from horseback with bow and arrow receives a fair amount 

of attention in this section. Although prone to romanticize, Mercier is 

not to far off from the truth when he decribes the dangers of an Arab 

lion hunt modeled after the Persian method, in his classic Orientalist 
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work. La Chasse ec ies Spores chez les Arabes : 

L'homme seul a cheval, sur un cheval prealablement accoutume 
au lion, cherche a se faire poursuivre par cet ennemi qu'il 
gagne de vitesse. Tout en fuyant, il choisit son moment 
pour ralentir 1'allure, tirer le lion a bonne portee, a la 
mode Parthe, en visant une patte, et reprendre aussitot de 
la distance. Une fois le lion gene dans san course, et deja 
fatigue, le cavalier multiple ses attaques de plus en plus 
pres, en le criblant de fleches, jusqu'a ce qu'il en vienne 
a bout (Mercier 1927: 20). 

Other chapters within the NihSyac al-Su'l consider things that don't 

seem very relevant to the Mamluks. Chapter 3 deals with recruiting and 

organizing the military but harkens back to the old '.^bbasid procedure of 

using an army register containing detailed descriptions of every soldier 

and horse (al-Sarraf 1996: 129). This gets into the whole science of 

physiognomy ['ilm al-firasa ) with such major contributor's as Fakhr ai 

Din al-Razi who wrote Risala fl 'ilm al-firSsa in (606/1209), and 

Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al-AnsSrTi al-SQfl al-Dimashql (d. 727/1327) who 

wrote Kicab al-firasa . It is certain that al-Aqsara'I drew on the 

former but did not acknowledge him as the source. 

The last part of Lesson 8, which deals with ambushes, comes from 

several sources, among them, Allan's (Arrian's) Taccica . We see even 

more concrete evidence of this Tactica in Lesson 9, the chapter which 

concentrates on Roman battle formations which, once again, seem not very 

pertinent to Mamliik militaxy tactics> Based on the contents of al-

Aqsara'i's treatise and other furusTyah literature, it seems that on the 

subjects of war tactics and army organization, the MamlQk treatises do 

not introduce hardly any new concepts. Instead, they based them, rather 

indiscriminaetly, on earlier sources, regardless of their immediate 

relevance (al-Sarraf 1996: 125). 
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Among the MamlQk FurCsIyah treatises on equitation, hippology and 

farriery mention should be made of the great contribution made to these 

fields through the work of Abu Bakr ibn Badr ad-DIn al-Blcar (d. 

741/1340), also known as Ibn al-Mundhir . This horseman is cited as an 

authority on the era of the Bahrl Mamluk sultan an-Nasir Muljammad by the 

french author Dr. M Perron in his much-embellished 1852 translation 

attempt of this Arab equine expert's three volume work on the horse, 

often referred to simply as an-NasirI after the one to which it was 

dedicated (al-Daccak 1991: 29, 36-37). During his three different 

reigns as sultan (693/1294-694/1295, 693/1299-708/1309, and 709/1309-

741/1340), an-N5sir, an avid horse enthusiast himself, was intensely 

interested in establishing the Arabian Horse breed in Egypt as his 

first choice for the best cavalry horse (Jankovich, 1971:82; Mercier 

1924: 440). Ibn Badr ad-Din al-Bit5r, a stable master and chief 

veterinary surgeon of the Royal Stables , wrote a well ordered, easy to 

consult work for Sultan an-N5sir on the veterinary and equitation arts, 

Kamil as-sini5 'acayn al-baycarS wa az-zarcaga (The Perfection of the Two 

Arts of Equine Science and Medicine) , consisting of the sum of the 

acquired knowledge of his time on the study of the horse, including 

equine illnesses and their treatments (Cassart and Moirant, 1979:179). 

It seems that Ibn Badr ad-Din al-Bit5r, like many Mamluk manual authors, 

borrowed considerably from the earlier treatise on horsemanship, titled 

al-Furusiyah wa-Shiyac al-Khayl composed by Ya' qdb ibn 'Akhl HizSlti , 

the stable-master for the 'Abbasid Caliph al-Mu'tadid (ruling 279/892-

289/902). Apparently the first work of its kind, it contains the 

rudiments of veterinary medicine and has survived in manuscript form now 

preserved in the British Museum (Hitti, 1970:369). There is reason to 

believe that "Ka.mil as-sina'acayn al-baytara wa az-zartaqa " was 

originally ibn 'Akhi Hizam's title for his work and that this title was 

given by later Mamluk treatise copiers to the work of Abu Bakr ibn Badr 

ad-Din al-BItar, ignoring the title "Kashif hamm a-wayl fi ma'rifat 

'amrad al-Khayl " (The Discoverer of the Importance of Illnesses 
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Relative to the Knowledge of Maladies of the Horse) given by the author 

himself to his work (al-Daccak 1991: 27). An existing manuscript copy 

in Cairo's Egyptian Library, showing this title in the margin at the end 

of the preface, would lend support to the idea that it was in dedicating 

his work to an-Nasir Muhammad that Abu Bakr ibn Badr ad-Din al-BitSr 

gave his work the title of Ksshif haim a-wsyl fl ma'rifac 'amrSd al-

Khayl (al-daccak 1991: 27). 
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MamlQk Military Paraphenalia Preservation 

The Ottoman rulerss admired the military equipment of the MamlQks 

and confiscated a substantial number of weapons after the Ottoman 

conquest over the Mamluks in 1517. Sultan Selim I (r. 1512-20), had the 

contents of the arsenals of Aleppo and of Alexandria transferred to 

Istanbul. These items were kept in the Imperial Arsenal on the Topkapi 

Palace grounds and the mark of the arsenal was stamped on each piece. 

Consequently, there remains today a sizable collection of late Mamliik 

military artifacts contained within the Armoury of Topkapi Palace Museum 

(Nickel, 1979:154). Housed there are both ceremonial and utilitarian 

weapons dating from the reign of al-Ashraf Qa'it Bay (ruling 872-

901/1468-1496) to the end of the MamlQk period (Atil, 1981:54). 

In addition. The Aya Sofia Library , the Stileymaniye, and the 

Topkapi Library all have copied manuscripts on furusTyah and allied 

subjects including the famous NihSyac ai-su'i wa-' 1-umnlyah f£ ca'llum 

a'mal al-furJsIyah written by al-Aqsara'T. 

The National Museum in Florence also possesses a fine collection 

of Mamliik arms, particularly helmets. 

It is against this background of primary and source materials, 

available or still in manuscript, together with an appreciation of the 

various technological and terminological obstacles that confront the 

researcher, that this dissertation must be gauged. Insofar as my 

sources make it possible, the present study proposes to put forward one 

more investigation and examination into the subject of Medieval Muslim 

warfare, a goal effectively accomplished by focusing principally on 

MamlQk cavalry training practices. 
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PART TWO 

MAMLOK ORIGINS AND ORGANIZATION 

Fundamentals of MamlJk Organization 

The Inherited Institution 

The Maminks inherited and developed AyyObid institutions which had 

originally been put into operation by following the precedent 

established by the caliphs of Baghdad. Like the caliph, the AyyCibid 

sultans found it necessary to maintain their position with the support 

of professional slave guards. But in securing the bodyguard services of 

foreign slaves, they risk going the way the 'Abbasids had gone. As 

Philip Hitti so aptly puts it, "the bondmen of yesterday became the army 

commanders of today and the sultans of tomorrow" (Hitti 1994: 672) . 

Arising from the Turkish soldiery of al-Malik as-Salih Najm-ad-DIn .AyyCib 

(who ruled 629/1232 to 636./1239), the MamlSks secured a power-base 

through this sultan's widow, Shajar-al-Durr, who herself ruled until it 

became necessary to marry her commander-in-chief, al-Mu'izz 'Izz-ad-DIn 

.Aybak (d. 1257), and share in his power until she had him murdered. 

Aybak, whose rule began in 1250 and lasted until his death, is 

considered to be the first of the MamlQk slave dynasty. 

The series of rulers who followed Aybak are somewhat artificially 

divided, as an inheritance from medieval chroniclers, into two lines: 

the Sahri •' Turkish Mamluks (643-792 / 1250-1390), so-called because 

al-Salih Ayyub had originally stationed them in barracks on the island 

of al- Rawdah in the Nile (ai-Saiir ); and the Burji / Circassian Mamluks 

(734-922 / 13 32-1517), thus named because the Bahrl Sultan al-Mansur 

Sayf-ad- Din Qala'un (ruling 1279 to 1290) quartered his guards in the 

citadel Cowers (Arabic sing. al-Burj ) of Cairo. Generally speaking. 



family succession prevailed among the BahrT, but no hereditary 

succession was ever recognized by the Burjl , nor any policy of 

nepotism. Some authorities seem to make the assertion that MamlQks 

failed to perpetuate themselves more than two or three generations. On 

the contrary, MamlQk families reproduced themselves in number. Rather 

it is a case of succeeding generations not pursuing military careers, so 

rulers had to come from outside the direct family line (Bosworth 1967: 

65) . In truth, among the Burji s, the sultanate belonged to him who 

could capture it or who could induce powerful amirs to elect him to the 

office. 



FIG'-'RS 2.1.a The Mamluk Line of Succession 
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The Mamluks 

648-922/1250-1717 
Egypt and Syria 

I .  Babrf line 648-792/1250-1390 

648/1250 Sh^ar ad-Durr 
648/1250 al-Mu'izz'Izz-ad-Din Aybak 
655/1257 ai-ManfOr NQr-ad-D&i 'All 
657/1259 al-Mupfiar Sayf-ad-DIn Qutuz 
658/1260 af-^Shir Rukn-ad-DIn BaybifS 1 

al-BunduqdSri 
676/1277 as-Sa'Id NSfir-ad-D&i Baiaka 

[or Berke] Khan 
678/1280 al-'Adil Badr-ad-Dfn SalSm^ 

678/1280 al-ManfOr Sayf-ad-DIn QalS'On al-Ain 

689/1290 al-Ashnf $aIib-2<l-D!n Khald 

693/1294 an-NS;ir NSfir-ad-DIn Mubminad, 
first reign 

694/1295 al-'Adil Zayn-ad-Dbi KitbugfaS 
696/1297 al-MansOr I^usSm-ad-Dbi iJ^In 

698/1299 an-N3$ir N3;tr-ad-D!n Muhammad, 
seeenJ nign 

708/1309 al-Mu^afiar Rukn-ad-Dln Baybars 11 
aI-J3shankIr 

709/1309 an<N3^r NSfir-ad-D&i Mubanunad, 
third reign 

741/1340 al-Man$ur Sayf-ad-DIn AbQ-Bakr 
742/1341 al-Ashiaf'AlS'-ad-DIn KSjOk 

743/1342 an-N3sir ShihSb-ad-Dtn Abmad 

743/1343 as-§2ljh'Imid-ad-DIn Ismi'Il 
746(124^ al-KSmil Sayf-ad-DIn Sha'bSn i 

747/1346 al-Mu^iiar Sayf-ad-DIn H^jjl ^ 
748/1347 an-Nisir N2^-ad-DIn al-Hasan, 

j fm  re ign  
752/1351 as-§ilih ^Sh-ad-DIn $Slib 
75?/i354 an-NIsir N3;ir-ad-DInal-Ijasan, 

second reign 
762/1361 al-Mansur Saiih-ad-DIn Mubammad 
764/1363 al-Ashi^ Nasir-ad-DIn Sha'bSn 11 

jjSltyyi al-Man^ur *Ali'-ad-DIn 'All 
783/1382 a -̂Silib $alSh-*d-D&i r«gn 
784/1382 a¥-?ihir Sayf ad-DIn Ban^q [Buijl] 
791/1389 n (second reign, wim honorific title 

d-Mû aiiar) 

2. Burjl line 784-922/1382-1517 

784/1382 ar-TShir Sayf-ad-DIn Barqaq,>rmrn;pi 
791/1389 ^ijjl II (second teign, Ba^) 

792/1390 af-7ihir Sq^-ad-Dbi BarqQq, 
seeendreiffi 

te>/>399 >n-NifirNifir-ad-DInFaiij,^«trajpi 
soil 1401 al-MaiifOr 'Izz-ad-DIn 'Abd-al-*A^ 
808/1405 an-Nifir Niftr-ad-Dbi Fai^, 

teeondrngn 
815/1412 al-'Adil al-Musa'&i ('Abbisid dJiph, 

proclaimed sultan) 
815/1412 al-Mu'ayyid Sayf-ad-Dbi Shaykh 

824/1421 al-Mii|i2fo Abnud 
824/1421 af-TShir Sayf-^-Dbi T2f3r 
824/1421 af-SSlib Nl^r-ad-Dbi Mubanunad 

al-AshnfSayf-ad-D&iBanbay 

841/1437 al-'AzIz Janiil-ad-D&i YOsuf 
8^/1438 af-zahir Sayf-ad-Dbi Jaqnua 
857/1453 al-ManfOr Faichr^d-Din'UtnmSn 
857/1453 al-Ashnf Sayf-ad-DIn Inll 
865/1461 al-Mu'ayyad ShihSb-ad-DIn Abmad 
865/1461 a^-TShir Sayf-ad-DIn Khtish^dam 
872/1467 a^-TShir Sayf-ad-DIn Bilbay 
872/1468 ia^73hir Timuri>ughi 
872/1468 al-Ashiaf Sayf-ad-DIh Qi'it Bay 

901/1496 an-NSfir Muhammad 

903/1498 a^?3l^QSn^b 
905/1500 aI-Ashraf]inbal2t 
906/1501 al-'Adil Sayf-ad-DIn Tum3n Bay 
906/1501 al-Ashraf Q3nfuh al-Ghawri 
922/1517 al-Ashraf TumSn Bay 

Ottoman conquest 
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In all there were twenty-four Bahri Mamluks, excluding Shajar- al-

Durr, and there were twenty-three Burjl s. In several instances in both 

the Bahri and the Bahri sultanates, a slave rather than son (i.e. a free 

man), of the sultan would succeed him. As the victims of political 

power struggles, quite a few of the reigning sultans, many while still 

young, met with violent ends. The average duration of rule of a Mamliik 

sultan has been estimated at less than six years (Hitti 1994: 674). 

As dangerous as it might be, the early MamlOtcs thought it best to 

pattern their government after earlier regimes. They chose to maintain 

those offices and policies that had been in place during FStimid and 

AyyObid administrations because they believed this would aid them in 

achieving a rigorously centralized state. One system designed to 

promote direct accountability to the Sultan involved following a set of 

principles which incorporated slaves into military and administrative 

branches. Though this strategy had been in existence in the Muslim 

world for some time prior to the Mamluks, it was instituted in 1250 and 

essentially lasted, with certain modifications, until 1517 as an attempt 

to impose their own strongly militarized form of government onto the 

existing civil administration of Egypt and Syria. 

In Egypt, the basic concept of relying on a soldier-slave caste 

recruited from abroad and then, at a designated point in their army 

training, manumitted into the Sultan's service was a continuation into 

the MamlQk era of former .^yyubid practice. The MamlQks are responsible 

for having further institutionalized their predecessor's system, by 

devising a rigidly maintained hierarchy which proceeded from the lowest 

military and administrative ranks up the ladder to the highest post, 

chat of the Sultanate. Before commencing the intended aim of this 

study, it is essential to familiarize the reader with the structure of 

the MamlOk military, especially as it pertains to the Mamluk officers, 

called amirs (sing, amir , pi. umara ') and to the cavalry troops, 

MamlQk and non-Mamluk members of the Halqa unit (Ayalon 1977, Chap. 

3:42) . 
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The military forces stationed in Egypt consisted of three main 

divisions: the Royal Mamluks {al-m^dllk as-sulcaniya ), the Amirs' 

MamlQks (mamallk al-umara '), and the Halqa corps {ajnad al-halga ). 

The Royal MamlQks were split into two categories: the ruling sultan's 

mamlQks {mushcaraw^c, ajl&h or iulbSn ) and those mamluks who had passed 

into the service of the ruling sultan from the service of other masters 

{muscakhdamQn ). This second category of mamlQks was divided into two 

groups: those who transferred into the reigning sultan's service out of 

that of former sultans {mamSlik as-salac£n al-mucaqaddima, garanTs, or 

qaranisa ) and those who passed into the service of the reigning sultan 

from that of the amirs, because of the death or dismissal of their 

masters (sayflya ). The third main division, the ajnSd al-halga 

constituted the most important non-mamlilk element of the sultanate's 

army. Within the halqa there was the elite unit of the awlad an-nas , 

the sons of mamluks and Mamiak amirs, born as free men and as Muslims in 

the Mamluk sultanate, bearing Arab names (Ayalon 1977, Chapter 8: 45). 

As such they were ineligible for higher ranking positions in the MamlQk 

upper class. 

Residing in Cairo where they received the best of military training 

and the support of the reigning sultan, the Royal MamlQks were the most 

prized and honored portion of the army. Their privileged station 

afforded considerable power of influence, a state which in turn sparked 

numerous conflicts between them. The competition is especially evident 

between the ruling sultan's mamluks {mushtarawSt ) and mamluks of an ex-

sultan {garanis ) where the later resent the prerogatives given over to 

the former when they were forcibly displaced. Rather loosely tied to a 

past or the present sultan, and lacking the all-important unifying bond 

of solidarity, the mamlQks of former amirs {sayflya ) possessed even 

less of a social and political standing. Considered lesser-trained 

outsiders thrown together but unable to share mutually in their loyalty, 

be it servant to master and liberator or between fellows in servitude, 

Che mamluks of the amirs (mamallk al-umara ' or ajnad al-umarS '), were 

never classed by Royal Mamluks as their social or military equals. 



The game for superiority seems to have played itself out somewhat 

differently in the case of the Halqa troops [ajnad al-halqa ) , the 

corps of free, i.e. non-mamlilk soldiery, that contained within it a 

special unit composed of the sons of the amirs and of the mamluks {awlad 

an-nas ). Said to have been originally instituted under the Ayyubid 

sultan Salah ad-DTn (ruling 1169-93), the halqa division was thought by 

the early MamlQk rulers to rank in social and military class terms 

almost on a par with the Royal Mamluks. Over time, due in part to the 

inferior position with which the ever increasing numbers of MamlCk 

military elites assigned the awlad an-nas , the halqa experienced a 

decline in status that occurred steadily throughout the fourteenth 

century and then greatly accelerated in the fifteenth century. 

Eventually, halqa membership was heavily associated with anyone 

endeavoring to improve their social standing by buying their way into 

the regiment. At that point, they bore little further resemblance to 

actual soldiers, neither possessing horses or taking part in military 

campaigns (Ayalon 1977, Chap. 3:45). 

A brief explanation about the ranking divisions among MamlQk 

officers, referred to as amirs by the Mamluks (sing, amir , pi. umarS' ) 

will also prove helpful to this study. Basically, there are three ranks 

of officers: the highest rank {amir mi'a muqaddam alf ), entitling the 

amir to keep 100 horsemen in his service; the second highest rank 

entitling the amir to keep at least 40, and at various times in MamlOk 

history, as many as 70 or even 80 horsemen in his service, and the third 

highest rank, entitling the amir to keep between 10 and 20 horsemen. 

Though permitted to keep 100 horsemen in his service, highest 

ranking amirs were commonly called "Amirs of a Thousand" (amir alf ) 

because, they could, if it were ever necessary, command 1000 halqa 

troop members in the field. This designation does not ever seem to have 

fit the reality of the situation, for even in the period when halqa men 

actually participated in military campaigns, no commander seems to have 

led that many halqa into battle. Be that as it may, it is an 

established fact that the holders of the most important posts in the 



stace were selected from these Amirs of a Thousand The number of 

highest ranking officers was fixed at 24, but in reality seems to have 

varied from between 11 and 27 . Also, records show that in actuality, 

the number of "Amirs of Forty" {amir arba'In or amir tablkhSna ) and 

"Amirs of Ten" {amTr 'ashara ), was not so fixed either. In the closing 

decades of MamlQk rule, the number of Amirs of Forty fluctuated between 

10 and 75, while Amirs of Ten varied from 185 up to 225 (Ayalon, 1977, 

chap. 8: 46). 



FIGURE 2.1 .b The Mamluk Chain of Command 

Caliph 
(Spiritual head of the Muslim community) 

Mamliik Sultan 
(Caliph's Executive delegate ruling Egypt & Syria) 

i 

Men of the Pen  ̂Ma/n/uAr Men of the Sword —> MenoftheTuriaan 

i 
Amirs of the Council - Umara al-Mushara 

(Each Amir owns 100 Mamluk & commands 1000 Halqa troops) 
4, ^ J, 

Household The Army Egypt's Urban 
Administration i Administration 

(Includes) 
i Amirs of the Orchestra - Tablakhana 

(Middle-ranking Amirs, each owning about 40 MamlQk) 
i i 

Amirs of Ten 
i (Junior officers, each owning about ten Mamluk ) 

Amir of the Stables Amir Akhur 
& i 

Commander of the Royal Mamluk s • 
Muqqadam al-Mamalik al-Sultanfyah 

& i 
Young trainee Mamluk The Circle - HALQA 
Mamlik alSunanî ah (Freebom Cavalry Commanded by Mamluk 

Amirs or by officers from own ranks) 
i 

<—  ̂  ̂ —) 

Native Sons of Mamluks Mongol, Turkish, 
Egyptians Awladal-Nas Kurdish Tribesmen 

Watadi'yah 

Late 13th century Mamluk Administratton In Egypt and Syria, 
Concentrating on Cavalry Portion of the Military 



It is obvious from this brief outline that the Mamluk division of 

command reflects the huge importance placed on the exercise of authority 

conducted from horseback and the massive investment this military 

society had in its mounted membership. During certain periods of Mamluk 

history, amirs believed wholeheartedly that proficiency in horsemanship 

was a prerequisite for success within the army. Other times, amirs 

neglected their military cavalry training, believing competition among 

themselves for cultural and political pre-eminence lay in a show of 

luxury, not in actual achievement of a skill. Wearing expensive riding 

attire, equipped with finely-made weaponry, and sitting astride a 

beautifully comparisoned horse of purest breeding, these pretentious 

amirs with hardly any hard-core riding experience, only pretended to be 

horsemen to look important. Real horsemen, skilled fursSn , resented 

these pretenders. There is even a verb in Arabic (cafarrasa ), which 

means to be "pretending to be a horseman or to be skilled in 

horsemanship" and carries with it the connotation of being an all-around 

fake. 

Those who valued furusiyah (horsemanship) subscribed to the ethic 

that "real men ride horses really well" and can prove their warrior 

worth by exhibiting their combat skills on horseback. Such men 

practiced daily in the hippodrome (maydan ) to perfect complex cavalry 

maneuvers . Within the maydan , synchronized riding exhibitions 

simulating combat encounters were choreographed into performances that 

could be put on for large audiences of other Mamluks. As a major part 

of their battle preparation, equestrian games were played on [and off] 

the playing grounds. Horse races and polo games were also very popular 

spectator sports among the military elite. 
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Thg Sultan's Support of the Cavalry Institution 

For various reasons, certain rulers invested heavily, others, 

adequately and quite a few, not at all in their cavalry's equestrian 

training and practice. Much of this has to do with the fact that since 

the whole furusTyah institution always fell under state control, its 

rise or decline remained closely connected to the sovereignty and 

independence of not the sultanate but the caliphate (al-Sarraf 

1996:119). This theory is supported by there being two recorded periods 

in caliphal history when furQslyah literature obviously flourished; the 

first from the second half of the eighth century until the Buwayhid 

domination in 334/945, and the second from the mid twelfth century 

onward until the Mongol invasion in the mid-thirteenth century (al-

Sarraf, 1996:119). With the destruction of Baghdad along with the 

abolishment of the caliphate there (656/1158), the major center for the 

Islamic world shifts to the two cities; Cairo and Damascus. The MamlQks 

in Egypt and Syria therefore become heirs to the honored 'Abbasid 

traditions including that of furuslyah. Due to the nature of their 

particular military institution coupled with the fact that they also 

were faced with the Mongol threat, the MamlOk sultans willingly extended 

the scope of military training and supported whatever it took to defend 

Islam and the State. 

As long as the perceived threat from the outside world was taken 

seriously, Mamluks remained conscious of the fact that their cavalry was 

only as good as the amount of interest shown to it by any given sultan 

during his reign. The truth of this was certainly born out in the case 

of the MamlOk ruler as-Zahir Baybars I al-Bunduqdarl (rules 658-

67 5/1260-1277). .After his victory at 'Ayn Jalut in 658/1260, Baybars 

fully expected that the ilkhanids would return to Syria en masse to 

avenge their loss and attempt to reclaim the territory for themselves. 

Rather than wait passively for the Mongols to come back, Baybars 

initiated intense military preparations. He was intent on preparing a 

"war machine" which could beat anything the Mongols sent his way. The 
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eventual victory at the second battle of Horns in 680/1231 proved that 

Baybars had indeed created the strong military he had intended to make, 

one capable of withstanding the Mongol threat. 

Baybars did this not only by enlarging the army both by 

incorporating experienced military refugees escaping Mongol incursion 

and by buying and raising large numbers of mamluks , but also by placing 

great emphasis on furUsXyah (horsemanship) and on other areas of 

military training. Of the two hippodromes the sultan had constructed in 

Cairo, al-Mciyd<Sn al-Zahirl and al-Mayd^n Al-Q3baq , the second one 

which was built in 666/1257, became his army's main practice center for 

furHsfyah exercises. Because Baybars was himself an active participant 

in daily riding activities held in this maydSn, his presence generated a 

great deal of enthusiasm among his amirs and mamlQks . So many in fact 

devoted themselves to learning and gaining proficiency in lance 

maneuvers and in archery, that to avoid overcrowding in the hippodrome, 

participation had to be regulated. A show of interest in military 

horsemanship v/as actually more than voluntary. Baybar's visits to the 

maydin were not done solely for the purpose of partaking in the 

training. He also went to all the maydSn s in Cairo to conduct 

mandatory inspections called 'urud , pi. ot'ard , to verify military 

readiness (Ainitai-Preiss, 1995:73). Failure to be present at inspection 

could result in execution. The 'ard check was one sure way the sultan 

could pressure his subordinates officers and soldiers into conforming 

with his plans. Baybars made ample use of this established institution 

to build up the quality of his fighting force and to keep them under his 

thumb cBosworth, 1975, 56-77). 
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Mavdan Construction 

The number of maydSns in operation during any given sultan's 

reign is a good indication of the presence or absence of his support for 

his cavalry. Building more and better practice fields in and around 

Cairo had its heyday but as priorities changed one by one, arenas fell 

into disuse and were ultimately abandoned, later to disappear under the 

construction of a new plaza, by-way or edifice. 

Al-maydin al-SSlihl built by the Sultan al-Salih AyyCib in 643/1243 

was subsequently inherited by the Bahrl Mamluks and was useful to them 

in the first years of their rule in Egypt. Later the Bahri Mamluk 

sultans had a number of other hippodromes constructed. Among them, the 

mayadfn that are known the best are al-maydan az-Zahirl and maydSn al-

qabaq created by at-2ahir Baybars I; al-mayd&n Birkat al-FIl, created by 

Sultan Kitbugha,- and three mayadin : al~maydan al-Nasirl, al-maydan al-

mahSrl, and al-maydan Siryaqus. created by an-Nasir Muhammad. Sadly the 

Circassian MamlQks let their hippodromes fall into disrepair. According 

to available sources, Sultan QansQh al-Ghawri is really the only notable 

Circassian sultan to try and continue the maydein construction tradition 

in Cairo (Ayalon 1979: article II, 38-40; Rabie 1975: 158, note 2). 

In 1503 al-Ghawri began construction of a new grand maydan which 

would help re-establish furusiyah's popularity. This hippodrome became 

a center of attraction to Mamluks. A period of intense interest in 

horsemanship began which rivaled even the "Golden Age" of furQsTyah of 

the early Bahrl Sultanate. Al-Ghawrl wished very much to demonstrate to 

everyone that the Mamluks were still a military might to be reckoned 

with. Diplomatic envoys from Middle Eastern and European countries were 

entertained v/ith a display of furusTyah . The Ottoman Sultan Ibn 

'UChman's envoy, who was not shown any display of firearms, reported 

back to this sultan that the Mamluks were investing all their energies 

in obsolete weaponry and were no longer to be feared. In a sense al-

Ghawrl's maydan sealed the fate of the Mamluks (Ayalon 1978: 57-58). 
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Symbols of Exclusivity 

The Mamluks stood as a caste apart in its monopoly of political 

power and physical force. The system was expressly designed to preserve 

the espric de corps of the whole governing establishment by locking the 

subject peoples, even the locally born sons of Mamluk commanders out of 

it entirely. A Cherished possession, the horse became a symbol of a 

Mamluk's exclusive membership in the ruling military elite. Ordinary 

civilians were not permitted to either own or ride a horse and usually 

notables had to make due with mules and donkeys. In 792/ 1390 an 

injunction was issued prohibiting any government administrators or civil 

servants from riding a horse with the exception of the wazir , the 

sultan's superintendent of finances, the katib as-sirr , the sultan's 

chief political and administrative corespondent/consultant, and the 

nazir al-hass , the director of the department handling the sultan's 

private revenues (Martel-Thoumian, 1992:355,n. 117). 

As a rule then, horses were supposed to be reserved for Mamluks yet 

at times, certain high administrators enjoyed special dispensations that 

made it possible for them to have horses. Al- Maqrizi writes that a 

high-ranking government secretary purchased residential property on 

which he built a stables for horses (Martel-Thoumian, 1992:398-9). This 

is good evidence to some scholars that during the early Burjl MamlQk 

years, owning horses remained a status symbol but a slight change in 

"mental icy" from that of Bahrl thinking may have allowed for 

administrative higher-ups to possess them. Buying position and the 

material signs of it is of course certainly not out of the question in 

corrupt circles. Whatever the reason for loosening restrictions on 

owning or riding horses, one of these favored government officials might 

be required to pay an rather exorbitant purchase price for one of the 

sultan's pure-blood horses. There is record of the SurjT sultan, al-

Mu'aiY^d Shaykh (ruling 315/1412- 824/1421) selling one of his horses to 

an important civil functionary, the head secretary of the Bureau of the 

Army in 323/1420, for the huge sum of 2500 dinars (Martel-Thoumian, 



1992:355). Al-Maqrlzl reports {SulUk , IV-3.: 1163), that in 843/1439, 

the average price of a horse destined to be purchased by a Mamliik was 50 

dinars (Martel-Thoumian, 1192:355, n. 117). In any event this expensive 

privilege seems to have been short lived for in 354/1450 we learn from 

Ibn Taghrl-Birdl (in Hawddic, 1:78), that the sultan forbids any 

administrative notables whosoever from riding horses (Martel-Thoumian, 

1992 :355,n. 117). Horses were to be kept out of the hands of non-

military . 

The sultan with an elaborate court and several regiments of mounted 

troops, purposely removed themselves from the public by residing within 

the Citadel, an awesome complex of palace, mosques, offices, living 

quarters, and stables that stood on a rocky prominence 250 feet above 

the city of Cairo. Completed according to Saiah-ad-Dln's specifications 

in 1183, the Citadel thereafter underwent over time some major 

modifications. Several of the changes directly affected Mamluk cavalry 

practice on or near Citadel grounds. Under the supervision of Salah-ad-

Din's nephew al-Malik al-Kamil I (d. 1233), the Royal Stables were 

built beneath the western slope of the Citadel hill with a private 

entrance just for the sultan descending from the palace above. The 

stables also had a fortified gate leading out into a large square called 

Metydan ar-Rumayla (the Sandy Patch) which is now the small square called 

M&ydan Muhammad 'All (Seton-Williams 1993: 361). It was during this 

Ayyubid ruler's reign (635/1238), that this maydan was made the site of 

Cairo's horse and camel market and became Cairo's most important square 

(Lyster 1990: 11) 

Baybars I al-Bunduqdarl, the first great Mamldk sultan, and the one 

who initiated a military caste system to perpetuate the Mamltik 

hierarchy, felc it necessary to step-up security measures within the 

Citadel. By dividing the Citadel's palace grounds into two separate 

enclosures with an interior wall, visitors in the Northern Enclosure 

could be kept out of the Royal compound. The sultan had his own 

entrance called the Bab as-Sirr (Gate of the Secret), into the royal 

compound, the Southern Enclosure , which he could approach by way of the 



Interior Road, a private route which ran through the stables. The 

Interior Road was the sultan's private processional route used by him on 

official occasions when he would ride in state from the upper Citadel 

into the MaydSn ar-Rumayla and then parade through Cairo (Lyster 1990: 

21). It was from this maydan that all royal processions into the city 

started and it was also here that mamlQks and amirs received their 

stipends, presents and honors . This area is now occupied by gardens 

flanked by wide roads (Seton-Williams 1993: 361). 

During Baybar's reign (1260-1277), recruits trained daily in the 

Citadel or in various hippodromes around Cairo to perfect their 

horsemanship, archery and their use of lance and sword. By the third 

reign of an-Nasir Nasir-ad-Din Muhammad (709/1309), amirs were building 

palaces around Maydan ar-Rumayla which had by then become the main 

military market, training grounds, and sporting arena for the Mamliik 

cavalry (Lyster 1990: 16). 

A man who loved the out-of-doors and horseback riding, an-Nasir 

decided to considerably enlarge the Southern Enclosure's grounds. This 

required leveling the uneven ground on the south end, located slightly 

lower than the rest of the Citadel, to make a expansive flat terrace. A 

major project, large amounts of landfill were hauled in, a wall 

constructed around the area and three defensive towers built to overlook 

vulnerable points. Known as the Haush this addition was large enough 

to contain a private garden, a number of pavilions, a cattle stockade 

and a polo playing field. 

An-N5sir's horse-related improvements did not stop with the 

construction of the Haush . Beneath the western slope of the Citadel, 

he had the Royal Scabies enlarged and protected by a wall which was 

intended to separate the sultan's stables from the Mayan ar-Rumayla . 

As security measures remained a prime concern for an-N5sir, even in his 

peace-time reign, in riding into or back from the maydSn to the stables, 

horsemen would pass through the Bib as-Silsila (the Chain Gate), heavily 

guarded by MamlQk soldiers stationed in the adjacent Harraqa (Firing) 

Pavilion tower. This gate would also serve to control access to the 



Interior Road leading to the Gace of che Secrec into the Southern 

Enclosure. There was also another entrance into the Royal Scabies by 

way of a staircase within the Burg ar-Rafraf (Canopy Tower) located on 

the western side of the Citadel hill. 

As the Royal Stables, especially under an-NSsir's rule, contained 

thousands of horses, a large number of attendants including 

veterinarians, groomers, exercisers, and stall-cleaners, worked there on 

a daily basis. Presumably for them, the Masgid al-Iscabl (Mosque of the 

Stables) was located just outside the Chain Gate in Maydan ar-Rumayla . 

Today on the site where this mosque used Co be there is another, the 

Mosque of Ahmad Kackhuda al-'Azab (SeCon-Williams, 1993: 367). 

Souch of Che scabies, and Maydan al-Rumaylah, and below Qasr al-

Ablaq (Che "Piebald" or Stripped Palace), an-Nasir had the immense QarS-

MaydSn (Che Blacic Square, also known as "the Meeting Place") constructed 

as a training grounds for the MamlQk cavalry. Serving as a hippodrome, 

this was where the Mamluks held horse races, polo matches and 

CournamenCs. The grounds sac on an arCificially raised earChen 

"placform" surrounded by a wall, conCaining royal pavilions and gardens 

as well as Che riding arena and spectator grandstands (Lyster 1990: 21). 
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Changing Fortunes 

Rather than the above traditional division of the MamlQk period 

into the Bahrl and Burjl eras, Andre Raymond in his comprehensive study 

of life in Cairo through the centuries, proposes that a chronological 

division which is "responsive to the vagaries of history" would better 

represent the periods of expansion, prosperity, deterioration, 

stagnation and relative recovery experienced in the course of Mamluk 

history (Raymond 2000: 116). Following this proposal, there is first a 

period of expansion in the Bahrl Mamluk period, associated with the 

reigns of Nasir Muhcimmad (1294-5, 1299-1309 U 1309-1340). This is 

followed by a period of crisis which begins with the appearance of the 

Black Plague in 1348; includes the ruin of Syria as a result of 

Tamerlane's invasion in 1400 (a fate which Egypt only narrowly escaped), 

as well as a steep downward spiral in Cairo's economy due to widespread 

famine caused by a flood disaster in 1403; and ends with the disastrous 

two reigns of NSsir Faraj (801-808/1399-1405 U 808-815/1405-1412), an 

unstable man apparently incapable of dealing with domestic strife 

instigated by insubordinate amirs. Next in this time-frame there is a 

period of recovery, favorable to economic and political normality as 

well as artistic and scientific creativity, notwithstanding Egypt's 

reduced population problem and the potential Ottoman threat. 
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Enemy Encounters (1096-1517) 

The MamlQks faced many challenges to consolidating their power. 

They exhibited great fortitude curbing repeated advances from both 

Crusaders and Mongol hordes. They also stubbornly met internal threats 

of every kind in spite of unbeatable odds. Sir John Glubb attributed 

their many successes to a tough attitude molded from living lives filled 

with danger and hardship. They stuck to a system of "survival of the 

bravest, the most cunning and the most ruthless" and only gave their 

loyalty to a man who had "climbed to the top over their backs" (Glubb 

1973: 107). A competitive, pridefull, vainglorious spirit may have 

carried them through the worst of times and the most horrendous of 

ordeals, but it also sealed their fate. As Voltaire once wrote: 

"Whoever serves his country well has no need of ancestors" (Glubb 

1973:65). In the end, the Mamluks probably did not have many. 

The Crusaders 

The success of the First Crusade and the establishment of Christian 

principalities in the Near East was one of the relatively minor 

consequences of the disintegration of the Seljuk sultanate after the 

death of the sultan Malik-Shah in 1092. On the eve of the First Crusade 

in this time of the break-up of the empire, the complex political and 

religious situation made Greater Syria into a vast war zone fought over 

by generals and former clients of the Seljuks on the one hand and armies 

in the service of the Fatimid caliphs in Egypt on the other. The 

circumstances practically insured the successive triumphs of the armies 

of the First Crusade in Anatolia, northern Syria and Palestine. 

Although Turkish armies were dispatched from Aleppo, Damascus, and Mosul 

for the relief of Antioch in 1097 - 1098, their movement lacked the 

necessary co-ordination. The smaller coastal cities to the south were 

by no means strong enough to resist the Christian advance either. When 

the Fatimids lost Jerusalem to the crusaders, the full significance of 
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the crusading movement and the Christian occupation of the city was not 

immediately understood by the Muslim community. Even so, despite 

widespread ignorance about the origins and motives of the crusaders, and 

despite all the political and religious divisions experienced by the 

Muslim community, crusader atrocities committed in Jerusalem in 1099 

prompted delegations to seek out the caliph in Baghdad in hopes of 

obtaining through his influence, assistance in taking some action 

against the Franks. Though the victims of the crusaders in Syria never 

did receive any substantial help via this avenue, some Muslim leaders 

responded to the Christian invasion by attempting to organize a counter-

crusade. Refugees fleeing Christian domination in Jerusalem and other 

Latin principalities settled in cities such as Aleppo and Damascus, 

where they looked for a candidate to present himself who would lead them 

in quest to retake their homeland. Their first choice, IlghazI, a 

prominent member of a Turkish clan who had carved out a principality of 

their own after the Seljuk Empire's break-up, did manage to obtain the 

first victory in the Muslim counter-crusade at the "Field of Blood" 

though his leadership capability was not equal to the task of destroying 

the Christian principality of .^ntioch. 

'Ima-ad-DIn ZangI ibn Aq Sonqur, the military governor of Mosul 

<521-541 / 1127-1146), was more successful at keeping the Franks from 

over-running Syrian territory on account of his personal interest in 

adding Damascus to his own principality in Northern Iraq and Syria. 

.2^1though Damascus' s governor thwarted this ambition by forming an 

alliance with the kingdom of Jerusalem, through a fortunate though 

unplanned concatenation of circumstances, Zangi did capture the Latin 

city of Edessa in 539/1144, making him a hero in the eyes of many 

Muslims. It was Zangi' s son, Nur-ad-Dln Ma^Od who took over his 

father's Syrian conquests, triumphantly entering the city of Damascus in 

1154. Nur-ad-Din had designs on the reconquest of Jerusalem but Egypt 

proved to be a more urgent priority. Ascalon had fallen to the Franks 

in 1152, giving crusader fleets a port within striking distance of the 

Nile delta. The Fatimid caliphs of Egypt had become pawns under the 
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control of feuding military factions. 

It was Ndr-ad-Dln's policies in Syria and Palestine against the 

Franks and the declining Fatimids which paved the way for al-Malik an-

Nasir I SalSh-ad-DIn's career and for the constituting of the Ayyubid 

empire. The policy begun by ZangI of recruiting large numbers of Kurds 

into his service, including AyyQb in 532/1138 continued under his son, 

and so a short time later, we see Ayyub's brother Shirkuh entering NOr-

ad-Dln' s service In 564/1169, NiTr-ad-DIn sent an army to Egypt to 

block the Christians from taking control there. Shirkdh's forces 

succeeded in their mission but very soon afterwards their leader died 

leaving his nephew Salah-ad-DIn as the elected successor to the 

vizierate. Although actually rather enmeshed in fighting with 

neighboring Muslims over territorial acquisition, the picture Salah-ad-

DIn "s chancery representatives painted of him made him out to be a 

counter-crusader par none. His eye on Aleppo and Mosul, he did not 

actively joined the anti-Christian effort in earnest until these cities 

were under his sway. In June 1187, he crossed the Jordan with an army 

of perhaps 30,000, composed of Turkish and Kurdish professional cavalry, 

mamluk - slave soldiers, mercenaries, tribal contingents of Bedouins and 

Turkomans who participated as cavalry auxiliaries and a civilian 

volunteer corps, all destined to meet King Guy of Jerusalem's army in 

battle. In the immediate aftermath of his sensational victory won at 

Hattin, Salah-ad-DIn moved on to occupy a series of coastal sites before 

finally proceeding to exact Jerusalem's surrender. 

Had he realized what was in store for him as a result of the fall 

of Jerusalem to Muslims, with the ensuing years of struggle to maintain 

what amounted to a standoff against the crusader contingents of the 

Third Crusade, Salah-ad-Din might not have so aggressively pursued his 

costly campaigns involving Egypt, Syria, Mesopotamia and Palestine. 

Certainly after his demise, those who followed in his foot-steps were 

leery of provoking yet another crusade. Focusing their attention on 

contesting supremacy within the bounds of their own empire, Auyyubid 

princes were more prone to seeking out alliances with the Franks rather 



than fighting them, using the Latin States to fight hostile kinsmen 

contesting for power. Throughout this feuding, the sultanate in Egypt 

was generally recognized as the seat of authority and thus it was to the 

sultan chat the job of facing the next wave of Crusaders would fall. 

The first contingents of the Fifth Crusade landed in 1218 on the Nile 

Delta west of Dainietta, during the reign of SalSh-ad-Dln's brother, al-

Malik Sayf-ad-Dln al-'Adil I (ruling 596-615/1200-1218). In 1219 

crusaders took Damietta but Sayf-ad-DIn's son and successor, al-Malik 

al-Kamil I (ruling 615-635/1218-1238) regained it in 1221. 

Al-Kamil's subsequent interaction with crusaders in the early 

thirteenth century was more motivated by a need for coexistence with 

them rather than by a desire to take up the sword against the infidel. 

The temporary truces which were negotiated between Muslims and 

Christians were acceptable to many but when al-Kdmil felt compelled to 

surrender Jerusalem to Frederick II, this aroused widespread criticism 

in the Muslim world. When Al-Kamil's son, al-Malik as-Salih Najm-ad-DIn 

Ayyub (ruling 629-636/1232-1239) took over in Egypt, he continued the 

struggle with rival Ayyubid princes and Christians still hanging onto 

the coastline of Palestine. To assist him in this effort, he brought 

unprecedented numbers of Kipchak Turkish slaves from the south Russian 

steppe to be thoroughly trained in the arts of war and incorporated into 

his Bahrl Mamluk regiment. When Louis IX's Sixth Crusade landed in 

Egypt in 1243, as-Salih Ayyub died while directing defenses at al-

Mansura on the Delta. It was left to his Mcimluk officers to conduct the 

battle and defeat Che French at al-Mansura in 1250. However, by 

murdering al-SSlih's son Turan-Shah (ruling 636-647/1239-1249), this 

elite corps precipitated a decade of acute political turbulence in both 

Egypt and Syria, in which Ayyubid princes, Turkish and Kurdish generals, 

and rival factions of MamlQks fought over the provinces of the AyyQbid 

empire. All this internecine conflict did give the Latin settlements a 

bit of a breather until the Mongols arrived in Syria. 

The early Bahrl MamlQk sultans devoted their energies to 

confronting the Mongols. It was the victory over HtTlegu's Mongols at 



'Ayn Jalut in 653/1260 by the armies of Sultan al-Muzzaffar Qutuz 

(ruling 657-658/1259-1260) which made it possible for az-Zahir Baybars I 

(ruling 658-676/1260-1277), the man who usurped the sultanate in Egypt 

and in Syria by seeing Qutuz assassinated, to cover the stain of murder 

with a show of fierce defense against Mongol and Christian invaders. 

Besides making the Syrian frontier along the Euphrates safer from 

Mongols, Baybars took Ceasarea, Arsuf, Antioch and crac des Chevaliers 

from the Christians. 

Baybars consolidated Egypt and Syria into a single empire with the 

support of larger and better-trained armies than his AyyiSbid 

predecessors had been able to field. In his time the Mamluk fighting 

force was predominantly composed of Kipchak Turks but from the 1360's 

onwards there was a partial shift towards Circassians from the Caucasus. 

Interestingly, though these two ethnic groups made up the bulk of the 

army, there were significant numbers of Europeans including Hungarians, 

Germans and Italians in the ranks. Most these Europeans had been 

captured in wars in the Holy Land and in the Balkans or in pirate raids. 

All the young Mamluks were put through rigorous training to prepare 

them for carrying out their God-given mission of jihad against the 

Christians. Yet despite their dedicated professionalism as warriors 

defending Islam, the Mamluks found themselves involved in a drawn-out 

war of attrition, in which siege campaigns were interspersed with 

periods of truce, chiefly motivated by economic and commercial concerns. 

In those periods where the more offensive mode was instrumented, we find 

prolonged moves on Latin strongholds such as that begun by Baybars in 

1265 and which was resumed later by al-MansOr Qala'un ( ruling 678-689/ 

1280-1290) . This sultan took Margat and Maraclea in 1285 and Tripoli in 

1239. By this time the siege expertise and sheer force in numbers of 

the Mamluk armies had augmented to the point where Christian contingents 

felt it imprudent to face them in open battle. QalS'un 's son and 

successor, al-Ashaf Khalll (ruling 689-693/ 1290-1294), moved against 

Acre in 1291 v/ith a train of 72 siege engines. The fall of Acre to the 

Mamluk sultan precipitated the Christian evacuation of the remaining 
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towns and strongholds. Al-Ashraf Khalll, taking a lesson from Salah-ad-

Dln so many years before him and rearing that the capture of Acre might 

provoke a new crusade, had all the Latin towns and ports on the coast of 

Palestine and Syria systematically ruined so as to prevent them being 

used as bases by future Christian expeditions. In the years that 

immediately followed Acre's end, MamlQk armies turned their attention to 

eradicating heretical and Christian groups in the highlands of Syria and 

Lebanon who were thought to be resisting their authority. 

As we move into the fourteenth century the MamlQks have involved 

themselves in worldly interests to the point that more orthodox Muslim 

thinkers are accusing them of neglecting their duty to resist the 

Christian presence. MamlQk sultans seem to have been mostly interested 

in large-scale building projects and lavish court ceremonial to enhance 

their international image. They did little in the way of extending the 

"Abode of Islam", preferring to limit their military ventures to 

profitable raiding expeditions against the Christian kingdom of Cilician 

Armenia and against Christian Nubia. Seeing little to gain from putting 

their energies into taking the "Sword of Islam" to Europe, the Mamluks 

instead busied themselves with trade with Venice and Genoa. 

What we would refer to as the "zenith" of MamlQk political success 

and artistic flowering rested on an era of material prosperity that 

lasted over much of the fourteenth century (Raymond 2000: 115). The 

general expansion experienced by traders in the eastern Mediterranean 

supported this prosperity. A network of trade connected the Venetians 

with Syria and Egypt, while the Genoese, through their base on the Sea 

of Azov, imported goods from China. A group of traders known as the 

Karimi merchants established themselves in Egypt's trade world during 

Fatimid rule, continued their import business in Ayyubid times, and 

became quite prosperous in the first half of the fourteenth century. 

With time, there was a shift from a Nile-centered consciousness in 

Mamluk geo-political priorities, towards a more "mediterraneanized" 

spatial sense (Raymond 2000 : 169) . This new orientation developed in 

the second half of the fourteenth century in response to a growth in the 



imporcance of the Nile Delta as a result of the incorporation of the 

Suez into the trade route. Egypt's Mediterranean coastal change of 

focus encouraged trade relations and negotiations with the Christian 

West. 

The Crusade of Peter I of Cyprus and its sacking of Alexandria in 

1365 dealt a severe blow to MamlQk prestige, After this crusade, 

European merchants in the MamlClk territories were arrested, native 

Christians were punitively taxed, and a naval fleet was built intended 

to reap revenge on the Christians. After the murder of the amir who was 

using the very young sultan, al-Ashraf Sha'b5n (ruling 7 64-778/13 63-

1376) to authorize such measures, Che spirit of war persisted as 

evidenced by the production of a new wave of treatises on furuslyah . 

However, there was no longer a politically significant lobby for jihad 

and a peace was negotiated with Cyprus in 1370. The sack of Alexandria 

proved to be one in a long series of raids staged in the Nile Delta from 

the eleventh century onwards from which Alexandria recovered but 

Rosetta, Damietta, and Tinnis did not fully. 

Cyprus, a long-time base for Christian pirates as well as 

crusaders, continued to be an irritant to the Circassian MamlQks in the 

fifteenth century. Sultan al-Ashraf Barsbay (ruling 325-841/1422-1437) 

cook advantage of Che period of milicary recovery Che state was 

enjoying, to launch his Egyptian fleet from Syrian shores to rid himself 

of the nuisance of Catalan piracy. Raiding Cyprus in 1425, the Mamltik 

army returned the following year to capture King Janus. Thereafter as a 

tributary of the sultanate, Cyprus was no longer a host Co its pirates. 

Later in Che 1440's, Che Mamliiks Curned cheir miliCary forces 

towards the island of Rhodes. The Sultan az-ZShir Jaqmaq (ruling 342-

357z1438-1453) continued the quest to eradicate piracy from Christian 

ships in the eastern Mediterranean. Unsuccessful in this endeavor, the 

zeal for holy war in this area was considerably dampened. Records show 

chac in 1446 a French merchanC by Che name of Jaques Coeur was able Co 

negotiate a peace between the Mamluks and the Knightly Order of the 

Hospitallers on Rhodes. 



To round-off this somewhat abbreviated explication of Mamliik 

efforts to combat Christian crusaders, it was the Portuguese presence in 

Muslim waters which would serve as a catalyst causing the Ottomans to 

attack the Mamluks on grounds that they were obstructing Selim I Yavuz 

("the Grim") in his duty to fight against Christians [For more details 

see Appendix A: Crusades Chronology] 



FIGURE 2.2.a The Eastern Mediterranean Christian Presence 
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The Mongols 

The first Mongol thrust into Islamic territory coincided with the 

various Frankish invasions of Egypt between 1213 and 1221. When Al-

'Adil's son , al-Kamil, took Che reins of power, Muslims were just 

beginning to fear the approach of the Mongol threat. This is 

undoubtedly part of the explanation for his conciliatory attitude over 

the question of who should rule over Jerusalem, East or West. Al-Kamil 

decided it would be in Egypt's best interest if he conducted secret 

negotiations via correspondence with the Germanic emperor Frederick II 

which would result in handing Jerusalem over to Frederick in 1228 after 

feigned resistance to avoid caliphal condemnation. There were several 

strategic reasons behind this bold move, including the desire to 

recreate a strong Kingdom of Jerusalem capable of effectively 

interposing itself between Egypt and Asia's Mongol tribes (Maalouf 1984: 

227 U 236) . 

As it turned out, a change in plans caused Genghis Khan to abandon 

any attempt to venture west of Persia. The full onslaught of the Mongol 

scourge was to hit later led by Genghis Khan's grandson Hulegu, an 

ambitious conqueror who had his heart set on obtaining the entire Muslim 

East, right up to the Nile. Indirectly, the dismantling of the 

Khwarasmian Turk's empire at the hands of the Genghis Khan's Mongols led 

displaced Khwarazmian cavalrymen to attack and occupy Damascus and 

Jerusalem in 1224. Shortly thereafter, the Ayyubids would decimate 

their ranks and to the delight of many Muslims in Syria, this meant that 

Frankish Knights had lost Jerusalem. Perhaps predictably, Frederick 

turned his attention Co maintaining amicable relations with Cairene 

leaders. He even went so far as to try and dissuade Louis IX of France 

from launching an expedition against Egypt in 1247. Louis, on the other 

hand, was hopeful that he could conclude an alliance with the Mongols in 

order to trap the Arab world in "a pincer movement" between East and 

West (Maalouf. 1934:237). Fortunately for the Arab world, this 

agreement never materialized due to misinterpreted intentions on both 
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sides. Louis would have to confront al- K5mil's son, Sultan Ayyub, 

without Mongol support. Although initially it appeared as if the 

Prankish army would succeed in conquering Egypt, the Ayyubids employed 

their Mamluk troops to rid themselves of the invaders. Three weeks 

after the victory over theIPranj, a group of these MamlOks met together 

on the initiative of a Turkish officer named Baybars to take actions 

which would ultimately lead to the Ayyubid sultan's assassination and 

the dynasty's fall from power. The coup d'etat in Cairo did not alter 

the fate of the king of France. An agreement reached before the death 

of the last Ayyubid sultan, Turan-ShSh, stipulated in part that Louis 

would be released in return for the withdrawal of all Prankish troops 

from Egyptian territory. As agreed Louis was released and Prankish 

troops were deported from Egypt, 

The "blond peril" may have left, but Egypt faced a far more 

terrifying threat from the descendants of Genghis Khan. The grandson of 

Genhis Khan, HulegG waged a war of total destruction against any 

political entity capable of opposing him. One opponent, the 'Abb5sid 

caliph, al-Muta'sim, originally felt confident that Baghdad could resist 

the Mongols but the hundreds of thousands of mounted soldiers who 

descended on the capital city in 1258, clearly dashed any hopes of 

holding out. After first Baghdad, then Aleppo were demolished by the 

Mongol invaders, it was generally agreed that the destructive force of 

Hulegu's cavalry didn't just threaten Islamic metropolises; it put the 

entire Islamic world on the defensive. Feeling heroic resistance 

useless, certain Ayyubid «mlrs who still governed over various Syrian 

cities, decided to recognize the suzerainty of the Great Khan, even 

contemplating forming an alliance with the Mongols to counteract their 

Mamluk rivals in Egypt. 

The Christian and Prankish element in Syria were forced to take 

sides for or against the Mongols according to their own views on the 

crisis. As ruler over the .Armenians, Hethoum took the side of the 

Mongols, as did his brother-in-law. Prince Bohemond of Antioch. The 

Ifranj of Acre endeavored to take a neutral position which all things 
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considered, was favorable to the Muslims. In general though, the 

impression held by the Western presence and the Muslim community was 

that the Mongol campaign was another v-ersion of holy war against Islam 

parallel or in addition to the Prankish Crusades. This impression was 

probably strengthened when in 1260, Bohemond, Hethoum and Hulegu's 

military commander, Kitbuga, himself a Nestorian, entered Damascus as 

the city's conquerors (Maalouf 1984: 243). 

As Hulegu's hordes rolled across Syria, taking the cities of 

Nablus and Gaza in their wake, it seemed that Egypt would soon be under 

attack. Unlike others who gave in easily to the Mongol threat, the 

Mamliiks invited the decisive battle which Egypt must soon face. Part of 

the rationale that fueled the flames of insurrection in 1259 among the 

Mamluk slave-troops against their Ayyubid masters was the desire to put 

a seasoned fighter into power, a man named Qutuz, who could organize and 

put into motion a realistic offensive against the advancing Mongol 

cavalry. As author Amin Maalouf so perfectly describes in his book. The 

Crusades Through Arab fyes , the Mamluks in their first years in control 

of formerly Ayyubid territory, "reflected the hardening, the 

intransigence, of an Arab world now under attack from all directions. 

They fought with all the means at their disposal. No scruples, no 

magnanimous gestures, no compromises. But with courage and to great 

effect" (Maalouf 1984: 244). 

Once in power the Mamluk state would immediately put Cairo on a 

war footing. In July of 1260, having obtained permission from the 

Ifranj to pass through into Acre, a determined and relentless body of 

Mamluk troops moved into Palestine's interior to confront the enemy. In 

Galilee, Qutuz was able to fully position his men in preparation for 

battle while General Kitbuga's soldiers were detained in Damascus 

putting down a Muslim revolt there. The two armies finally met near the 

village of 'Ayn J5.1uc {the Fountain of Goliath) on 3 September 1260. As 

Kitbuga's forces arrived onto the battlefield they hastily charged the 

only apparently visible Egyptian cavalry unit commanded by the Mamluk 

officer Baybars, who would soon be the first Mamluk sultan to rule over 
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Che former Ayyubid domain. Baybar's force recreated, wich Kitbuga's in 

hot pursuic. Unaware that they were being led to where the main body of 

troops awaited them out of sight, the Mongol cavalry fell into Baybar's 

trap and were exterminated in a matter of a few hours by the MamlCik 

horsemen. 

As one of history's most decisive battles, Ayn Jaluc sent the 

message to Islam's enemies, Ifranj or Tar car that there would be no 

more hedging when it came to dealing with aggressive invaders. 



b Mongol. T'.irk. and Circassian Homelands 



The Enemy Wichin 

Factions 

Mamluk Egypt may have begun its history under masterful leadership, 

triumphantly clearing Syria of the last vestiges of Frankish dominion 

and resisting Mongol attempts for world supremacy but by the close of 

its era, Egypt and its dependency Syria were all but ruined by insecure 

conditions affecting life and property brought about by the presence of 

the military oligarchy, competing factions among the ruling class, high 

taxation and inflation, frequent revolts, and repeated out-breaks of 

plague, and occurrances of famine. As revenues dropped, the subsequent 

material decline played a crucial role in the steady erosion of two 

institutions essential to the Mamlvik system: the sultanate and the 

mi 1itary. 

With regards to the army, it was among other things proving to be a 

heavy expense, questionably effective in maintaining internal order or 

external security, and a source of repeated unrest, responsible for an 

unstable sultanate. Increasingly in Che second half of the fifteenth 

century and the first years of the sixteenth, economic decline coupled 

with Che state's financial difficulties exacerbated Mamluk military 

squabbles. Recent recruits butted heads with the troops of the previous 

sultan or sultans. Regiments like the Circassians could not abide by 

units who were different from them in ethnic origin such as Georgians, 

Tartars or Greeks. Soldiers belonging to different parties, each 

supporting an amir in contention for power were at each other's throats. 

Last but not least, Mamluk military men engaged in dispute for financial 

reasons with the various sultan's themselves. The chronicler Ibn lyas 

cites no less than eleven troop revolts between 1473 and 1493, and nine 

revolts between 1497 and 1515 (Raymond 2000:168). 
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The Black Death and Cavalry Acroohv 

The decline of the Circassian sultanate is generally ascribed to 

factional conflicts resulting in an enfeebled administration and hence 

in the decay of agriculture and the economy dependent on it. P. M Holt 

points out in his "MamlQks" entry in the Encyclopaedia of Islam , chat 

this explanation may be inaccurate. He theorizes that political factors 

are in themselves perhaps only indicators of the actual reason for 

economic and military decline which he believes to be the high mortality 

rate brought about by successive epidemics of plague. Beginning with 

the pandemic widely known nov/ as the "Black Death", caused by the 

bacterium Pasceurella pescis , which originated in Central Asia in the 

Gobi Desert in the 1320's and spread westwards, a succession of 

pandemics followed every few years, borne along land and maritime trade 

routes into the Middle East, North Africa, and Europe in infested 

cargoes carrying fleas and rats infected with bacterium (Time-Life 1989: 

3-9; Holt 1937: vol. VI, 327). Its presence is in Mamluk society, 

serves as a potent reminder to us that the occurrence of epidemic 

disease can and does change the course of history. Spreading west from 

central Asia, this pandemic wsa soori rAusltrv, . 

Documentation shows that the plague, commonly designated in 

Medieval Arabic sources as ca'un (pi. tawa'in ), recurred in cycles in 

the Middle East, just as it did in Europe. During the 174 hljrah years 

between the plaque's appearance in the Middle East in 748/1347, and the 

conquest of Egypt and Syria by the Ottoman Empire in 922/1517, repeated 

outbreaks happened on an average of every five and a half years (Dols 

1977: 224) In Egypt and Syria, plague is cited by chroniclers for 

fifty-eight years of this time period. In his study of the Black Death 

in the Middle East, Michael Dols tells us that there were more than 

fifty recorded recurrences of plague in Cairo between the Black Death's 

arrival there in 1343 and the year 1517 (Dols 1977 :223). 

Though there were other especially severe pandemic occurrences in 

1416, 1430, 1437, 1443, 1459, 1469, 1477, 1494, 1493, 1505, and 1513, 



Che Black Death, is considered to be the most serious outbreak of 

pandemic plague to have hit Egypt. It arrived in Cairo in 749/1348-9 in 

the Bahri period, during the first reign of an-N^sir N5sir-ad-Drn Hasan 

(748-7 52/13 47-13 51). If estimates made by chroniclers, who were 

residents themselves in the plague-stricken cities but not necessarily 

personal witnesses of events, are to be trusted, the number of people 

who died from plague is very great indeed. Based on a combination of 

figures taken from deaths recorded in the dlwSn , from body counts done 

from processions passing through the city's gates, and from the number 

of formal funeral service oratories given, the number of plague-caused 

deaths per day in Cairo and its suburbs could have ranged on any given 

day from a few hundred to several thousands of persons during peak 

incidence periods (Raymond 2000:167). The chronicler al-Maqrlzi in his 

as-SulUk li-ma'rifac duwal al-muldk tells us that Cairo's inhabitants 

were dying at a rate of 10,000 to 20,000 a day when the Black Plague of 

1348 was at its worst. At the height of the outbreak of another 

particularly severe plague epidemic of 833/ 1429-1430, which Ibn Taghri-

Birdf calls "the Great Extinction" in his work, an-NujiMn az-zahirah fX 

muluk Misr wal-Qahirah , there were reports of a toll of 2,000 dead per 

day (Dols 1977: 205). Al- Maqrlzl estimated for that year, a total of 

100,000 deaths in Cairo. Equally shocking, for the Plague in the year 

1460rtnTaghri-Birdi, gives a figure of 4,000 deaths per day. Counts such 

as these do seem rather too high to be believed. Michael Dols does not 

see chat there is enough reliable evidence in chronicles to do anything 

but arrive at a probable range of plague mortality. His research leads 

him to conclude that the entire Egyptian pre-plague population of 

between 4.2 and 3 million declined in plague years by about one quarter 

to one third. By his calculations, Cairo's urban-suburban population 

which he believes to have been around 451,000 before the Black Plague, 

was reduced by nearly one-third (Dols 1977:215, 218) . High or low 

numerical estimations, these figures nevertheless point to a magnitude 

of demographic change in Egypt which with its recurrent epidemics, would 

most certainly have had serious political and economic repercussions. 



In examining different sources that give reasonable estimates of 

deaths among Cairo's inhabitants during plague bouts, it is clear that 

mortality among the m^amluks was comparatively high. Ibn Battuta 

miraculously avoided catching the plague when going through Egypt. 

While the number of deaths was subsiding in the delta region a year 

after the plague's entrance into Egypt, Cairo's mortality rate was still 

on the rise when Ibn Battuta quickly passed through it in 1348 and on to 

Upper Egypt where the Black Death did not arrive until 1349 (Dunn 1989: 

274; Dols 1977: 161). At this time. Sultan NSsir al-Hasan had fled 

Cairo to a country estate, leaving his royal officers' corp behind. 

Fearing they would lose their hold on affairs if they left Cairo these 

men had chosen to remain in the Citadel barracks, This was not a good 

plan. Living in such close quarters they sustained such a high rate of 

die-off that the whole military organization and administration of the 

sultanate fell into terrible disorder, a state which the government 

would not recover from for decades. Supporting statistics show that one 

thousand mamluks died during the epidemic of 1437-38, and 1,400 more 

died in the 1460 epidemic (Raymond 2000: 140). 

In economic terms this translated into high expenditures among 

Royal Mamluks and the Sultan in order Co keep replacing lost men. 

Military historian David Ayalon points out that with respect to the 

transformation that took place within the Meunluk military, changing from 

Kipchak Turk to Circassian in composition, one of the probable reasons 

that the Kipchak steppe mamluk supply dwindled was because epidemics 

necessitated the need to continually replenish thinning ranks (Ayalon 

1987:vol. VI, 316). Evidently, suppliers could and did meet the demand 

for mamluks during the Burji era, but there still seems to have been a 

marked fall in recruitment (Holt 1987: vol. VI, 324). 

For the Mamluk military and governmental elite, as for the rest of 

Muslim society, the Black Death and recurrences of plague had a damaging 

cumulative effect. In Egypt, repeated plague population devastation put 

an intense strain on the economy. Each visitation of plague caused an 

appreciable depletion in the agrarian workforce and a considerable 
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increase in the price of labor. This labor crisis left villages 

deserted, irrigation works neglected and fields untended. Consequently, 

land revenues shrank measurably; moneys which were used to support 

Egypt's elite sector, which was mainly Msmluk . Predictably, the 

perceived weakening in the urban agricultural administrative system, 

invited an increase in competition over cultivated areas as well as 

pressures concerning trade. MamlQk business magnates along with the 

ruling sultans reacted with an increased depredation of commerce, aimed 

at taking control of transit-trade out of the hands of global merchants, 

and putting it into the hands of the sultanate (Holt 1987: vol.VI, 324). 

Within the seriously disrupted economy where inflated prices and 

the high cost of labor reflected an acute dislocation of commerce and 

labor, commodities and services responded predominantly to plague-

related demands (for shrouds, coffins, pharmaceuticals, etc.). These 

factors, along with a marked escalation of foreign European goods 

"dumped" into the Egyptian marketplace inspite of closed caravansaries 

and dying merchants, brought about a decline in the production of luxury 

items manufactured by native industries. Some plague survivors, 

especially in post-plague periods, who experienced fleeting affluence 

through inheritance, appropriation of goods, or opportunistic trade 

deals, were in a position to buy expensive items often sold at greatly 

reduced prices. However, with the scarcity of rich customers and with 

the deaths of skilled artisans, the crafts which produced, sold locally 

or exported luxury items all but disappeared. There was more money in 

other endeavors such as selling plague victims' goods at auction even 

though their risk of infection from discarded infected clothing was 

extremely high (Dols 1977: 263, 273). For Mamluk cavalry, accustomed to 

richly attiring themselves and their horses, the economic consequences 

brought about by recurrent plague, must have made it very costly and 

difficult to obtain rare materials and expensive accessories (the 

various hand-made wool, leather, silk, velvet, fur, wooden and metal 

garments, armour, saddlery, and weaponry) they had come to feel was 

essential to the wardrobe of military aristocracy. L. A. Mayer explains 



in the author's survey of Maitiluk costume that as economic depression set 

in, along with other changes to the Sultanate, it became imperative for 

Mamluks to use cheaper materials (Mayer 1952: 21). 

Given such circumstances, the presence of plague surely had an 

enormous impact on the pursuit of furuslyah . It was both depressing 

and dangerous to go practice the exercises in the hippodromes. The act 

of riding to the existing cavalry practice grounds constructed inside 

and outside Cairo proper, must have left a grave impression on the men. 

Chroniclers' accounts testify to there having been countless funeral 

processions to the cemeteries and to the mosques. Crowding the streets 

of Cairo, they were so numerous that they could not get by one another 

(Al-MaqrizT, as-Suluk , 1936-1958: part 2, vol. 3, p. 782). When 

funeral lines were not blocking the roadways, an eerie emptiness is said 

to have reigned over the streets, made even more disturbing by the ever-

present wailing lamentations coming from every quarter of the city. 

To add to the problem, severe domestic disorder provoking civil 

disturbances coupled with insubordinate amirs and aggressive fighting 

between MamlQk factions for and against keeping the reigning sultan in 

power, made the streets unsafe for any horseman on his way to a maydan . 

The chronicler al-MaqrlzT actually catalogued a litany of fifteenth 

century ills in Cairo due to Mamluks in which he decried their riotous 

behavior with the most damning of accusations he could possibly write. 

He says: "They broke into bathhouses and abducted women by force. They 

carried themselves to excesses that even the Franks, had they been 

masters of the country, would not have committed" (Rodenbeck 1999: 109). 



Distracting Pastimes 

During the fourteenth century, when invasion, rebellion, civil war 

and other internal disorders were as common to the West as they were to 

the East, sports and leisure activities among the warrior classes took 

on a decidedly martial inclination. It could be said that beyond 

reflecting the violent tenor of the times, this preference evolved from 

the introduction of new and different battle strategies and weapon 

technology into traditionally armed pursuits. Everywhere in the world, 

society seemed to be permanently geared for war so it is to be expected 

that peacetime military pastimes would emphasize the need for perpetual 

training and augmented discipline in preparation for battle. Any 

pastime done on horseback: hunting , archery, horse-racing, polo, or 

lance-play, became a regular part of the training of a mounted soldier. 

Whether relying on the impact of a massive charge or the speed and 

mobility or a feigned retreat and a quick surround to combat the enemy, 

European and Middle Eastern armies were in agreement that the outcome 

depended mainly on skilled horsemanship coupled with endurance. The 

various horse sports provided the ideal means to acquire and practice 

equestrian skills. There are many fine works of art from fourteenth-

century French, English, Arab, Turkish, Persian, Chinese and Japanese 

manuscript painters and illustrators that depict horsemen, mostly 

warrior elites, galloping after wild deer, swinging polo mallets, 

launching lances at targets, loosing arrows skywards, and tilting in a 

joust (Time-Life TimeFrame 1300-1400 1989:133-141). 

The chronicler al-MaqrIzI tells us that the Mamluks pursued 

equestrian sports with the utmost enthusiasm. Life for the sultan who 

loved horseback riding offered no end of pleasurable pastimes. Forget 

the glory of leading a charge into battle. What could be more self-

satisfying than parading grand processions of horsemen through the 

streets or reviewing the troops astride the finest-bred horse in the 

empire. What could be more enjoyable than riding out at daybreak into 
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the wilderness with falcon on wrist and hound at heel to hunt game. 

Perhaps the games in the practice fields offered the sultan the most fun 

and excitement of all. Participating in practices and the competitions 

with his amirs gave him the opportunity to demonstrate his superior 

horsemanship and encourage his men to excel in theirs. Al-MaqrizT says 

that the Sultan al-Nasir was devoted to falconry and to the chase. 

Baybars was a keen archer, staying from noon to sunset on the archery 

field to target practice with his officers. Baybars was also very fond 

of horse-racing, spent two days a week playing polo, and was proficient 

at the use of lance in tournaments (Lane-Poole 1914 reprint in 1977; 

250) . 

Mavdan Activities 

The war-preparation rationale withstanding, going to the maydSn to 

pracCice riding must have provided the sultan and his men with a much-

needed distraction from the grim realities of medieval times. Once a 

rider got to the practice grounds, spending the day at Che maydan 

involved in various challenging equesCrian-relaCed activities most 

probably felt like a release from worry. A horseman could chose to 

train a horse, perfect his riding expertise, learn new battle skills and 

maneuvers, put theoretical tactics and strategies to the test in 

simulated confrontation, put into practice information obtained from 

furusiyah manuals, rehearse choreographed riding for upcoming public 

exhibition (arena and parade), or, as was often the favored choice by 

sultans, compete in games. A soldier could have easily spent his every 

waking hour at the maydan without much fear of reprimand. Classified 

as useful preparation for war, all of these "fun" activities were 

considered a legitimate way for a cavalryman to spend his time. 

Engaging in furusTyah exercises and games undoubtedly served as a 

means of escaping the darker side of life. During the Bahrl period 

(1250-1382) there were a number of hippodromes in Cairo and its 

immediate vicinity where furusiyah exercises were carried out 
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systematically and intensively. During Baybar I"s reign (658-576/1260-

1277), when he visited the Maydan al-S^bak on a daily basis, he created 

so much enthusiasm for the furQslyah exercises that there was hardly an 

amir who did not devote himself whole-heartedly to improving his 

proficiency with lance and bow, until, as historian David Ayalon tells 

us in his examination of the MamlQk military games, there was 

insufficient room at this hippodrome to accommodate all the men 

undergoing training (Ayalon 1979: article II, p. 44). 

Once again it was Baybars who chose to continue the game of polo 

favored by Ayydbid sultans before him. He turned it into one of the 

most popular of furuslyah games. He started playing polo in 659/1261, 

i.e. shortly after his accession to the throne. After that he played 

every Saturday and Tuesday without fail (Ayalon 1979: article II,p.53). 

His successors, up to an-NSsir Muhammad ibn QalS'un, also played polo in 

a maydan {al-Maydan aZ-zahiri ) which Baybars had constructed during his 

rule just for this sort of sport (Ayalon 1979:article II, p.53). Polo, 

played in a maydan or on a special field set aside strictly for that 

pursuit, is a game of concentration and skill requiring hours of 

practice over many weeks. Played at a gallop for the most part, with 

team members totally expecting split-timing passes of the ball and the 

opposing team members doing their level best to make their opponent lose 

the ball, polo can only be played well if the riders are thoroughly 

drilled and playing regularly in practice before the playing season 

begins . Understanding this makes those sultans and officers who spent 

so much time playing polo every year, not seem so frivolous in their 

pursuit of this sport. 
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The Chase 

A sultan's recreation included in addition to practice in the 

arena, riding activities classified as royal sport such a The Chase, 

otherv/ise known as The Hunt. From the grueling enterprise of the 

ostrich "surround' to the pleasant outing, coursing the saluki hounds 

for gazelle, the chase was lauded by the Arabs as a valuable personal 

experience because it was felt to free the soul, renew the spirit, 

exercise the body, occupy the mind constructively, lessen fear of 

accident and injury, and refine the skills of combat (Daumas 1971: 80-

81). Hunting on horseback was felt to put years on a man's life. As the 

saying went: "the days of the chase are not counted among the days of 

one's life" (Daumas 1971: 31). 

Of course their was the chance the chase would end one's life 

which seems to have only added to its attraction. Perilous encounters 

with wild animals and riding accidents that occurred while chasing game 

were "the stuff of legends", retold again and again as romanticized 

adventure stories that turned horse and rider into heros. For example, 

among his vivid descriptions of his father's many hunting adventures 

around Shayzar in Northern Syria, Usamah ibn-Munqidh tells about the 

time his father's mare displayed emotional concern for her rider's 

welfare after she had fallen on him in a hunting accident. While 

chasing roebucks the mare stumbled and tumbled over Usamah's father when 

her front leg went onto a boar's pit. She jumped up and galloped away a 

short distance but then returned and stood over him. Looking down at 

his face, the horse moaned and neighed until her master finally got up 

in spite of his broken collar bone (Hitti 1929/1987: 243). 
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Parading Through the Streets 

In one sense, the mahmil procession as part of the ffajj to Mecca 

had a profound political significance, representing the power and 

authority of the sultan who staged it. In another sense the procession 

can be thought of as one of a number of "entertaining" spiritually-

charged diversions devised by authorities to create a festive illusion 

to veil a grim reality. Besides the camel carrying the palanquin to be 

sent on the pilgrimage to Mecca, the procession featured mounted lancers 

who rode a circuit through the streets of Cairo twice, performing a 

choreographed lance game. On the down side, due to the loss of men by 

disease, by internal upheaval, and by deteriorated standards of military 

office, there comes a point in Circassian MamlQk times when there 

doesn't seem to be anyone left who either has the desire or is qualified 

to instruct those who would participate in the lance exhibitions which 

traditionally accompanied the ma^il procession. 

On a lighter note, the chroniclers al-Sakh5wl and Ibn lyas both 

describe the Sultan's early summer procession to inaugurate the opening 

of the polo season as a splendid sight (Mayer 1952: 18) . During the 

Circassian era this parade also marked the Sultan's official donning of 

his summer "whites". Az-Zahir Qansilh (ruling 903-905/1498-1500), is 

described by Ibn lySs as having discarded his winter costume on 'id ai-

fitr , to break the Fast of Ramadan in the month of Shawwal 905 / April 

1500, and proceeded to go to prayer dressed in a white silk cloak, a 

white wool cap, white boots with white leather soles and white spurs 

overlaid with silver, riding a white horse with a white saddle decorated 

with silver (Ibn lyas. III, ed. Kayle and Mostafa, 1931:188 & 423). 

What a dazzling display guaranteed to please the eye. 
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ShoDPino the Suas and Khans 

In studying Arab chronicles and manuals for government officials, 

along with various illuminated manuscripts including the furusTyah 

variety, it is clear that the military aristocracy took great pride in 

what they wore. Mamliik horsemen wished to be recognized by their 

distinctive "costume": a shirt (gamls ) and drawers {libSs ) over which 

was worn a garment called the "Tartar coat" (al-qahi' at-tacar?; pi.al-

agblya ac-cacarlyah ), and over this, another one, this time referred to 

as the "Islamic coat" {al-qaba' al-islami : pi. al-aqblya al-ilamlyah ). 

Over the years the details in this clothing underwent stylistic changes 

due to such factors as foreign influences making themselves felt, the 

national composition of the MamlQk society changing and the increased 

use of rare materials and expensive accessories occurring before 

economic depression set in making cheaper alternatives imperative 

(Mayer, 1952: 21) . In the main though, this was the attire 

characteristic of amirs of high-standing. Constructed from wool, satin, 

silk or ba'labakkl - cotton and richly decorated with gold brocade, silk 

embroidery, fur trim, and sometimes with pearls and precious stones, 

different coat styles introduced over the years, especially sallarl -

coats introduced by Egypt's vizier, al-Sallar, during Che wealthy 

sultanates cf an-Nasir Muhammad ibn Qala'dn and al-Muzaffar Baybar II 

al-JSshankTr (708-709/1309), were costly luxury items in every sense of 

the word (Mayer 1952: 22-24). 

The 3ahrl Mamluk cavalrymen as shown in the illustrations within 

the fancier furuslyah manuscript copies of Nihayac. al-Su'l , show the 

riders dressed in white turbans wound around red or gold slightly domed 

caglya (pi. tawaqi ) head gear, (James 1974b: vol. II, 76; Mayer 1952: 

31). They wear a long-sleeved gown alone or under another one with long 

or short sleeves. some are wearing the white leather boots while others 

have black or red boots. The boots have gold spurs. Their decorative 

garments are bright "solids" with two men (nos. 5 & 8 of 19 in the 

second and third lessons of the Chester Beatty Nihayac al-Su'l 
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manuscript copy) wearing patterned robes and one man wearing armor of 

some sort (no.18 of the Chester Beatty MS). The horses' saddle cloths 

are also decorated with plant and geometric designs. 

More is known to us about the items made of metal than those made 

of textiles that a MamlQk considered part of his wardrobe. The basic 

armament essential to every Mamli3k was of course a sword usually hung 

suspended (perhaps in a scabbard, or perhaps not), from a belt worn 

around the outer-most garment. The furHsIyah manuals show horsemen 

with their swords girded in this manner resting on the rider's left side 

though we know from other literary sources that it could also be hung 

from the shoulder (Maqrlzl, KhitSt, vol. II: 209, 1. 22). Swords made 

of iron, or steel or perhaps of iron with a steel edge were sumptuously 

decorated. Examples of really fine swords nearly always imported from 

India, having diffused across the Arab Mediterranean world and also 

across the European world, are described by chroniclers as being 

"damascened" with inlaid patterns of silver or gold and inscribed, or 

inlaid with jewels. MamlQks attached considerable value to these 

Eurasian swords and the ones the Franks possessed, because Egypt was not 

a mineral rich territory and had to import metals from Italy (Cahen 

1975: 113) . 

This was not by any means the only "metal" a Mamluk warrior 

sported. Besides a sword, numerous pieces of arms and armor were 

required for battle preparation and actual participation. In his 

memoirs, Usamah ibn Munqidh supplies us with an inventory of what the 

well-armed member of the Ayydbib MamlCik elite would wear and carry. It 

would have included his helmet {khaudha ), his shirt of mail (dir' or 

zardlyah ), his stockings (rSnac ], his leggings {saq al-muza , or 

kalsat az-zard ), his boots {khuff ), his spurs (mihmaz ), his sword 

{saif ), his dagger {dashan or sTkh or nimja ) his knife (sikklna ), 

his lance {ruah and gantariyah ), his javelin (harba ), and his shield 

{curs or daraqa ) (Mayers 1952: 37). We should add to this list the 

mace {dabbus ) and the axe (tabar ). 
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There is an equally long list of equipment which the horse would 

wear for practical and decorative reasons. Some of the practical 

necessities were supplied to the cavalryman, including his first horse, 

through the military system, but with a taste for richness in attire, 

there were many beautiful pieces of tack corranissioned to be made by fine 

artisans. The best known military handbook of the Bahrl period , the 

Nihayat al-Su'l, written in Syria before 1350 contains many illustration 

of horsemen on horses apparently wearing regulation cavalry tack 

consisting of bridle, bit, reins, neck-band, breast-collar, crupper, 

saddle and saddle blanket (James 1976: Marg article, pp. 37-38). 

.!^rtically speaking, it is an era in Muslim art when painting utilizes 

bright colors which is reflected in the attire of both horse and rider. 

Acquiring all the above-mentioned equipment and armament was 

essentially a matter of visiting craftsmen or merchants who made or 

distributed the desired items. In light of Cairo's centrality in the 

international trade network, anything a mamlQk could imagine he wanted 

for himself was available somewhere in the city if he only knew where it 

was being sold. At the crossroads of the known world, Cairo had not 

only emerged into a major economic center. From the thirteenth to the 

fifteenth century, it had also expanded into the largest city in the 

Islamic world. Commercially important to foreign merchants, Cairo 

attracted caravan trade from East and West. Egyptian, Syrian, Persian 

and European merchants and importers, along with local master craftsmen 

and their apprentices were all connected by a complex system of economic 

interdependency. 

The city's widespread reputation attracted many world travelers. 

Ibn Battata's first visit to Cairo fell at a time when the trade along 

the route running from the Indian Ocean to the Red Sea and then down the 

Nile to ports of the Delta was booming. Goods from Asia unloaded half 

way up the Red Sea at the port city of 'Aydhab were caravaned overland 

to the Nile and loaded on to vessels to be shipped down the river, and 

through a canal leading to Alexandria and the warehouses of Italian, 
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French and Catalan traders. Egypt and Syria entered the fourteenth 

century under strong Bahrl governance, with a functioning political and 

social organization of the sort that put market towns and cities in as 

good of a position to exploit their commercial potential as they would 

ever be under Mamliik rule. In 1326, Ibn Battuta seems to have enjoyed 

touring the rich commercial and textile-producing towns of the delta 

including Damanhur , Fuwwa , Ibar , Dimiecta, and Samannud , before 

journeying upstream to the greatest of trade center of them all, 

Cairo.(Dunn 1989: 44-5). 

Ibn Battuta no doubt went to the central commercial district 

within Che walled city Al-Qahirah laying about a mile and a half east 

of the Nile. Here he would find the sugs were khans, which served the 

needs of foreign merchants for residence, stabling and storage. 

Typically two and three story structures built around a rectangular 

courtyard, khans had the upper rooms for rent as living space and at 

ground level, storage compartments for merchandise. The courtyard 

stabled the caravan camels. During the MamlQk period hundreds of these 

buildings existed from the wailed city of al-Qabira to the port of Bulaq 

on the Nile (Seif 1991: 4-5). They also existed outside the city, as 

resthouses and relay stations along the trade and pilgrimage routes. 

Dunn speculates that a stroll down the main avenue, Bayn al-Qasrayn , 

would not have been an easy task for Ibn BattQta in such a densely 

populated sector (Dunn 1989: 46). 

All the principle markets were constructed along the Bayn al-

Oasrayr. , the once major artery connecting two Fatimid palaces. A street 

known as Sharl'al-MW izz li-Din Allah still exists on the old stretch 

of Bayn al-Qasrayn which presently runs through the Khan a-Khallll 

bazaar and into the connecting streets and alleys (Viaud 1990:6). Al-

MaqrlzT, Che medieval historian who knew Cairo so well, describes this 

area as containing nearly 12,000 shops (Seif 1991: 5,10). In 1382, the 

•mir Jarkas al-Khalili , Master of the Horse, ordered the construction 

of a large khan with the sultan al-Zahir al-Barquq's official sanction. 

In spite of all the changes this khan and its surroundings underwent 
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Khan al-Khallll was built on top of the tombs of a Fatimid palace as a 

wagf, or charitably-endowed foundation. In a guidebook to Cairo's 

bazaars, Ola Seif tells us that a contemporary of al-Maqrlzi describes 

an inn in this section where wealthy Persian merchants lodged (Seif 

1991:5-6). On the ground floor these merchants received customers and 

sold their wares over counters. Small shops sprang up in the alleys and 

walk-ways around this great khan , eventually spreading throughout the 

quarter. In 1511, Sultan a l-Gh«i«I ordered the old Khan al-Khallll 

demolished and initiated construction of a new and even grander one 

(Seif 1991: 6). By expanding the facilities the sultan had in mind to 

boost commercial activity. By the time of the Ottoman conquest of Egypt 

in 1517, this khcin was a very well-established institution. 

Because of the volume in the traffic in goods generated in Cairo, 

the city understandably displayed a marked mercantile emphasis 

architecturally. Each of the major market places tended to trade in one 

product, conveniently linking craftsmen in their workshops to retail 

outlets. In fact the very word for this establishment is suq , an 

Arabic terra referring to a place where a particular item is made and/or 

sold. Sugs were often named for the dominant product available in them. 

To give some examples, siiq al-MahSmiziyyln where spurs were made, sQg 

al-lakhmiyyin where saddle and harness-makers worked in conjunction 

with silver platers and gilders to create decorative horse tack, and sHq 

al-ghSkhiyyIn (?) where protective saddle covers were sewn (Raymond, 

1979, 165-168). Suq al-khayl, near the Citadel, was where camels and 

donkeys were bought. 

Al-Maqrlzl relates that the sQq selling arms and armament which he 

calls the sug al-Silah wa 1-NashabXn , started in a central location 

within the heart of the city but was transfered nearer to the Citadel. 

This was probably to save the other merchants from considerable grief 

because it seems that the arms bazaar was the seat of a series of riots. 

The soldiers had a bad habit of descending on it in case of war or 

sedition, shamelessly ransacking the shops. When they did purchase 
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weapons and fighting gear, the merchants apparently made a tidy profit. 

There is an account given for the year 662/1264 in which the sultan a^-

Zahir Baybars I al-Bunduqdarl (rules 658-676/1260-1277), order his 

amirs, his palace guards and the other Mamluks to keep their equipment 

in good order and in a complete set. Everyone wanting to appear to be 

following the sultan's orders with the greatest of zeal, rushed in a 

crowd to the arms sellers. Consequently the price of iron rose sky-high 

along with the salaries of the blacksmiths and armourers. It seems 

everyone became preoccupied with this and troops spent all their 

earnings on buying arms (Raymond and Weit, 1979:160). 

MamlOks could if they were well-disposed, purchase existing stock 

or have something made to special order. In such instances, if they 

conducted themselves according to the normal social rules of barter, 

buyer and seller might partake in a mutually enjoyable exchange. On the 

other hand, I gather from various accounts of the market place given by 

al-Maqrizi that when soldiers in the garrison complained that they 

needed boots or belts or coats, the sultan could authorize the 

quartermaster to go and confiscate riding apparel from the merchants 

without the shopkeepers' consent (Raymond £t Wiet, 1979 :73). In fact, 

the storekeepers suffered losses from the mamldks themselves, who 

blatantly stole merchandise from shops whenever there was an attempted 

take-over by a Mamluk officer. 

Apparently somewhat akin to cowboys in the "Old West" letting 

loose in the streets of Dodge City, rival factions of MamlCtks came 

looking for a fight in the suq s and khan s of Cairo. Stanley Lane-

Poole tells us that this was a regular occurrance that constantly upset 

the lives of merchants and craftsmen. He says that when the street 

fighting eruptedt 
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• the terrified people would close their shops, run to 
their houses, and shut the great gates which isolated the 
various quarters and markets of the city; and the rival 
factions of mamluks would ride through the streets that 
remained open, pillaging the houses of their adversaries, 
carrying off women and children, holding pitched battles in 
the road, or discharging arrows and spears from the windows 
upon the enemy in the street below." (Lane-Poole, 1914, 1977 
reprint: 245) . 

According to Al-Maqr£zi even the great Khan al-Kh&lill was sometimes 

shut up for a week while MamlQks contested rule of the streets and 

terrified foriegn merchants huddled behind the khan's stout gates. 
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Facing Facts 

In spite of their constant vigilance. Sultans seemed to be in a 

poor position to manage refractory mamliik s. Totally blind to their 

shortcomings, young mamluk militarymen could hardly conceive of being 

overcome by a rival, save by the hand of another mamluk , and it was 

this illusion of invincibility that would lead them into deep trouble. 

Ottoman Take-Over 

The Venetian traveler Visconti Gianti, a character from Gamal al-

Ghitani's fiction novel, Zayni Barakac , tells us in a diary entry 

supposedly dated (922 AH/AD 1516) that he regrets having missed the 

Sultan's procession through the streets of Cairo. Instead Visconti has 

had to rely on a description written by Ibn lySs which he copies into 

his diary as follows: 

Then came the Sultan al -'Ashraf QSnsQh al-Ghawrl (r. 906-
922/1501-1517). He was preceded by the Caliph about twenty 
paces in front of him. The Sultan rode a bay horse with a 
gold saddle and saddle-cloth, wearing a white Baalbek coat, 
embroidered with a wide border of geld on black silk: it was 
said to have in it 500 mithgals (weights; measures) of gold. 
That day was of great splendor and magnificence. The Sultan 
was handsome and a fine figure in processions. Then Ccime 
the royal flag and behind him the Chief MamlQk, Sunbul al-
Osmanll, accompanied by the armour - bearers in full 
uniform. He entered Cairo by Zuwayla Gate and passed 
through the streets in this awesome procession. All of 
Cairo trembled at his sight that day and the people who had 
all come out - nobody stayed at home - greeted him with loud 
prayers for his welfare, their faces visibly shaking with 
excitement. The women cheered him by ululating from the 
windows. The Sultan marched in that cavalcade until it came 
out of al-Nasr Gate. It was a day to remember (Al-Ghitani, 
1988: 135-6). 

This fine spectacle prefaced the Mamliik array going off to fight 

Che Ottoman's in Syria. 'Ashraf Qansuh al-Ghawrl was killed in battle 

at Marj DSbiq near Aleppo in 922/1516. After this, Selim I ("Selim the 

Grim"), forced the last Mamluk prince, al-Ashraf Tmnan Bay, to abdicate 
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Cairo fell under the jurisdiction of Constantinople. 

With Ottoman occupation of Cairo, Circassian MamlQk hegemony ended 

in Egypt and Syria but the military caste of the MamlQks continued to 

exert control on Egypt affairs until Muhammad 'All (1132-1265/1769-1849) 

destroyed their power in 1226/1811. As a soldier in the Ottoman army, 

Muliammad 'All had originally come to Egypt as part of the forces sent to 

dislodge the occupying French. After the French evacuated Egypt, he 

stayed there as the country's de facto ruler. To secure his position 

Muhammad 'AIT predominately made use of bedouin mounted forces as his 

regular cavalry. At first he supported the presence in Egypt of the 

small remnant of MamlQks still exercising their traditional authority 

there. He even commanded some of their military units. Eventually his 

growing concern over the threat they posed to his power, caused him to 

decide to eliminate them altogether. Historical accounts tell us that 

the last of the MamlQk military elite, "the twenty-four accursed amirs" 

he felt were scheming to overthrow him, were invited to attend a 

birthday celebration held for Muhammad 'All's son. They were deceived 

into believing that the festivities would include equestrian events in 

which they could compete to show off their riding skill. When the day 

arrived, a grand parade of horsemen, the Pasha's cavalrymen in front and 

the MamlQks taking up the rear, marched to the Citadel. Once all the 

riders were inside the Chain Gate it was shut behind them and the real 

reason they were assembled was revealed. The Ottoman hosts proceeded to 

ambush their guests, shooting them down from the rocks and battlements 

above. Legend has it that one MamlQk officer, Amin Bay, managed to urge 

his horse up the steep ramparts and together they leaped from the 

fortress walls in order to flee the massacre (Dent, 1971: 86; Forbis, 

1976: 112). The fall from the parapet was an estimated forty feet and 

though the rider lived through it and escaped, his horse did not survive 

it. Thereafter, what remained of the Mamluk soldiery was hunted down 

and either executed or chased abroad. Thus ended the MamlCIk presence 

which in the generations that it held sway, gave the world its 
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accumulated equestrian expertise and its finely bred horses. 

French opcMP^tton 

In 1798, when Napoleon Bonaparte marched his men to Cairo after 

landing his ships and securing Alexandria, he knew he would be facing 

the infamous Mamluk cavalrymen, fierce fighters not about to relinquish 

to the French their privileged lifestyle maintained under the Ottomans. 

The defeat of Europe's knights of the Seventh Crusade of 1248-54 and the 

capture and ransom of the French king, Louis IX and his entire army of 

15,000 to 25,000 crusaders at the hands of the MamlCiks had earned them 

the reputation in the West of being savage, relentless opponents. 

Seldom captured, a MamlOk cavalryman understood only three combat 

options: be victorious, be killed or be very quick to flee after 

attacking. Never having known anything but the life of a privileged 

military man, a MamlCIk warrior was a detached, fearless killing machine 

with no qualms about eliminating anyone withholding what he desired. 

The Orientalist Stanley Lane-Poole observed that the Mamluks behaved 

like a bunch of unruly outlaws who abusively exploited Cairo's citizenry 

in order to feed their insatiable artistic appetites. "History can show 

few more startling contrasts than that offered by the spectacle of a 

band of disorderly soldiers ...to all appearance barbarians, prone to 

shed blood, merciless to their enemies, tyrannous to their subjects, yet 

delighting in the delicate refinements which art could afford them..." 

(Lane-Poole 1977: 245, 252). 

Napoleon Bonaparte seemed to have no difficulty with this curious 

paradox. He marveled at the novelty and opulence which the spectacle of 

the richly-costumed yet exceedingly well-armed Mamluk cavalier 

presented. For him, the Mamluks charging into battle presented a 

theatrical spectacle to equal anything on the stage. Napoleon himself 

described the Mamluk cavalrymen as " a splendid body of men, all 

gleaming with gold and silver, armed with the best London carbines and 

pistols, and the best sabers of the east, riding perhaps the best horses 
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vests and caftans layered over muslin shirts and voluminous silken 

trousers, wearing feathered turbans or gilded helmets on their heads, 

the horsemen sat upon graceful, lithe purebred Arabians, themselves 

expensively harnessed with saddles and bridles inlaid with precious 

metals and priceless jewels. What a vivid impression they must have 

made on the French troops. We know that Napoleon was certainly taken by 

the sight of the MamlQk horses and their tack. One of the more 

"supercharged" paintings ever done of Napoleon by the artist Antoine-

Jean Gros, titled La Bacaille des Pyramides , depicts him leading his 

troops into the Battle of the Pyramids, astride a very .Arab-looking 

white steed sumptuously equipped in Mamluk fashion (Prendergast, 1997: 

115) . 

However, upon their first encounter, it was noc their finery but 

their bravery which really impressed Napoleon. First and always a 

military man, he took notice that though vastly outnumbered they made 

efficient use of their weaponry (Forbis, 1976: 107). Each rider was 

equipped with saber, lance, mace, spear, rifle, battle ax, dagger and 

three pairs of pistols. Capt. Vertray in his book about Napoleon in 

Egypt colorfully describes the "arsenal on horseback" each Mamluk 

fighter appeared to be (Vertray, 1899) . 

"Riding Cossack style, he would first discharge his 
carbine, slide it under his thigh, then fire his several 
pairs of pistols and throw them over his shoulder to be 
picked up by his footservants later, then throw his lethal 
djerids... and finally charge the foe with scimitar in hand, 
sometimes he carried two scimitars, swinging both while 
gripping the reins with his teeth. Years of practice 
enabled him to sever a head with a reverse blow" (Vertray, 
1399; 1976: 107). 

Sadly, the MamlCSk shift to the modern British weaponry he describes 

came too little and too late. At the 3&ttle of the Pyramids on July 

21, 1793, 6,000 Mamluk faced the harsh reality that they were no match 

for French artillery obviously well schooled under fire. The 
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documentarian Dominique-Vivant Denon who chronicled Napoleon's Egyptian 

campaign, described the MamlOk soldiers as they galloped suicidally into 

erect bayonets and musket fire in their final fateful charge as "the 

finest cavalry of the Orient, perhaps of Che entire world..." (Allin 

1998: 26). Some did chose to retreat, and either drowned in attempting 

to cross the Nile or disappeared upriver and into the desert. The next 

day, Cairo surrendered, Napoleon received the keys to the city and 

MamlQk rule over Egypt abruptly ended. 
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SHARED INFORMATION 

"A careful and astute scholar" according to R. Stephen Humphreys, a 

research specialist in Islamic historical studies, "should be able to 

deconstruct MamlQk institutions to reveal the various Middle Eastern 

traditions directly or indirectly assimilated into them, whether from 

dynastic predessessors or from past cultural association" (Humphreys 

1991:170) . 

Assimilation of Horsemanship Skills 

To properly appreciate Mamluk knowledge of horses and horsemanship, 

it is really necessary to begin by investigating the origins of the 

horse within the Arab world and then place this within the context of 

Islam. 

Th^ Tradition 

It has been said that since the elite MamlQk mounted troops were 

the state's only professionally drilled and organized defense force 

against foriegn invasion, that the presence on the battle field of the 

rest of the army made up of gh&zl warriors, adventurous mercenaries, and 

levied volunteers from tribes and districts, made their battle plans 

ineffectual. This might be true of large scale confrontations but in 

cases where staging raids was more effective, Che combined efforts of 

the various units could have worked well. The way in which the Mamlflks 

went about removing the crusader settlements did not in the main call 

for encounters of massive proportions. It needed fast and affective 

mounted assault against the enemy.At that time in their history during 
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the middle of the thirteenth century when the Mamldks were able to turn 

their attention to the Crusader States along the cost of the 

Mediterranean, they began by launching a series of distructive raids on 

Galilee (Riley-Smith, 1991:114).. Thereafter, the Sultan and his 

officers directed almost annual attacks on the coastal regions. The 

raiding expeditions were not aimed at urban centers but on city suburbs, 

orchards, crops, and flocks, so as to inflict damage on the crusaders' 

economies. Finally in 1291 the last outposts were eliminated, taken in 

an escalated ghazT mode and often razed to the ground to prevent their 

use as bases by any future crusade. 

From whom was this raiding expertise that served the MamliTk forces 

so well inherited ? By the time the Mamldks came on the scene in Egypt 

and Syria, the cult of the horse with its roots deeply embedded in 

highly respected gh&zi nomadic tradition, was a well established 

institution throughout the Near East and the the Maghrib. The passing 

of the years did not do much to alter the ideals and standards set so 

long ago in the minds of Arab horsemen that MamlQk fursAn continued to 

uphold. In the second part of his study of the nomads of the Sahara, 

done in 1850, General Daumas describes how he believed the Arabs have 

always seen the true war-horse as a swift, strong and toughened tool, 

indispensable to the Gh&zl -based lifestyle (Daumas 1971:3). Horses 

were bred and tempered to withstand hunger and thirst, resist fatigue, 

and maintain a willing temperament to accommodate the nomad's warlike 

lust for glory, vengeance and plunder as well as his sporting taste for 

racing, hunting and games of pursuit. 

Horses v/ith this apptitude and constitution could only have come 

into existence by a long process of evolution carefully attended to by 

man. 
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Ancienc Origins 

Although evidence points to the earliest domestication of the 

horse to have occurred in the southern Ukraine in the second half of the 

fourth millennium, there is also the possibility of it having taken 

place in central Asia as well (Saggs, 1989 :213). In either case, 

domesticated horses spread southwards into the region of Iran by 3000 

BC. From there, during the third millennium, horses brought by northern 

herdsmen and perhaps acquired through trade traveled across the Zagros 

mountains into Mesopotamia. The horse finally reached Egypt around 1600 

BC. Far superior to onagers, a species of Asiatic wild ass domesticated 

and used for pulling chariots, but still too small in stature for 

riding, it would take many generations of cared-for horses to produce 

the larger, more powerful chariot horses used by the Hittites, Assyrians 

and Egyptians in their conquests. During the a Eighteenth Dynasty 

(1553-1305 BC), the Pharoah Amenophis I (1439-1413 BC) is said to have 

been captivated by chariot racing, apparently himself an accomplished 

charioteer and horse trainer. We are told that he boasted of having 

reared horses of exceptional stamina who he drove at a gallop without 

bringing them out in a sweat (Saggs 1989: 214). 

It is more difficult to discern when horses were first ridden. A 

considerable amount of time passed from the introduction into Egypt of 

the horse used for pulling wheeled vehicles and their adoption for use 

as mounts. Amenophis II is recorded as having taken Mittannian 

(Hurrian) prisoners of war, one of whom who was permitted to ride along 

with the pharaoh on horseback (Saggs 1989: 215). There is also evidence 

that riding had become a part of military life. A wooden figure of a 

horse ridden by a person has been discovered in a tomb dated 1350 B.C. 

and Egyptian battle scenes carved on monuments that were completed 

around 1300 B.C., depict galloping horses with riders seated bareback 

though precariously far back toward the horse's rump. It has been 

suggested that this unusual riding position, more appropriate for riding 

a donkey in these times, may indicate that the soldiers were unskilled 
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equestrians fleeing battle on escaped chariot horses (Trippett 1974: 49 

U 62). In view of Amenophis II's statements, in all probability Egypt 

possessed a real cavalry somewhat before these tomb depictions were 

created. 

Although Mittanni appears to have initiated the use of cavalry, 

followed by Egypt, it was Assyria that fashioned cavalry into a major 

weapon of war, a development dating from the end of the second 

millennium BC. Curiously during this era the breeders and trainers in 

Anatolia and northwest Iran who supplied the Assyrians with their 

cavalry horses, did not possess a military tradition of their own which 

would readily incorporate cavalry operations to the degree of efficiency 

practiced by the militant Assyrians (Saggs 1989: 215). 

Bedouin Breeders 

The traditional domain of the Bedouin, the capture, keeping, and 

trading of horses was a deeply respected part of their time-honored 

ghAzI lifestyle . Horses captured through raiding encampments and 

settled villages in Pre-Islamic times, provided these nomadic tribes 

with a "weapon" which aided them in gaining further booty and influence 

in the attacks they conducted on neighboring rival tribes (Musil 1928: 

371) Richard Bulliet in his study of the use of the camel and of 

wheeled transport by ancient North and South Arabian nomad's and 

sedentary peoples, believes that the Bedouin became obsessed with the 

horse's superiority over the camel's as an animal for war, out of 

recognition for their usefulness in raiding and/or guarding merchant 

caravans. This bias could be taken as evidence in the Arab world that 

the nomad's economic position as it impinged on settled society had 

reached a level of prosperity not obtainable in a solely camel dependent 

culture. As they shifted towards having to obtain by force or by 

exchange such commodities as were needed to sustain and breed horses in 

the desert, the nomad's material culture definitely shows a change 

towards a more intensified economic integration with settled society 
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(Bulliet 1990:100). They would remain prominent suppliers of purebred 

horses Co Muslim elites who have always wished to possess things 

associated with a noble desert heritage. 

Historically, both Roman and Persian governments subsidized Arab 

tribes on their borders to guard the desert frontier, and, no doubt, to 

assure that the subsidized tribes themselves did not harass defenseless 

villagers. This put more money into Arab hands and integratred Arab 

warriors into the imperial military organization. It is known for 

example that the emperors Trajan and Hadrian (117-138AD) recruited 

experienced camelteers into the Roman army in Syria and Egypt 

respectively, who included most likely Arabs. 

Roman and Persian military's influence also took the form among 

Arabs of breeding horses for war. The opening acts of war between the 

fledgling Muslim community in Medina and the merchants of Mecca, show by 

the large number of horses employed by the Meccans in the battle of Badr 

in 624 and the battle of Uhud in 625, for example, that the commercially 

wealthy were able to afford horses. (Bulliet :1990: 107). 

Muslims soon joined the ranks of those obsessed with the horse. 

When the Muslim conquests began in 633, nomadic and settled horsemen 

would provide the armies of Islam with their knowledgeable cavalry 

leaders. Shortly thereafter, when the Islamic armies had been put on a 

sound administrative basis, cavalrymen were already considered more 

valuable than infantrymen as the pay scale indicates (Bulliet 199 0: 108) 

With Che coming of Islam, the Bedouin's motivation shifted from 

raising horses for the never ending round of raids staged out of revenge 

for some offense committed locally against their own tribe, to looking 

after horses from a sense of pious obligation as Muslims who waged war 

against the unbeliever wherever he may be. In this way, horses of good 

quality were becoming dispersed throughout Arabia. From this expansion 

would emerge the Proto-Arabian horse stock (Edwards 1977: 18-19). 
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The Horse of the Arabs 

The Arabian is the oldest and purest of all horse breeds, bred 

with special care for centuries. Its exact origins are not known though 

it is certainly possible that it has been in the Arabian peninsula as 

long ago as 2000 to 3000 BC. More than any other horse, it is the Arab 

which has influenced the direction breeding has taken throughout the 

world. This influence took hold in the seventh and early eighth 

centuries AD with the spread of Islam across North Africa into Spain. 

People recognized that the Arab horses were greatly superior in 

endurance and confirmation in comparison to their own and wished to 

improve there own stock with an infusion of Arab blood. 

The Western Orientalist artistic depiction of the Mamluk horseman 

riding a purebred Arabian stallion of the finest quality is a heavily 

romanticized conception. Painted scenes of Arab warriors lounging in 

dry river beds gazing admiringly at their elegant warhorses standing 

nearby in regal repos (Eugene Fromentin's "Guerriers au Repos" being a 

good example) or of the noble-looking Circassian horsemen astride his 

picture-perfect steed in one of Cairo's picturesque bazaars, parked in 

front of a stall while conducting business (Jean Leon Gerome's "Une Rue 

Au Caire" creates such a scene) or of the artistocratic Mamlflk cavalier 

reflecting on the day's chase while watering his thirsty black Arabian 

horse and his saluki hunting hounds at a beautiful city fountain ("Le 

retour de la Chasse", also by Gerome offers just such an Arabian Nights 

fantasy), are images that do not reflect the realities of owning such 

exceptional examples of either home-grown or foriegn stock (Warren, 

1985: Sotheby's Catalogue lots 17, 40, and 24). It is true that finer 

horses of the Arabian breeding were and continue to be mainly found in 

the possession of families or persons of wealth and status or of 

officials of high rank that could afford such a luxury. Through their 

history, these prized purebreds have been nearly always acquired from 

certain select time-honored sources; known horse raisers from Bedouin 

tribes in the interior desert regions of Arabia being traditionally 
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thought of as the best. 

The Arabian horse as a specific breed probably developed from 

existing Syrian-Palestinian horses crossbred to horses from Najd and 

Yemen and then, as Islamic armies fanned out through the world, these 

horses bred to other captured horses of Assyrian, Caspian or Barb 

(Berber) stock. In turn, these may have been sent back to the Arabian 

Peninsula along with other war booty where they and their descendants 

were added to the existing gene-pool and helped fix the Arabian horse as 

a distinct breed (Upton 1881: 269-329). 

The Emphasis on Genealoav 

The question of purity of Arab horse blood lines has in the past 

and will remain in the future of great concern to Egyptian horse 

breeders because the blurring of pedigrees could destroy the genetic 

traits so valuable to the once combat, now eventing horse. Yesterday's 

exhibition horse and today's competition-level horse, both require 

beauty, stamina and intelligence for optimal performance skills. Impure 

horse stock called hajin or muqrif has always been frowned upon in 

better Middle Eastern horse breeding circles and a great deal has been 

done over the generations to preserve purity or asTl horse stock. The 

celebrated strains of Egyptian Arabians are traditionally divided into 

three categories: (1) kuhaylan , bloodlines favoring strength; (2) 

saglawT , breeding for refinement and; 3) mu'niqi , strains of horses 

bred for speed. 

Many of Egypt's past and present horse breeders breeding purebred 

Arabians, consider their horses to be in the category of Kuh&ylan and 

therefore descendants of the legendary Arabian horse named Kuhaylat 

'Ajuz "the mare of the Old Woman". The Old Woman, al-'Ajuz , is a 

mythical character named Dalukah, said to have ruled after the Pharaoh, 

far'un , sometime before the Greek conquest of Egypt. Reports of her 

supposed reign appear in several early Islamic historical sources 

including Ibn 'Abd al-Hakeim's (d. 257/871) account of Arab campaigns in 
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North Africa, the Klcab futuh mis wa-akhb^ruhur (Scanlon 1961: 45; 

Humphreys, 1991: 76). Her mare, the fabled mother of five major strains 

of Arabian horses, two of which are the saqlawT and the mu'niql 

families, is believed to have been born from the famous family of 'al-

khamsa five mares captured by tribes in the Najd region who were 

part of the wild horse herds supposedly wandering the desert. These 

wild horses were thought to be descendants of the horses forced to flee 

there after the breaching of the dam of Wa'rib in the Yemen in the 

middle of the sixth century AD (Upton 1381: 277-303 and Vire 1965: 784-

787). There is also a legend that the al-khamsa mares were owned by 

King solomon around 1635 BC and that five families of Arabian horses 

descendied from this source. These five decent lines include Kuhaylac 

'Ajuz , with thirty-seven subfamilies; mu'niqf , with four subfamilies; 

hadbar. , with five subfamilies; jelfan, with two subfamilies; and 

hamdanl , with two subfamilies. Whether in reality it is possible to 

trace the bloodlines of a horse back into a time in the Arab world where 

there is only a verbal record substantiating the truth about 

relatedness, will remain a source of debate among Arabian horsebreeders. 

Myth or reality, the al-khamsa genealogy explanation has been 

incorporated into Islamic belief. To many acquainted with the Jahiliyah 

period's poetic references to nomadic life in al-HijSz and Najd , the 

"ayyant al-'Arab " (the days of the Arabians) immediately preceding the 

rise of Islam, the Muslim version(s) seem to be at considerable variance 

with the pre-Islamic account of the origin of "The Five" (Upton 1881: 

279). Arab Bedouin legend has it that the Prophet Isma'Il, son of 

Ibrahim (Abraham) to whom all Muslim Arab tribes trace their descent, 

caught a wild mare who epitomized the "ultimate achievement of nature, a 

mature and perfect creature" (Popper 1957: vol. 16, p 3; Raswan 1967:15, 

35). This legendary Kuhaylac not only possessed the most beautiful, 

strong, and symmetrical body ever seen, but, as a gift from God, a 

conscious mind which intimate association with man would expand and an 

exceptional animal spirit endowed with psychic powers. Bedouins 

believed Isma'Il's mare was God's special creation because she was 
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pregnant with a foal that was exactly like her but a colt. Her son 

would reproduce her semblance by being bred back to her as a stallion, 

an incest breeding practice which would be carried through all other 

strains later developed from the blood of this original mare and her son 

(Raswan 1967: 15, 35) 

Traditionally, some of the earliest words ascribed to the Prophet 

Muhammad (pbuh) about the horse, were said to be spoken on the occasion 

of his being presented with the gift of five mares perhaps as a symbolic 

gesture of five different tribes professing submission to Islam (Forbis 

1976:75) . By certain accounts Muhammad is said to have owned seven 

mares, five of which he selected to become the dames of all future 

Arabian purebreds (Upton, 1881: 230). 

The Prophet's Vision 

Like his Bedouin converts, Muhammad understood that much of the 

value attached to the horse rested on the gains to be had through the 

horse. The Prophet was known to have often repeated the lines: 

" He who owns an Arabian horse and honors him. God shall honor him. He 

who owns an Arabian horse and disdains him, God shall disdain him" 

(Daumas 1971: (WHERE ?) Horses had proven to be superior to camels in 

raiding and battle skirmishes, an attribute which would be useful where 

the spread of Islam required the use of armed forces. There is a well 

known hadlch of of the Prophet which says, "camels are the glory to 

their people, goats and sheep are a blessing, and prosperity is tied to 

the forelocks of horses till the Day of Judgement". (Ad-DainliU , ffayat 

ai -Hciyaw&n 1,26) 

After receiving divine revelation indicating the horse's 

praisworthy role in God's plan, Muhammad convinced desert tribesmen that 

it was God's will that they should breed horses in greater numbers. The 

Prophet let it be known that it had been revealed to him to "place then 

in readiness all the forces of which you dispose and have horses ready 

in great numbers to intimidate God's enemies and your own and yet others 
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whom you do not know but whom God knows." (Daumas 1971:4-5) Evidently, 

horses in the Arabian Peninsula at the beginning of the Christian era 

were not numerous and this was still apparently the case during the 

lifetime of the Prophet Muhammad. So that there would be a ready supply 

of them for military purposes, Muhammad offered both spiritual and 

material incentives to those who brought horses into the growing Islamic 

state. For those with more selfish earthly interests, a tangible reward 

was offered for horses captured in raids as "booty" ; two spears offered 

for each horse of noble bloodlines and a single spear for one of lesser 

breeding (Forbis 1976:37). God's promised reward to those who would 

keep a horse for "the holy war" effort, served as a persuasive argument 

to those convinced by Muhammad's warning that they should be more 

concerned that the evidence of their good works weigh in their favor on 

Judgement Day (Forbis 1976: 87). The Prophet is reported to have said: 

"Whoso keeps a horse for the holy war in the way of the Most High, 

increases Che number of his good works. The hunger and the thirst of 

such a steed, the water he drinks, the food he eats, every one of his 

hairs, each step he takes, and every function of nature, shall all weigh 

in the balance at the day of the last judgement "(Forbis 1976 37). 

Breeds Incorporated into the MamlOk Cavalry 

It has to be taken as a "given" that the purposes to which the 

horses were to be put within the MamlQk military, from sport and 

exhibition to raiding and battle, dictated the types of horses which 

would be bought and bred. Horses bred by Arab tribes possessed 

characteristics which were well suited for raiding, combat and for games 

on horseback. They had been that way for some time prior to the coming 

of Islam. Until the time of the Bahrl sultan an-NSsir Muhammad's three 

periods of rule between 693/ 1294 and 741/1340, horse-breeding in the 

Arab world showed little deviation from standards set in antiquity. 

Even though Central Asian "bactrian" breeds were fully acclimatized for 

the rigors of Near Eastern and North African environments and even 
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though their blood lines had been satisfactorally added into Roman and 

and later to Western European horse stock, Arab breeders felt no 

compulsion to break with tradition. 

Mamlflks of Cental Asian descent did not wish to tamper with the 

Prophet's legacy either but they were very interested in maintaining a 

high breed standard among existing Arab horse stock. This keen interest 

and somewhat progressive attitude towards bloodlines was, as author 

Anthony Dent points out in his study of the exchange in the equestrian 

arts between East and West, due in large part to an-NSsir transplanting 

the essentially horse-based culture of Turkestan to Egyptian soil in his 

efforts to restore the Muslim world's greatness (Dent, 1971:82-83). 

Not every MamlOk Sultan valued the same inherited qualities in the 

finer-bred horses for use by the elite corps. Consequently, there were 

sultans who created their own horse breeding programs to enhance their 

favorite blood-line choices. An-Nasir displayed exceptional enthusiasm 

when it came to improving cavalry technique and equestrain sports via 

better horses. An-NSsir's taste in horses differed from his father and 

predecessor, al-MansQr QalS'CIn, who prefered the barka {Barcean ) bred 

horse, meaning their bloodlines trace back to the Greeks who colonized 

Cyrenaica in Libya around 63 0 BC and became world-famous horsebreeders, 

supplying horses via the Silk Route from Barka city in North Africa to 

the Cyrenian Greek's captive immigrant community in Bactria also called 

Barka , in Persia (Dent 1971: 48; Gladitz 1997:16). Whereas his father 

had thought the Barka horse was a better all-around utility horse, while 

the Arab horse was better for processions, An-N5sir ibn Qal5'iln became a 

firm supporter of pure-bred Arabians (Forbis, 1976:99). He devoted 

enormous energy and huge sums of money to acquire pure-bred Arabians 

bred by two Syrian tribes, the Bani Fadl and the BanI Muhanna, who 

originated from Tajikistan, having migrated to the Majd region some 

three centuries earlier (Dent 1971: 84). Much of the blood-stock in 

horses in the Najd had come from Yaman (Gladitz 1997:13) . The south 

western highlands of the Arabian Peninsula was the traditional source 

from which famous breeds of horses were brought into Najd and Hidjaz . 
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Post MamlJk Breed Preservation Efforts 

Erika Schiele devoted considerable effort into researching various 

historical avenues that the different noteworthy strains of Arabian 

horses traveled which would lead to their arrival in Europe. We learn 

from her that France's long history of breeding horses for cavalry use 

predisposed French horsebreeders towards recognizing the obvious 

improvements Arabian bloodlines could give to their already existing 

regional breeds. Never mind that the MamlQks possessed great skill at 

arms, only loosing to the French at the Baccle of Che Pyramids in 1798 

for lack of being as equally equipped as Napoleon's forces and as 

equally as well-guided by generalship. It was the superiority of the 

Mamliik troop horses and chargers that so greatly impressed the French, 

that Napoleon himself had difficulty bringing himself to give the order 

to fire his artillery on such "world-class" creatures (Dent, 1970: 90). 

The endless wars in which Napoleon involved France took a huge 

toll on the lives of horses. Anthony Burgess in the Napoleon Symphony 

says that by his reckoning " you've lost two hundred thousand of the 

poor damned beasts - trained all, cavalry, artillery, transport. That's 

why it is really the end: no more horses" (Prendergast, 1997: 186). The 

depletion required active intervention by the State which responded with 

a decree issued in 1806 ordering the setting up of six studs, thirty 

stallion depots and two experimental schools. An earlier decree in 

1761, intended to address the same problem along similar lines, had 

called for the creation of State stud farms with government 

administrative services provided to them. Two of these State studs 

still exist: one founded in 1714 from a pre-existing facility dubbed Pin 

which had previously provided horses for the royal stables and riding 

school, and the other established in 1761, another stables with the same 

former purpose located in Limousin, known as Pompadour . However, at 

the time of his ambitious campaigns. Napoleon estimated correctly that 

as it had been operating, France's horse breeding industry could not 

meet the army's demand for war horses. His imperial decree in 1806 
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actually officially reopened Pompadour , which had been forced to 

auction off its breeding stock (306 horses were dispersed) after the 

Revolution had broken out and had disbanded the institution in 1791. 

The bloodlines in these French stud farms' stallions trace back to 

stock brought from North Africa, Egypt and the Levant region. After his 

invasion of Egypt, Napoleon obtained MamlGk horses as the spoils of war 

but he also sent buyers into Egypt, Syria and Arabia to obtain horses 

from traditional suppliers. He imported as many Arabian horses as 

possible, allotting them to the stud farms; Pompadour , Pau , and Tarbes 

in particular. Others went to his private stables at Versailles (Dent, 

1970 :91). Many of these imports were not of the purest of Arabian 

breeding. Napoleon may have given high praise to the "unmixed purity 

and power of an original race" and advocated a return to this with 

respect to mixed breeds already in use in his country, but in actual 

practice he had no intention of breeding pure Arabians in Prance. Erika 

Schiele tells us that "what he wanted in the shortest possible time was 

a great quantity of first-class cavalry horses, with all the advantages 

of the Arab" (Dent, 1970: 92). He believed this could be accomplished 

by importing a large number of horses from the Middle East. Arab 

imports going to the State stud farms or into the possession of either 

French royalty or heads of state as recorded in the French stud book 

assembled for the years 1800 to 1850, by E. Gayot, Pompadour 's stud 

manager from 1843-1346, number two hundred and fifty three mares and 

stallions (Dent, 1970: 92-3). These figures appear promising but in 

fact, due to the steady wartime drain. Pompadour could not sustain 

consistent growth and suffered another disbanding in 1825. However as 

fate would have it. Pompadour received orders from Paris in 1833 to 

escalate its breeding operation from the mere stallion depot it had 

become, back into a capital stud responsible for supplying the whole 

Midi with Arabian Stallions. In the interim before its second 

reopening. Pompadour had become a repository for Thoroughbred stallions 

as well as Arab ones. This could have resulted in a problem, since the 

emphasis was to be henceforth on breeding Arabs, while by popular demand 
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the Thoroughbred was back in the running. In 1843, when E. Gayot was 

appointed manager of Pompadour , he wisely decided to embark on a 

systematic plan of selectively crossing Arabs and Thoroughbreds to 

create a pur-sang fran<^ais with the soundness, vitality, and 

durability of the Arab and the larger stature of the Thoroughbred. 

Using 2 Arabian stallions and 3 Thoroughbred mares as his founding 

parents, Gayot succeeded in creating what other French breeders had 

tried and failed to do. He created the Anglo-Arab , full-blooded breed 

native to France, not England as the name might linguistically imply. 

France is certainly not alone in its idea of introducing Arabian 

blood-lines into native stock in order to improve the quality of their 

horses and perhaps if successful, establish new breeds. There are age-

old Arab blood-lines within several existing horse breeds ranging around 

the globe. With respect to the Middle East and Europe some crosses 

considered to be breeds in and of themselves after so many generation 

have passed since Arab introduction, are listed below: 

1) The Akhal-Teke , sometimes referred to as the Turkmen horse, has 

been bred in Turkmenistan, a region to the north of Iran and to the east 

of the Caspian Sea, for some three thousand years. Long ago, the 

breeders there introduced Arabian and Persian horse bloodlines so that 

their horses could withstand extreme desert conditions (Draper, Sly U 

Muir 1999: 124). The breed can be characterized as being very fast 

runners with tremendous stamina. 

2) The Barb is a breed common to Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia whose 

origins can only be guessed. One theory links the Barb to the Akhal-

Teke. What is certain though is that the Barb has played a part in 

breed development around the world almost to the same extent as that of 

the Arabian horse. From the early eighth century onwards, it was the 

spread of Islam which was responsible for bringing the Barb's ancestors 

into Europe via the Iberian peninsula. The first Muslim army to reach 

Spain in 711 may very well have set in motion the changes in blood-lines 
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to native European horses. Once established in the peninsula, the Barb 

played a major role in the development of the Andalusian , which 

subsequently itself became an influential breed. Named for their 

association with non-Christen north African coastal regions considered 

barbary or "foreign", Barbs were prized by European monarchs. Richard 

II (1367-1400) owned a very famous Barb called the "Roan Barbery*. 

During the sixteenth century Henry VIII imported Barbs into England 

which, a century later, would have an impact on the evolution of the 

Thoroughbred horse's development (Draper, Sly U Muir, 1999:40). 

3) The Andalusian as its name suggests is associated with southern 

Spain, near North Africa. It is reasonable to believe that a native 

horse similar to the Sorrian Pony found in Portugal existed in Andalusia 

when the Muslim invaders first arrived in 711. After the territory 

became a province of the Muslim empire. Barbs were imported in great 

numbers and bred with indigenous stock. Much later, after Granada fell 

to the Christians in 1492, thereby ending what remained of Muslim rule 

in Andalusia, Spain's horses became important breeding stock elsewhere 

including the Americas. Possessing physical and mental qualities well 

suited to the demands of haute ecole , Andalusians were a favorite among 

European riding masters. Vienna's famed Lipizzaner horses are direct 

descendants of the Andalusians. 

4) The Lipizzaner, originates from horses of Spanish blood imported 

to Austria by members of the monarchy in 1562. A breeding program 

ensued in Lipizza, formerly a prt of Italy, no in Yugoslavia, that 

utilized this stock to develop the Lipizzaner breed. This eventually 

led to the establishment of Vienna's Sp&nish Riding School where for 

more than 250 years, generations of these horses have been trained in 

classical military horsemanship specializing in "Airs Above the Ground". 
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5) The Percheron originated in La Perche, in the south of Normandy. 

Its ancestors were Arabian horses brought to Europe by the Moors. The 

Eastern breed influence is thought to have begun following the defeat of 

the Moors by Charles Martel near Poitiers in 732 AD and was continued 

after the First Crusade in 1099, when Robert, Comte de Rotrou, imported 

more Arab horses into France. The Percheron's great strength and 

courage, coupled with its sound limbs and longevity, made it 

tremendously popular as a war horse. 

6) The Boulonnais is native to north-west France and like another 

heavy breed of horse, the Percheron , carries the Arabian breeding 

influence from both Roman and later. Crusader sources. The Romans, with 

military horses of Eastern origin brought Arab stock to the French coast 

before invading Britain. As for the Crusader's influence, two noblemen. 

Robert, Comte d'Artois and Eustache, Comte de Boulogne, are credited 

with importing many Arab horses to their royal stables (Draper, Sly & 

Muir, 1999: 67). In spite of its large size, it is possible to detect 

traces of the Boulonnais Arab ancestry, especially in its refined-

looking head with large expressive eyes. 

7) The Brecon , a stocky but active heavy horse also sports an Arab 

heritage. Like so many southern European horse breeders, those in 

Brittany used horses brought back from the Middle East by the Crusaders 

to cross with their more plebeian native stock to produce better saddle 

and war horses. 

The Arabian horse was again favored by rulers and armies during 

the Turkish ascendancy in Egypt [Durkin 1995, 85] . Recent Egyptian root 

stock was cultivated in the 19th Century by Egypt's ruler, Muhcimmad 'Alt 

and by his son Ibrahim, who together amassed 1100 Arabian horses during 

their military ventures in the Arabian Peninsula [Wassman 1991, 75]. 

Muhammad 'All's grandson, 'AbbSs, who had succeeded to the throne after 

Ibrahim's death in 1842, became an admirer and breeder of Arabian 

horses. 'Abbas Pasha possessed a world-renowned collection of Arabian 
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horses, with 1,000 of the finest Bedouin-bred horses kept at his stud 

farm. After 'Abbas' death in 1854, his son, al-Hami inherited the stud 

farm and proceeded to sell off an estimated 350-480 horses during a 

three-week-long sale held in 1860. The majority of the horses were sold 

locally but some were sold to foreign governments. 'All Bay, the son of 

al-Sayyid Muhammad Sharif, (who became governor of Arabia), purchased a 

number of horses from this dispersal sale to add to his already 

impressive collection of Arabian horses. In 1873, Egypt experienced a 

horse plague, but despite the losses, enough of 'Ali Bay's horses 

survived to become the ancestors of those now known as the "Arabians of 

the 'Ali Pasha Sharif blood lines". Members of the royal families of 

Egypt continued to preserve and enhance the Arabian horse breed using 

'Ali Pasha Sharif horses as well as other select acquisitions from 

desert bred Arabian horses [Pagliaro 1991, 25-27]. 

Official government interest via the modern military in breeding 

horses started in Egypt in the mid 19th Century. The Horse Breeding 

Commission was established in 1892 in order to provide working horses to 

the military and to the police. By 1908, the Commission had evolved 

into the Royal Agricultural Society (R.A.S.) which later became the 

Egyptian Agricultural Organization, the E.A.O., who sponsor horse 

breeders like the much esteemed administrative staff working at the al-

Zahra' stud farm located in al-JazIrah al-'Ulwa in the Province of 

Sharkiya along the Eastern margin of the Nile Delta. The original Royal 

Agricultural Society assembled their foundation horse stock through 

generous gifts from Egyptian royal families. These horses were 

predominantly descendants of horses from the royal Ottoman collections 

of 'Abbas Pasha and 'All Pasha Sharif [Wassmann 1991, 75]. 
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Byzantine Influence 

Byzantine equestrian sports and cavalry warfare technique inherited 

from the Eastern Roman Empire have their counterparts among the Mamldks, 

and probably point to a direct influence. It is well known that Greek 

and Roman enthusiasm for equestrian games, carried over into Byzantine 

civilization. It also appears to have motivated horsemen in the Muslim 

world as well. Byzantine influences came through the first Islamic 

dynasty, the Umayyads (41-132/661-750). Having retained the old pre-

Islamic tribal equestrian ghazi tradition which encourages competitive 

spirit, the Ummayads were somewhat pre-disposed to assimilating Roman 

equestrian entertainments continued by Byzantines. 

When required to do so, the Byzantines were capable of waging what 

for its day would have been considered highly scientific warfare. As 

the heirs to the invincible Roman legions, the Byzantine army thought of 

themselves, and very possibly so did the Mamldks, as the best fighting 

force in the world. The officers were schooled in geography and 

strategy, and even learned about tactics from manuals written by certain 

Byzantine emporers (Sherrard 1966:83-4). Often encountering a less-

organized enemy than themselves, the Byzantines effectively moved their 

cavalry and their infantry through complex, well-ordered maneuvers that 

were the product of numerous hippodrome practice sessions. 

Borrowed Roman Tactics 

Great importance was placed on military exercises involving expert 

horsemanship because of what their forefathers in the Roman Empire had 

learned about warfare. Although Roman military strategy was originally 

designed with the foot soldier in mind, a series of humiliating defeats 

by rival civilizations well-equipped with mounted soldiers meant that 

the tacticians felt compelled to integrate cavalry into the Roman army. 

Roman training in weapon usage from horseback, utilizing spears, lances 

and swords in organized group combat exercises, became codified and 

regulated as were all things within their military institution. 
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The Byzantines themselves became keenly interested in developing 

their military expertise because of their own encounters with horsemen 

in the Near East and Central Asia. A couple of equestrian-related 

characteristics of the Muslim forces were seen by the Byzantines as 

particularly effective in battle: 1) the incredible mobility of the 

light cavalry compared to their heavier mounted military, and 2) the 

Muslim fighters knowledge of how to use their horses strategically in 

well-planned attacks. 

Sir Charles Oman, in his classic work, A History of Che Art of War 

in Che Middle Ages , alerts us to the historical fact that the subject 

of War, had been studied for centuries as an Art in the East, while in 

the West, it was approached as merely a matter of hard fighting. Here 

Sir Charles is comparing Prankish nobles and the Byzantine patricians 

whom he felt were equally capable of sitting their chargers firmly and 

skillfully handling lance and shield. An important point he makes with 

regards to the Franks and the Byzantines is that whereas the former 

horseman considered these abilities to constitute a complete equestrian 

military education, the later felt it necessary to add theory to 

empirical knowledge (Oman 1924, vol.1:172). The soundness of this 

theory is born out by the fact that when faced with Byzantine tactical 

measures as yet unknown to them, opponents who subscribed to the 

Prankish school did not fair very well in battle. 

Consequently, military treatises addressing the need for better 

military skills and tactics emerged, authored by prominent strategists. 

Three works in particular contributed to the Byzantine military arts: 1) 

the Scracegicon attributed perhaps mistakenly to the Emperor Maurice 

(ruling 532-502), 2) the Tactica written and compiled by Emperor Leo VI 

"the Wise" (886-912), and 3) the work Micephorus Praecepta Militaria 

preserving the precepts and practices of the great general, Nicephorus 

II Phocas 963-69). All three provided the Byzantine military with 

principally defensive tactical means to effectively counter Slav, Turk, 

Frank or Muslim offensives. 
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A general under Tiberius Constantinus II, Maurikios Flavios 

Tiberius (Maurice), became emperor of the East-Roman world, reigning 

582-602, when the empire could hardly afford the expenditure necessary 

to sustain a military. His policies clearly reflect a desire to 

economize even at the cost of angering the soldiers. With such vast 

experience in military matters, it is difficult to say why he chose to 

"balance the books" by cutting back on military expenditure (Oman 1928: 

150) . He had after all, written an excellent book on tactics, the 

Strategicon which would have most likely appeared in 579, before the 

general became emperor If Strategicon was indeed the product of 

Maurice, for there is also evidence that the Strategicon was written 

either by Orbicius or by Caius Musonius Rufus (b. ca. 30), it was 

nevertheless intended to be the official handbook of the reorganized 

Byzantine army (Oman 1924/1998: 173-5). 

Of the important changes seen within the Strategicon , the 

numerical divisions into units (brigades) of the forces was a completely 

different way of organizing the cavalry and the infantry which 

interestingly, is later reflected in both the Mamluk and the Napoleonic 

systems. The reorganization plan in the Strategicon also call for a 

realignment of loyalties so as to reduce significantly the tendency of a 

soldier to regard himself as the loyal follower of his quasi-independent 

commander Oman 1924/1998: 176-7). Rather the men found themselves under 

the orders of delegates appointed by the Emperor and part of a unit in 

the military establishment of the empire. This system surely appealed 

to Mamltik sultans who wished to secure the loyalty of their officers and 

soldiers. The MamlOk sultans also utilized another institution 

introduced into the military during Maurice's day, that of an Imperial 

Guard called the "household men" who regarded themselves as the 

emperor's personal following. Though much abused, the system had its 

counter-part in Mamluk military organization. Though not necessarily 

directly attributable to Byzantine influence, the fact that the Mamlilk 

sultan's Royal Guard functioned as the training ground for officers for 

the highest levels of command was also characteristic of the Byzantines. 
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Three hundred years after Maurice's time we find Emperor Leo VI 

once again interested in military tactics and organization. Leo the 

Wise, as he is called, and successor to Basil as Emperor of the Eastern 

Empire at Constantinople in the ninth century, was given his 

appellation, not for his interest in military science but for his 

penchant for prophetic oracles and his ecclesiastical writings. 

Nevertheless, posterity must surely acknowledge him for having composed 

in 900, his military manual Tactica . In large part this work 

demonstrates the rather unchanging character of Byzantine institutions 

because Taccica repeats the information about arms and organization of 

the Byzantine army contained within the Maurice's Strategicon from 57 8. 

Still, we should not slight him for his slavish repetition of 

information previously set forth in the Strategicon because as an 

observant compiler and careful revisionist, Leo has provided military 

historians with an excellent account of the organization, strategy, and 

tactics of the Byzantine armies which also contains useful notes about 

the habitual military practices of the different enemies which the 

Byzantine troops would have to counter (Oman 1924/1998: 186). The sad 

irony of it all is that it seems Leo's interest in all things military 

may have been purely literary because history shows that he did not put 

to practical use the knowledge contained in his Tactica (Oman 1928: 

494). His treatise would however, be very useful to others. 

The information contained within passages relating to infantry 

tactics and organization contained within Leo's Tactica and to a degree 

within Maurice's Strategicon definitely show a familiarity with the 

works of Aelian and Arrian. The battle order and drill details 

described in both treatises are modeled after the old Roman Legion even 

though they are intended for use by armies in the Byzantine era (Oman 

1924/1998: 193). I should qualify that statement by pointing out, as 

other historians have noted, that Byzantine reliance on cavalry, unlike 

the Roman army of the Republic and Empire, means that theory and 

practice relative to cavalry more than infantry comes at a later period 

in Roman history. This would have to be when the Romans adopted the 
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cavalry organization, weapons, and tactics of the Goths after the Gothic 

victory over the Emperor Valens at Adrianople in 378 AD (Higgins 1994: 

138). Then to, it should be kept in mind that the Byzantine cavalry 

later adopted the arms and tactics of the Persians, the perpetual enemy 

of the empire for its first 159 years. 

Leo's general, Nicephorus Phocas, was much admired by the Emperor 

for his efforts to develop tactics which would be successful and for his 

new military devices (Oman 1924/1998:137). riepi ^apaSpO^T1q IloX. E^ov, the 

officer's hand-manual written about 980 by an officer of Nicephorus 

Phocas endeavoring to set down in writing his commander's knowledge, 

testifies to the rising interest among Byzantines in offensive tactics 

in order to play better in an arena of war heavily influenced by 

aggressive encounters with Muslim raiders (Oman 1924/1998, vol.1: 201, 

n. 1, 208). Unlike Leo's Taccica, it contains generous illustrations, 

examples and explanations on how to repel Muslim raids and how to stage 

retaliatory invasions on them. Nicephorus thought the Muslim armies 

were a formidable foe to face, not just because of their numbers, but 

because they seemed so well-prepared and organized compared to other 

enemies the Byzantines had fought. This was an accurate assessment 

because by the tenth century, armed with considerable tactical and 

strategical aptitude, the Muslim warriors could and did put enemy troops 

to the test, compelling them to summon up every ounce of courage and 

discipline of which they were capable to forcefully expel them. 

Nicephorus diligently applied his newly devised tactical formation 

deploying battle regiments in a "wedge" arrangement, to counter Muslim 

forces. His victories in southeastern Asia Minor, Cyprus, and Syria so 

impressed the Muslims that it is reported that they nick-named him "The 

White Death" (Higgins 1994:146). 

With regards to the evolution of military treatises as they later 

developed in Europe, when Niccolo Machiavelli (1469 - 1527), the 

Florentine statesman and writer, wrote The Arc of War , a major work 

which served to establish the scientific study of war in the West, he to 
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drew upon the work of Aelian and that of one of Aelian's successors 

Vegetius Flavius Renatus, who wrote Epicoma Rei Milicaris also listed 

as De Re Milicari (On Military Affairs - but more generally known as 

Military Institutions of the Romans) in the fourth century (Tantum 

1979:194; Hyland 1993:31). Vegetius' work in his own time saw some use 

but nothing compared to what generations of future Europeans would do 

with it. It had an inestimatable influence over the way war was 

conducted in the Middle Ages. For example, it is a proven fact that 

Richard Coeur de Lion (1157-99) carried a copy of De Re Militari 

everywhere with him in his campaigns (Renatus, ed. Clark 1952:1). The 

stated purpose Vegetius gives for writing his military treatise was to 

synthesize material collected from old manuscripts concerning Roman 

military customs and wisdom. His unstated purpose was to inspire 

military reforms which might restore and guarantee the efficiency of the 

Roman armies under the Emperor Valentinian II 9371-393) after the defeat 

of Valen, the colleague of Valentinian I, by the Goths at th battle of 

Adrianople (Renatus, ed.Clark 1952:2-3). 

Divided into "Books", De Re Militari 's third book deals with 

tactics and strategy and among the items he discusses in this section, 

there is ample attention paid to explaining how the "enemy" goes about 

tactically resisting Roman ones, including "the wedge" formation cited 

above (Renatus, trans. Clark 1952:98). In Book III (part XVI), he also 

describes the "disposition of the cavalry" where according to his battle 

scheme, horsemen should form the wings, after the infantry has formed 

the advancing center front line (Renatus, ed. Clark 1952: 95). He 

distinquishes between heavy and light cavalry and where they should be 

on the battlefield. He advises that heavier mounted men, the 

cuirassiers wearing body armor and the troopers armed with lances should 

join the infantry, whereas the light cavalry, consisting of the archers 

and those who have no cuirasses, should be placed at a greater distance 

(Renatus, trans. Clark 1952:95; de Meun. trans., 1894/1965:111). In 

this way, explains Vegetius, the heavy horse cavalry can cover the 

flanks of the foot-soldiers from attack, while the light horse units can 
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surround and disorder che enemy's wings (Renatus, trans. Clark 1952:95; 

de Meun. trans., 1394/1965:112). 

In thoses cases where the cavalry is somehow deficient compared to 

that of the enemy, Vegetius advises intermingling light cavalry with 

light infantry because the enemy's cavalry will not be able to cope with 

this arrangement (Renatus, trans. Clark 1952:95; de Meun. trans., 

1894/1965:112). In view of his massacure of the Mamluks, this would be 

a good place to mention that part of the reason Napolean's troops were 

more successful in battle was because he employed Vegetius' tactics. 

Napoleon's basic plan entailed a holding attack against the enemy's 

front to keep them occupied along with a wide envelopment or turning 

movement on the enemy's rear using a small force of men "to spread 

dismay and confusion in the defender's ranks' (Phillips, ed. 1950:404). 

He had the advantage however of delivering a decisive blow using mass 

artillery fire when the moment was right. In his military Maxims, 

Napoleon tells us in maxim 38, that the heavy cavalry should not only 

accompany the advance guard as Vegitius advocates, but should be with 

the rear guard and on the wings and in reserve to support the light 

cavalry (Phillips 1950:434). Napoleon does not go along with Vegetius' 

idea of placing cavalry among the infantry. He declares in one of his 

Maxims (maxim 49) : 

The practice of mingling companies of horse and foot 
together is bad; it produces nothing but trouble. The 
cavalry is deprived of its capacity for rapidity of motion; 
it is cramped in all the movements; it loses its impulse. 
The infantry, too, is exposed; for, at the first movement of 
the cavalry, it remains without support. The best mode of 
protecting infantry is to protect its flank (Phillips, ed. 
1950:423). 

Arabic Translations From the Greek 

Taking a lesson from the Byzantines, Mamluks recognized that there 

was no advantage in treating warfare as an occupation ungrounded in 

theory. Tacticians and cavalry instructors believed the accumulated 
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knowledge and advice about horses exhibited in the works of ancient 

authors in the classical Greek tradition to be well worth their 

consideration. The Arabic treatises on veterinary medicine and for 

learning furuslyah exercises contain terms in Arabic derived from Greek 

which is convincing evidence to the historian Philip Hitti that even 

though Arabs had an extensive knowledge of diseases, temperament, 

management and training of the horse as well as of the camel acquired 

from the Bedouins' pre-Islamic tribal days, their more systematic 

knowledge and improved technique in these areas must have come from 

Byzantine sources (Hitti 1970: 685). 

It is essential to understand how Greek and Roman expertise in 

horsemanship passed first into the Byzantine and then into the Muslim 

civilizations. Greek writings on the art of war were available to the 

Arabs in translation just as the Greek sciences such as philosophy and 

medicine had been in the medieval period. Geoffrey Tantuin, in his study 

of medieval Muslim warfare gives us a clue when he reveals to us that 

Nihayat al-su'l wa-1 umnlyah fZ ta'lim a'mal al-fur'SsIyah (The Complete 

Instruction in the Practices of the Military Art), an early fourteenth 

century Muslim source written by al-Aqsara'I (d. 1348) which helped 

shape Mamluk military theory and practice in the East, shares the same 

original classical Greek source on war written during the Roman Emperor 

Hadrian's time, which served to establish the scientific approach to war 

followed by the enemies of the Muslims in the West (Tantuin 1979:194). 

There is certainly convincing evidence contained within al-Aqsara' i' s 

manual on horsemanship, abbreviated as the Nihayat al-su'l of striking 

similarities in the military training which could represent large scale 

assimilation's of Greco-Roman technique by both "Abbasid and MamlQk 

horsemen. According to Geoffrey Tantum in his study of this particular 

Mamluk manual, if you include together the translated single sentences 

and passages from Greek into Arabic appearing in different parts of the 

text's lessons, it can be seen that the manuscript actually contains 

approximately one third of the Tactica whom Tantuin believes to be the 

work of a scholar named Aelian (though probably not Claudius Aelianus 
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who died in 140 AD). In Tantum's opinion, it seems reasonable to 

suppose chat Che translation was originally done when other classical 

works were translated from the Greek into Arabic, as there is nothing 

concrete to indicate that the copyist, Muhammad ibn 'Isa (d. 749 / 

1348), did the translating himself (Tantum 1979:196) 

Translation efforts may have been strongly motivated by the Muslim 

reaction to actually having engaged in battle with the Byzantines and 

the decision thereafter to learn about their tactics by reference to the 

same sources materials the Byzantines turned to for instruction. The 

Byzantines had acquired much of their practical knowledge on the science 

of war from Aelian's / Arrian's writings. Military theorists, such as 

Leo VI (886-912) and Nicephoras Phocas , represent the Byzantine 

assumption and furtherance of Greek concepts presented by Aelian / 

Arrian in his Taccica . Leo himself believed that the Muslim caliphs 

had purposely chosen to model their military after the Byzantine army 

(Oman, 1924/1998: vol. 1, 209). 

Before proceeding, a word of caution is definitely in order here. 

A fair amount of confusion appears in different references which 

attribute works on miltiary tactics, in particular the Techne Taktike 

{Ars Taccica ), to Aelianus Tacticus when it should be ascribed to 

Flavius Arrianus (the "New" Xenophone). Arrian, a Greek with Roman 

citizenship was born AD 89 in Nicomedia, the capitol city of the Roman 

province of Bithynia on the south side of the Black Sea (modern Turkey). 

Though not a major military commander, Arrian held successive posts in 

the military hierarchy during the reign of Trajan (AD 98-117), including 

military writer producing nine works concerned with Trajan's major 

campaigns (Hyland 1993:4). During Hadrian's reign (AD 117-138), Arrian 

was appointed governor and military legate to the important Roman 

province of Cappadocia, a position he held from AD 131 to 137 until he 

retired from military life (Lepper, 1948: 2). Relying on Arrian's Ars 

Taccica as the basis of her inquiry, Ann Hyland has written an 

informative book on the training of the Roman cavalry (Hyland, 1993). 

From her research she finds that Arrian's military manual, of which the 
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cavalry section dates from 136 AD., was indeed a comprehensive piece of 

work on the art of war commissioned by Hadrian. If, as Geoffry Tantum 

informs us, the Taccica he attributes to Aelian was commissioned around 

106 AD then it could not have been under this same Roman emporer's reign 

(Tantum, 1979: 194). From this bit of evidence along with the fact that 

this Aelian was not generally considered to be among the first rank of 

Greek military theorists whereas Arrian had considerable knowledge in 

how to bring Cappadocian troops and horses to a state of constant 

readiness against the threat of invading steppe horsemen from across the 

the Caucasus mountains (the Alans ), I am more inclined to believe the 

NihSyat al-Su'l contains parts of Arrian's Taccica . 

In accepting Arrian's work as that source which has been mutually 

copied by both Byzantine and MamlQk treatise writers, it should be 

brought out that Arrian (or Aelian) is not generally thought of as one 

of the top ranking Greek military theorists by students of the art of 

war. Rather it is for his reliance on earlier authorities on military 

practices that his Taccica becomes representative of the really 

important works, some of which are lost and some of which are more 

completely preserved than others. The classical art of riding and the 

first books on horses originated in Greece. Simon the Anthenian, a 

professional horse trainer and expert rider wrote a work on horses about 

400 BC of which there only remains fragmants. 

Arrian is known as the New Xenophon because he takes the name of 

the earlier, more famous Xenophon. Xenophon the elder (423/7-354 BC), a 

rich Athenian who died a year after the birth of Alexander the Great, 

has become the most known of ancient hippologists. Belonging to the 

class of military elite and the owner of many horses, he wrote a number 

of works on horse-breeding, hunting and the art of riding. He was very 

interested in organizing the cavalry of the Greeks in order to surpress 

attacks from Persian horsemen who were adept archers capable of shooting 

arrows behind them as they galloped on their horses in front of the 

enemy in "feigned retreat". This has come to known as the "Parthian 

shot", so named for the ancient Partian Empire which stretched from the 
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Caspian Sea eastwards to th Indus. During the mid-third century BC the 

most expert horsemen and archers were said to have come from here 

(Clutton-Brock 1992: 74-75). Partian horsemen were also excellant 

lancers capable of charging in close lines in shock-combat mode (Denison 

1913:80-31) . 

Arrian drew on the master, "Old Xenophon" as the younger refers to 

him when discussing parallel points of view relative to equine science. 

Advice found within Peri Hlppikes {The Art of Horsemanship ), authored 

by the original Xenophon figures prominently in Arrian's Tactica (Morgan 

1993). Peri Hippikes contains valuable information concerning the 

correct psychological approach to handling a horse. The abuses to 

horses in the name of traditional methods was quite extensive in 

Xenophon's time and seemed to stem from an unwillingness to recognize 

how the mind of the horse actually works. Arrian admired Xenophon*'s 

great insight into horse behavior as have generations after him. 

Xenophon's understanding of the horse's mind still impresses today's 

readers, some 2,400 years after its first appearance. Western scholars 

who lack familiarity with eastern equine history even go so far as to 

credit Xenophon the elder with the creation of dressage , a European 

approach to riding which is most compatible with the horse's 

psychological make-up . 

Roman Cavalrv Training 

Many of the methods of training horse and rider, performing 

practice maneuvers, and doing archery, lance, mace, and sword exercises 

in the hippodrome would be assimilated into the MamlQk cavalry system. 

The similarity between Roman and Mamluk approaches to cavalry training 

is especially evident in the great emphasis both the Romans and the 

Mamluks placed on the ability of their cavalry to ride close to the 

enemy, discharge arrows and javelins, then retreat in preparation for a 

further assault. Though definitely acquainted with it, the frontal 

cavalry charge was not something that figured strongly in the Roman 
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tactics. By the illustrations contained within both the Roman and the 

MamlQk manuals, neither felt it was a strategy on which to rely too 

heavily. . In battle, the first assault wave was almost always a 

detachment of archers mounted on horseback. It was their task to harry 

and break Che enemy's ranks. Behind them came a second line of armored 

lancers who rode in for closer combat (Sherrard 1965: 84). 

Hippika Gymnasia 

Training of the Roman horsemen for battle in the hippodrome 

involved e.xercises which would strengthen the cavalry's unity. The 

ability to halt from a gallop with every rider's horse standing side-by-

side in a very uniform line was one of the most important exercises. A 

cavalry formation called the cescudo ("tortoise") executed after the 

halt, can be visualized by imagining all the horses still side-by-side 

but standing obliquely at an obtuse angle so that not only were the 

trooper's sides, and the sides and backs of their horse's too. but the 

horse's heads would have appeared to have been turned away from the 

onlooking tribunal box. In this position the trooper's shields could be 

held to cover the trooper's back and their sides as well and also that 

of their horses (Hyland 1993: 113). When Arrian speaks of horses 

standing with their heads turned in his Taccica . he is referring to 

this stance. This is also the modern dressage equivalent to the 

"shoulder-in" movement. 

Exhibitions of military riding expertise involves splitting up 

into teams and performing an series of exercises adopted from the Celts 

of what was called the pecrinos . The teams in two adjacent lines, 

standing in Cescudo, left the line one by one and galloped in a curving 

pattern so that the paths of two opposing team riders would cross. Tecim 

A would be on the attack as they approached Team B. Team B, on the 

defensive, had to protect their rear in crossing their opponent's path, 

because their backs would be momentarily exposed to lance attack. Team 

B horsemen had to twist around in their saddles to face their line of 
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travel and swiftly bring their shields over the necks of their horses 

and deftly transfer it to cover their backs as the retreated from their 

opponent, heading off in another direction (Hyland 1993: 122). 

The most famous and most copied maneuver that was performed in the 

equestrian lance games of the hippodrome is the "Cantabrian Gallop*. 

This Hippika Gymnasia movement was borrowed by the Romans from the 

Spaniards. To describe how it proceeded we start with the two cavalry 

teams back in "tortoise" formation, Team B to the left of Team A. 

Members from each team would charge from their own line, galloping off 

diagonally to their right for a space before curving back to their left. 

From there, at a certain point they would begin to describe a huge 

circle as they ran their horses in a clock-wise direction. Although 

both teams are traveling in big circles to their right, the fact that 

they are doing them exactly adjacent to one another creates a moment of 

intersection where riders from each team are approaching each other. 

The opponents are not carrying javelins, but whittled spears, similar to 

the palm shafts used in Egyptian jarld , tapered sufficiently to stick 

into a shield. Except for parade helmets, riders were wearing little to 

protect them from being impaled on their opponents' spears. Their 

horses' only protective armor was their chanfrons . Riders were ordered 

to aim at the shields only while engaging one another in the Cantabrian 

gallop exercise. This implies that the Hippika Gymnasia riders were 

extremely skilled shots (Hyland, 1993: 137). 

Chariot Racing's Beaueathal 

Certainly harnessing horses and using them to pull chariots into 

battle has its importance with respect to the history of warfare in the 

ancient world. It was on the plains of what is now Syria that chariot 

warfare reached its zenith in a series of encounters between Egyptians 

and Hittites 1,500 years before Christ was born. However when we reach 

the Roman era, we find that chariots were used for transport, ceremony 

and racing but hardly at all in war. Not surprisingly then, when Roman 
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founded as Constantinople in AD 330, it became a focal point for a 

fusion of Greek and Roman traditions including a passion for chariot 

racing and other equestrian sports done in the hippodrome (Guilland 

1962) . 

Constantinople's hippodrome provided the city's populace with all 

the spectacle and violence of Rome's Circus Maximus, on which it was 

closely modeled. Very large, 1,300 feet in length, the hippodrome was 

originally designed just for chariot races but by popular demand, other 

publically-attended events such acrobatics, mock battles, state 

executions, and Christian Mystery Plays were staged in the arena. After 

the twelth century spectators even witnessed what to us and them might 

be considered an unusal sight; jousting done in the style of the West 

within a Roman-style stadium (Sherrard 1966: 48). 

Whatever the sport they came to see, be it chariot racing, mounted 

armed combat or "jousting", spectators within the Byzantine hippodrome 

were probably not much different from the Mamluks attending furusiyah 

exhibitions. The grandeur of the setting, the sanctity of the occasion, 

the presence of the head of state, the richly comparisoned mounts, the 

perfected training of the horses and the skill and gallantry of the 

horsemen, not to mention the all important political loyalty to factions 

represented in the event; all these combined to produce the sort of 

shared "hippomania" characteristic of all sizably-funded, government 

approved horse sports, past or present. 

Regarding politics being played out in the arena, there is an 

important distinction that needs to be made between the Early Western 

and the Later Eastern Roman Empire, that is to say between Rome's wildly 

successful Circus Maximus and the circuses in Carthage, Antioch and 

Byzantium who subsequently copied this Roman model. Unlike Rome's 

hippodrome, that of Byzantium became something more than a race with 

exuberant team support. It became a real forum where events unfolded 

that had nothing to do with the horses. Sporting fanaticism mutated into 

real political conflict where rulers were made and unmade. In 
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Byzantium, the horse arena had become the political arena where "clubs" 

sponsored by the government amounted to actual political parties. Far 

from fostering indifference to political struggles among fans, the races 

engendered antagonisms and power plays. Now we are in familiar 

territory with respect to MamlQk military competition. Most assuredly, 

the maydan / arena was the field on which political alliances and 

hostilities were put into play among opposing factions. 

In terms of the hippodrome's physical characteristics, Mamluk 

maydSn construction follows the Roman-Byzantine pattern in that the 

arena grounds were kept absolutely flat, had adequate drainage and were 

surfaced to just the right depth with fill ideally suited for equestrian 

activities. No matter what horse-related activity Cakes place in a 

hippodrome, the ground must yield sufficiently to the horse's hooves so 

that rapid travel across it can be done safely (Hyland 1993:19). If 

horses were constantly ridden over hard, uneven ground, they would 

quickly become lame and unusable. On the other hand, a surface which 

has been softened too much can easily cause strain injuries to horses' 

legs. The arena also has to be of sufficient size to allow large 

numbers of horses to move about with room to spare. Arena size seems to 

have varied but considering that the average-sized horse's stride length 

at a gallop is between eleven and twelve feet, even a three acre plot of 

land would be too small (Hyland 1993:21). It is entirely possible that 

horses were kept at a controlled gallop in order to not spin out on the 

curves. This is also true of equestrian exercises that required 

circular patterns where horses galloping full out would start to lose 

precision and their pace, relative to other riders, would become hard to 

regulate (Hyland 1993: 23). 

In some regards similar to MamlQk tradition, Roman chariot games 

were always preceded by a parade which beginning from the capitol 

grounds, eventually reached the hippodrome. We are told in Roland 

Auguet's Cruelty and CivilizaCion: The Roman Games, that at the head of 
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the procession there was the magistrate who was sponsoring the games, 

surrounded by the celebrated "youth of Rome" on horseback or on foot. 

Following them came the chariots driven by the race contestants. After 

them came costumed warriors dancing rhythmically, being parodied in 

burlesque fashion by other dance troop members. The parade closed with 

a procession of statues of Gods and busts of deified male dignitaries or 

esteemed women followed by marching priests and consuls. A decided 

difference between the Roman and the Muslim religious festival day 

parade was the prohibition for anyone to witness the procession's 

passage until it entered the circus hippodrome (Auguet 1994:126-27). 

Turkic-Mongol Contribution: 

Though the Eurasian steppe was considered as territory in the D&r 

al-Harb the Muslim world's attitude towards the people's of the region 

was one of admiration for their military skill. Even though they were 

attempting to supersede tribal organization with an efficient, unified 

military organizational structure, political leaders and military 

officers wanted to preserve in their mamlQk corps, the martial skills of 

the steppe peoples they were importing into their regiments. In truth, 

Islam owes its continued existence in large part to the military might 

it obtained from the steppes and its environs. As mamiaks ('ones who 

uere owned') taken into the Islamic world, these Turkic converts spread 

throughout the DMr al-Isl^ , eventually becoming the backbone and the 

elite of the Muslim army and of its military society for many centuries. 

So important were they to the MamlQk sultanate, who throughout their 

rule refered to themselves as the Dawlat at-Turk or Dawlac al-AtrSk , 

that they continued to propagate lumping all Eurasian steppe peoples 

under the one designation of Turk even after the Kipchakf Turks were 

superseded by the Circassians (Ayalon, 1979, VIII: 47-48). 

It should be understood that the Mongols (or Tartars in medieval 

literature) were also classified by Muslims, including the MamlQks, as 

Turk in race or as very close relatives of the Turk in spite of their 
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distant place of origin. To be sure, the process of Islamization of the 

Mongols blurred racial distinctions and aided in identifying them as a 

kind of Turk . When David Ayalon tells us that in the battle of 'Ayn 

Jaiut (658/1260) fought between Mongol invaders and MamlClks defending 

Egypt that " the infidels of yesterday had defeated the Muslims of 

tomorrow", he is basically saying that he percieves in Turkic-Mongol 

relations a mutual bond in having been born infidels (Ayalon, 1979, 

VIII: 48) . This is also to say that like the Mamluks, the Mongols are 

entitled to become good Muslims, i.e. good fighters for Islam. 

Likewise, in the time of great resistance to Mongol invasion and 

conquest, a sultan best qualified to stop the infidels would be one who 

originated from an area close to theirs and therefore knew their ways 

and was as tough as them. What should characterize the type of leader 

who would defeat infidels pouring in from the "north-east" is found in 

in the book, PAdil b. WJtig , written by a prominent Syrian-Egyptian 

physician named Ibn an-Nafls (d. 1288) probably in 1274 or perhaps 

earlier (Ayalon, 1979, VIII: 50; Schacht 1960 ?:341-43). Baybars I 

(rules 653-676/1260-1277) had all the prerequisites and certainly proved 

himself at the Battle of 'Ayn Jaltit in 1260. He was so aligned with 

Mongol social order that when he usurped the throne, he basically 

structured the newly emerged Mamldk state along the lines of the 

existing Mongol military caste system. This inherent similarity helps 

to explain how Egypt became the birthplace of a powerful military 

organization specially designed for defence against the Mongols (Spuler 

1994: 57) . 

Buzkhashi : A Game of Daring and Skill 

Basically, Buzkhashi hones riding skills into powerful offensive 

weaponry. Recognizing this fact, that great campaigner against Mongol 

incursion, Baybars I, believed it was prudent to incorporate this Mongol 

practice along with other Mongol institutions such as their mounted 

postal system, the Barid , into his own arsenal in order to effectively 
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conduct war against them (Ayalon, 1979: VII, 301; Morgan 1986: 106). 

His success at 'Ayn vJaiOt in 1260 may have been partly due to this and 

it may also have contributed to his victories over Crusader fighters as 

well. Doubtless, many Mamluk soldiers of Kipchak ancestry, knew Mongol 

equestrian war-games from their childhood days before their recruitment 

into the Sultan's military. 

BuzJchashi belongs to the equestrian traditions shared by several 

Central Asian ethnic groups whose cultural roots lay in centuries of 

nomadism. The game having begun with Turkic-Mongol peoples in the 

Steppe region spread through a long series of migrations southwards. A 

legacy inherited from the Mongols, Buzkhashi remains to this day 

popular among peoples in northern Afghanistan (Dupree 1970:361-362). 

Here, present-day Turkic-Mongol descendants associate Buzkhashi with the 

grandeur, power and prestige once held by the equestrian-based society 

of their ancestors. In the early fall, villagers all over north 

Afghanistan play "sand-lot" buzkashi in fields that have been plowed 

after harvest-time has ended. Their well-attended village games recall 

a time in their history when much of the world was experienced on 

horseback, where herding and raiding were two essential occupations upon 

which nomadic life depended and, where Buzkhashi 's predatory war-like 

character attracted swarms of contestants of the "light cavalry" 

designation. 

Participants in Buzkhashi engage in a violent form of physical 

competition all too similar to equestrian battle. G. Whitney Azoy's 

description of hundreds of horsemen gathering on the playing field, each 

with the sole objective of gaining control of a single goat carcass 

(now, calf) and carrying it to a space of ground free and clear of other 

players to be dropped in a moment of uncontested triumph, gives the 

reader a taste of the martialism that characterizes Buzkhashi . 
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Powerful men on powerful horses mass with one another in a 
mayhem of frantic movement: pushing and shoving and 
changing position and trying to grasp the carcass, 
headless and hoof less, from the ground. The men are now 
yelling past one another at the top of their lungs and now 
urging their horses onwards with an incongruously soft 
hiss. The horses respond: lurching and rearing, sometimes 
kicking ad biting and forging their way towards the center 
where the carcass lies. Only the best horses and men ever 
penetrate that far, and only the very best dominate the 
center for more than an instant... (Azoy 1982:1-2) 

A concentric mass of horses and riders form again wherever the 

carcass was last dropped to the ground by the latest victor and another 

round of play begins. The new "cycle" could last from less than a 

minute to more than half an hour and take the players in any direction 

across the playing grounds. No formal limits exist in time or space in 

the traditional form of the game, called presently tudabarai ("emerging 

from a mass") by Afghanis. In a time frame of six hours, the game cycle 

may have reoccurred 3 0 to 50 times. The carcass becomes so torn apart 

in the course of struggle that play must be momentarily halted in order 

to introduce a new one. Otherwise, play continues nonstop throughout 

the whole of the day of the meet. Each cycle offers a rider, called a 

chapandaz ( pi. chapandazan ), the renewed opportunity he so desires to 

apply his and his horse's skills to gain power and win fame against 

incredible odds. As Azoy explains: 

For most competitors, however, the chance is momentary. 
In the midst of dust and noise and sweat, the calf comes 
underfoot. The horse, if well trained, feels the bulk 
below, braces for an instant, and drops its near 
shoulder. Clenching his whip between his teeth and 
cocking one foot behind the saddle, the rider leans and 
stretches an arm towards the ground. Metal stirrups 
graze his head, and unshod hooves batter his fingers. 
Lunging half blind in the melee, he manages to grab hold 
of the carcass briefly, but, as [another] saying goes," 
Every calf has four legs." and other riders quickly 
wrench it away. (Azoy 1982:2) 
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To be sure, fate, luck and power are crucial factors that can 

determine success or failure, but a cunning rider with an obedient and 

brave-hearted horse has a definite advantage. In Joseph Kessel's novel. 

The Horsemen , Uraz, a contestant in a more complicated form of 

Buzkhashi called Qarajai , which today qualifies in the more official 

sense as Afghanistan's national sport, decides to heed his teacher's 

words: "When Allah refuses strength to the arms and shoulders. He relies 

upon the horseman's brain" and follow a strategy which will not waste 

his or his horse's powers. In order to recognize just the right moment 

for him and his horse, Jahil, to plunge into the battle, he patiently 

waits on the periphery of the herd, carefully observing the frenzied 

participants' wild maneuvers to gain the carcass: 

All at once Uraz' s ululation rang out, solitary, long, 
and piercing like that of a hunting wolf. Jahil, 
launched with spur and whip, shot toward the turmoil. 
Not one of the chapandaz was expecting this attack from 
behind, this battering ram, this cannon ball. Uraz cut 
through the mass in a single rush, and since his aim had 
been exact he was instantly within reach of the headless 
goat. He grasped it as he raced by, wrenched it away, 
and, exactly as he had worked it out beforehand, made 
Jahil rear and turn, breaking out through the still 
unclosed gap behind. Instantly came the din of furious 
galloping behind him. Uraz knew that in spite of Jahil's 
excellence he would be caught. It could not be otherwise 
(Kessel 1968: 71, 73). 

For anyone who has witnessed the game, the man-horse teamwork is 

very impressive and leads easily to the conclusion that buzkhasi 

provided excellent training for the mobile cavalry active in Central 

Asia long before the coming of Islam. Riding circles around the enemy 

while shooting arrows from all angles and positions on their horses, or 

advancing on enemy campsites and without dismounting, snatching up 

smaller livestock and other booty at a full gallop, these sorts of 

buzkashi - like cavalry tactics, made these horsemen practically 

undefeatable. Bringing valuable knowledge of such riding skills with 

them, Turkic recruits into the Muslim military made an important 
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contribution to the development of 'Abb5sid, Ayyubid and Mamluk 

furuslyah . 

Oriental Archerv on Horseback 

It is generally agreed that horsearchers under the AyyQbids and 

Mamluks had elaborated on SeljQk and Mongol methods. Sources also 

describe the cavalry bow as being of compound construction, with five 

wooden sections spliced together. The recognized method of drawing the 

bow string was with the right thumb, locking it in place with the index 

finger. The effective range would be about 250 yards and at a distance 

of 100 yards such a bow's arrows could piece substantial armor. It was 

in some ways superior to the English Longbow. There has been some 

debate as to whether the devastating victories of the Huns should be 

ascribed to their superior horsemanship, or rather to their caliber of 

bows. Actually, the two elements can not rightfully be separated. To 

use the bow on horseback is no small feat and needs a lifetime of 

training. The stronger the bow, the more consummate the horseman must 

be. Already perfected by the fourth century, it is possible that the 

compound bow of Mongolia, which differs slightly from later Persian and 

Turkish bow, is the most powerful weapon ever devised for archery. It 

was the favored weapon among nomadic tribes in Central Asia. It seems 

that nomadic peoples and their descendants' archery skill, along with 

their horsemanship, their hardiness and their practiced aim from combat 

simulations, as always been naturally pitted against large urbanized 

societies who have the resources to produce protective mail and/or armor 

(Bivar:1972:283) . Persians did not ignore the advantages of mounted 

archery but surprisingly, across much of the history of relations 

between the sedentary peoples of the southern region of Iran and the 

nomads further north, the nomads retained a sort of monopoly on archery 

done from horseback when confronting Iranian, as well as Arab and 

Byzantine adversaries (Cahen, 1975: 116). 
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Persian Equestrian Arts 

Polo 

Polo originated in Persia about two and a half thousand years ago. 

Its popularity spread to China, Japan. Tibet and India. Although the 

origins of polo go much farther back than the Persian Empire, lost as 

some might say, " in the mists of antiquity", it is from the Persians 

that the Mamluks obtained an appreciation of the game. The word "polo" 

derives from a Tibetan word for "ball" (puiu ), but the word for the 

game in Persian is changcin , referring more to the polo mallet. In 

Khurasan, where Arabian horse stock was obtainable, the game was played 

at the court of Mahmud of Ghazna in eastern Afghanistan, in the late 

eighth, early ninth centuries. It is also known that during the 

sixteenth century during the reign of the famous Mughal emperor, Akhbar 

the Great (949/1542-1014/1605) that there was an actual codification of 

the rules of polo to govern the game. In Iran it was decreed that the 

ball was to be struck while in a gallop and at Isphahan, there stands to 

the present day, the ancient stone goals posts, eight yards apart and 

300 hundred yards between, exactly as the widths are designated in 

European polo grounds today. 

The game's rules are complex and the pace at which polo is played 

is fast and full of direction changes so to be good at it the rider has 

to be reasonably fit, have above average co-ordination and balance, be 

physically and mentally tough, be quick-thinking, be continually aware 

of the whereabouts of the other players, and able to anticipate how the 

game is unfolding at any given phase. No wonder sultan's who were avid 

polo players were praised for their horsemanship. From personal 

experience playing polo, I can testify to the game's reputation as one 

of the world's most dangerous sports. 

It is also one the world's most prestigious sports. Polo has 

always been most definitely an aristocratic pastime. Persian royals 
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boasted that the proper education of a son consisted in teaching him to 

ride a horse, play polo, shoot a bow, and go hunting. Courtly furusTyah 

(furusfyah &l-nablla ) starting with the 'Abbasids, owed its origins to 

these traditions upheld in the Sasanian court concerning the proper 

preparation of a prince who intended to ascend to the throne. After the 

founding of Baghdad during the caliphate of al-MansOr (135-158/754-775), 

his future heir al-Mahdl (158-169/775-785), was the first crown prince 

to be trained according to the principles of courtly furHsTyah including 

learning polo as set down in a Persian work called A'£n-nSma which was 

translated into Arabic by Ibn al-Muqaffa'(d. 139/756-57). Al-Mahdf's 

proficiency in furuslyah was seen in skilled uses of simple Arab bow and 

the composite Persian bow (al-Sarraf, 1996:118). He turned hunting and 

polo into "cultured" caliphal activities. In 151/768 the first polo 

playing field in the Islamic context (properly speaking, a maydan ) was 

built for al-Mahdl near to his palace at al-RusSfa in Baghdad. 

Egypt's MamlQk rulers may not have appreciated polo's unique blend 

of Arab, Sasanian and Islamic civilizations. Furthermore, the intense 

competition over positions of power, did not particularly foster a 

supportive attitude among Mamluks towards a son's military education. 

Nevertheless, MamlCIks were in complete agreement with the caliphs that 

polo was one of the best ways for soldiers to learn horsemanship. 

Considered to be a valuable part of their schooling in military 

qualities, learning polo and attending polo practice was mandatory for 

Mamluk officers. 
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The Hunt 

Persian epic literature abounds with heroic hunting accounts and 

Persian miniature paintings beautifully illustrate scenes from hunts 

staged in adventure epics. The best example of both is the Shah nameh 

(The Book of Kings) by the Persian poet Firdawsi who dedicated this work 

around 1010 to the Turkish Ghaznavid ruler MahmQd (rules 999-1030). The 

ShSh nimeh depicts a world of kings and warriors who engage in fighting, 

hunting and feasting. Firadawsl's epic provided the motivation for more 

richly painted, jewel-like illustrations than any other work in Islamic 

literature (Irwin 1997:185-191). The SasSnid hero Rustam and his horse 

are larger than life figures in ShSh nSmeh who engage in extraordinary 

feats of courage and fortitude. Nevertheless, the hunt descriptions 

bear a certain resemblance to real life. Hunts were big affairs 

demanding considerable prior preparation. Actual hunting time lasted 

one whole day, perhaps several. Using the enveloping wing formation, a 

line of mounted hunters steadily drew inward until the encirclement 

effectively captured the prey that was brought down by a combination of 

hounds and marksmen. Since not all hunted animals were timid grazing 

types (deer, gazelle) leopards and cheetahs were used to bring down the 

more aggressive ones (oxen, boar, wolves and wild asses). The big cats 

rode pillion, seated behind horseman until unleashed and set on quarry. 

Most dangerous of all were tigers, either as trained hunters brought to 

the hunt in cages on wagons, or as the hunted. To be sure by the time 

each year's hunting season was over, given all the animals with which 

horses had to interact during it, horses had become what is popularly 

called 'bomb proof among present-day horsemen. Horses also learned to 

watch prey's movements, anticipating evasive action like western cutting 

horses do with calves. It was valuable training for harrying any enemy 

(Hyland 1996: 135). Hunting for provisions was not so important among 

Persian court royalty. Rather they enjoyed the out-of-doors, the 

camaraderie of their fellows, the thrill of the chase, and the great 

stories that would be fashioned later telling of their hunting exploits. 
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PART FOUR 

MAMLQK COMBAT PRACTICE 

Maneuvers displayed in mounted combat to a large extent are 

derived from the skills that are required in traditional combat sports, 

found throughout Egypt's history in a group of somewhat related 

activities. 

The Great Riding Masters 

Throughout history, in circumstances where the horse's behavior 

has been of serious concern to horsemen, there have been "Masters of the 

Horse" who wisely recognized that education of horse is more potent than 

coercion. The regular usage of abusive disciplinary tactics, torturing 

the horse into a fearful state of acquiescence has plagued professional 

trainers since the days when horses were first recruited into military 

service. Masters of the Horse have always had to contend with 

egotistical ignorant soldiers who out of frustration ruin horses through 

mistakenly believing that riding is a "battle of the wills" where the 

horse's spirit must be broken. All to often, it is left to the 

compassionate gentle handler to repair the emotional damage abusive 

types have visited on their terrified victims for lack of understanding 

the equine mind. These kinder individuals recognized through experience 

that subscribing to a sensible system of reward and punishment was more 

successful in lessening or deterring resistance than was harsh 

punishment. 

Xenophon the Elder, working with cavalry horses twenty-three 

centuries ago, has served as an excellent role model for all those 

future trainers who have read his works. In his treatise on the art of 

horsemanship, he urged a horseman to never lose his temper while dealing 

with a horse, advising him Co never deal with the horse in "a fit of 
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passion" because Che mistake will probably cost the rider in a later 

confrontation with his horse (Morgan, 1993: 37). Highly prone to making 

associations, horses that are forced to perform through fear of 

punishment, associate the abusive coercion with the fearful 

circumstances and become uncontrollable when presented with similar 

situations later. The aggressive resistance exhibited by the frightened 

horse to avoid being punished again is the last thing a warrior needs to 

contend with in the midst of fighting. 

Long experience with devising ways to calm excited horses and 

prevent them from becoming panic-stricken by threatening situations made 

Xenophon conscious of the fact that horses, as instruments of war, must 

be every bit as psychologically prepared for combat as their riders 

needed to be. There came to, the realization that better results would 

be achieved by treating each horse as an individual because aptitudes in 

horses vary according to body build and temperament. These are insights 

that seem to appear, disappear and then reappear as time passes, coming 

to a few chosen experts on horses. The MamlQk world seems to have been 

blessed by a few such masters. They seemed magically able to reach down 

into the soul of even the most insane of horses to soothe its wounds and 

to bring Che horse back to a sCaCe of usefulness. The ways in which 

chey could gee wild-acting horses to voluntarily decide to work with 

them must have been perceived of by their men as the mark of a mystic or 

even of a jinn. 

It may not have been a case of having Che magic Couch wich horses 

ac all. The genius which allows a man Co "join-up" wich horse is more 

probably Che result of having made the effort to observe the horse's 

behavior among other horses and to imitate horse vocabulary and 

etiquette to communicate with the horse (Roberts,1997 :xviii-xix). 

Interescingly, Che Arabic term fSris (pi. fursan ), one skilled in 

furHsTyah , refers not jusc to being an experc on horses. FSris also 

carries che implicacion through its shared f.r.s. root wich anocher 

Arabic word firasci , Che abilicy Co cell from physical appearance and 

accions che inner naCure of a horse. Like Che firasa technique of 
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inductively divining moral and psychological behavior in men from 

external indications and physical states, the true fSris is one who can 

guess at hidden qualities of a horse by only briefly observing it. 

Lexicographers seem to find the semantic convergence between fSris and 

firasa a curiosity which defies explanation (EOI, 1965, vol. 2: 800). 

For anyone familiar with the powers of a "horse whisperer" in Native 

American horse culture, the connection only seems natural. This is a 

honorific title which describes those rare and special persons who can 

communicate with a horse by reading its body language and then 

immediately respond by sending back signals meaningful to a horse. 

There is every indication that Xenophon, the Greek cavalry officer so 

well known for his gentle psychological approach to preparing horses for 

war, was just such a person. The meaning of his very name, which most 

scholars attribute to a beautiful-sounding voice, could just as well be 

understood as a person who speaks strangely, i.e. an indirect reference 

to Xenophon's ability to speak the language of equus (Roberts, 1997: 

xii-xiii). 

The furJsIyah master was respectfully called mu'allim and if he 

was an expert in a specific area of horsemanship, he was called the 

mu'allim of what ever it was. For example, if he were an expert lancer, 

he would be mu 'alliir. al-rumh . The masters of the Bahrl period are not 

as well known as those of the Circassian period but, because he is cited 

with great reverence by other treatise authors, it is certain that Nadjm 

al-DIn Ayyub al-Raminah, (d. 694/1294-5) was an authority of the first 

magnitude. He is believed to have compiled four books on furQsIyah 

though Ricter and Brockelmann are of the opinion that nothing of his 

works now exists except through adaptations of it. Another man, the son 

of sultan al-'Sdil Kitbugha (rules 694-596/1294-1296) was considered a 

master archer capable of shooting extremely heavy bows. A third master 

from the Bahrl period is Muhammad ibn Baktimur al-Djukandar (d. 

710/1310) who was thought to be the greatest polo player of the age with 

the possible exception of his chief polo opponent 'Ala' al-Din Katlidja 
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(Ayalon 1979 :article II, p. 59). 

During the Burjf period, the greatest master of the lance in 

BarqQq's reign was Yflnus al-As'irdI al-RammSh (d. 792/1390) who held the 

rank of Amir of Forty. The most famous lance master in this sultan's 

son's reign, an-Nai^ir Faradj (first reign 801-808/1399-1405), was Amir 

Silddn TSz (d. 305/1403), who was appointed Grand Master of the Stables 

{amir akhQr kablr }. His renown rested in his lance-piercing power, his 

firm seat in the saddle, and the agile way of managing his horse. 

Another Circassian master of the lance and birjas as well as sword 

fencing and archery is Sultan al-Mu'ayyad Shaykh (rules 815-324/1412-

1421). He was a perfectionist when it came to staging furOsIyah 

performances. Another Amir who had a profound influence on the 

development of the furOsTyah exercises was NSsir al-dfn Muhammad, the 

son of Amir MubSrak ShSh and the brother of the Egyptian 'AbbSsid Caliph 

al-Musta'Sn bi'llah (caliph years 803-316/1406-1414). He was the 

teacher of several future masters including AkbughS al-TimrSzI, Kizil 

as-Suduni, and Amir Kuchuk al-Mu'allim. Ibn Taghrl-birdl while still a 

young boy had the privilege of watching this master teacher perform the 

furuslyah e.xercises. Mention should be made of his student al-TimrSzI 

(d. 843/1439) who went on to become the Commander in Chief. He was 

multi-talented, being a master of lance, polo, and the birjas game. Ibn 

Taghrf'birdi also tells us of another master of great importance named 

Amir Taghrl Birmish al-Djalall, the governor of the Citadel in Cairo. 

He distinguished himself for having united in his person, the "branches" 

of furuslyah and the "science* of theology (Ayalon 1979: article II, p. 

60), . In the middle of the fifteenth century is when we see the 

appearance of the master Kizil as-SudGnf, not to be confused with two 

other master of the time named Kizil al-*Adjami and Kizil al-Nagirf. 

Kizil al-Nasiri., one of Barqdq's MamlQks, was master of the lance and 

very adept at maneuvering it. He was made Amir of a Thousand by al-

Mu'ayyad Shaykh. Kizil al-'AdjamI was physically very strong and tried 

to use his to advantage in lance and birdjas games. He may have been a 

master but he was not admired for his bully attitude. It is obvious 
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chat Ibn TaghrJbirdT disliked the man having crossed lances with him on 

several occasions in the maydan . Kizil as-SCIdunI , though never 

obtaining a rank over Amir of Ten, is believed to be the greatest of 

lance masters in the whole of the MamlCIk Sultanate. He was a master 

during the reign of al-Mu'ayyad Shaykh and reached the peak of 

excellance under Sultan Barsbay (rules 825-842/1422-1438) . He is 

reportedly the teacher of most of this Sultan's MamlQks and amirs. 

Another outstanding master of the Circassian period is Sultan Timurbugha 

(872/1468) to whom many innovations in Che furCsSyah exercises are 

attributed. In Che field of archery there are three master certainly 

worth mentioning. Ya'kub Sh5h ibn UstS al-Arzandjifnl was not only a 

master archer but excelled in lance exercises, wrestling, and was a much 

needed expert on military parade order. The other two famous archery 

masters are Amir 'I22 al-DTn DjawSd and Amir Sayf al-Din Mukbil al-

HusSml who it is said, won the admiration of that strict judge of 

furUsIyak expertise, al-Mu'ayyad Shaykh (Ayalon 1979: article II, p. 

61) . 

Training Horse and Rider 

The warhorse's lot was poor enough without having to suffer cruel 

riders, what with long, exhausting marches, scant rations, internal as 

well as external parasite infestation, suicidal charges, and bloody one-

on-one confrontations. It remained for the truly experienced and 

persuasive cavalry fSris to educate novice riders in sensitive 

treatment of their mounts. Riders needed to appreciate and consistently 

produce the kind of management skills a horse requires in order to 

physically and psychologically perform well in battle. Safety concerns 

alone would dictate that in the fray the horse should remain willing and 

obedient at all times. To keep the horse working with, and not against 

him, the rider must maintain the utmost self-control possible under 

combat pressure. Simply put, if the goal is to win, rider and horse 

will be called upon to exhibit exceptional discipline so as to operate 
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as a unit. 

Franpois Robichon de la Gueriniere in his Ecole de Cavalerie 

(School of Horsemanship) published in the first half of the sixteenth 

century, devoted a chapter of this work to answering the question as to 

why there are so few real horsemen. His insightful reply addresses not 

just his own era in Europe but every period in equestrian history where 

men have wanted or needed to become "one with their horse" and must 

accomplish this through internalizing principles reinforced through 

practice. As La Guernniere astutely points out "practice without true 

principles in nothing other than routine, the fruit of which is a 

strained and unsure execution, a false diamond which dazzles semi-

connoisseurs often more impressed by the accomplishments of the horse 

than by the merit of the horseman" (de la Gueriniere 1994:75). He 

expresses what the great riding masters have all realized when they 

observed their students learning to ride. Horsemanship must be treated 

as a science with its own set of axioms and testable theories by means 

of which discoveries are made that can lead to perfection. 

A mu'allim , a furusiyah Master, expert or instructor, was 

responsible for the instruction of equitation, lance games, archery and 

sword fencing to those young Royal Mamliiks {al-mainallk al-sult^nlyah ) 

who had reached this stage in their education. The student would be 

required to have completed his furQsfyah training in the four above-

mentioned skills in order to become what his teacher would consider to 

be a faris . After the pupil had learned and mastered all the prescibed 

excercises in the four areas of study he would be deemed fully qualified 

to be a cavalry soldier. He would be ceremoniously handed a document 

officially liberating him from enslavement and he would recieve a horse 

and necessary equipment to join the ranks of the Sultan's Royal MamlQks. 

As David Ayalon points out, graduation never really weakened the ties a 

soldier felt towards his particular barrack's unit, his tibSq . The 

Mamluk faris would remain "true to his school" through out his military 
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Training began with the student learning to "sit" his horse, first 

bare-back, then with a saddle. Before actually being allowed on a live 

horse, a young rider practiced mounting a clay, stone or wooden horse 

model. By the time he began practicing with a real horse he should be 

capable of jumping onto it with or without full equipment. Mounting 

from the left side of the horse as is still customary in riding today, 

the rider essentially executed a vaulting exercise using his right hand 

for balance while holding his riding whip in his left (Rabie, 1975:155). 

Beginning riding lessons under the supervision of the riding-

master entailed learning how to sit securely in the saddle and how to 

hold the reins and place the feet correctly in the stirrups. At a walk, 

the nev/ rider was taught to rein the horse to accomplish turns. Several 

of the treatises on furQsryah training describe technique for basic 

training as well as more advanced horsemanship. They include 

information on mounting and dismounting, the correct "seat", use of the 

stirrups, equipment management while riding, and such riding principles 

as might apply to equitation done on the flat or to jumping (Rabie, 

1975: 155, note 3). H. Rabie in his article 'The Training of the Mamluk 

Paris", brings to our attention the fact that furQsiyah mastery also 

required the mamluk to be versed in the medical care of a horse. He 

must be able to diagnose illness and implement appropriate treatment 

(Rabie, 1975: 155, note 5). 

Lance Prowess: BunOd Exercises 

In the Arab world, the lance for centuries prior to the coming of 

Islam, was considered to be weaponry ideally suited to mounted warriors 

riding on camels or horses (Bulliet 1990: 99). For the Mamluk, the 

ability to use the lance on horseback was the ultimate measure of having 

mastered the art and science of furHslyah . Training manuals contain 

abundant advice on the subject of performing riding exercises carrying 

the lance. The different exercises done with a lance are usually 

referred to collectively as bunud (singular, band ) in the furJsiyah 
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literature. Masters seem to generally agree that in practicing these 

bunud , the horseman gained muscle strength and flexibility essential 

to both riding and fighting. The author of the NihSyac al-Su'l wa'l-

Umnlya felt that performing lance exercises produced a physically fit 

rider who, together with a "conditioned" horse, could execute an 

effective charge, attack, circling and flight during combat (Rabie, 

1975: 154, note 6 Ct 156, note 7). Originally, in the early Islamic era, 

there seem to have been 150 different exercises classified as bunOd , 

which subsequently was reduced to 72 which pertained to directly to 

attack methods. As the length of time it took to do furdsfyah training 

was shortened in later periods of Mamluk rule, so to was the number of 

bunud . The 72 was reduced to 50 and later still to only seven 

exercises which were felt to fulfill the requirements for mastery in 

lance prowess. At the end of his lance course, the faris - in training 

would have been instructed at the very least in tactical measures to 

meet and engage in lance combat with an opponent. This would entail 

knowing how to both join (al-dukhQl ) and leave battle {al-khurJj ), how 

to thrust {al-ca'n ) and to parry (al-tabcll ) with the lance, and how 

to extricate oneself from some particular difficulty {al-nashl ) or 

disengage from an encounter {al-tasrih ). 

In training there was need of a target at which the riders would 

launch their lances. One such target called the birjas was a seven-

tiered vertical apparatus of wood, the topmost segment measuring about 

the height of a horse. The top piece of wood had a metal ring attached 

to it large enough in circumference for a lance's spear-head to be 

hurled into it. When the rider succeeded in throwing the lance point 

into this ring, the ring and the block of wood to which it was attached 

would fall to the ground. 

There were other exercises involving using the lance to spear into 

or pick up something. There is mention of cones placed randomly around 

the practice field for riders to scoop up with their lance-tip. Also 

there was a game where the rider with his lance attempted to collect 



twelve rings at a time, 

dangerous game involved 

(Rabie, 1975: 156). 
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all fixed to a metal base. A particularly 

spearing a ball placed on a person's head 

Sword Play 

FurDsfyah preparation in handling the sword was a similar process 

to archery in that the mamluk began on foot with a light-weight weapon 

and as he advanced, heavier swords would replace this. The weights 

varied from two to five pounds in the early stages of learning to wield 

swords. Soft kneaded clay was lumped onto a low table and this target 

served as a simulation of human flesh for the student to stab. The 

student lunged forward bending the knees in a similar posture to 

fencing, and thrust his sword into the clay. The exercise was 

thereafter repeated 24 more times. Day by day, the number of 

repetitions of the sword thrust were increased until having reached a 

thousand in one practice session, it was thought that the novice 

swordsman was ready to progress to the next stage in his education. The 

clay mound was draped with a layer of thick felt which the mamluk 

attempted to hack into a little at a time, finally getting down to the 

clay. Once again the exercise was made increasingly difficult by adding 

more layers of felt. The number increased from five to one hundred 

layers during the course of this phase of swordsmanship training. In 

some cases the practice with the clay was followed by striking a leaden 

bar until the sword cut right through it (Rabie, 1975: 161, note 6). 

In order to learn how to gauge the depth of a wound they would be 

inflicting with their sword, students sliced through reams of paper 

backed at first by a cotton-filled pillow, then later by a sheet of 

iron, and finally by nothing. The student must acquire the skill of 

being able to calculate exactly how many sheets of paper he will cut 

threw in a single blow from of his blade. This ground-training prefaced 

sword training done on horseback. The fSris began by learning to gallop 

past a green reed stuck in the ground that stood vertically 
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approximately the height of the rider with the intention of lopping off 

an upper portion of it. He would run his horse past it a few more 

times, trying to take off about 22.9 centimeters (1 span or 9 inches in 

length) of the reed with each pass, until it was reduced to a height of 

about 65.5 cm tall, or one dhirS' (a unit of measure common to 

furJsIuiyah training calculations) . Progressing in his skill, the rider 

must do the same exercise with five reeds in a row, spaced ten dhirS 's 

apart. Having mastered this, two rows of five reeds each were set up so 

that the rider must cut them down piece by piece on both his right and 

his left side as he ran between the rows. Illustrations found within 

the NibSyat al-Su'l depict how this was to be done. 

When a horseman had mastered the reed-cutting exercises, he was 

ready to embark on the various facets of hand-to-hand combat, including 

meeting the enemy in attack mode, fencing with an opponent, extricating 

oneself from a confrontation, and how to manage two swords at one time 

when fighting. At which time that these skills were all mastered, the 

meunlQk would be considered a full-fledged swordsman. 

Archery was approached almost as if it were a form of prayer. In 

his work, Ghunyat al-Tull5b fl Ma'rifat al-ramy bl al-Nushshab the 

archery master, TaybughS al-Baklamish" al-YQn5nI (d. 797/1394) enjoined 

trainees to regard the archery yard with the same amount of veneration 

as they would show a mosque (Rabie 1975: 158, note 3). He strongly 

suggests that it would be preferable if before preparing his bow and 

arrows, the student would repeat two prayer cycles (rak'a s ). 

Archery lessons start out by mastering the grip of the bow and the 

grasp of the string first without, then with an arrow. This discipline 

was followed by actual shooting, but for a while only using featherless 

arrows. In time, as the archer's arm strength and his shooting accuracy 

increased he was given heavier more powerful bows with which to 

practice. The fifth and last in this series of ever stronger bows was 
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Che one actually used in battle. 

Furuszyah treatises seem very informative when it comes to 

archery. From them the archer could learn about different kinds of bows 

and arrows and their intended use, tips on how to avoid bodily injury 

from the bow string as it is released, and how to deal with blisters and 

wounds Co Che hand or arms that are common to archers. To assist chose 

wishing Co improve cheir marksmanship there was even a poem composed by 

Taybugha al-YunanI which mamliiks learned by heart. It contained in 

verse all the steps that need to be followed to execute a shot with the 

bow and arrow including leg stance, erect or seated posture appropriate 

to aiming, and the precise order and method for grasping, clenching, 

nocking, aiming and releasing the arrow (Rabie 1975: 159: note 3). 

Target practice begins with a stationary target referred to by the 

archery instructor, 'Abd AllSh Muhibb ad-dln al-Tabari (d. 694/1295), as 

a buccxyah (Rabie 1975: 159, note 2). The target itself was made from 

something durable, perhaps leather, stuffed with cotton, and supported 

on four legs to be set about the level of a standing person's chest. 

There were two other types of targets incorporated into the more 

advanced furuslyah exercises : a basket container perhaps filled with 

sand called al-qiqaj which must be hit from above, and a target called 

di- q'&baq fixed to the top of a high mast which has to be hit from 

below. Raising up from the saddle seat, poised in a forward position 

the archer shot down at the al-qlqaj , while gripping the bow and 

holding the reins between the middle and the ring fingers. As for the 

qabaq , which literally means "gourd", there seems to have been one 

type for normal target practice and a deluxe version for special 

occasions. The former consisted of a wooden circle through which the 

archers endeavored to shoot in order to hit a target placed behind it 

(Rabie 1975: 160, note 3). The later was a gold or silver qourd-cage 

[qar'a ) with a live pigeon place inside (Rabie, 1975: 160, note 5). 

Ibn Taghri Birdi relates in ai- Nujum az-ZShira that on the occasion of 

Sultan Khalil ibn Qala'un's visit in 692/1293 to a maydan located in 

the outskirts of Cairo, that he awarded a robe of honor to the archer 
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who succeeded in hitting the qabaq in such a way as to release the 

pigeon from inside the gourd target (Rabie. 1975,:160, note 5). To 

attempt this a rider would approach the pole on which the qabaq was 

perched from his horse's "near" or left side. I constant motion and 

preferably a short distance past the pole, the archer would release his 

arrow while standing in his stirrups, leaning out to his left, and 

aiming upwards at the qabaq . 

Pursuit Games -.Mucarada • 

Although strictly speaking not classified as formal MamlQk 

training exercises, games with spears and staffs as popular diversions 

may not have been ruled out as beneath the faris practicing 

horsemanship at the maydSn . 

Mucarada , or "pursuit" games, where a rider chases his opponent 

in order to attack him with a spear, (or in more modern times just to 

touch him with the spear rather than severely wound him), have long been 

common among the Bedouin, especially in Upper Egypt. Edward Lane's 

account of a game called 'gereed ' or [ jarld ], played by Bedouins, 

which he witnessed in the mid 1800's, is referring to the same horseback 

game called tarda presently played at Asna in the puna governorate 

(Lane 1986: 3 62) . In this kind of tournament a rider from one team 

representing a certain village or tribal clan is approached at full 

gallop by an armed rider from a rival village or clan riding for his 

team. Carrying a number of blunt lances called jarld s made from 

freshly cut palm branch stalks, the challenger launches them in 

succession as his opponent defensively endeavors to wheel his horse 

around to catch the spears, ward them off with a sword or a short palm 

leaf spine, or escape these projectiles altogether by the superior speed 

of his horse. In tarda tournaments, the elected pursuer may simply 

chose to hotly chase his opponent in a one-sided game of tag in order to 

touch him with one long jarid in order to be declared the winner. 

Finally reaching "home base" so to speak, the station of his team, the 
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harried combatant then takes the offensive and pursues his former 

attacker with jarld s [Lane 1986, 404 and Saleh, Maher 1965, 78] 

There is another form of traditional combat classified as a 

mutarada "pursuit" game done as an Egyptian sport, (often seen for 

example in Assyut in Upper Egypt) which is similar to Medieval jousting. 

This sport, practiced by Tunisians and the Arabs of the peninsula was 

transmitted to Europe where it underwent modification and developed into 

the jousting that was largely practiced during the Middle Ages in the 

era of knighthood, particularly in France and England [Chenevix-Trench 

1970]. In the Arab-Egyptian version [birjSs Egyptian dialect birgas ], 

riders gallop full-tilt towards one another, cane poles clashing as they 

wheel their horses in the encounter. In Egypt this is considered the 

horseback version of men fighting on foot with quarter staffs called 

nahbut or shuma in the competition called TahCib . 

TahcTb , or "stick-fighting", is the oldest form of Egyptian 

martial art to have survived fairly intact from remote antiquity (Lane 

1986: 404 and Saleh, Magdeh. 1982: 9). Egyptian fallahin , 

"peasants", commonly carry these staffs. It is said that a Sa'idi, a 

peasant man from Upper Egypt, without his staff is as unthinkable as a 

cowboy in the Old West without his "six-shooter". The artful combat 

with these bamboo or wooden poles is very gracefully executed. The 

object of the game is to seek an opening in the opponent's defense at 

which time a blow may be administered. However, striking too hard or in 

the wrong place is strictly prohibited by the rules of tahtlb . Only a 
• • 

properly placed "symbolic" blow wins the contest. The two contestants 

v/arily circle around each other, making gestures involving sudden 

feints, thrusts and parries. Occasionally, a resounding crack is heard 

as their sticks hit each other. An impenetrable defense achieved by a 

circular swinging manipulation of the staff about the body is maintained 

at all times by both opponents. This action will protect targeted areas 

of the head, neck, torso, back or knees. When a competitor succeeds in 

penetrating his opponent's defense by finding the "door" (faab ), he 

either deals him the lightweight blow or he indicates the deliverance of 
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Che blow with a symbolic gesture or a shout (Saleh, Magda 1981). 

A pretend version of tahtib is often staged as entertainment for 

audiences attending religious and harvest festivals, weddings and other 

special occasions. The performance is accompanied by a group of 

musicians, the drummer acting out his part as referee, a role actually 

taken during real dueling in order to separate combatants in Che event 

they become too violent. A typical performance consists of two parts, a 

dance prelude called raqs hil-al- 'Asa or "stick dance" followed by 

the mock battle considered a "game" or iu' ha , played out for the 

audience's entertainment. The same musicians playing their miziriars 

(oboe-like wind instruments) and tablas (various types of drums) that 

play for these staged events also form the musical accompaniment for the 

other compeciCions mencioned above which feature horses. 

Tahtib is not then exclusively thought of by Egyptians as a game 

fought out between two men on foot. It also takes place on horseback. 

The rules are essentially the same as they are for standing tahtib 

Endeavoring to scrupulously observe the rules of combat and to show 

chivalrous conduct towards the opponent now mounted on horseback, each 

combatant nevertheless uses all of his strength and skill to gain the 

advantage and to administer that well-placed, symbolic blow with his 

staff that will eliminate his adversary. It goes without saying that 

when played on horseback, tahtzb demands remaining firmly seated on the 

horse which means the rider must possess an excellent sense of balance 

and a good deal of strength and suppleness as well. The horse, much 

like a polo pony, must have abundant endurance, quick responses, and a 

beyond the average level-headedness. Skilled riders even stand on the 

back of Che horse Co do combat with their mounted adversary (Al-Faruqi 

1976/77: 1, 44). 
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FurQsivah Exercises 

It is very fortunate that "Masters of the Horse" have generally 

believed it rests with them to pass their knowledge on to their students 

and apprentices. The riding and training manuals they wrote were passed 

down for generations. The practice diagrams in these manuals are 

invaluable to military historians trying to recreate cavalry manuevres 

and combat practice components. They bear a very close resemblance to 

diagrams used by Roman cavalry in their practice sessions which show 

troop formations under their respective commanders, arranged in liniar 

or circular patterns. For the uniniatiated, they remain static linear 

representations of cavalry unit arrangement. Thankfully, the 

descriptions which accompany the diagrams offered some explanation of 

what is intended to be taking place in the exercise. There are also 

paintings of horsemen engaged in specific activites utilizing various 

weapons such as the lance, the bow, the swords and the mace. The 

NihSyat al-Su'l manuscript, in its more complete versions, contains 

around twenty miniature paintings of mounted lancers, swordsmen, and 

archers engaged in various exercises described in detail within the 

manual but no necessarily on the page with the depiction (Haldane 1978 

:48-49) . 

Applied TACtica 

In Che early years of Islam (c.632-732), the cavalry was made up 

of either lancers, armed with swords and lances, or horse archers, armed 

with swords and bows and arrows. Some carried javelins. It seems that 

riders lacked stirrups at this time and that until contact with the 

Byzantines and the Persians, armor simply consisted of a helmet and a 

mail shirt. Initially, tactics for the cavalry consisted in deploying 

either in an extended linear order or in a compact columnar mass. When 

working with infantry, the cavalry formed the wings. Tactics were based 

upon the cavalry charge intended to break the enemy's formation , during 
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which horse archers and infantry provided a fire-support base. Once the 

enemy forces were divided, the Arabs would attack each section 

separately, warriors engaged in single combat with their opponents. 

This strategy was seen to be tactically unsound because the end result 

of the charge was a total disappearance of unit cohesion. It only 

seemed to work under optimal conditions when fighting could be staged on 

favorable terrain with ample room. 

By the time of the first Crusades, with the inclusion of Turkic 

and Persian cavalry elements into the Arab tactical base, we see a 

decided change for the better. The difference rests in the reliance on 

bow and arrow. In the same manner as Christian bowmen, Turk archers on 

foot launched a shower of arrows onto the enemy before the cavalry 

charge. Other than an exceptionally large quantity of arrows released 

in a very short space of time, the tactic was rather ineffectual against 

the horsemen themselves. However, this approach differed considerably 

from the Franks in that the archers intended to wound or kill the horses 

who wore far less protection than their riders. After downing several 

enemy horses, the Turkic forces commence to charge but instead of 

throwing themselves on their adversary, they took great care in avoiding 

as much as possible any direction hand-to-hand confrontation involving 

sword or lance. This tactic was exceedingly baffling to crusaders who 

were unfamiliar with Muslim cavalry tactics which gave the mounted 

archers time to surround the enemy and pick them off from a distance 

with arrows and small spears. The Muslim horsemen only did combat with 

their lances and swords when they had maneuvered individual opponents 

into positions away from the rest of their company. They accomplished 

this by forming two groups which would encircle the crusader forces and 

then attack, one from the front and one from behind. In lines or in 

small groups they would dart in around the compact mass of enemy 

horsemen and foot-soldiers, shooting them with arrows and javelins and 

then whirling and running away. This was a much rehearsed furusiyah 

exercise. It did not take long for the crusading knights to figure out 

that this was not an act of cowardice as they initially assumed. It was 
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a very effective tactic. The typical reaction of the Frank was to 

succumb to the temptation to pursue these little groups of fleeing 

'fuysrds " who seemed to have broken file. With this in mind, the 

Prankish riders took off in hot pursuit and by doing so, separated 

themselves from the major body of fighters. Seeing an easy target, the 

same Turk riders turned around in their saddles while still fleeing in 

front of the Franks, and let fly on them deadly arrows. Crusaders 

marveled at this skillful display of archery expertise. The franks 

learned at their own expense that the flight of the Turks was not a sign 

of their having been routed but that the Turks had applied a combat 

tactic that the Franks would have to figure out how to counter. This 

entailed two strategies: the most obvious being don't be provoked into 

leaving the rest of the group, and the other, utilizing the same tactic 

to lure Turks into an ambush (Flori 1998: 398-399). 

Public Exhibitions 

Mavdan drill teams 

Mastering what it would take to defeat a well-armed professional 

fighting force like the Crusaders or the Mongols was accomplished in 

steps. When the student fSris had sufficiently mastered his lance 

skills, it was time to embark on cavalry training proper. That is to 

say he must learn to apply his skills in a group environment that 

demanded teamwork. He would receive coaching in this at the maydan 

(pi.mayadln). Here group exercises involved a co-ordinated effort on an 

order considerably more sophisticated than just being aware of where a 

fellow combatant might be conducting his horse in simulated warring. 

Exactly like Roman cavalry drills done in Arrian's time, riders rode in 

formation following pre-determined paths with their horses designed to 

allow the riders an opportunity to engage in single combat. 
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When polished into choreographed riding exhibitions, the exercises 

were staged for audiences. These performances bear a strong resemblance 

to modern drill teams. Entering the arena in single-file formation, the 

riders perform rehearsed maneuvers in parallel lines that now separate, 

now rejoin in an array of straight and circular patterns. The MamlQk 

furusiyah manuals emphasize uniformity and timing in correct execution 

of lance exercises. For example, upon entering the hippodrome in 

follow-the-leader fashion, all riders should hold the lance in exactly 

the same way, for instance by the middle with the right hand. The 

illustrations in the furClsIyah treatise compiled by LSjln al-HusSml al-

TarSbulsi (d. 733/1337-8) bearing the title Tuhfac al-Mujahidln fT ai-

'Amal bi al-MaySdTn , show how a lance drill exercise was supposed to be 

done (Rabie 1975: 157-8). In the form of a broken line, the riders 

entered the maydan in two groups, each headed by a muqaddam , the head 

of a section of the Citadel's barracks which housed the MamlQk military 

school and which was collectively known as the cibaq (sing, tabaqa ). 

The grand entrance was followed by another formation e.g. two straight 

parallel lines which pair off the teams for the next part of the 

exercise. Riders turn, depart from each other, and form two adjacent 

circles traveling in the same directions. At that point where the two 

circles were nearest to each other, riders from each passed one another. 

As pairs approached one another from what winds up being opposite 

directions due to the geometry and trajectory of the formation, they 

readied themselves to engage in momentary single combat before galloping 

on Co let the next pair behind them do the seime. When this exercise was 

finished, che riders would reform into a zigzag formation in order to 

reassume their orginal broken-line arrangement (Rabie, 1975: 157). 
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Procession Demonstrations 

Mamluks had a passion for parades and spectacles. The Sultan's 

procession off to battle the Ottomans in Syria is described by Ibn lyas. 

He describes Sultan al-Ashraf Q5nsCih al-GhawrT as he rides a beautifully 

comparisoned bay horse wearing a gold saddle and saddle-cloth. A 

colorful description of this historical procession can be found in the 

novel, Zayni Barakec (al-Ghitani, 1988:185-). The novel Zayni BarakeC 

is a fictionalized historical account of persons and events taking place 

in Cairo during the early sixteenth century, ten years before the 

Ottoman take-over. Written by Gamal al-Ghitani, the novel takes much of 

its factual components from the chronicle by the historian Muhammad ibn 

lyas (1448-152J), entitled Bada ' i a^-ZuhUr fi WaqS'i'ad-Duhur. Ibn lyas 

was an eyewitness to what actually took place and knew quite well al-

Ghitani 's main character, Zayni Barakat ibn Musa. As an efficient and 

resourceful markets inspector {mufycasib ) off and on for nearly twenty 

years in Cairo, Zayni Barakat survived the last two Mamluk sultans, al-

Ghawrl and Tuman Bay, and the first Ottoman sultan to rule Egypt (al-

Ghitani 1988: xvii). 

The lance furuslyah exercises constituted a central feature of the 

Mahmil procession adding much to its splendor and magnificence. It is 

believed to have been a MamlGk creation and has its a very minor part to 

play in processions during mawlids in presentday Egypt. The institution 

was introduced by Baybar I in the thirteenth century sometime during his 

reign (Ayalon 1979: article II, pp.48). Over time the exercises in the 

pilgrimage procession underwent changes and improvements. Three days 

before the procession was to take place, orders were issued to 

shopkeepers to decorate the route the procession would take. On the eve 

of the procession, the participants spent the night at the "Gate of 

Victory" {Bab al-Nasr ) . When morning came, the Ma^il , headed by the 

vizir, the four chief qadls (judges) the muljcasib (markets inspector), 

the court witnesses {shuhud ), the supervisor of the kiswa (nSzir ) and 

others, advanced in procession from the gate of Victory up to the foot 
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of the Citadel (Ayalon 1979: article II, p.49). The lancers (rammaha ), 

who were chosen from among the Royal Mamluks, rode immediately behind 

the above-mentioned dignitaries. They wore iron cuirasses covered with 

colored silk, while their horses were clad with steel caparisons 

(haruscuwanac ) and cheek-straps, exactly like those worn in battle. 

Among them were a few small boys who stood on their horses, each of them 

twirling lances. Men standing on top of their horses while twirling 

cane staffs can still be seen as a tourist attraction in Egypt's rural 

villages {'All 1991: video documentary). The lance exercises were 

performed as if they were actually doing battle while naphtha fireworks 

went off around them. From the Citadel, the Malmil proceeded to Fustat, 

passed through it and went back to the foot of the Citadel. On the way 

back the lance e.xercises were again performed but on a smaller scale. 

Throughout Che procession drums carried behind the Ma^il were beaten 

with enthusiasm. 

Forty lancers in four groups of ten, each commanded by four 

deputies who were "amirs of ten', all under an "amir of a thousand', 

participated in this public display during the Malmil procession. To 

prepare for this occasion they had trained twice a day, morning and 

afternoon, for forty days prior to it. Even though the amirs received 

robes of honor after the procession, this never insured there being 

enough horsemen to stage the lance combats. Sometimes it was a matter 

of other military duties preventing them from participating. 

During the fifteenth century lance performances were suspended for 

long periods of time. The two principle reasons for this were lack of 

interest and the injurious pranks Royal Mamluks played on the civilians. 

The lance performances were banned in 848/1444 but reinstituted in 

857/1453. They were again banned in 872/1467 and renewed much later 

during the reign of al-Ghawri (906-922/1500-1516) in his attempt to 

revive furusTyah in general. Until al-Ghawrx's time, the Mamluks were 

no longer capable of presenting the lance demonstrations during Mahmil 

processions as they had forgotten what they entailed. As David Ayalon 

tells us in Gunpowder and Firearms in the Mamliik Kingdom : 
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When Sultan Jaqmaq renewed these games in 857/1453, non of 
the Amirs of a Thousand would accept the appointment of 
Leader of the Games {mu'allim ar-rammaha. ) because of their 
ignorance of this art . When at long last an amir was 
appointed, it was not because of his fitness for this duty 
but because he was the only one to have volunteered. When 
al-Ghawrl's MamlQks performed lance exercises at the 
beginning of his reign, veteran MamlQks {qaranis ) passed 
ribald comments at their clumsiness and on comparison with 
the preceding generation, their low standard of training 
(Ayalon 1973:55-56). 

The only change he introduced was to chose team members from his 

personal bodyguard (Ayalon 1979: article II, p. 51). Their 

participation in the Mahmil procession went uninterrupted thereafter, to 

the end of Mamluk rule. 

Roval Sport 

Obviously hunting was seen as a way to improve riding and warring 

skills. It made good horsemen because among other things it taught the 

rider swift mounting and dismounting into and out of the saddle, the 

ability to launch the horse over precipices and cliffs, the agility to 

clear boulders and bushes at a gallop, the stamina Co do non-stop cross

country galloping, and to keep control of the horse in the event of 

breaking or losing horse tack. Stampeding horses caught up in the 

excitement of the rush of the herd can hardly be held back by their 

riders. This aspect alone makes hunting a test of nerve. 
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Polo 

For a cavalryman, a great deal could be gained from playing polo. 

Although good horsemanship is required in polo, there is the added 

necessity that the player develop what is in polo jargon referred to as 

'ball-game' sense. This is an ability to anticipate the use of 

strategies with team-mates against opponents. There must also be co

ordinated eye, wrist, and foot movement and timing in order to hit the 

ball while traveling at high speeds or when confronted from any 

direction by the opposing team's members. 

Developing riding skills and the ability to maneuver the horse are 

the first thing Mamluk polo players had to tackle in earnest. In the 

heat of the game, much like in Buzkhashi there is just no time 

whatsoever to be thinking about whether or not equitation is being 

performed correctly. Obviously, the better a man rode, the more purely 

instinctive his reactions and cues to the horse {aids ) were, the better 

he and his horse could participate effectively. There is also the 

advantage of knowing first hand each individual polo horse's personality 

and habits or idiosyncrasies in order to get the best out of each. A 

Mamluk novice rider would have become intimately acquainted with all the 

horses he rode in polo practice. Certain sultans were expert polo 

players, and this may account for why they, perhaps not so amazingly, 

knew the names of so many of the horses in the Royal Stables . It would 

be to their definite advantage to know their own and every other 

player's horse so as to maximize on each horse's good and bad qualities. 

As far as riding skills go, it takes time to learn and develop a 

strong independent "seat" (the ability to sit the horse or raise out of 

the saddle as needed, independent of the horse's body position) and to 

learn to apply the correct hand, leg, or body weight pressure (aids) or 

pull without fault, instinctively. The difficulty of the game can be 

appreciated if one takes into account that at polo, the rider's "foot

work" . stick-work, and balance are equally important and together, must 

be co-ordinated so as to assist the horse's own balance and foot-work. 
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MamlQk polo players doubtless were aware of the magnified affect the 

slightest change in positions on the rider's part can have on their 

mount. FurUsIyah manual illustrations depict riders standing poised in 

the saddle, well above the center of balance of the horse, which would 

very much influence a horse's shift in weight according to the rider's. 

"Going with the horse" like riding a bicycle or a motorcycle assists the 

horse in maneuvering in circles, changes in direction, reversing 

direction, and sudden starts and stops. 

Another obvious point of horsemanship seen in furQsfyah manual 

depictions of riders, which is highly useful to playing polo, is a firm 

"seat" detached from rein usage. The major difference between riding in 

polo and all other forms of arena or field equitation (like synchronized 

group riding or hunting where obstacles are met and must be gone over, 

under, through or around), is that in polo the horse is not made to be 

"on the bit". Other forms of riding require the horse to learn to use 

the help the rider gives him through the reins with no slack between 

rider's hands and horse's mouth and thus by 'contact' with his mouth, 

maintains his balance front to back and side to side. This is to say, 

riders by the bit's contact in combination with the correct leg 

application against the sides of the horse, turn, check, accelerate and 

stop their horse in balance. A polo horse, on the other hand, is taught 

to balance himself on a slack rein and to turn, not on the pressure of 

the bit on one side of the mouth, accompanied by the appropriate leg 

action and slight shift of position of the rider. Rather, the polo 

horse is obeying the pressure of the slack rein laying against the side 

of his neck on the side from which the change of direction is required, 

with, of course, the Accompanying leg "aid" and shift in rider's weight 

supporting the reining cue. This explains the loose reins seen in most 

the Maniluk rider pictures and the confusion many furuslyah historians 

have had in trying to decide if MamlQk horses were "dead-sided", that is 

to say, unresponsive to leg and body cues from the rider. Most horses 

who :neck-rein" as polo horses instead of responding to "direct-

reining" (as French dressage horses do or Egyptian horss-dance horses 
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do), listen very well for leg cues without reins but when the reins are 

applied, even slightly, listen to them over any other command. To halt, 

a slight shift backwards in the rider's weight should be sufficient to 

fully halt the horse without pulling the reins at all. 

The aim of "indirect" (neck) reining, done with a sensitive touch 

by the rider, is in polo, to "lighten the forehand", that is to say, to 

keep the horse's weight well over his hocks for maximum maneuverability. 

Maintaining a forward position in the saddle is a must if the rider is 

to stay with his own balance point over the horse's balance point while 

the horse has his hocks well under him. Riding in this forward-seated 

position requires leg and back muscles sufficiently developed in the 

rider to stay up without the use of the reins. Reins are not meant to 

provide equilibrium to the rider. This would be a disaster in polo 

where moving forward is a constant priority. If it is necessary to pull 

on the horse's reins, it must be done at a moment of suspension (in 

balance) if it is to be purposeful and balanced. The operative word in 

polo is balance. with a great reliance on leg and very little on hands 

as it would be in combat. 

Much as in charging the enemy with weaponry, the focus is held on 

the target. "Keep your eye on the ball". No shot in polo should be made 

without a goal in mind (be it a fellow-player, between the goal posts, 

or into an empty zone between opponents) and an inner sense of the 

needed length of play. It is of far greater use to hit the ball 

straight in the required direction and distance though it might not be 

very far, than is the longest random shot. Impressive as the long 

distance the ball travels down the field may appear, it is more likely 

than is the former hit, to be fielded by an opponent rather than by a 

member of one's own team. 

Polo, like war, is a combination of actions and tactics. As in 

battle, where the object is to take a geographical point, no skill, no 

charge, or dash, no combination of tactics is of any useless the final 

effort reaches the goal. In polo, there are two ways to score a 

victory. One is to take the ball up the field by executing skillfully 
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combined tactics and then shoot for the goal. The other quicker way 

to make the goal is to send the ball from one end of the field to the 

other in as straight a line as circumstances allow. However, these 

"circumstances" make it nearly impossible to hit the ball with the same 

accuracy of a good golfer. This is due to the fact that the balance of 

the rider, his mallet, and his horse must all be synchronized at the 

moment of contact with the ball. Since the striking position is so 

inexact in its mechanics, it is probably best to rely on pace to win. 

Using diagonal passing at a slower pace can defeat a team with superior 

long-hitting skill. Much as with buzkhAshi , as we saw in the novel. 

The Horsemen by Joseph Kessel, anticipation is the most valuable virtue 

a polo player can cultivate. Positioning the horse carefully in 

anticipation of the next move not only saves the horse's energy but once 

the ball is received and in play, it forces the opponent's horse to 

waste energy in keeping pace and conforming to his adversaries' 

dictates. 

Polo players, exactly opposite to Buzkhashi players, deplore 

bunching of riders. Polo riders avoid scrimmaging over the ball in a 

group to gain access of the ball. One of the worst faults a polo player 

can commit is to fight over the ball with one of his own team members. 

As a rule, riders on the same team endeavor to keep several horse body-

lengths away from each other and never ride a-breast one another if 

possible. Upon obtaining the ball the rider tries to pass it as quickly 

as possible to another properly positioned player, one who has already 

anticipated what the next play will be. It is in that time, short as it 

may be, when the rider has the ball and is waiting for a team member to 

get in the receiving position if he is not already there, that he will 

be most vulnerable to having it taken away from him by the opposing 

team. Then to. leaving the ball lie for another team member behind to 

take may be just as workable a strategy because it frees the rider in 

front to "guard" an opponent and make way for a hit from one's own team. 

From this brief explanation of polo technique, it is hopefully 

clear to the reader that playing polo taught and refined combat skills. 
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Perhaps the most valuable lesson a Mamluk could acquire from polo was to 

be a "team-player" instead of what in polo today is called a 'paid 

assassin", meaning a professional player hired to play with amateurs who 

is himself inclined to do much of the playing on his own without real 

assistance from his so-called "team". I do not doubt that for some 

Mamiak officers, to act as a team would have been an accomplishment. 

Horse Races 

Mamluk military officers and the sultan himself were great horse-

racing fans. For a time there was a annual big race day where 

reportedly over one hundred and fifty horses were brought to compete 

(perhaps at MaydSn al-^Sb&k or more likely ai-A'aiah ) . The sultan and 

the amirs enthusiastically watched every race because their own stables' 

horses were running. Exactly like today's horse-racer who envision his 

horse standing in the winner's circle with a wreath of flowers draped 

over its whithers, each MamlQk owner wished to see himself and his 

winner bestowed with "the palm". 

Among the Mamluk sultan's, an-N5sir Muhammad's obsession with 

breeding and racing champion race-horses could only be likened to 

today's determined contender for winning the Triple Crown. The only 

difference being that in today's racing world it would be difficult to 

take advantage of the competition's gullibility in order to eliminate 

the possibility that their horses might actually win. An-Nasir secretly 

started conditioning his own race horses well in advance of the normal 

training preparation period officially announced to ainirs who would be 

competing against him. Perhaps the other race-horse owners knew the 

rumors he deliberately spread about not having gotten an early start in 

readying his horses, were untrue but did not dare to let one of their 

own horses beat one of the horses from the Royal Stables. Apparently, 

an-Nasir did not take defeat well. Better their race-horses were in 

slightly poorer condition compared to his. At least that way everyone 

could run a good race and there would be no "sore losers" (Forbis, 1976: 
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101). As a precautionary measure, as the story goes, one amir who felt 

his horse was destined to win announced that "if this horse defeats all 

the race horses of Egypt, he belongs to the Sultan; but if he is beaten, 

let him be sent back to me" (Forbis. 1976: 102). The horse lead the 

race from start to finish. Even though an-N3sir was to be the recipient 

of this fine animal, he took it as an insult that after the race, the 

horse's bedouin jockey praised his amir instead of its new owner. 

Thereafter, perhaps upon realizing there was no merit in a less-prepared 

amir's racehorse beating out one of his top-knotch, more-conditioned 

horses, the sultan ceased preparation of his racehorses altogether 

(Forbis 1976: 102) . Even so, the amirs seem to have carried on the 

practice and continued preparing for the races each year. After his 

death in 1341, the sport of racing died out until its revival by the 

first sultan of the Burjz line, az-Z5hir Sayd-ad-Din BarqOq (first reign 

begins 784/1382). He made equestrian sports like racing and polo into 

festive events, hosting splendid post-game affairs in the racecourse 

below the Citadel. Ibn Taghrl-Birdl tells us that Cents were erected on 

the course itself where guests would enjoy a sumptous feast which 

incidently included horse-meat on the menu (Popper 1954, vol. 13: 159). 

Hopefully, it was not the horse who beat out the sultan's. 

Mirmah , another Egyptian equestrian sport more associated with 

tribal desert nomad horsemanship, is a form of horse racing which is 

done while carrying a long staff of cane, an 'asaya or 'as<a . Instead 

of racing one another in a group, contestants run the course alone, 

showing off their horsemanship one by one by making quick starts and 

abrupt stops. At the same time as the rider comes to a halt, he thrusts 

his pole into the ground. If the horse moves further after the pole is 

embedded, the rider may be lifted off the saddle and be catapulted to 

the ground. MirmSh s became an event held during important festivals, 

especially those honoring Muslim or Coptic saints (Biegman 1990: 21-25). 

The birthday of an important living or deceased saint is always an 

occasion that attracts very large numbers of followers Co that saint's 
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mosque or shrine or burial place in order to either take part in the 

religious commemorations of a ritual nature (for example in the Sufi 

dhikr ceremony) or to celebrate in the "county fair-like" festivities 

that take place in the vicinity. These occasions are called mawlids , 

or moulid s in the Egyptian dialect of Arabic. 

Dangerous Riding 

Engaged in the pleasant but athletic equestrian pastimes or in the 

frantic rigors of battle, the possibility of the rider loosing control 

of his horse or of being unseated off the horse due to the unforeseen or 

the unavoidable was actually more of a probability that was expected to 

happen given the temperament of the horse and the demands of competition 

or combat. 

Throughout cavalry's existence there have been commanders who have 

been very cynical about the effectiveness of "the Charge" because of 

certain noteworthy drawbacks. As psychologically unnerving as a cavalry 

charge is to an enemy foot soldier who must stand and face a thundering 

wall of unstoppable cavalry horses advancing towards him at 30 miles per 

hour, this experience is equally, if not more terrifying for the horse. 

Operating on two basic instincts when frightened, the horse will either 

turn to run away from a perceived threat to its survival or it will run 

for its life within what it believes to be the safety of the herd. The 

first survival strategy is obviously completely unsuitable to a battle 

charge. The second reaction from the horse can be a just as hazardous 

if for no other reason than the horse, pumped with adrenaline and in a 

blind panic, will likely breech the enemy line as planned but then keep 

right on running past them. What was gained in dispersing the enemy's 

organization is lost. While the riders try to turn back rampaging beasts 

in overdrive, the opponent has ample time to regroup. While wildly 

charging forward the horses believed in their minds that something very 

menacing must be chasing them; otherwise why was everyone running in the 

same direction. Once the horses crossed through enemy lines and have no 
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intention of slowing down, that imaginary threat became very real as the 

enemy, back in formation, started firing their weapons into the backs of 

the cavalry. 

Experienced cavalrymen also knew that "charges" increase the 

probability of taking one of the most alarming falls that can occur in 

riding which happens "on the flat" when the horse is moving very fast 

and suddenly drops out from under the rider. The fall comes seemingly 

from out of no where and the rider is slammed to the ground without any 

time to prepare. This unexpected tumble is most likely to happen when 

the horse is charging full-speed at a gallop and scumbles with all its 

momentum carried over into the falling motion. In any other kind of 

fall, in that moment when there is a realization that it is inevitable, 

instructors have always recommended that letting oneself go with the 

fall is least injurious to horse and rider. Tucking the chin or turning 

the head away from the direction of the fall while rounding the 

shoulders and hitting the ground in a curled body position makes it 

possible to roll away from the downed horse with little damage. 

Attempting to resist the fall by bracing oneself from impact will 

usually result in broken limbs or worse, a broken neck. 

In the realm of friendly competition, Polo players actually have 

to learn to fall correctly as an exercise, since the possibility of the 

horse going down is much greater than in most other horse sports (Board, 

1955:66-7). MamlQk polo enthusiasts, like every polo player that has 

ever lived were a peculiarly rugged lot undaunted by the likelihood of 

accidents. There is an old adage written by Adam Lindsay Gordon which 

aptly sums up the average polo player's perspective: 

No gaine was ever yet worth a rap 

For a rational man to play , 

Into which no accident, no mishap 

Could possibly find its way. 
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Qabag archery is another of those unquestionably dangerous games 

where the horseman can get so caught up in the effort that he forgets 

the risks. Because the rider is looking up and not ahead, it was 

relatively easy to steer the horse too close to the tall pole from which 

the target was suspended or on top of which it rested, and actually run 

into it. At the very least, with his attention focused on the target 

above him, the rider could knock a knee against the pole and probably 

break it. FurHslyah instruction manuals caution archers to wait until 

they have past the target with their horse before shooting their arrows. 

It is known that participants were killed by crashing into the pole at a 

full gallop. Because of this danger, the archery master, TaybughS al-

YQnanl informs the mamluk s that the rider who is to follow the one 

presently engaged in aiming and shooting should wait until there is 

sufficient distance between himself and the rider in front so that if 

that rider should have an accident, the second rider will not pile into 

him causing a second mishap (Rabie 1975: note 1, 161). 

Accidents due to faulty tack were always a possibility. UsSmah 

ibn-Munqidh, heroic fighter against Franks in Syria, during the early 

period of the Crusades was from a generation of equestrians prior to 

Egypt's MamlQks but like them he was acquainted with the innumerable 

hazards of war conducted on horseback. In his Memoirs he tells us of 

the time when his horse was killed and himself stabbed repeatedly by the 

enemy all because his reins pulled loose from the bridle when he tried 

to rein his horse to escape. He blamed his groom for not attaching the 

reins properly and warns riders to frequently inspect their horse's 

equipment themselves. The smallest thing could lead to a rider's 

destruction (Hitci 1929/1937:172). In another encounter he was forced 

to charge his opponent without one of his stirrups. Ready to wield his 

lance the best he could without the aid of both stirrups, Us^ah might 

have been easily unseated if the other combatant had not identified 

himself as an ally (Hitti 1929/1987: 173). 
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PART FIVE 

EAST - WEST EXCHANGE 

Acquisition Alternatives 

Islamic doctrine could be construed as saying that it is an 

offense to sell a horse to an unbeliever, a foreigner, or a foe of 

Islam. The ban on the export of horses by certain Muslim rulers would 

seem to indicate adherence to dogma. Yet this did not prevent "the 

other" from obtaining well-bred horses. There are many cases on record 

of European generals returning from the East with horses. To cite some 

documented examples as proof: Arab horses were reportedly imported by 

Geoffroy IV, seigneur of Mondoubleau, by Rotrou du Perche, and by Roger 

de Belleme. Vicomte Olivier de Rohan returned from crusade in 1212 or 

1213 with nine Arab horses from Egypt which he had recieved from the 

sultan there. (Schiele, 1970: 91; Gladitz 1997:16). Vicomte de Rohan 

brought back nine Arab stallions from Egypt In 1228, the sultan in 

Egypt presented horses, perhaps Arabs, to Frederick II. He, in turn, 

gave Henri III a number horses, one of which was an Arabian (Gladitz 

1997:16-17) . Another excimple is the elephant that King Louis IX of 

France brought back on his return from his disastrous crusade (Bedini 

1997:30). 

Love Thine Enemy's Horse 

Franks and Muslims both prized and desired the horse of the enemy 

if that animal possessed characteristics that made it a good warhorse. 

Presumably out of respect for his adversary during the Third Crusade, 

Saiah-ad-Din sent Richard I, England's crusading king and the sultan's 

sworn enemy, a battle horse to replace Richard's charger that had been 

killed in combat (Gibson, 1981:46). 
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Privately owned horses were regularly requisitioned into the 

military and as a result, it was not above an owner to hide a favorite 

from being taken. The twelfth century Arab-Syrian warrior Usamah ibn-

Munqidh was accused of such an action by an atabek named ZangT of Mosul 

who knew he was keeping a fine Prankish horse in his stables that he 

personally wanted (Hitti 1929/1987: 73-74). In his defense, Usamah said 

that all of the horses he possessed were destined when ready, to go to 

the army including this one. He was going to have it immediately sent 

to a military stables but soon realized it was the atabek 's real 

intention to keep the horse for himself. After riding the horse in a 

couple of horseraces and winning, he had it permanently transferred from 

Usamah's stable into his own stable. 

Bootv 

Islamic tradition and law concerning war booty go back to the time 

of the Prophet. Warhorses were not only booty themselves but as highly 

regarded defenders of Islam, they were actually entitled to a share of 

the booty. When booty was divided up, Amr ibn Bahr ibn MahbQb Abil 

UthmSn al-JShiz tells us that cavalrymen were entitled to double the 

portion of that of infantrymen (Hyland 1994 106) . A later text of 'Umar 

ibn Ibrahim al-Awsi al-Ansarl gives variations on the shares' division 

of booty drawn from two law sources: AbQ Hanlfah agrees with al-JShiz of 

Basra, but al-Sh5fi'" awards the cavalryman three portions to the 

f ootsoldier' s one. The text al-NScirT goes into detail about the 

division of spoils to cavalrymen and horses. It includes the 

e-xtenuating circumstances in which a horse is to be awarded his rightful 

share as well as, which horse was to be denied a portion. Purebreds got 

more than partbreds, mares more than stallions, an allocation which was 

a decided determinant of a cavalryman's incentive to risk a valuable 

horse or one of lesser worth, booty-wise. In accordance with al-

Shafi'I, al-Damiri says the deserving horse received two shares, the 

rider one, making the cavalryman's portion three parts. 
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By the time al-MSqrlzI and al-Damirl were writing. Islamic law had 

clarified and expanded with respect to the horse. The rider was 

entitled to the personal armor and weapons of any assailant he had 

vanquished in war, plus the warhorse ridden at the time of combat or the 

horse a servant held by in readiness for battle. The legal recipient 

had to be a free man, past puberty, sound in mind, and to have taken an 

active part in Che fighting. If eicher Che cavalryman or his horse died 

prior Co engaging Che enemy, even if Chey were in enemy territory, no 

portion was Co be paid. Furthermore his land-grant holdings were to be 

re-allocated. Also, a dead horse before battle meant the soldier would 

suffer financially by having to find a replacement. Once a battle 

started there was considerable latitude in legally assigning reward 

recompense to participant horses. It included: 

All horses who participated in battle and were wounded or 
lamed as a result; sick horses, provided there was hope of 
recovery so they could be used in future battles; young 
horses who were fit Co charge and could be used in orderly 
reCreat; horses and/or their riders who became ill after and 
as a result of a battle (Hyland 1994: 107) 

Furthermore, if a warrior lost his horse in a pre-battle raid, or if it 

was taken as booty by the enemy, the rider who lasted used Che horse in 

baccle was able Co claim Che horse's share in recompense. 

Saddles and ocher equipment for the horse were always prized and 

coveted among the military aristocracy. Once the owner of an elegant 

black and gold embroidered quilted saddle made in Ghazzah, the 

celebrated Syrian statesman UsSmah ibn-Munqidh (d. 584/1188) losC it to 

the son of an amir who wanted such a saddle for his Prankish bred riding 

horse, a gift from the Fatimid caliph. The spoiled young man simply had 

it removed from Usamah's abode while he was away on business. Always 

Che gentleman, UsSmah responded that he was happy to be of service Co 

his lordship when he received Che news chac his valuable possession had 

been appropriated (Hitti 1929/1987: 54). To his surprise, he was later 

able Co regain Che saddle. When engaged in a losing baCCle with the 
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Franks, his mamluks dismounted from their camels and caught the 

riderless horses of the Arabs who, Usamah tells us, had originally taken 

their horses. One of these horses was saddled with this very saddle 

taken from him earlier. While trying to recover his stolen property, it 

was intimated that Usamah like the Franks was attempting to pillage the 

young man's belongings. UsSmah had the saddle brought forward and 

identified it as his own by his name stitched on its border (Hitti 

1929/1987: 55). 

Roval Gifts 

Islamic law with respect to allotted shares of booty and 

recompense to horsemen clearly supported breeding purebred Arabians who 

would be rewarded the most after battle. However greedy this may appear 

it was also meritorious in Islamic belief to donate horses specifically 

for war in order to augment the supply. Gift horses were maintained by 

the public treasury. If a donated horse could not be taken to an 

official horse facility, it would then be sold and the proceeds used to 

by arms. When a horse became unsuitable for service through too nervous 

of a disposition acquired through battle trauma, old age or some kind of 

infirmity, it would be sold from the military and the proceeds were used 

to purchase a replacement horse. We see by this that some warhorses 

were provided by the state to cavalrymen but the bulk were owned by the 

warriors who rode them or by their overlord (Hyland 1994: 108). 

Besides the members of royalty mentioned above, there is actually 

quite a long history of large animals being sent by Muslim rulers to 

European royalty as gifts. With respect to the French, mention of the 

Arabian horses coming to France is made in the chronicles (perhaps of an 

Abu-'Ubaydah) concerning Charlemagne which tell of an elephant and 

several Arabian horses being sent to him as a gift from the 'AbbSsid 

Caliph Harun ar-Rashld (rules 170 - 193/786-809) in Baghdad (Schiele, 

1970:91). 
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It would seem that rulers, no matter what the circumstances, took 

great pleasure in being presented with exotic or valuable animals from 

foreign lands. To cite another interesting example, in 1486 the Mamluk 

Sultan Qa'it Bay (ruled 872/1468-901/1496), sent a giraffe to Lorenzo 

de'Medici in Florence as a gift to further good relations with the 

Christian West. Lorenzo responded by sending QS'it Bay an animal, a 

bear said to be as white as the Sultan's limestone fortress at the 

entrance to Alexandria's harbor. (Allin 1998: 99). This same giraffe is 

still remembered each year in Italy when the equestrian riding team from 

the neighborhood in Siena named after it - Contrada della Giraffa -

competes in the famous horse race called the Palio (Allin 1998: 100). 

Pope Leo X in Rome was given many animals to add to his menagerie, 

one being a white Indian elephant named Hanno given to Leo as a gift 

from the King of Portugal on a "mission of obedience" to formally 

pledge obedience to the pope and request financial assistance in his war 

against the Moors in Africa (Bedini 1998: 18, 25). Silvio Bedini has 

written an account of this elephant's presence in papal Rome in the 

early 1500's in which Che author tells us that such animals taken by the 

Portuguese from North Africa were seen as "tropies" symbolizing the 

triumph of Europe over the eight centuries-old Islamic monoply of trade 

and conversion which had prevented western trade and Christian 

evangelism. So as to impress the papal court with Portugal's discovery, 

conquest and traffic in distant lands. King Manuel I planned his mission 

to the Eternal City around the theme of the mysterious East, selecting 

animals indiginous to India and Africa he was sure the Italians were no 

longer accustomed to seeing. Choosing from his own palace's collection 

of exotics, Manuel decided to send some birds, a cheetah, two leopards, 

several rare dogs from India, the above-mentioned elephant originally 

purchased in Cochin and shipped to Lisbon in 1511, and a fine Persian 

horse which he himself had recieved as a gift from the King of Hormuz 

(Bedini 1997: 28). 

The recipient of extravagant gifts from important men and women 

wherever he traveled, Ibn Battuta acquired 50 horses from a Kipchak 
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princess during his trip to Constantinople which though meant to be used 

as food, were added to his growing collection of horse-wealth . We are 

also told that he bought an unusually beautiful black steed with money a 

Kipchak governor had given him.(Dunn 1989: 176) 

The BahrT Mamluk ruler an-N5sir Muhammad ibn QalS'ian was so 

enamored with Che excellence of the Arabian horse breed that when 

Barcean horses came into his possession, a breed that his father had 

promoted so much during his own sultanate, he automatically reserved 

these as gifts to be offered to foreign amirs, and notables (Forbis, 

1976 :99) . 

Trade Avenues 

in horses 

Different horse breeds spread from the Middle East to Europe via 

sea routes. The number of horses traveling to "distant lands" by this 

method is significant but small compared to the great movements 

overland. To a large degree sea-transported horse figures depend on the 

breed being transported (Gladitz 1997:17). Land routes taken by Arabs 

into Central Asia and Western Europe immigrated very large numbers of 

peoples along with their horses. 

Local Suppliers 

There were known breeders in various regions of the Middle East 

who kept large numbers of stallions and mares to sell to buyer 

representatives of royal persons. Yemen bred a larger breed of horse 

than Arabians but throughout traditional early Arab history, southern 

most Yemen highlands had important links with the Arabian breed of horse 

(Gladitz 1997:13). Legend aside, the tap-root mare of the most famous 

of pure Arab strains, the A'wadj, was a mare named Sabal owned by the 

Banii Amir and of Yemen descent. Her grand sire and dam were said to 

have been owned by the Dja'da, a South Arabian tribe which in Islamic 
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times had lands in the southernmost part of Yemen highlands, the Sarw 

Himyeir (Gladitz 1997: 13). The road from 'Adan north to San'a' passed 

thgrough their territory. An annual horse fair was held in Yemen which 

attracked buyers from other regions. Horses were reportedly shipped 

from 'Adan all the way to India who may have taken them to China as well 

(Gladitz 1997: 14) . 

Oman was also an important center for breeding horses destined for 

China. The Azd tribal peoples, who had immigrated to the region after 

the bursting of the Ma'rib dam, bred exceptional horses. According to 

tradition, they were credited with having received as a gift from 

Sulayman (King Solomon), the first offspring of the Arab breed Z<3d ai-

R&kib, in the tenth century BC. The horses of the Banu Taghlib of 

mainland al-Bahrayn were said to be descended from Zad al-Rakib. 

Traders regularly took these and other pedigreed horses from al-Bahrayn 

to India and also to Egypt. 

Comparable trade existed in the Mediterranean where horses were 

exported from the Maghrib and Africa. Barka Horses were taken to south 

of the Sahara and shipped to Alexandria, as well as taken overland to 

Egypt. 

Crusader Trade Facilitation 

Beginning with the Crusades, from AD 1100 to nearly 1300, Far 

Eastern trade goods reached the West by three routes. The overland 

route was the caravan roads across northern China and Central Asia to 

the shores of the Black Sea. The other two reached the Near East via 

the Indian Ocean. Cargo was shipped around the southern tip of the 

Arabian Peninsula, past Yemen, up the Red Sea and from there by land to 

Alexandria and Gaza. The spice traders favored another route that went 

from the Indian Ocean, up the Persian Gulf and thereafter by land via 

caravan, to the Levantine coast. At the end of these Near Eastern 

routes, goods were shipped to Italy, southern France and the Iberian 
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Peninsula. At these destinations wagons hauled the goods to northern 

Europe (Manchester 1992:234). 

The Andalusian traveler Ibn Jubayr who visited Damascus in 1184, 

was surprised to find that in spite of discord between SalSh-ad-Dln in 

Egypt and Syria and the Ifr&nj in Jerusalem, caravans traveled freely 

between Cairo and Damascus, passing through Prankish territory. In 

doing so the Muslims were made to pay, "without abuses", a tax to the 

Christians. In turn, he notes, that the Christian merchants paid a duty 

on their goods when they passed through Muslim territory. He says that 

"there is complete understanding between the two sides, and equity is 

respected. The men of war pursue their war, but the people remain at 

peace" (Maalouf 1984: 135). 

While traveling through Prankish territory Ibn Jubayr visited 

Acre, the then major Crusader sea port. He describes Acre as "the 

assembly point of ships and caravans, the meeting place of Muslim and 

Christian merchants, from all parts. It streets and roads are thronged 

with such crowds of people, that one can hardly walk..." (Ibn Jubayr 

1953: 313). 

To justify his policy of encouraging Christian traders in 

territories he was set on reconquering, Saiah-ad-DIn wrote a letter to 

the caliph in Baghdad in 1174, in which he points to the advantages 

Muslims enjoy supervising European traders: 

...the Venetians, the Pisans, and Che Genoese all used to 
come, sometimes as raiders, the voracity of whose harm could 
not be contained and the fire of whose evil could not be 
quenched, sometimes as travelers trying to prevail over 
Islam with the goods they bring, and our fearsome decrees 
could not cope with them... and now there is not one of them 
but brings to our lands his weapons of war and battle and 
bestows upon us the choicest of what he makes and 
inherits..."(Abti Shama, 1962: vol.1, part 2: 621-622). 

By 1202, when Saladin's younger brother, Al-'Adil, had become the 

uncontested master of the Ayyubid empire, he decided to pursue an even 

more accommodating position towards the West. After the recovery of 
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Jerusalem and the weakening of Frankish power, the sultan saw no more 

reason for continuing the holy war against who colloquially is referred 

to as 'Ifranj " . He therefore adopted a policy of coexistence and 

commercial exchange with them. He even encouraged several hundred 

Italian merchants to settle in Egypt. During this period of relative 

calm on the Arab-Frankish front, East-West trade flourished (Maalouf 

1984:219) . 

In retrospect, the Crusader's impact in those parts of the Muslim 

world they attempted to dominate was in many ways remarkably slight. In 

the states in which they ruled for up to two centuries, they never 

amounted to more than a dominant minority of western European Catholic 

barons, clergy, merchants, and subordinates existing among the general 

native population of Muslims, Christians from various Eastern churches 

and Jews. With the departure of the Crusaders, these lands and their 

peoples were easily reincorporated into the Muslim society under Islamic 

governing policy. However, in one notable respect the Crusaders did 

leave a permanent mark. Their presence brought about a definite 

increase in relations between the Middle East and Europe beyond that 

which had e.xisted before the eleventh century. 

The Crusader States had brought into usage a structure for 

relations which their Muslim successors found it desirable to retain. 

Under Crusader rule European merchants, mostly Italians, had established 

themselves in port cities along the Eastern Mediterannian coast. After 

the Muslim reconquest, these merchants did not cease their trading 

activities there. The fall of the Crusader states did not have much 

effect on the Italian merchant colonies in the Levant ports who 

continued to do business under the protection of Muslim authority. In 

truth, Muslim rulers found it financially beneficial to encourage their 

trading interprises. Besides being allowed to continue to do business 

in the former Crusader States, Bernard Lewis in his The Muslim Discovery 

of Europe, tells us that Europeans merchants even ventured into Egypt, 

where they would not have previously gone, in order to deal in spices 

brought across the Indian Ocean to Alexandria (Lewis, 1982: 25). 
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The growing Prankish presence in the commercial sector 

necessitated a diplomacy complete with negotiated treaties granting 

trading priviledges to European merchants. The arrival of the Mongols 

on the scene only served to intensify efforts by Muslim rulers to secure 

diplomatic relations. The dealings between Mongol rulers in Persia and 

Europe may not have resulted in much, but it did cause MamlOk rulers in 

Egypt to pay special attention to Europe's diplomatic relations. There 

are Mamluk manuals of diplomatic correspondence for use in the Egyptian 

chanceries which contain lists of "infidel" sovereigns which include 

such rulers as the king of Andalus, the Rid Frans (the King of France in 

Romance vernacular), the pope, and rulers of Genoa, Venice, Naples and 

lesser states in Christian Spain. (Lewis 1932: 100). Diplomatic 

discussions were, it seems, conducted within Muslim territory, carried 

out almost entirely by European consuls and envoys. Perhaps seen more 

like a punishment than a priviledge, visitations to the West by Muslim 

ambassadors remained rare during the MamlSk era. 

Conversely, the ease with which Muslim merchants set themselves up 

in business in alien coastal towns had much to do with their adherence 

to the sacred Muslim law called the Shari^a founded on the Qur'Sn and 

the Sunnd as the legal foundation upon which they erected their 

mercantile enterprises. In his book relating the travels of Ibn 

Battuta, Ross Dunn describes the Muslims as the "movers and shakers" of 

international trade in the fourteenth century, taking Islam with them, 

irrespective of local political or bureaucratic authority (Dunn 

1989:117). The degree to which inhabitants of southern India, East 

Africa and Malaysia identified with peoples in Arab and Persian lands, 

was due in large measure to the efforts of various minority groups of 

Muslims in these foreign societies to preserve and strengthen links with 

the wider cultural world of Islam of which they felt themselves to be 

members (Dunn 1989: 116). In his travels in the regions around the 

Arabian Sea, ibn Battuta shared in this feeling as he participated in 

both scholarly institutions and Sufi orders that had established their 

own webs of international affiliation which overlay the mercantile 
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network previously established by Muslim merchants in their coastal 

communities. 

Shipping Horses 

In Commerce, Shipping and Naval Warfare in che Mediterranean , the 

collected works of John H. Pryor, there are two articles which offer the 

reader valuable information concerning the transport of horses during 

military campaigns between the Byzantines and nearby Norman and Muslim 

territories and also throughout the Crusades (Pryor 1987: chapter V, 

parts I Ct II) . Not surprisingly we find Byzantine tacticians interested 

in getting war horses to the battle sites by way of specialized 

transport ships called chelandia . A relatively early reference to this 

concern appears in the late ninth century in Emperor Leo VI's Tactica 

but for the Byzantine period the historian, Leo of Deacon provides 

slightly more detailed evidence of short distance shipping of horses in 

great numbers during the expedition launched by the commander Nicephoris 

Phocas against the Muslims in Crete in 960 (Pryor 1987: chap.V, part 

1:10). Based on recorded figures from two earlier expeditions to Crete 

in 911 and in 949, Pryor feels it is reasonable to suppose that 

thousands of horses were to be shipped for this Cretan expedition as 

well. Furthermore, he speculates that an estimated combined total of 

400 warships and transports were probably available to take these 

horses, with each transport vessel capable of carrying twelve or so 

horses per voyage. However, Pryor cautions us that since tenth century 

ships were not built to carry very many horses, Byzantine sources 

indicating the transport of thousands of cavalry men, may mean that they 

are being conveyed without their horses (Pryor 1987, chap.V, part 1:11). 

Contemporary with the Byzantine chelandia were the Muslim 'usari , as 

the Latin West referred to them, also specially fitted out to transport 

horses to battle. Reference to twenty such Muslim ships in a fleet of 

100 warships bound for Alexandria in 919-20 by order of the Fatimid 

caliph in Egypt, 'Ubaydallah al-Mahdi (rules 297-322/909-934), is found 
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in a work written by Eutychius, the Coptic Patriarch of Alexandria from 

933 to 939 (Pryor, 1987, chap. V, part I: 11-12). 

Moving into the eleventh century, several sources cited by Pryor 

with regard to conflicts between Normans, Byzantines and Muslims, staged 

in Southern Italy, Sicily and Malta, lead to the conclusion that 

Byzantine soldiers and Norman knights did indeed take their horses by 

ship on their invasions. In 1038 the Byzantines launched an expedition 

against Muslim Sicily which included several hundred Norman knights. 

Pryor is reasonably sure that these knights must have been mounted 

mercenaries whose horses were taken by Byzantine horse transport ships 

to their target (Pryor 1987, chap.V, part I: 12). In 1061 the Normans 

themselves sent a fleet to attack Muslim Sicily, crossing the straits 

twice from Calabria in southern Italy to Messina in Sicily, in order to 

pick up and deliver first 270, then 170 {chevaliers ) knights (Haywood, 

1998: map 3.15). Able to hold about 21 horses per ship, the ships the 

Normans used to transport men, arms, horses and provisions in this 

expedition had a greater carrying capacity than that of the eighth-

century chelandia . Pryor believes that by the end of the eleventh 

century, it was the Italians, not the Byzantines, who had developed the 

technology and were technically able to build ships that could carry 

large numbers of horses for armies coming from the Latin West or from 

Byzantine territory (Pryor 1987, chap.V, part 1:14). 

Although shipping short distances, as for example across the 

Straits of Messina or from Sicily to Malta, would not have been an 

unusually difficult enterprise by the eleventh century, the special 

accommodations needed to ship horses longer distances, say across the 

width of the Mediterranean, had not yet been mastered. This is clear 

from the accounts of Fulcher de Chartres, the first Latin chronicler of 

the Crusades. In telling us about the Kingdom of Jerusalem around the 

time of Baldwin I's accession (c. 1101), Fulcher de Chartres indicates 

that the state might at some time be in need of men and horses since the 

men who arrived by ship to Jerusalem had not been able to bring their 

horses with them (Pryor, 1987, chap.V, part 1:14). Pryor takes this to 
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mean that the voyage for horses was too long from the chief docking 

points at Provence, Liguria, Tuscany, Venetia, and Apulia to the Holy 

Land in the early 1100's. 

Although Genoese and Pisans, Venetians, and some Northern European 

Crusaders had sailed to the Holy Land before 1123, Fulcher's account of 

the Venetian expedition to the Levant in this year, makes it seem that 

even in the hands of the shipping experts of their day, it was a major 

undertaking to get fifteen thousand armed men and their horses from 

point A to point B without frequent stops at ports along the way for 

water and supplies (Pryor, 1987, chap,V, part 1:14-15). There is a 

distinct possibility according to Pryor, that this undertaking by the 

Venetian fleet in 1123 may be the first time horses were transported to 

the Levant in so direct a way, even with all the watering stops for the 

horses. With regards to the difficulties in transporting horses by sea, 

apparently some of the logistics had been worked out by 1129, when Hugh 

de Payens, the first Master of the Templers, brought reinforcements to 

the Kingdom of Jerusalem, which included large numbers of cavalry 

(Pryor, 1987, chap,V, part 1:15). Even so, throughout the twelfth 

century, transporting large numbers of Crusaders to the Levant would 

remain a difficult task. The decision by the Germans to go overland for 

the Third Crusade was to a large extent based on foreseen troop 

transport problems which their substandard level of knowledge of 

maritime technology could not meet. As Pryor points out, generally 

speaking, armies moving through Asia Minor and the Levant looked at 

traveling by horse or traveling by ship as two separate alternatives. 

If there were enough horses to make the long journey. Crusaders in the 

first half of the twelfth century tended to favor riding to their 

destination rather than brave the "perils of the deep". 

Besides the attempt by Venice to transport horses to the Levant, 

we also see by historical accounts that Genoa, Pisa and the Norman 

Kingdom of Sicily made similar attempts in the Western Mediterranean 

while involved in conflicts with the Muslims or with each other. It is 

worth noting that Pisans in their struggle against the Muslims in 1114-5 
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made use of horse transport ships patterned after both Byzantine and 

Muslim design. By the late eleventh century the Byzantines had 

succeeded in regaining what was all but lost to them in the middle of 

that century, concerning the regeneration of their seafaring horse 

transport capacity. Recorded in Byzantine military naval history for 

events transpiring during the reign of Manuel I, an e.xpedition sent out 

by this ruler in response to attacks on Corfu, Corinth and Thebes, 

prompted by Roger II of Sicily in 1149, consisted of transports for 

horses along with ships for carrying provisions (Pryor, 1987, chap,V, 

part 1:17). Later in 1169 the Byzantine Empire and the Crusader Kingdom 

of Jerusalem launch a combined assault against Damietta in Egypt. 

Although the numbers of horses transported by sea in this campaign is 

not recorded, the size of the Byzantine fleet was impressive, sporting 

some sixty horse transports out of a possible total of 200 ships. 

Verification of this amount of ships in the Byzantine fleet especially 

built to carry the Crusaders' horses is given by William of Tyre's 

description of the stern port openings and bridges of these ships which 

facilitated loading and unloading of horses (Pryor, 1987, chap.V, part 

1:18) . 

Mediterranean shipping underwent a revolution in both technology 

and function beginning in the thirteenth century, doubling the number of 

voyages per year to Egypt and the Levant (Gies & Gies 1995:221). Since 

the fifteenth century, much of Italy's rare fauna had been imported to 

Florence from Alexandria across the Mediterranean by the Medici family. 

Muslim prohibitions on horse's leaving the Islamic states seem to have 

been gotten around. Although not an unusual enterprise, shipping large 

animals reqiures special accomodations. For more on Muslim transport U 

Crusades see John H. Pryor' s two part article "The transportation of 

Horses by Sea During the Era of the Crusades: Eighth Century to 1285 

A.D." appearing in Coimerce, Shipping and Nava.! Warfare in the Medieval 

Mediterranean. 
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In Ideas 

The goal of Part Five is to compare the equitation modes in all 

facets of military equestrian arts as practiced by the Bahrl and BurjT 

MamlQks in Egypt and Syria clarified in Part Four of this study with 

those of medieval Europe, especially horsemanship and military exercises 

on horseback as done in France. Insights derived from this approach 

represent direct involvement in horse training and riding as well as 

scholarly remove, and it is to this more personal experience that I owe 

much of my recognition of the similar if not identical technical aspects 

taught in Egyptian furdsiyya and in French dressage . This will be 

taken up in "The French Connection" section of this part of the 

dissertation. 

Staving Abreast of the Other 

As I have indicated already, there had been a considerable 

exchange of knowledge taking place over time between Muslim and non-

Muslim peoples with respect to riding technique, training methodology, 

battle tactics, and weapon technology. The assimilation of equestrian 

and cavalry-related information from Arabs, Persians, Mongols, Greeks, 

Romans and Byzantines gave the MamlQks a huge fund of knowledge and a 

prodigious array of activities from which to choose in creating their 

equine-centered universe. I also wish to propose that Medieval Europe 

moved gradually in Che course of its military history towards 

incorporating Muslim military arts, including its cavalry riding skills 

to a greater and greater degree as time passed. As a result, there are 

many discernable similarities between Medieval French and Mamluk 

military riding. The two schools share physical aspects as well as 

intellectual ones that have evolved into equestrian traditions that 

honor each other's past by the continuance of precepts and practices 

that are nearly identical. 
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Crusader Meets Muslim Horseman 

From what has thus far been written, it is probably clear that the 

real and lasting impact from the military in the Crusades was bringing 

improvements to Europe and the opening of commerce between East and 

V7est. Returning Crusaders themselves were responsible for bringing back 

items and ideas they obtained while living in the Muslim world and by 

this means, introduced them to the peoples of Western Europe. 

Of course, Muslim contact in Spain or southern Italy without 

Crusader impetus, resulted in introductions too. This was particularly 

true of introduced horse stock which resulted in the "Spanish" breeds 

that eventually spread all across Europe. Traders brought horses from 

Spain over the Pyrenees mountains in groups of ten or twelve over to the 

courts in France (Renouard 1968: 1116-1119) 

While they were there, Muslims seem to have considered the 

Crusader's presence like an irritating wrinkle in a smooth blanket that 

would eventually flatten out. This may be why Arab historians make the 

events of the Crusades seem as if they were of marginal interest to 

them. One wonders when the realization finally set in that crusading 

Christian knights had no intention of leaving the Middle East any time 

soon. Spurred on by chansons de geste stories which promoted a 

misguided image of Saracens as perverted killers who committed senseless 

atrocities against Christians, Crusaders felt it necessary to persevere 

in their efforts to punish these "pagan evil-doers", protect innocent 

victims from them, and secure their holdings (Flori 1998: 193) The 

military historian Jean Flori tells us crusading nobility believed 

themselves to be like Charlemagne's cherished chevaliers whom, as he 

counsels his son Louis in the epic legend Couronne^nent de Louis , he 

should "cenir cher " because " ils sonc les defenseurs de la monarchie, 

les remparts du royaume, les garants de son integrite terriCoriale, les 

seuls capables de 1 'accrolcre par la conquete sur 1 ' ennemi de Coute la 

chretience : les paXens " (Flori 1998:133, 137). In a righteous state 

of mind they felt quite justified in regularly accusing Muslims of 
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waging a particularly violent sort of war against them. In actual fact, 

Muslims were probably less brutal than the Latin States in their methods 

of war and conquest (Fieri 1998: 195). 

Ironically, according to Bernard Lewis there was really only one 

area in which medieval Muslims respected Crusaders, and that was in the 

arts of war (Lewis 1982: 223). Little by little, Franks and Muslims 

experiencing battle together, found it increasingly difficult to 

maintain contempt for the "other's* methods and behavior. The guiding 

chevaleresque war ethic seemed to need reconsidering in light of a 

growing admiration for the enemy's cavaliers. The shared institution of 

horsemanship created a bond so strong that a popular myth arose among 

the Prankish fighters that the inate qualities of the two races of 

horsmen, being so similar, must mean that Franks and Turks shared a 

common ancestory (Flori 1998: 399). 

In King Charles' time, tactically speaking, the Prankish army in 

battle with Turkic forces was at a distinct disadvantage because of 

their battle tactics and weaponry. The cavalry charged en masse, and the 

infantry followed. The close combat that followed was just a mass 

"melee " of infantry supported by horsemen. This poor battle plan was 

due in part to the army being structured along administrative lines 

where each group of fighters followed battle field instructions issued 

from the particular noble or other official that had brought them 

(Sloan, 1994: 157-8). If we are speaking of cavalry opposing cavalry, 

the agreed-upon Western concept said that two lines were meant to met 

head on in the style of a mass joust or tournament. Stratigists 

reasoned that after lances were shattered at the moment of impact and 

some riders were ejected from their saddles, propelled by enemy lances, 

the on-coming cavalry would most probably be left facing a deep and 

tightly-packed formation impossible to penetrate. If not compelled to 

engage in full-out single combat, it would then be advisable to regroup 

and stage another charge, being careful this time to slow their horses 

before impact, rather than pursue another collision course. 
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Unfortunately for the Franks, the Muslims having their own proven 

military methodology, did not adhere to traditional Western war 

practices. Having assessed the force behind the Franks' frontal charge, 

Turk horsemen refused to confront them in this manner. They preferred 

to stay out of their reach, and shower the Christian horsemen with 

arrows and spears. This technique effectively wiped out the Christian 

force at the battle of Damas in 1157, when Ni3r ad-DIn's cavalry arrived 

on the scene so suddenly that the Christian chevaliers barely had time 

to grab their armes, leap on their horses, and group themselves for the 

charge. Unbendable in their defense measures, they easily fell prey to 

the Muslim force's fire power (Flori 1993:378). 

Muslim commanders we sucessful because they used tactics such as 

the "feigned retreat", "flank attacks" and "hidden reserves", rather 

than the frontal assault. Rarely did a competent Turk commander ever 

order his cavalry, unsupported by fire power and foot-soldiers, to 

charge pell-mell at an emplaced enemy. No matter which tactic he chose, 

it required great personal discipline of everyone involved, as well as 

the ability to operate effectively in groups. This, as we know, had 

been acquired through doing abundant mock battle encounters in practice 

sessions before the real thing. 

If the crusaders wanted to stick to the use of lances, Jeur arine 

de predilection, in battle against Muslim mounted archers. Crusader 

strategy was going to have to undergo modification. What Ccime into 

practice by way of military exercises in preparation for real battle 

followed the training and use of horsemen as set forth in Vegetius's De 

re milicari (c. 450). Vegetian ideas and maxims permeated military 

planning, strategy, and tactics in medieval western Europe (Bachrach 

1988: 186). The emphasis in this training was not upon the type of 

mounted shock combat, so popular a picture in the chivalric literature, 

where horsemen with weapons couched beneath their right arms splinter 

their lances against each other's shields. Rather, it centered on 

simulated combat done in much the same manner as Mamluk furiislyah 

exercises. A description of a lance game witnessed in 842 by Nithard, a 
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grandson of Charlemagne, sounds very similar to a game of hirjas, jarld, 

or something comparable with MamlJlk furQsTyah lance combat preparation. 

For purposes of training, games were often arranged in the 
following manner. Fighting-men would be deployed in a place 
where they could be observed. The entire group of Saxons, 
Gascons, Austrasians, and Bretons were divided into two 
units of equal size. They charged forward from both sides 
and came toward each other at full speed. Then [before 
contact was made], one side turned its back and under the 
protection of their shields pretended to be trying to 
escape. Then those who had been engaged in a feigned 
retreat counter-attacked and the pursuers simulated flight. 
Then both kings [Louis the German and Charles the Bald] and 
all of the young men, raising a great yell, charged forward 
on their horses brandishing their spear shafts. Now one 
group feigned retreat and then the other. It was a 
spectacle worthy of being seen as much because of its 
nobility as because of its discipline (Nithard, trans. Lauer 
1926: bk.3, chap. 6: 111, 113). 

The high-speed maneuvers executed in this game were meant to train the 

troops how to remain under strict discipline in orderly formations and 

move as a unit. 

A second objective was to perfect the "feigned retreat", a tactic 

that was very important in medieval fighting strategy for both Muslims 

and Franks. Here the intention was to lure troops fighting on foot from 

their established positions so that they would be vulnerable to an 

attack by mounted troops who themselves lacked sufficient numbers to 

force the enemy from their emplacements (Bachrach 19S8:191). Like the 

Mamluks, the European cavalrymen considered the "feigned retreat" and 

the "cohesive deployment" of heavily armed mounted troops to be crucial 

to the effective use of mounted troops. Christian strategists knew from 

harsh experience that, without them, defeat was certain. 

By the 1100's the mechanics of infantry and cavalry combat had 

advanced to where the defensive and offensive strong or weak points of 

each were incorporated into battle tactics. In lance combat, cavalry's 

mobility made attack, pursuit, and retreat easier but made static 

defense very much harder. Conversely, infantry's low mobility made it 

well suited to defense which if (a very big "if" here), every man held 
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the line in a solid wall of foot-soldiers, could cause charging cavalry 

horses to be brought up short, balking in front of an obstacle they felt 

they could not jump over nor go through or around (Morillo 1999:50). 

Unfortunately, infancry seems to have lacked sufficient preparatory 

drilling until the 1500's, to psychologically withstand frontal charges 

by enemy cavalry. Breaking formation, the scattered infantry put 

themselves into a decidedly defensive posture. Engaged in single 

combat, the superior mobility and height of attack of the horsemen could 

give them the advantage over the infantrymen. To counter this, knights 

v;ho were experienced battle-field cavalrymen instructed infantrymen in 

how to counter a mounted attacker and even fought on foot in their ranks 

if forced to do so (Morillo 1999:51, 55). Given similar armor and 

familiarity with the usual close-range tactics of horsemen, professional 

infantry could hold its own against cavalry. Recognizing the enemy 

could equally employ this method, even well coordinated frontal assaults 

by mounted troops upon well-trained men fighting on foot, were not felt 

to insure any amount of success. 

True enough. Prankish influence can be found in Muslim usage of 

their tactical strategies, but it is even more noticeable in their 

adoption of Prankish fortification style. In the early Middle Ages in 

Europe, the real Charlemagne (d. 814) facilitated a transition from foot 

soldier to mounted knight on the fighting field, but his greatest 

contribution to the art of war had been his revival of an old Roman 

practice, that of building fortifications that were permanently manned 

in order to maintain control of a region after the army had passed 

through (Alger, 1994: 97). Apparently, the decision to build 

fortifications originally came about with the realization by the Franks 

in the late 800's, that their cavalry were no match for the Viking foot-

soldiers. Here, the Franks learned that when horsemen attack really 

well-trained infantry in comparable numbers, it could often result in 

the cavalry's defeat. This was especially true if the battle took place 

on terrain unsuited to the deployment of men on horseback (Bachrach 

1988:185). 
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Advanced Weaponry 

During long periods of their history, Mamlaks as well as European 

Knights were preoccupied with horsemanship and the horseman's code of 

honor in tournament or in battle. Consequently, everything related to 

this institution experienced progressive development. The most obvious 

exaimple of this is the elaborate system of military games and tactics 

explored above. However, technology in weaponry, armor, and horse tack 

also improved through cultural exchange or local experimentation. 

A solid example of East - West exchange in technology would be the 

addition of the crossbow to the normal medieval European assemblage of 

cavalry weaponry; the sword, the spear and the lance. A weapon quite 

capable of piercing lighc armor which had dominated warfare in China 

since the second century BC, the crossbow appeared in Europe in the 

eleventh century. Another bow commonly used by Eastern horsemen was the 

"long bow", measuring 6 feet (2.7 meters) which became the chosen weapon 

of the English foot soldier during the thirteenth century. Knights 

disdained the use of longbows and crossbows in battle believing them to 

be "unknightly* weapons. Eventually, the dominance of the mounted 

warrior in the West would be shaken by the adoption of the long bow in 

England and the introduction of gunpowder in the middle of the 

fourteenth century. 

We do not see the use of the bow in mounted warfare eimong pre-

Islamic and early Muslim Arabs because it was not very useful to single 

combat. As we have seen, the Persians and Turks, both with cultures 

steeped in the bow tradition, were responsible for introducing this 

weapon into the Mamluk cavalry arsenal. The Turks were known for their 

ability to rapidly fire off arrows in different directions, a tactic 

which brought about complete disorder among the ranks of their enemies. 

The cross-bow together with the ordinary varieties of bows seem to have 

been known in the Muslim world since the 3rd/9th century (Cahen, EOI 

1965: vol. 2, p. 506). 'Abbasid and later cavalry made considerable use 

of the bow while still relying on javelin and lance. The infantry used 
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the cross-bow while still identifying themselves more with their swords. 

The focus on cavalry also brought about a high level of technology 

utilized in the production of arms. Metal-working applied to the 

fashioning of swords, daggers and knives, items felt to be indispensable 

parts of a warrior's outfit, were much admired for there artistic and 

functional excellence by visiting dignitaries from Western and Eastern 

powers. Both MamlDks and Knights were 'Men of the Sword', a class 

distinction requiring ownership of superb swords by which to be 

correctly identified. The most revered weapon in the MamlCk arsenal, 

the formidable double-edged sword, is a particular type of sword within 

the broader catagory of suyQf (singular sayf ), simply meaning "sword" 

in Arabic. This sword along with a single-edged variety was straight 

and broad-bladed, sometimes with a distinct "hooked" pommel (Zaky 1979: 

203). These swords' steel blades were often beautifully decorated in 

gilt inscriptions praising its owner with honorific titles including 

Sayf-ad-Din , meaning "Sword of the Religion", and glorifying in 

Qur'anic verse his victory in battle, hunting expeditions, tournaments, 

and other furus'yah pursuits (Atil, 1981:115). European Knights' 

longswords were also often "damascened", a technigue of inlaying gold 

and silver designs. So valuable were these to their owners that 

percautions were taken to insure that they would not be lost on the 

battlefield or absconded by the enemy. The Knight's longsword was 

attached the breastplate armor by a thin chain (Gibson 1981:20). 

It was not until the end of the Mamldk influence in Egypt that the 

value in assimilating Prankish weapon technology became all too evident. 

This was particularly so in the use of artillery, that is musketry and 

cannon. If the real potential of the destructive power of gunpowder had 

not yet been fully recognized before then, the felling of the walls of 

Constantinople in 1453 by the Turkish firepower left little doubt that a 

significant change in warfare had begun. 
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The first European mention of gunpowder used in Chinese 

firecrackers occurs in the writings of the Franciscan friar Roger Bacon 

in 1268. By then, the use of explosives was familiar to both Europeans 

and Arabs, having known how to employ Greek Fire since the seventh 

century. In the fourteenth century we see the appearance of the use of 

nicer (sodium or potassium salt of nitric acid) also known as 

"saltpeter", mixed with sulfur and charcoal to be ignited in metal tubes 

to propel missiles (Gies & Gies 1995:206). Knowledge of this gunpowder 

chemistry may have come from missionaries in China, via Muslim sources 

or by 1300, through Russian experimenters in metal-barreled guns. 

Whatever the history of diffusion, Europeans had by the mid 1300's 

surpassed even China in firearms, manufacturing cannon for the anti-

Mongol movement of 1356-1368 (Gies & Gies 1995: 208). Though slow to 

prove its value due to design flaws, handguns appear in Europe at the 

end of the fourteenth century around 1365 (Ayalon 1978:63). 

Artillery was introduced into the MamlQk world only about forty 

years later than Europe but it takes a much longer period of one hundred 

and twenty-five years after the Europeans before the MamlQks will 

consider hand-guns (Ayalon 1978: 63). It is not that the Mamluks did 

not recognize gunpowder's military potential. MamlCIk officers in Egypt 

and Syria rejected the use of artillary in the field and were reluctant 

to accept portable firearms on the grounds that their employ was 

"unchivalrous", or more to the point, disruptive of the established 

social order within the military structure. Pure Mamldks rejected the 

arquebus, called by them the "pellet of lead" {al-bundug ar-rasSs ; pi. 

bunduglySc ), because they knew that its adoption would affect a large 

number of troops which would in turn bring about a fundamental change in 

structure of the army. They reasoned that if a soldier was required to 

carry an arquebus, he would no longer be carrying his bow and arrows. 

Having grown up in steppe or mountainous regions where archery was an 

integral part of society, it was inconcievable to them that their way of 

life could continue without this. What was worse was the thought that 

guns would so change warfare methods that the horse, symbol of higher 
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social status, would be taken away from a soldier. According to David 

Ayalon in his book Gunpowder and Firearms in che Mamluk Kingdom, nothing 

was more distasteful to a MamlOk than "reducing him to the humiliating 

status of a foot soldier, compelled either to march or to allow himself 

to be carried to battle in an ox-cart (Ayalon 1978: 61). 

Any doubts concerning their position were ended when in 895/1490 

the sultan al-Ashraf Qa'it Bay (rules 872-901/1468-1496) made the 

supreme error of assigning al-bunduq ar-rasas usuage to the awlSd an-nSs 

unit of the halqci regiment. By this time in Mamluk history, Che halqa 

was no longer the province of an elite corp of amirs' sons but rather an 

odd assortment of awlSd an-nas , merchants, artisans and nouveau-riche 

types who had paid their way into the halqa in order to improve their 

social standing. On the whole, they were a poorly paid, badly trained, 

second-rate bunch of amateur riders, many of whom had never seen battle. 

For the sultan to associate these men with the arquebus pretty much 

insured chat no self-respecting MamlClk would ever use a hand-gun of his 

own volition. 

Wishing to remain first, last and always a horseman, the MamlCIk 

found no difficulty in gaining support for their position because this 

deparCure from sacred Muslim precepC and pracCice {bid'a ) was 

parcicularly objeccionable Co religious auchoricies who objected to 

imitating the infidel. MamlQk jurists would have been better off if 

they had done as Che Ottomans had done in the defense of their empire, 

which was to wage war against the unbeliever according to the principle 

of al-muq5bala bi'1-mithl ("opposing like with like"). To fight 

successfully it would be necessary to adopt and learn how to use the 

enemy's weapons (Lewis 1982:224). After a long series of battles with 

the Ottomans it looked as if the Mamluks had learned their lesson and 

intended to fight the enemy with arquebusiers. However, apart from a 

few shots fired in one baCCle, Chere does not seem to be any evidence of 

futher attempts to use hand-guns to fight Ottomans (Ayalon 1978: 64). 
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Horse Tack 

Military technology was an area that in early medieval centuries 

not only experienced radical transformation in assuming new and improved 

fortifications, weapons and armor. It also embraced new riding 

equipment. There has arisen a controversy among historians as to the 

military impact and the social repercussions which the adoption of the 

use of stirrups may have brought about. According to Lynn White's 

hypothesis, the stirrup, imported from the great plains of Asia, reached 

Constantinople via the region north of the Black Sea. The first mention 

of its use by the Byzantines appears in the Scracegicon of Emperor 

Maurice (White 1967: 20). A century later, it arrives in western Europe 

sometime in the eighth century during the time of Charles Martel. 

Lebebvre des Noettes was criticized by Lynn White for thinking that 

stirrups arrived in the west about 840 through 'd'origine espagnole " 

and furthermore, that Charlemagne may have gotten the idea of employing 

stirrups in his cavalry through HarQn ar-Rashid (rules 170-193/786-809), 

the 'Abbasid caliph of Baghdad (White 1967: 26; Lefebvre des Noettes 

1912 tc 1931: 237, fig. 294 & fig. 366). In any case, the stirrup's 

introduction to Prankish territory according to White's theory, made 

possible "shock combat" by mounted knights. Fighting in this new manner 

required a large e.xpenditure laid out for thicker armor and heavy 

horses. As uncentralized as the Carolingnian kingdom was at the time, 

Charles needed to create a way to fund an expensively equipped army. 

This necessity brought about the instrumentation of a system of 

endowment using seized Church lands which were distributed to vassals. 

In return, they were to supply warhorses and their tack, plus fighting 

men and their armes to serve their Prankish king. This system laid the 

foundation for feudalism (White 1962:25-29). 

Many feel White's theory is too simplistic in light of such 

evidence as the fact that campaigns by Charles Martel (c. 688-741) and 

Charlemagne (king 771-314, emperor 800-814) consisted ma.inly of sieges 

and raids which would require little shock combat. The effect of the 
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stirrup on cavalry technique, presumably giving some advantage over 

cavalry without stirrups, may be an exaggeration. Robin Lane Fox, in 

his history of Alexander the Great, reminds us that there have been 

superb heavy cavalry forces who did not have stirrups. Writing about 

shock tactics, he humorously states: "What writing has done to the 

memory, stirrups have done to riding; without them, men simply had to 

grip harder and ride better than they mostly do nowadays* (Lane Fox 

1974: 75) Juliet Clutton-Brock in her book Horse Power adds that there 

is considerable evidence both from the ancient world and from the native 

American buffalo hunting tribes, that it is perfectly feasible to shoot 

arrows from horseback without the aid of stirrups (Clutton-Brock 1992). 

This diminishes the idea of "shock combat's" essentialness to winning 

wars in early eighth century Europe. In addition, it is known that the 

foundations for feudalism were already in place, modeled after Germanic 

and Roman custom. Taking all this into account, some authors believe 

the feudal system should be seen to be reaching its maturity in the 

thirteenth century (Gies £c Gies 1995: 55, 103). 

Generally, researchers presently agree that sometime between 500 

AD and 1000 AD, the stirrup and the contoured saddle spread to Europe 

(Morillo 1999: 48). Certainly by the tenth century, European horsemen 

had taken up the use of the stirrup, thereby gaining a more secure seat, 

which was a big advantage when trying to deliver heavy blows with 

battle-ax, long sword, or lance. During the eleventh century, 

cavalrymen adopted a riding position where they stood in their stirrups 

in order to facilitate launching their attack but by the twelfth century 

this has changed into a seated position, legs thrust forward with feet 

pushing against the stirrups. This new stance came about because of the 

style of saddle that had been adopted which required the rider to rest 

his back against a wrap-around cantle. This arrangement allowed the 

lance to be carried couched, or underarm, so that the weight of man and 

horse could be put behind it. Most assuredly, the utilization of heavy 

lance created its own "revolution" in combat by permitting a strong blow 

to be struck to the opponent with the energy derived from the mass of 
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the charging horse. If on the recieving end of the lance blow, the 

shock of the enemy attack was absorbed by the horseman who now, rather 

than being pushed over the rump of his horse, was driven into the cantle 

of the saddle. To prevent both the saddle and rider from being launched 

off the horse's back, a double-girth system was developed. The front 

girth kept the saddle from going off the horse's rump, while the rear 

girth prevented the saddle from riding up the horse's neck (Bachrach 

1988: 195). When the rider's body reacted to lance impact, the wrap

around pommel at the front of the saddle and the high cantle in back, 

held him in the saddle The pommel also protected the rider's groin and 

abdomen from enemy attack. To prevent damage from occuring to the 

kidneys and spine when the rider's back hit the cantle's rigid back-

plate, a knight wore several inches of quilted padding around his waist 

under his armor. 

To these innovations in saddlery, Europeans added their own native 

version of an effective bits, some severe, some of the snaffle variety, 

to achieve control of the horse in combat situations. Early spurs were 

of the prick variety, that is to say furnished with a simple goad or 

spike, often mounted on a ball, or cone-shaped. The rowel spur, with a 

wheel of five or more points, may have been introduced into Europe in 

the Xlllth century but only became generally used about 1325. In the 

middle of the XVth century, spurs had necks of exaggerated length. 

Warhorses, could also have their own version of "spurs", shod with 

sharpened shoes so that when asked to raise up on their haunches in 

close combat, they could strike deadly blows with their forefeet onto 

the enemy horse and rider (Gibson 1981:22). 

Defensive Armor 

To complete the picture of the well-turned out Medieval cavalryman 

we have only to add ample defensive armor for horse and rider. In 

Europe, technological improvements in weaponry called for better body 

protection. The coat of mail, or hauberk, fashioned of interlinked iron 
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rings, remained through the first half of the fourteenth century, the 

fundamental protection of the torso, with plates added to cover arms and 

legs. Chain mail offers light weight protection to a glancing sword 

blow but does little to turn a lance or steel-tipped arrow. Plate armor 

however, conferred virtual invulnerability on its wearer. The pieces of 

plate armor were held in place by straps and buckles and were worn over 

the top of a suit of mail (Gibson 1931:13-19). The articulation of the 

pieces at joints needed to permit freedom of movement. This was 

achieved mainly through lames , overlapping leaves pinned by rivets to 

one piece and sliding along a slot in an adjacent one (Gies £c Gies 1995: 

204) . By the fifteenth century the knight in a whole suit of plate 

armor (full armor) was a familiar sight in battle. The neck, shoulder, 

elbow and knee joints were given even more metal protection. However, 

the knight could not turn his neck as the helmet was fixed to the 

shoulders in a stationary position (Gibson 1931:19). The advantage of 

this fixed-helmet design was that it reduced whiplash to the neck and 

could allow for a suitable amount of padding to prevent concussion. 

Even in full armor, the shirt of mail was still worn underneath the 

breast and back plates. By the sixteenth century, the era of "working 

armor" was essentially gone, yet this is when the finest suits of armor 

appear. Participants in the joust were not taking any chances. Bernard 

Bachrach in his study of the horse and rider in medieval warfare, says 

the tournament jousters were "outfitted more like drivers in a 

demolition derby, and for largely the same reasons, than as horsemen who 

could function effectively in battle* (Bachrach 1988: 197). The most 

sumptous armor, though reserved for parades and not good for much else, 

was produced by master craftsmen who worked in the court workshops of 

King Henri II, a great lover of chevalerie and all its display of 

elegance. Examples of this armor can still be seen in the Musee du 

Louvre in Paris; in Skokloster Castle in Sweden; and in the Metropolitan 

Museum in New York. 

Armor for battle use did not need to be so elaborate or so 

protective, but it did need to be more flexible in its joints so that 
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the knight could fight either on horseback or on foot. While still in 

heavy use on the field of battle, it should not be presumed that the 

whole cavalry clad itself in plate armor. This was reserved for kings 

and prominent leaders. The universal armor of the ordinary mounted 

soldier of the early Middles Ages was of the mail variety, metal scales, 

strips, or rings sewn on a leather or padded-cloth tunic. 

A complete set of European armor plus shield, sword and lance may 

have conferred relative invulnerability but the weight of it all was a 

distinct disadvantage. The knight clad in armor became quite top-heavy 

in the saddle and therefore required a specially designed heavy saddle 

with high curved pommel or bow (front) and cantie (back) to secure his 

seat. Inside the saddle's covering there was a saddle steel , a steel 

plate protecting the bow and cantle of a saddle. Naturally, the horse 

itself also required protective armor lest it be downed by an arrow. 

From the thirteenth century, horses wore heavy and uncomfortable robes 

called caparisons or bards which could be made of thick cloth, leather 

or even chain mail. By the fifteenth century, knights protected their 

war-horses with leather or metal armor: a chanfron defended the horse's 

face; a crinec guarded its neck; flanchards protected its flanks; and a 

crupper prevented injury to its back (Gibson 1981: 23). 

Armor technology dictated that a horse would probably end up 

having to carry around 500 pounds of knight in armor, his own armor and 

the weaponry. If large enough and in good condition, this would 

probably not have been injurious to the horse. Horses can carry 

comfortably, 20% of their weight under normal conditions, though when 

stressed by excessive exertion, extreme weather, or rough terrain, this 

capacity dramatically diminishes. An estimated height in the 15-16 hand 

range and weight in the 1,500 lb. range in war-horses used in Medieval 

Europe, has been calculated on the basis of the evidence provided in the 

Bayeux Tapestry, which was designed and executed sometime before 1082 

and depicts the Norman invasion and conquest of England in 1066 

(Bachrach 1938: 174, 177). William the Conqueror's war-horses, depicted 

on the Bayeux Tapestry as rather large and heavy equines as described 
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above, may be considered to have been in the same general size and 

weight range as war-horses used in medieval Europe both before and after 

the first Crusade (Bachrach 1988: 179). These war-horses were more 

bulky and appear stronger-looking than the lean Arab breed found in the 

Muslim East. By the ninth century, it is clear from written accounts, 

that the Franks were already breeding quite large horses, in the 15.3 

hand range, for heavy cavalry use (Bachrach 1988:176). As technology 

improved through the following centuries, the armor and the horses got 

heavier and heavier as did the capital cost of keeping such an expensive 

piece of military "equipment" in the field (Davis, 1998: 144). The 

great heavy horses, originally bred for battle purposes, then found so 

useful in jousting and ceremonial processions, continued to be 

recognized as a potent symbol of aristocratic power and wealth well 

after their utilization began to diminish (Ayton 1994: 37). 

The Mamluks used the shield, the cuirass, various types of coats 

of mail and the helmet. They tended to avoid armor that was too heavy 

and only adopted a larger shield during the period of the Crusades. In 

hand-to-hand combat, they relied a great deal on their horse's ability 

to keep them out of harms way. Though the horse wore some protective 

armor, his best defense was to listen to his rider's cues to either do 

an evasive maneuver or an aggressive measure (Cahen, EOI, 1965: vol. 2, 

p. 506-7). Horsemen did not wish anything to impede the quick agile 

maneuvering of the body, so essential to precision aiming and releasing 

of a spear or arrow. 

Lynn White's "stirrup theory* has received criticism by many 

authors including Stephen Morillo in his article "The "Age of Cavalry 

Revisited* because as he says, the theory has "passed into the realm of 

accepted textbook canon" when it probably should not have (Morillo 1999: 

48). Nevertheless, what White said about the cost of equipping a knight 

with all of the combat necessities and the effect it had on the upper-

class is essentially borne out by fact. Coats of mail, helmets. 
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shields, and arms, not to mention the horses and their upkeep, were very 

expensive items. To give an idea of their worth, a coat of mail for 

example, consisting of tens of thousands of individually forged iron 

rings, might easily be equivalent to upwards of sixty sheep in the 

marketplace. To give another example, since the chargers and destriers 

were specially bred and trained for combat, each could be equal in worth 

to four to ten oxen or to forty to a hundred sheep (Gies U Gies 1995: 

58) . 

A variety of institutions and social structures either were 

developed anew or preserved from the Roman past in order to meet the 

costs. This created a social system where lands and titles were 

allocated according to the number of mounted knights the aristocracy 

could offer the King. Consequently, throughout Western Europe, kings, 

dukes, counts, and others in policy-making positions insisted that in 

their polities, there should be substantial numbers of horses available 

for military purposes and trained men to ride them. Although the 

adoption of the stirrup popularizing shock combat was not the catalyst 

it was once thought to be for the creating a society of nobles in 

Europe, it is probably true that the aristocracy with its Prankish roots 

received an infusion of blood from incoming knights able to afford the 

cost of being a mounted combatant. In their study of technology and 

invention in the Middle Ages, Frances and Joseph Gies propose, in light 

of the debate over White's ideas, that "as the cost of equipment rose, a 

social transformation followed the military one, and from soldier of 

mediocre status, the knight was elevated to member of a prestigious 

caste, graced with a code of conduct that exerted strong influence on 

posterity" (Gies U Gies 1995:53). 



Medieval Kniahts 

There exists no absolute parallel between them but there are close 

similarities between the moral codes of a fSris and a chevalier , and 

the way they both equated manliness with skillful lance combat. 

Striving to reflect lofty standards of the "genteel warrior", MamlGk 

elites and French nobility fused the heroic ideal with the military 

institution to glorify themselves. In both cases, the combination 

initially secured their superiority, then as time passed, maintained 

itself through unconditional privilege, and then in the final stages of 

its evolution, revealed its ill-concealed domineering vanity (Kilgour 

1937:3-4). Chivalrous virtues and aristocratic bearing still pervade 

the Christian and Muslim worlds, passed on from one generation to the 

next through much the same literary avenues as those by which Medieval 

Sultans and Kings garnered their principles and values. Though this 

study can not go into the pervasive power of pre-Islamic "Days of the 

Arabs" nomadic odes or Arthurian "Round Table* courtly legend, the 

correlation between the "real men riding horses really well" belief and 

the ethical paradigms by which two entire upper-class societies lived 

and died, is worth a brief examination. 
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Muru'ah And Futuwwa 

Courtly furusiyah {furHsIyah al-nablla ) as institutionalized in 

Baghdad during the rule of the 'Abbasid caliph al-MansQr (ruling 136-

158/754-775), and put firmly into effect during his son al-MahdT 's 

upbringing in accordance with its principles, essentially became a 

requirement for ascending to the office of caliph (al-Sarraf 1996: 118). 

The product of a blending of Arab, Sasanian and Islamic values, courtly 

furusiyah furnished a social, ethical and doctrinal construct for the 

physical education, mental development, and spiritual enhancement of 

young male members of the 'AbbSsid family and the sons of other 

notables. As the future heir to the caliphate, Al-Mahdl (rules 158-

159/775-735) was required by this regimen to become proficient in the 

arts of horsemanship and in the use of arms, in archery, in polo and in 

hunting (al-Sarraf. 1996: 118). Young men {facS, pi. ficyan ) of the 

'Abbasid court aspired to pattern their own self-image after a set of 

chivalric qualities handed down to them from the Umayyads (41-132/661-

750). This moral code encompassed the Arab conception of the horseman 

(faris ), which embodies the pre-Islamic values of bravery {shaja'a ), 

gallantry {shahSma ), manliness {murU'ah ), and generosity {sakha' ) 

lauded by Umayyad poets. In fact it would not be inaccurate to use the 

term furusiyah as a synonym for these virtues because of the esteemed 

position a fSris held in pre-Islamic tribal society, as his people's 

sworn protector. These qualities constitute a code of moral conduct 

called fucuwwa to be followed by a man who is still young and vigorous, 

valiant in warfare, noble and chivalrous (Cahen, EOI, 1965: vol. 2, 

p.961). In al-furusiyah al-nablla literature, the two terms, farls and 

facd are used interchangeably, indicating their close association 

conceptionally. 

An unbending allegiance to a personal standard retained from a 

pre-Islamic set of values for defining the noble qualities of a manly 
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horseman, was so ingrained in the moral make-up of the MamlQk fSris , 

that nothing, even something sensible, was permitted to compromise that 

standard. Al-Ashraf QansQh al-Ghawrl (ruling 1501 -1616) one of the 

last of the MamlGk rulers, "died in the saddle" from a stroke during 

Selim the Grim's rout of his army during the Battle of Warg Dabiq , 

which took place north of Aleppo in 1516. He paid dearly that day for 

his misdirected efforts to revitalize the MamlQk cavalry using out-dated 

fourteenth century strategy and weaponry instead of mobile field 

artillery. Basically speaking, as an elite cavalry corps, the MamlQks 

could simply not concieve of cannon and arquebus rifles which were 

available to them, as "manly " weapons. This is to say, using firearms 

did not seem to them to allow for any equestrian competence or display 

of courage. In other words firearms had no place on the battlefield. 

The Mamluk military felt constrained to stick to traditional means of 

warfare to preserve face in spite of the odds. Even mobilizing Egypt's 

full resources in defense of the Ottoman advance would be of little 

avail against a superiorly-armed adversary. 

ChevAlerie 

Historically speaking, ia chevalerie (chivalry) can be seen as a 

system of thought and behavior which had its oigins in the 11th century, 

reached maturity in the 14th, and was in decline in the 16th century. 

During the second half of the twelfth century, chevalerie as an ideology 

was adopted by the high aristocracy of northern France (Coss 1993:50). 

How and why did this come about ? In medieval France, the power of the 

military put itself in the Church's service and it was with their 

concourse that the Christians were able to set in motion their crusades 

The military institution engendered feudalism, a system where 

nobility was the keystone essential to its continuation but was also the 

source of innumerable unchristian acts. The military's penchant for 

internal and external warring, endorsed by the Church as legal, made 

military life into what the nineteenth century French historian Paul 

Lacroix refers to as 'le dernier refuge de la ba.rba.rie' in definite need 
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of restraint (Lacroix 1873: iv) . Lacroix tells us that the Church 

managed to moderate this brutal, potentially runaway force by forging a 

powerful bit in the form of la chevalerie. Chivalry would then 

represent the military's christian constitution whose first obligation 

was "de defendre ici-bas touces les faiblesses, mais surcout la 

faiblesse de I'Eglise, de la justice et du droit " (Lacroix 1873: iv). 

However noble in its intent to nonaggressively serve truth and justice , 

the chivalric ethic suffered similar abuse by those using it to further 

their own interests by force of arms. As Lacroix points out, under the 

powerful impulsion of the popes, the Crusades came to utilize the 

insatiable need for "action" that consumed the Middle Ages as a 

diversion to save Europe from its own "rage" and from the domination of 

Islam (Lacroix 1873: iv). 

Obviously then it is inaccurate to regard chevalerie (chivalry) as 

merely a knightly expression of Christianity. As an institution with 

its own priests and sages in the heralds, its own internal and distinct 

coherence, its own epic literature, its own ceremonial liturgy, and its 

own symbolism in heraldry, it has been argued that Chivalry was a 

counter-culture to the Church's Christianity. Although this idea is 

debatable, it is realistic to suppose that chivalry represented an 

adaptation of Christian ideals created by secular knights to suit their 

own purposes. 

The ideals contained within the paradigm of chivalric thought, are 

an original synthesis of aristocratic, martial and Christian elements 

fused together. "Nobility" for example, was symbolized by the bearing 

of distinctive coats-of-arms. It comprised descent by blood, 

recognition by the sovereign, a way and a condition of life, and a pre

disposition to a particular ideal of virtue, expressed in the concept of 

honor. The profession of arms involved a hereditary capacity to fight 

on horseback. Christianity provided a system of ethics, also expressed 

in crusading, which gave chivalry a purpose, and a pre-history in 

stories such as that of the Holy Grail. 
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Chivalric literary models certainly fostered an ethic to which 

everyone at court wanted to aspire and shaped real-life behavior to a 

large degree. From the twelfth century onward, it was just assumed that 

tournaments originated under Uther Pendragon and King Arthur because 

Geoffrey of Monmouth's "best-seller", History of the Kings of Britian in 

1136, made it appear that King Arthur and his "Round-table" court had 

perfected jousting and created the "sport of kings". The fiction seemed 

confirmed by the Arthurian romances of Chretien de Troyes (fl. 1170-85). 

Even King Renes treatise written about 1455-60, on the etiquette of 

tournaments has been given the title on one of its manuscript copies as 

"La forme quon cenoit des cournoys ec assemblees au cemps du roy 

acerpendragon ec du roy arcus " (The form in which tournaments and 

assemblies were held in the time of King Uther Pendragon and King 

Arthur) (Nickel, 1988:214). 

It would be interesting to know how the medieval horseman or 

infantryman who knew what real warfare required, reacted to the 

romanticized image of their profession propagated in the literature of 

chivalry. The team-work requirements of battle were the antithesis of 

the individualistic behavior heralded in the chivalric literature. What 

is more, the more mundane logistic aspects of medieval warfare, without 

which neither battles in the field, nor sieges could occur, required 

administrative skills and bureaucratic talents that sharply contrast 

with the impulsive behavior and rash courage so lauded in the poetic 

renditions of warfare. Bernard Bachrach cleverly puts this question to 

his students in the closing thoughts of his lecture entitled "Caballus 

et Caballarius in Medieval Warfare" in asking: * Was Roland's kill ratio 

as absurd to William the Conqueror as John Wayne's inexhaustible six-

shooter was to George Patton ? " (Bachrach 1988: 197-8) . 
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The Lance Game 

BiriSs 

The Mamluk cavalry spear was a hafted weapon with a broad acorn-

shaped blade. The lance which was held in both hands to probably assist 

lateral cutting as well as thrusting. An example of a rather longer 

than usual spear, carried in position for charging at the enemy, is 

contained within the early thirteenth century manuscript of the Automata 

from al-Jazira, dated 1206 (Nicolle 1979:180). This two-handed lance 

technique appears to have been in widespread use in the Muslim world 

prior to the Mamluks . There is evidence of it in al-Andalus during the 

eleventh century, in Sicily in the twelfth century, and in the Iranian 

plateau in the early thirteenth century (Nicolle 1979: 180). Actually, 

it is an ancient lance technique which David Nicolle, in his study of 

classical Islamic arms and warfare, believes predates the use of 

stirrups because it was used as a lane fighting style by the late Roman 

ciibanari , the Prankish Merovingians, and the sixth-century "stirrup-

using" Chinese and Central Asians. To quote Nicolle: 

Lynn White must surely be wrong to blame iconographic 
conservatism for the constant representation of this 
supposedly inferior style of lance play long after the 
Prankish 'couched' fashion had been encountered since one 
would hardly expect to find such iconographic conservatism 
in ifurusiyya manuals of the Late Middle Ages, the sole 
object of which was the training of mamluk cavalry. 
Observation of fully developed European jousting techniques 
of the High Middle Ages would also not support Lynn White's 
contention that the couched lance led to a crouched riding 
position and consequently to a smaller target. The survival 
of the two-handed lance technique suggests that there must 
have been more to recommend it than is generally recognized 
(Nicolle 1979: 180-1) . 
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Joute 

To excel as a Crusader or a counter crusader implies possessing 

excellence in warfare. Although others certainly displayed martial 

vigor, the French were considered outstanding crusaders in the military 

sense. Richard Coeur de Lion (d. 1199), a brilliant commander in this 

age, believed French knights performed well on the battlefield because 

chey frequently participated in tournaments, a place where he said 

knights could learn the art of war and its application (Mundy, 1998:28). 

Richard's licensing edict of 1194 designated five areas, each located 

between two townships, as places where tournaments were to be held 

(Nickel 1988: 214). 

It was the introduction of the "couched lance technique* where 

the lance is held tucked under the arm, that prompted the development of 

tournaments as essential training exercises. It is usually taken for 

granted that the Angevin knight Geoffroy de Preuilly invented the 

couched lance technique. It all depends on how we interpret Ibn 

Munqidh's description of the best way to hold a lance when charging. He 

says: "It is indispensable to someone who proposes to give a lance blow 

that he grasp the lance with his hand under his upper arm, against his 

side, and that he let his horse direct himself and effect the required 

thrust" (Flori 1998: 381). If this is an instance of a Syrian horsemen 

practicing couched lance technique, then one has to wonder if the 

technique did or did not originate with the Arabs ? Even if Geoffroy de 

Preuilly himself did not personally invent couched lance technique, he 

was no doubt the first to adapt it to Che tournament joust. It is known 

that under his influence, the tournament in France became a formalized 

event in 1062, with his specific rules for combat (Nickel 1988:214). 

With regulation, la joute (the joust) was defined as a course where a 

pair of contestants would run against each other with couched lances. 

Tournaments which included jousting were popular in Europe for over six 

hundred years, during which time sponsors, judges and contestants strove 

to play by whatever the current rules were at the time. It took years 
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of evolving before tournaments became the refined ceremonial affairs set 

down in King Rene d'Anjou's treatise: La forme quon cenoit des tournoys 

that covers in detail the conventional rules of behavior for 

tourneyers according to the chivalric code of the fifteenth century 

(Barber & Barker 1989:180). Rules for the joust as well as for the 

other tournament courses were officially codified in 1466 by John 

Tiptoft, Earl of Worcester and Constable of England who was commissioned 

by King Edward IV to do this (Nickel 1988: 215). 

The tournament field, according to the descriptions and diagrams 

in King Renes treatise, was enclosed by sturdy barriers, called lists , 

which were arranged so as to create an inner barrier to keep fighters 

in, and an outer ring to keep the spectators out. A grandstand called a 

berfrois , was erected for use by higher-ranking spectators, while the 

rest of the outside circumference was left to the crowd of onlookers. 

There was also a designated area of the tournament field called the 

recec where fighters could rest and rearm between courses . When 

running a course in jousting, riders approached each other on either 

side of a harrier or tilt , a long dividing panel there to prevent 

collisions. Since the purpose of the joust was to unhorse the opponent, 

the combat field was covered with a thick layer of sand and wood 

shavings to soften a rider's fall. 

Jousting was one among several tournament hastiludes ("spear" 

games) where it was expected of the horseman to break his lance. 

Deliberately doing so was referred to as rompre en lice. Contrary to 

the popular fiction promoted in literature and film, tournament rules 

specified that in those cases where both riders kept their seats on 

impact, it was the jouster who had shattered his lance who received 

credit. An unbroken lance indicated a glancing blow, whereas a broken 

lance was indisputable proof of a direct atteint (hit). Hitting the 

center of a shield where the firmest resistance against thrust was 

located, practically insured the breaking of the lance. Hitting the 

shield towards its edge made it more likely that the shield would turn 

and cause the lance point to glance off without breaking the lance 
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shaft. Knights who were adept at aiming the heavy lance with a fair 

amount of precision to obtain their stteint In group attacks, after the 

initial charge with lances, these were discarded since many were broken, 

and contestants took up their swords to do hand-to-hand combat. The 

rules strictly forbid striking the horse. To do so constituted a 

serious foul and resulted in the offender being made an object of 

ridicule by either making him sit on his saddle on the inner barrier or 

putting him in a cart where he would be pelted with mud or dung by the 

crowd. It was also not very smart to injure the opponent's horse in 

light of the fact that the loser's horse would be forfeited to the 

winner (Nickel 1988: 216). 

Arming the knight took place just before the tournament. If 

assisted in getting into his armor, it would take only minutes to fully 

arm a knight. During the twelfth century, the period of Richard Coeur-

de-Lion's tournaments, the knights arms for the tournament was basically 

the same as for battle. This consisted of a shirt of mail, mail 

coverings for the legs, and a helmet with either a nasal or a face-

covering fixed visor. Sleeveless surcoats with their coat-of-arms on 

them identified the riders. At the end of the twelfth century, is when 

the horses began wearing flowing trappings also displaying heraldry 

which became essential to the tournament's pageantry. 

Gradually, there took place during the thirteenth century, a 

differentiation between battle arms and tournament equipment (Blair 

1958: 156-169). Put into separate categories, they were designated as 

"arms for war" and "arms for peace". Basically, tournament arms were 

modified to meet the jousters needs. The more exposed left side of 

armor received reinforcement and the sides of the saddle were bolstered 

with padding to protect the rider's knees. A special helmet, called 

"the frog-mouthed helm" was in use at the end of the fourteenth century. 

The eye slit at the front was situated as to lessen the likelihood of 

lance splinters coming under the visor. The rider could only see out 

properly when in forward-seat position, lance couched and galloping 

towards his opponent. When the jouster straightened up at the moment of 
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impact with his opponent, his eyes would become protected by the 

protruding front rim (Blair 1958:157-8; Mann, 1962). 

Around the middle of the fourteenth century, improvements to the 

newly invented crossbow which gave it the power to penetrate mail armor, 

necessitated the manufacture of reinforced, missle-deflecting, plate 

armor. This meant that shields were not really needed any longer in so 

far as battle was concerned. However, for the tournament, shields were 

kept but modified so that the lance could rest in a cutout on the upper 

right corners of them. In the second half of the fifteenth century, 

battle armor and tournament armor were so different that it would have 

been difficult for a knight to do any real fighting in his tournament 

armor. With helmet buckled or bolted to the breast- and back-plate of 

the cuirass, his head was immobilized so that he could on see what was 

in front of him, the other jouster. The breastplate was also redesigned 

in an asymmetric shape so as to help position the tournament lance into 

a rest where it could be locked into place. It may have been easier 

not needing to hold the lance by hand and arm, but it was necessary to 

turn the whole upper torso in order to aim the lance anywhere. By Che 

sixteenth century, a lander (lancer) implied a "fully armored and 

attended mounted man-at-arms" wearing a fixed helmet and other 

protective neck and shoulder armor invented to thwart those jousters who 

were good at aiming their lance at the top of the shield so that it 

would glance off into the helmet. By then tilting armor had become so 

specialized and expensive that the average knight who wished to 

participate in a tournament would likely have to have borrowed his armor 

from armories owned by wealthy tournament-crazy princes (Nickel 

1988:220). Another solution to expense problems connected with 

tournament participation was for princely houses to establish jousting 

clubs whose members shared costs and were actually the ones to arrange 

the events themselves. 

Concerning the lance itself, at first, French and English jousters 

used a plain spear with a wooden shaft topped with a steel head. In the 

XlVth century, the grip was developed by the swelling of the shaft 
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before and behind it, while the hand was further protected by a vamplate 

, a plate protecting the front of anything, but here, the circular plate 

set before the grip of a lance. Later lances are built up of 

longitudinal fluted strips of wood, and the swelling heads took many 

forms, and rebated heads called coronels or grapers were used in the 

Jouscs of Peace. Hollow, painted lances, called bourdonasses were used 

for less serious occasions, and light lances were used for the pastime 

of "tilting or jousting at the ring". 

Jousting at the ring was an exercise designed to develop a 

horseman's ability to hit a target with precision. The object was to 

spear a brass ring suspended between two posts with a needle-nosed 

lance. The brass ring on a merry-go-round is a carry-over from this 

game. This exercise and "jousting at the quincaine " were part of the 

long training program a page and squire had to undergo in preparing for 

the tournament. The quintain was a scarecrow-like dummy mounted on a 

pivoting pedestal. The figure had a shield fastened to one of its out

stretched arms and fastened to the other was a sandbag or something 

similar in weight. It was necessary for the trainee to acquire the 

right timing, as well as the right angle, when running his horse towards 

and then hitting the target, because if he were too slow, the arm with 

the sandbag would swivel around and slam into him. 

A word about the nature of tournaments themselves. In principle, 

tournaments were not supposed to result is serious injury. Much like 

the Roman charioteers and the Mamluks, the knights from different 

factions brought their feuds to the arena. Settling old scores in 

tournament fights could therefore result in bloody encounters, even 

death (Barber and Barker 1989:146). Such a clash occurred in Neuss, 

near Cologne in 1241, killing sixty knights (Nickel 1998: 230). When 

deaths did happen in tournaments, even by accident, the ecclesiastical 

and secular authorities took measures to squelch jousting. Helmut 

Nickel in his historical sketch of the tournament reports that at one 

time or another, tournaments were temporarily banned in practically 

every Christian kingdom in Europe. It was certainly the case during the 
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reigns of William Che Conqueror and Henry II. Jousts were prohibited by 

the Church in 1130, 1139, 1148, 1179, and 1245. Furthermore, the Church 

refused last rites and a Christian burial to anyone killed in a 

tournament. The stance of most clerics on this was generally less 

stringent but occasionally a hard line attitude had to be taken if an 

archbishop became indomitable (Barber and Barker 1989: 142). 

There were instances where combatants agreed beforehand to a fight 

to the death, which as a form of combat, was referred to as pas d'armes 

a 1'oucrance . Several noted cases of this could be thought of as 

refined forms of ongoing hostilities between recognized enemies. The 

Hundred Year's War provided the context for tournaments a I'outrance , 

between French and English knights. Chronicles mention one famous 

example of this, the Tournament of St. Inglebert in 1389 where three 

French knights took on all comers in pas d'armes joust combat. The 

challenger could chose whether he wished to joust a plaisance with 

blunted lances, or a 1'oucrance with lethal pointed lances (Nickel 1998: 

230-231). This not to say that combat a I'outrance was a "no holds 

barred" fight to the finish. All things considered, the rules were even 

stricter than for a plaisance tournaments. It limited the number of 

lance courses (3-5), the number of sword strokes (3-5) and the number of 

dagger thrusts (3) that a combatant could administer. 

The great enthusiasm shown for jousting in France was considerably 

dampened when in 1559, King Henri II was accidentally killed by a 

splinter from his opponent's lance that came through his visor and 

pierced his temple (Barber and Barker 1989:135). This was unfortunate 

because Henri had been the last of the great supporters of the 

tournament who actually jousted. By his time it was unusual for a 

monarch or prince to take part in any serious jousting. One unlucky 

accident was enough to put an end to the whole royal tradition of 

participating in jousts. Probably Henri's death would not of had such a 

long-term effect if it were not for other contributing factors. The 

religious wars in France and the changing techniques of warfare 

effectively put an end to tournaments. Lance combat, originally 
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considered an essential part of chivalric combat gradually lost any 

relevance to real warfare. The technique of lance combat was not 

abandoned all at once. It experienced a decline in status going from 

its central place in late medieval strategy to a very minor role in 

seventeenth century warfare (Barber and Barker 1989:135). Still, 

somewhat anachronistically, mounted lance practice remained a military 

exercise and the cavalry charges were still a part of military training 

in regiments into the twentieth century in England. 

The French Connection 

Napoleon's invasion into Egypt, turning the country into a 

province of France let the French occupiers observe directly the 

Mamluk's superb use of weaponry as well as their skill in horsemanship 

and their horse breeding programs. Already quite knowledgeable in the 

art of war, the French horsemen readily picked out differences between 

themselves and the Mamluk fursSn . The French noted that the MamlQk 

horsemen never trotted their horses when engaging in furuslyah exercises 

(Forbis, 1976: 104). When two riders staged a charge, approaching each 

other to do mock combat, or when running past one another only to turn 

back on a return run, these were done at a gallop. Observing such 

exhibitions, the French horsemen were rather critical of the Mamluks 

noting that stopping in the midst of a full gallop and stopping suddenly 

to rear the horse put unnatural strain on the tendons of the horse's 

legs (Forbis 1976:104). 

The French Occupation was short lived. In 1798, the British 

forced them out at the Battle of Abu Kir, restoring authority once again 

to the Sublime Port, Constantinople, and paving the way for the rise of 

Muhammad "All, a ruler who would bring about an Egyptian "renaissance" 

in the Western sense, including a renewed interest in Arabian horses. 

Still we see that the French kept their hand in Egyptian 

horsemanship as it was to be restructured along the lines of modern 

warfare. After being discharged from Napoleon's army. Octave Joseph 
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Anthelrae Seves went to Egypt where by 1819, he was in the military 

service of the Ottoman viceroy of Egypt, Muhammad 'All. At this time 

Muhammad 'AIT was graciously and ambitiously "courting" Europe, France 

in particular, to get the Western expertise with which he planned to 

modernize Egypt, military included. As a part of his scheme, he sent 

Seves to Aswan to organize and train a new army fashioned along French 

lines (Allen 1998: 45-46). Apparently, his trainees disliked being 

under the authority of such an arrogant infidel foreigner. Confident 

that his men were poor marksmen, Seves set himself up as their target 

during rifle practice. Probably not an accident, a soldier shot his 

horse out from under him. There is an illustration depicting this event 

by Edouard Gouin which can be found in L'Egypte au XlXeme Siecle , a 

work presently located in the Brooklyn Museum of Art's Wilbour Library 

collection. The drawing depicts Seves astride a very beautiful but 

nervous dapple-gray Arabian horse, wide-eyed and legs tensed, made by 

his rider to face two rows of infantrymen armed with rifles. 
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The Practice Arena 

There is a transition from knighthood to riding schools via French 

and Italian tournaments becoming, by early seventeenth century, riding 

exhibition events called carrousels . These equestrian ballets stressed 

riding skill over any kind of combat and required elaborate staging with 

choreographed mock battles done as spectacles. In Paris during de la 

Gueriniere's time, jousts had of course been banned, leaving carrousels 

as one of the chief avenues for a nobleman to indulge himself in 

horsemanship (de la Gueriniere, trans. Boucher 1994:204-215). Much like 

in a circus arena during shoe time, riders performing in a carrousel 

moved their horses through different exercises in different sections. 

Tilting at the Ring, breaking lances at the quintain, swordfihts on 

horseback, ring racing and the foule where several riders perform 

different figures at the same time, were typically part of the 

competitions staged in the arena. All these exercises were devised to 

give a pleasing esthetic representation of war. They also inspired 

noblemen to participate since they were noninjurious. They were very 

popular in Italy towards the end of the sixteenth century. Rome and 

Naples were the sites of the most celebrated Riding Schools to which 

gentlemen came to perfect their skills. 

Maneae and Mavdan 

The French term manege refers to the exercise area for horses 

which can be outdoors or indoors. Its dimensions are approximately 3 6 

feet wide by 3 X 36 feet long. Manege can also refer to the "dressing" 

or schooling of the horse on the low and high airs which includes 

lateral and vertical suppling of the horse. Riding in the school's 

manege (arena) also used for carrousels , constituted the entertainment 

of princes and nobility who desired distinction in order to better serve 

their king and to acquire virtues and talents inseparable from those who 

make a profession of arms. This is pretty much what Bahri and 
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Circassian Mamluks were trying to do in the maydan 

Horsemanship 

Furiisivah Exercises and Dressaae 

Engaging in furuslyah exercises, in Che sense of the horse's 

performance under a rider, and dressage in the same sense, both share 

similarities of what is required physically and mentally of the horse 

and how the trainer/ rider is going to elicit these requirements from 

the horse. The nearest facsimile of refined Mamlak technique exists 

presently in upper level French equitation and in Egyptian Horse-Dance . 

A more detailed comparison of the technical aspects of these forms of 

horsemanship is needed if we are to obtain some measure of what was 

entailed in skilled MamlOk riding. This will be approached in the next 

part, PART SIX, which describes the two high school forms still with us. 
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PART SIX 

THE MAMLUK LEGACY 

It need hardly be said that with the disappearance of the Mamlilk 

fursSn the number of really well-trained horses and the number of 

individuals who could truthfully call themselves horsemen in Egypt and 

Syria drastically diminished. It is definitely the case with each nev/ 

advance in military technology, mounted cavalry became more and more 

obsolete. Yet, to my mind, this explanation does not sufficiently 

answer the question as to why furuslyah declined. The reason may be 

more attributable to the regrettable loss of the Grand Masters of the 

art of horsemanship for these were the ones who set the standards for 

riding perfection and were themselves the models of excellence that 

sincere followers desired to emulate. The manuals they left as guides 

to future horsemen, as detailed and instructive as some of them are, can 

only hint at v/hat is actually wanted and needed to preserve an art. No 

guidebook is of much use if the search for mastery is missing what the 

gifted French riding instructor. La Gueriniere refers to as 

"advantages". By this he means the qualities exhibited by a master 

horseman which he "acquired through unremittant application [of 

principles on the practice field], fostered by fortunate dispositions 

[in the horses], sustained by the emulation of the entire nobility, and 

stimulated by the prospect of reward inseparable from true merit" (de la 

Gueriniere, 1994:76). That nicely sums up exactly what the Mamluk 

experience with horses lacked in many parts of its history. In a word, 

inspired masters created interest in horsemanship among the nobility and 

as long as the military establishment supported their activities 

exceptionally-trained horses with skilled riders were not so rare. 

All was not lost though. Thanks to government support and new 

Masters of the Horse, furGsIyah lives on in two forms of equitation; 

one which unfolded in Egypt and one that evolved in France. Improving a 
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horse beyond the stage of utilitarian usuage such as was required of 

horses ridden in Mamluk PurQsIyah exercises or into Medieval combat has 

been translated into today's competition-level horse-dance and dressage. 

Just as FurJs fyah was a product of assimilation attributable to 

different sources preceeding or contemporary with the MamlQks, Egyptian 

raqs al-khayl and French haute ecole classical equitation are outgrowths 

of horsemanship as it evolved seperately in the East and the West after 

the end of the MamlOks. 

Egypt: Vestiges of an Art Found in Raas al-Khavl 

The perfecting of the horse's physicality and mental faculties 

amongst Arabs has been of paramount importance in the past, since the 

life and safety of a Arab warrior in battle depended on his horse's 

instantaneous response to guidance and even to the horse's own battle 

instincts in knowing when to avert impending injury or a death-blow. 

What was required from an Arab's war-horse, the bending or twisting of 

the shoulders and the haunches for example, would have challenged even 

the most accomplished of today's upper division dressage horses. In 

light of this dissertation's topic of interest, it should be noted that 

many of today's finest Egyptian "dancing" horses exhibit skills 

customarily associated with those found in la haute ecole of 

classical European equitation The activity of Horse Dancing . like 

Les Airs Bas and Les Airs Releves (Airs on and Airs above the Ground) 

can be seen from its roots as a sort of marshaling of a horse's battle 

skills fashioned into and exhibited as an aesthetically pleasing 

performance [Podhajsky 1967]. 

As it has evolved from Mamluk furQsfyah , raqs al khayyal , 

meaning "dance of the horseman', also known as "horse dance" {raqs al-

khayl ), in Egypt exists as a game, a hobby, and a pleasure. To a 

large degree, serious participants in this institution have maintained 

the kind of hairmonious relationship with their horses, both physically 

and mentally, that the Mamldk faris achieved. As a sport. Horse 
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Dancing confronts each contestant with that ever-present challenge all 

equestrian eventing competitors face: to perform the perfect riding 

exercise. Seen on the level of entertainment, the act of performing 

Horse Dance gives spectators the kind of pleasure we associate with 

watching a well-trained circus liberty horse. 

Desired Traits in the Dancing Horse 

Of those traits that a dancing horse should possess, ideally the 

horse should be a purebred Arabian so that it will have bred into it 

many qualities important to dancing. The horse should be graceful in 

its carriage, holding its head beautifully and its tail high. The 

horse should be of a temperament which is alert and spirited but can 

accept rigorous training and harsh treatment by European and American 

standards. The horse must be predisposed to moving to music, even 

developing what could be called an ear for music. Regarding this last 

requirement, the tempos used in Horse Dance are lively and of a definite 

folk character. The two principle essential instruments used in raqs 

al-khayl music are firstly, the mizmar , a simple doubled reeded oboe, 

made of wood (whose tube ends in a conical bell and has seven holes on 

the upper surface and one below, between the two last holes of the upper 

row) which in its smallest variety (about 30 cms long) plays the melody 

and in its medium (38-42 cms) and long versions (58-62 cms) play the 

sustained bass (basso soscenuco ) and secondly, the tabla baladi , a 

larger drum typically with two membranes, one of which is struck with a 

piece of wood, the other with a slender stick. Three other instruments 

that can be included in the mizmar formation are: the rabSba , a two-

stringed violin whose sounding-box can be a coconut with its top removed 

and over which a leather skin is stretched that is held vertically and 

played with a bow; the rig or duff , a standard-sized tambourine; and 

finally, the darabukka or simply tabla , a funnel-shaped clay drum 

with a wide neck and whose mouth is covered with goat or fish skin that 

is played across the knee and struck with the fingers of both hands and 
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which is the basic percussion instrument of nearly all Egyptian 

ensembles and orchestras, folk or professional (Alexandru, 1967: 9 u 

12) . 

Such is the challenge to horse breeders to keep creating a line of 

horses capable of such excellence. If an Egyptian Arabian horse breeder 

were asked to reflect on what might be a dancing horse's greatest 

characteristic, his response would most probably include the quality of 

"controlled impetuosity", which can best be described as contained 

tension, a readiness to break and run if given the slightest signal to 

do so. This should translate into an acute responsiveness to the 

rider's every verbal or bodily command. Even the most subtle of rider 

cues should produce an instant reaction in the horse. A really good 

dancing horse guided by voice alone should not need any other aid, 

certainly nothing as overt as bit contact, to respond instantaneously. 

When interviewed on similar lines as just proposed, one such gentleman, 

Shaykh Sulayman 'Abd al Hamid, al-'Ulwa al-TahawI, whose estate, al-

ZahrS', is now the Egyptian State Stud farm directed by the Egyptian 

Agricultural Organization (EAO), told a reporting team for New York's 

GEO magazine that he knew of a dancing horse that responded to no less 

than 37 word commands along with numerous gesture commands. Bedouin 

breeders of purebred Arabian Horses, the Tahawi clan originally came 

from Najd, the plateau region of the North-central part of the Arabian 

Peninsula in what is now Saudi Arabia, before migrating to Egypt in the 

18th century [Schraps and Szulc 1979, 78-93]. The Tahawiyya have 

traditionally acted as suppliers to renowned Egyptian horsebreeders, 

acting as agents for bedouin shaykhs in Arabia and Syria. Since the 

revolution in 19 52, many Tahawi estates and lands have been taken and 

their influence in horsebreeding programs has diminished. They were 

however, among the donators of horses to the Royal Agricultural Society 

when it was originally implemented, but it seems that presently nothing 

remains of their personal breeding stock in the Egyptian Agricultural 

Organization's (EAO) pedigrees (Forbis, 1976: 182-3). Still admired for 

their efforts, the Tahawiyya continue to be avid supporters of the ethic 
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that horses for classic Egyptian sport (racing and falconry) and show 

(dancing horses) should ideally possess all their desirable traits by 

having obtained them through proper breeding from the purest ancestral 

strains. 

Horse Dance and Breed Standards 

The tradition of dancing horses in Egypt has helped to maintain 

the care and breeding standards necessary to ensure quality in future 

generations of Arabian horses [Wassmann 1991: 74-80]. Since the breed 

has become so popular worldwide, Egyptian bred Arabian horses have to 

measure up to the quality of Arabians bred in many other countries 

including Saudi Arabia, Poland, England and the United States. It is 

the horse dancers and not necessarily the breeders who provide the 

horses with the challenges that the breed requires. In Egypt, being 

born and reared on an government subsidized stud farm, or on a privately 

owned well-to-do estate does not ensure that a horse will receive 

adequate attention. Even at al-Zahra' state stud farm, horses are not 

exercised the way they used to be in the past when they were used 

extensively in the line of police and military duty and as an upper 

class means of transportation. Inactive, besides being out of shape and 

out of practice, the horses suffer from boredom and a lack of sufficient 

human contact. This causes them to behave erratically when occasionally 

ridden which often ruins their chances of being sold since they have 

created a bad impression on apprehensive buyers. However, horses 

utilized for dancing are fortunate in having for the most part, their 

physical and emotional needs met. This can make for the ideal situation 

for bringing out their most noble and distinguishing traits. Few people 

would pass on purchasing a purebred dancing Arabian horse. 
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Management of the Sport 

Much in the spirit of old time combat, horse dancers hold their 

own contests to determine the best among their numbers. Rural clubs for 

Arabian horse breeders and trainers come together annually to join in a 

nation-wide competition. The General Federation of Rural Clubs manages 

the sport of horse dancing in Egypt and provides money for holding 

competitions and exhibitions. Dancing horses are invited to perform at 

practically every kind of celebration, festival, rural wedding, national 

exhibition and, circus event, as well as for television and film 

productions. The Egyptian union of rural clubs organizes yearly, a 

competition of asll Arabians with breeders and trainers participating 

from the "townships" where the horse rearing is undertaken. A 1979 

assessment estimated the existence of 65 stud farms scattered across 

Egypt that raise horses potentially destined to become Horse-Dance 

material. Horses entering the big competitions must not only be able to 

execute their "dance" routines with precision but they must confoirm in 

body shape and proportion to standards of excellence as conceived by 

connoisseurs as the ideal Egyptian purebred Arabian horse. 

The largest annual Horse-Dance Club competition is usually held in 

late winter at the Furusiyya (horsemanship) Club, located on al-Gazirah 

Island. The dancing horses are shipped by train or truck from townships 

and provinces of Egypt. Hopefully they arrive early enough to become 

adjusted to their new surroundings. A noisy busy fair grounds has 

sprung to life, v/ith tents and booths as well as bleachers for the 

spectators and chairs for the chosen "ring-side" spectators [Seton -

Williams and Stocks 1993, 216-218]. 

The "square" in which the competition takes place is still, as in 

Mamluk times, called a maydSn and it typifies the traditional large, 

flat and rectangular - shaped open but demarcated area once designed by 

the Mamluks for all kinds of equestrian activities. However specially 

constructed hippodromes designated for Horse Dance training, exhibition 

and competition are not permanent structures as facilities for 
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horsemanship once were in Egypt. Today's competions are staged in a 

small maydan , a rectangular arena which is sixty meters in length and 

twenty meters in width. The time has long since past in Cairo when a 

keen interest in horsemanship such as that demonstrated by several 

thirteenth and fourteenth century Mamluk sultans, could generate the 

construction of huge meiydan s (Arabic pi. maySdln ) capable of 

containing hundreds of riders. Many of these famous MamlQk maySdIn 

have long since been converted into various sized public squares. The 

others have vanished, only known to us through past topographers' works 

[Vire 1965, vol. VI, 912-13]. 

Judging Contestants 

Various levels of competition - from those making their debut to 

the seasoned veterans - take place during these club contests. However, 

professionals are not allowed to compete with amateurs. Among amateurs 

though, there are many suited for the advanced stages of Horse Dance 

performance. All levels are required to demonstrate that they know the 

classic steps associated with "the dance". These dance moves correspond 

exactly with combat moves characterictic with Mamluk furusiyah 

Compulsory Movements: 

Rags al-Khayl as a sporting event has many rules. Dancing 

horses differ in their aptitude or level of training and in their 

ability to perform the customary technical steps involved in the 

dancing. At the serious competitive level, the requirements for dance 

and dressage-like maneuvers are stringent. The contestant is required 

to execute compulsory movements such as tahlya , meaning "salute", 

where the horse extends the foreleg horizontally above ground and holds 

it steady for a moment. Optional movements such as having the horse sit 

or perform an exercise which immobilizes the horse for ten seconds, 

after which a rifle or revolver is fired over the horse's head, are done 
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in order to prove the horse's self-control. Likewise, prancing in time 

to a particular drum beat, usually a well-known rhythm like baladi , 

meaning "native" or * country-like* or a popular Sa'idi rhythm from 

Upper Egypt called wahid wa nisf , meaning "one and one half", is 

required during these contests. This prance should be performed either 

in place or while moving forward or in a square very slowly. Done 

correctly, the right foreleg and the left hind leg lift simultaneously 

approximately ten centimeters or four inches off the ground. These are 

replaced by the left fore and right hind lifting together in the same 

fashion. Besides this prancing movement called murahha^ , referring to 

the "square" placement of the horse's stance, the horse must be able to 

do three other rhythmic types of movement. The most difficult of these 

is the ca'kTla , where the horse standing in place, bends the right 

foreleg to his chest and propels himself off both hind feet 

simultaneously, in a rhythmic repetition for fifteen hops called nahra 

s. Then the horse must exchange front legs and repeat the same sequence 

of hops. A second rhythmic movement required is called the ijwaz or 

igwaz in Egyptian dialect, which is an action combining the prancing in 

the front legs while doing the jumps of the ta'kila with the 

hindquarters. A very difficult third variety of rhythmic movement has 

the horse doing the flexed front leg, say the right fore, while the hind 

legs kick out sideways parallel to each other in a rhythmic side-to-side 

motion. This is humorously referred to as the Charleston [Forbis 

1976, 399 and Saleh, Maher 1965, 2, 70-71, 78, 80-81]. 

The Scoring System 

Contestants will be judged according to definite rules and 

regulations. A jury of three persons appointed by the Federation 

Committee judges each contestant using a scoring system involving a 

total possible score of up to 105 points. Points are distributed into 

several categories. The first category is worth up to 25 points. Here 

the judges are looking for beauty, correct conformation and how close 
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the horse fits breed standards. They will be looking for such desired 

physical characteristics as short and alert ears, broad forehead, wide 

jaw, small muzzle, large nostrils, large eyes placed low in the head, 

thin lips, a curvature in the neck, breadth in the chest, levelness of 

Che back, a shapely and compact body, high tail carriage, lean 

extremities with leg and joint "soundness", meaning a lack of physical 

flaws that if present, do or could potentially interfere with the 

correct action of the legs or their ability to bear weight and finally, 

a soft coat with no curly hair. The acceptable size of a horse is from 

fourteen to fifteen and a half hands, which is 142 to 157 centimeters or 

56 to 62 inches tall, measured from the horse's withers. The average 

weight is seldom more than 453 kilograms or about 1,000 lbs. [The Aramco 

World Staff 1986: 4-5]. 

The Proper Attire 

In the next category, that of being costumed correctly and 

elegantly, up to ten points may be awarded. Tasteful ornamentation of 

the horse is a necessity. Some of the saddle embroidery designs with 

arabesque and floral motifs or royal insignias, have been passed down 

from various Islamic dynasties who have ruled over Egypt, including the 

'Abbasids (750-1258), the Fatimids (909-1169), the Ayyubids (1169-1252) 

and the Mamluks (1805-1952). 

Throughout the Nile Valley craftesmen create beautiful show-

quality tack for dancing horses. The descendants of saddle makers 

{shurujiya or shuruglya in the Egyptian dialect), who once specialized 

in making these elegant horse trappings for Mamluk elite still reside on 

a narrow street called caht al-rub' in a commercialized older eastern 

quarter of Cairo which has survived from medieval times and continues to 

manufacture horseshoes and stirrups [Abu -Lughod 1971, 188-193]. With 

the decline in economy, aluminum, denim and woolen yarn have been 

substituted for silver, velvet and silk thread in saddle materials to be 

affordable to the average person. However, rich Egyptians still have 
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saddles custom-made from expensive materials, even covering their 

saddles with gold. Traditional costuming includes a breast piece called 

labba , with pompoms or tassels and a headstall and reins (the bridle) 

called lijam , of bright colors with similar pompoms or tassels. A 

metal bit may be used or just a chain looped over the nose with the 

reins attached underneath, somewhat like a Mexican bozel , knotted to 

the chain. This bridle arrangement is called a rasan . Nothing is 

supposed to distract from the beauty of the horse so the rider wears a 

plain colored or white gallabiya , and a woolen or cotton cap called a 

cagTya . Basically the judges are looking for a certain idealized 

"Arabian* look, richly decked out in elegant tack befitting such a noble 

line of horses. 

Another ten points can be gained based on the contestant's 

horsemanship with reference to his balance and overall appearance while 

riding so as not to detract from the horse. To earn points here the 

rider must appear to be remaining entirely passive, "acting merely as 

living ballast that does not disturb the rhythmic timing but pliantly 

follows the movements of the horse" (Forbis, 1976 : 410). 

A Sequence of Mandatory Exercises 

Scoring of the compulsory dance movements briefly described above, 

is based on their execution during seven sequences which, taken 

together, make up the major portion of the competition. They are as 

follows: 

(1) As the band begins to play, the horse and rider enter the maydan . 

At a walk, the contestant should maintain light contact with his horse's 

mouth, (not pulling back with any degree of tension), use free swinging 

leg aids, (so that pressure applied to the side's of the horse is 

minimal but actively felt), and keep a pliant seat, (letting the pelvis 

tip back and forth in order to move with the action of the horse) . 

Approaching the judges, the horse salutes, performing the tahzya , first 
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with one front leg extension horizontal to the ground and then with the 

other leg. Done smartly, the rider may earn up to five points for this 

opening move. 

(2) Next the rider collects his horse, (gathering up the slack in the 

reins and applying leg pressure to bring the horse into readiness) in 

order to prance in place, doing the murabba* . This movement is very 

similar to the European dressage piaffe where the bending of the 

hindquarters, animated by impulsion, produces the correct action of the 

horse's back to allow the forelegs to step loftily from the shoulder and 

to prolong the action of the steps and to support an arched high neck 

carriage bending supplely at the poll. Weight distribution, 

coordination, elasticity, energy, and loftiness are all attributes that 

judges are looking for in the horse's execution of this segment. If 

properly executed in time to the musical accompaniment, it is worth ten 

points. 

(3) Next the horse is cued to proceed into a figure eight at a 

collected gallop, (maintaining short rhythmic strides without much 

speed). Suppleness, correct leads, (pertaining to the placement of the 

horse's legs with respect to weight distribution on the right or left 

side of the horse, depending on which way the horse is circling) with 

graceful and properly timed changes, (of the leading leg when passing 

through the center of the figure eight), and maintaining good action in 

the hindquarters are important features the judge's are looking for in 

this exercise. This part is worth up to another ten points if done 

wel 1. 

(4) Coming to a halt, the horse is cued to perform the murabba' 

again, dancing in place or performing an additional movement like the 

Charleston. . Done with style, it is possible to gain another ten 

points for this sequence. 
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(5)/'(6) After this, the horse is hand-galloped (with extended strides 

and acceleration in speed), on the right lead away from the judges and 

given the cue to execute a flying lead change, (which requires the shift 

in weight to occur between one stride and the next), to the left lead as 

the horse is gallopsed full speed back towards the judges. After 

stopping extremely abruptly, the horse is ask to salute once more on the 

left and on the right. The gallop can be worth ten points and the 

salute five more points. 

(7) In the last sequence of the competition, the rider may elect to 

perform any optional movement which demonstrates steadiness and 

obedience in the horse. Some riders choose to perform the mirmah , 

racing forward, abruptly stopping while thrusting the end of their long 

staff, the shuma , into the ground and then while continuing to hold 

onto it, proceeding to gallop around that pole, making sure not to 

accidentally pull it out of the ground. Others may choose to have their 

horse bow on bended knees to the judges or execute a salute while 

sitting on the haunches. Advanced horses may be asked to do a rhythmic 

movement like the ta'kila step where the horse balances on one foreleg 

while lifting the other, with the hind-quarters working rhythmically in 

a hopping motion. Which ever they choose to have their horse do, the 

optional portion is worth ten points as well [Forbis 1976 409-414]. 

It is then up to the jury to decide who is the winner. Receiving 

recognition for having won is a proud moment for a rider and his friends 

and family who have put so much time into training their horse and made 

so many sacrifices, usually financially, in order to keep such an 

expensive animal. It has taken a period of several days for each of the 

contests to have proceeded through their different levels of expertise. 

All those having participated or witnessed so much splendid horsemanship 

exhibited in one place, are left at the closing ceremonies in a curious 

state of sensory overload which usually lingers in the mind for some 

time to come. When the games are over and everyone has packed up and 
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left for home, its as if the whole experience has been but a wonderful 

dream. 

France: Haute Eaol& 

In feudalistic society, it was the responsibility of the landed 

aristocracy to provide fully trained and equipped knights to fight in 

campaigns. Not surprisingly some estates became, to all intents and 

purposes, military academies thereby beginning a long association of the 

nobility with horsemanship. Originally born of necessity for purposes 

of battle, the traditions of military equitation would continue because 

of the personal interest taken in it by the nobles inspite of important 

changes that occurred. The military's role in France would eventually 

shift as the feudal army is replaced by mercenary troops, military force 

is concentrated in the hands of the king, and feudalism is crushed by 

the monarchy. The ideas and (moeurs) established within French society 

by Christianity would alter in time as well. With a renewal of interest 

in the antiquities, faith in the Church's authority would diminish. 

Eventually the traditional line connecting religion and politics would 

break and the unity of church and state would weaken as people became 

more divided in their beliefs. At the same time, the discovery of a new 

trading routes boosted the development of material interests in Europe. 

As modernization encroached on every institution, France's system of 

military would embark on a different path which would essentially leave 

mounted cavalry on the sidelines of defensive and offensive modes. 

By the sixteenth century the French cavalry was armed with 

firearms but the position of the horse as a weapon of war was under 

question. The tactician Machiavelli wrote in 1520 that: 
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It is only right to have some cavalry to support and assist 

infantry, but not to look upon them as the main force of an 

army for they highly necessary to reconnoiter and to lay 

waste an enemy's country and to cut off their convoys; but 

in the field battles which commonly decide the fate of 

nations, they are fitter to pursue an enemy that is routed 

and flying than anything else {Davis 1998:147). 

In another five hundred years the horse would have essentially 

been retired from the battlefield when the repeating rifle put an end 

the conventional cavalry charge. Cavalry could still assist in 

preventing the enemy from rallying forces and it was useful in providing 

cover to the army's rear in a retreat. Horses remained very useful in 

performing reconnaissance and in maintaining control over large 

territorial acquisitions as well as for transporting men and equipment 

to enemy lines. It was not until the Napoleonic era (1803-1813) that 

cavalry charges were brought back in French battle tactics. Mobile 

field artillery disrupted enemy infantry formations and the cavalry 

charged in to finish the job (Kieswetter 1994, 637). The deadly 

alliance of the two proved to be the most potent military weapon of the 

nineteenth century. Horses were back in demand, especially in light of 

the fact that battle casualties among horses were estimated to be about 

one third higher than those for the soldiers. Horse loss from cannon 

grape shot and gunshot wounds was common but the major cause of death 

was from saber cuts often inflicted accidentally by their own riders. 

Post-Mamluk European Masters of the Horse 

It is from Renaissance Italy that the history of dressage proper 

traditionally begins. Xenophon's works had been rediscovered and were 

much studied by Italian riding masters. It is possible to trace the 

evolution of dressage from this period of history onwards because like 
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the Mamlviks, various famous masters in existing schools left a number of 

authoritative treatises from their own era which each teach a dressage 

style that harkens back to their master's theory and technique blended 

with their own added innovations. 

Individual masters could not help but leave their own stamp on the 

art. To be sure their personal experiences in training horse and rider 

led some to formulate methods into dogmatic dictates which sparked 

controversy among them. Henry Wynmalen warns dressage students that 

theory in training and riding should inspire experimentation which in 

turn furthers the art of horsemanship. If as he warns us, theory is 

"elevated into dogma, it becomes a straight-jacket wherein the art 

itself will finally be strangled" (Wynmalen 1971:25). 

Innovative thought rooted in a shared set of basic principles has 

characterized the master horseman's world for centuries. However 

starting in the sixteenth century there occurs an era of extraordinary 

advancement in equestrian knowledge that continues through the 

seventeenth century. A few brilliant horsemen revolutionized general 

thinking in their time. There were those who introduced riding forms 

which considerably improved on older styles, giving the rider better 

balance and control. There were also those who introduced training 

techniques that insured greater success in gentling, suppling, 

strengthening and motivating the horse. What follows is a list of the 

most prominent Riding Masters who shaped advanced level equitation in 

Europe by taking the movements executed by horse and rider which were 

developed for battle use and turning these into an art form: 

Count Fiaschi - an Italian riding master who taught in the first 

academy established in Italy at Padua, and who was one of the first in 

Renaissance Europe to regenerate interest in the classic teachings of 

Xenophon. In 1559, he wrote a treatise which emphasized the importance 

of suppleness as well as obedience in the horse. Fiaschi was the first 

riding instructor to describe a system of combined leg, hand and voice 

signals (aids ) given to the horse by the rider. 
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Federico Grisone - Fiaschi's star pupil, spread his teacher's 

methodology throughout Europe. He started his own academy called the 

School of Naples in 1532 that attracted noblemen from throughout Europe. 

He initiated the popular use of suppling movements for the horse still 

practiced today, such as performing a six-meter diameter circle called a 

voice or proceeding through a series of equally proportioned loops 

ridden across Che arena which Cogether are called a serpentine . 

Giovanni Pignatelli - student of Grisone and teacher of Pluvinel 

and of de la Broue, who realized that circus horsemanship in Naples was 

the repository of enviable skills which achieved obedience and grace in 

their performing horses without the use of harsh measures. So, 

Pignatelli decided to employ some circus riders hailing from 

Constantinople to stay with him and teach him their training techniques. 

Perhaps from the experience he gained from them, Pignatelli introduced 

the important concepC of working laterally with a horse. This is where 

the horse through Che aids moves forward and sideways at the same time. 

He is also probably the trainer who introduced the ground-training 

method which posicions the horse between two pillars to learn how to 

execute Airs Above Che Ground . Here the horse stands fastened to reins 

attached to either pillar and is worked in place without a rider. 

Vienna's Spanish Riding School still uses "Pillar work" to train horses. 

Salamon de la Broue (1530-1610) - authored Le Cavallerice 

Frangois, published in 1593, which was an important early French 

equitation reference because it stressed what periodically dropped out 

of the training approach in Europe and the Middle East, a gentle 

approach to the horse to obtain a light and effortless way of going. 

Antoine de Pluvinel (1555-1620) - In France, he gave riding 

lessons to Louis XIII as a prince and continued to do so until the early 

years of his reign. In 1623, Pluvinel wrote L'insruction du roy en 

1'exercise de monter a cheval which was published in 1625 as Manege 
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Royal . It was intended as an explanation of riding technique composed 

in the form of a conversation between a teacher and a royal pupil that 

follows a similar philosophy of horsemanship. Considered one of the 

most famous French ecuyers (riding instructors) in French equitation 

history, his royal involvement gave him fame and provided he impetus to 

start the growth of horsemanship in France. One of his students, de 

Saint-Val is credited as the one to first open the French Academy at 

Saumur in 1600 (de Roaldes 1949:vol.30, no.2:16). 

Duke of New Castle, William Cavendish (1592-1675) - 'Master of 

Horses" to King Charles I and governor under his heir, Charles II, the 

Duke was a dressage exponent. After being banished from England in 

1645, in went into exile in Antwerp, Belgium. Living there for many 

years he gained a good deal of knowledge of the French equestrian arts. 

While there he who wrote a classic work in 1657 entitled La Methods et 

Invention Nouvelle de Dresser les Chevaux. This treatise was translated 

into English in 1743 with the title, A General System of Horsemanship . 

Unfortunately, he represents a return to a more domineering approach to 

horsemanship, believing that rather than the rider following the ways of 

the horse, the horse should obey the rider and even fear him. He may 

have fallen out of favor with this line of thinking with trainers who 

held to the idea that cooperation between horse and horseman is 

preferable to submission. The Duke later wrote another great but 

lesser-known dressage work in 1667, first written in English as A New 

Method, and Extraordinary Invention, to Dress Horses which was later 

translated into the French in 1674, as La Methode Nouvelle et Invention 

Extraordinaire de Dresser les Chevaux . De la Guerimiere quotes in a 

loose fashion from this work in his own equitation work. 
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Jacques de Solleysel (1617-1630) - wrote Le Parfa.ic Mareschal 

published in 1664 and translated into English by Sir William Hope in 

1717. He was in charge of the horses belonging to the royal household 

of Versailles, and was highly regarded for his equestrian as well as 

equine veterinary knowledge. 

Francois Antoine de Vendeuil, director of the famed Riding Academy 

of Paris, was praised by his student, Francois Robichon de la 

Gueriniere, for continuing past generations of trainers' development of 

horsemanship along lines which furthered its grace and precision as an 

art and its precision as a science. 

Franpois Robichon de la Gueriniere (- 1688-1751) opened a riding 

school in Paris in 1715, where he taught equitation opposite the Palais 

de Luxembourg . He assumed directorship of the Riding Academy of Paris 

in 1716 following in the foot-steps of his teacher de Vendeuil. In 1730 

de la Guerinere's skill in horsemanship gained him directorship of the 

Academie des Tuileries , a post he retained nearly twenty years until 

his death. His work formulated the foundations upon which the Spanish 

Riding School in Vienna based their technique and theory. His influence 

is also seen in the principles espoused by the Cadre Noir School in 

Saumur, France. 

During his time at the Riding Academy and in his years as director 

of the royal stables in the Tuileries from 1730 to 1751, he contributed 

greatly to the art and science of riding. The methods and principles he 

espoused have found their highest expression in the great riding 

academies of Vienna, Saumur and Hanover. His illustrated work, Ecole de 

Cavalerie , published in Paris in four parts from 1729 to 1731, then as 

one single text in 1733, and thereafter, between the years 1740 and 1802 

under various titles, represents the author's grand attempt at producing 

a distilled, more concise and logical version of the accumulated 

knowledge of renowned sixteenth century riding masters. 
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Of his many contributions, de la Gueriniere taught his pupils to 

sit the horse in a fashion that is still advocated among English riders 

where the lower leg is held slightly behind the vertical so that an 

imaginary straight line could be drawn through the rider's ear, hip, and 

heel. He is also credited with having taken the schooling and suppling 

exercises already in use, one step further by developing two movements 

still thought to be vital to a horse's training. The first is a 

movement of the horse called "shoulder-in", a lateral movement where the 

forelegs follow one track and the hind legs another. This movement can 

be used to rebalance a horse which has fallen out of it. The second 

move that de la Gueriniere developed that he used to achieve greater 

suppleness in the horse is called the "counter-canter", where the horse 

is deliberately asked to lead with the "wrong" leg while maintaining 

flexion to the leading leg. 

Military Schools 

As warfare technology changed and speed and mobility became 

paramount, horses were bred to be lighter and more spirited which in 

many ways required the mounted fighter to be more skilled in 

horsemanship. Destriers , as big and heavy battle horses suitable for 

battle charges and tournament jousts, had been bred to carry the weight 

of full armor and weaponry. Encumbered and off-balance, the knight 

needed manageable horses who displayed the steadier predictable 

characteristics of draft horses. The emergence of a lighter, more hot-

blooded cavalry mount called for greater sensitivity on the rider's 

part, and more innovative ways to accomplish training goals. Riding 

schools would rise to meet the challenge. 

The European Riding Schools cultivate Haute tcole equitation, many 

of whose movements originated in battle. From the sixteenth to the 

eighteenth century they represented the peak of perfection of dressage 

emphasizing what in former times included training the war horse to 

raise his body off the ground with his forelegs or with both fore and 
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hind legs or to perforin jumps of various sorts; all defensive and 

offensive measures to assist the rider while engaged in single combat. 

"High School Airs" are traditionally divided into two main categories; 

those performed on the ground. Airs Bas . and those performed above the 

ground. Airs Releves (Baronowski 1955: 75). Among the Airs Bas there 

are: the gallopade , the passage , the piaffe , the volte , the demi-

volc , the pirouetce, and the redopp . Movements classified as Airs 

Releves include: the mezair , the pesade or levade , and the pesade 

hauce which at present in France is called "courbette", not to be 

confused with the School Jump called courbette . In addition to the 

above, there are a number of "Jumps" classic to Haute Ecole horsemanship 

which all come under the classification of Sauts d'Ecole (School Jumps). 

These include: the courbecce , the cerre a terre, the croupade , the 

cabriole , and the ballotade (Baronowski 1955: 76). Schools have always 

been keenly interested in the Airs Releves and the Sauts d'Ecole so 

these will be described next. 

The courbette as it is presently done at the Spanish Riding School 

differs from the movement, also called a courbette , performed by past 

school masters back when a School Jump known as a mezair was then known 

as the courbette (Podhajsky 1967:274). This consisted of a series of 

short 1 evades in which the forehand of the horse touched the ground for 

a moment after each jump. The mezair , though a classic Air is rarely 

ever seen in exhibitions. Some have described it as a "demi-courbette" 

because the horse's front limbs lift higher than in a terre-a-terre 

jump, but lower than in the courbeCCe (Cassart £c Moirant 1979:170). 

Presently, it is generally agreed that the courbette is a series of 

jumps the horse does while on his hind legs without the forelegs 

touching the ground. The exercise is divided into three phases: the 

first being the piaffe, the next being the levade as it develops from 

the piaffe and the third being a jump on the hind legs while in the 

levade position. Technically speaking, the levade and the pesade are 

preparatory to doing "Airs above the ground" and they are also both 

preliminary stages for doing "School Jumps" (Podhajsky 1967:269). Up 
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until the nineteenth century, masters seem to have only developed the 

pesade , where the horse is asked to lift his forehand off the ground 

with lowered hocks, to accomplish a forty-five degree angle with his 

body relative to the ground. Beginning in the twentieth century this 

was modified to where the height of the horse's body from the ground was 

reduced, making the angle thirty degrees. This new style became the 

levade and is the pose characteristically seen in equestrian monument 

statues. The Capriole like the courbetCe exercises, is developed from 

the levade . If the horse in training jumps from the levade position by 

pushing his whole weight off the ground with his hind legs so that his 

back and hindquarters move to the horizontal, then this horse will be 

able to learn the capriole as well as the ballotade and the croupade 

moves (Podhajsky 1967: 272). In the capriole , when the horse jumps off 

the ground, he kicks out with his hind legs at the moment when his body 

reaches the horizontal. This is a particularly powerful maneuver which 

is obviously a tactic of combat. It is considered to be the most 

difficult of all Airs above the Ground exercises and therefore was 

taught to the horse after the other related jumps had been mastered. 

The first phase in this process is to practice the croupade , in which 

the horse jumps off the ground in a position similar to the pesade and 

in the air, tucks his legs underneath his body. In this body position 

which is not horizontal to the ground, the horse is also learning to 

prepare itself for landing out of a courJbette jump onto its hind legs. 

Taking this a step further. The horse is asked to come out the levade 

position, a steeper angle, thereby allowing for a stronger spring into a 

higher jump, into a complete horizontal. While momentarily horizontal 

to the ground the hind legs are tucked under the horse's body so that 

the horse-shoes can be seen from behind. Correctly done, this movement 

called the hallocade does not have the horse kick out while in air. 

Obviously, there is extensive theory behind the teaching of 

dressage. much of which developed in the French schools of the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries that reached their zenith in the 

Ecole de Versailles and found their most famous exponent in de la 
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Gueriniere, immortal author of Ecole de Cavalerie . Although this 

school ceased to exist as a result of the French Revolution, its 

traditions were kept alive through the nineteenth century, and up to our 

time, by other schools in Germany, Vienna, and France. 

Some prominent early schools of horsemanship began as centers for 

tournaments and riding contests that evolved into equestrian academies. 

By showing riders and trainers which methods will produce the best 

results, these schools set a standard of achievement for a classical 

style of riding which went beyond the practical into the realm of 

sublime experience. In essence then, the classical riding schools 

gradually turned their efforts towards the purpose of schooling the 

horses in order to give indoor displays of refined, elegant and advanced 

equitation. That tradition has been maintained to this day in 

unadulterated form by the Spanish Riding school in Vienna, Austria, 

Cadre Noir in Saumur, France, Weedon in England and Hanover in Germany. 

At the same time, institutional school riding for the purpose of 

establishing exceptional rapport between horse and rider has somewhat 

estranged itself from the other equestrian skills which by both past and 

present standards define a "real" horseman. These include cross-country 

riding (once accommodated by participation in the Chase) and jumping 

(Miiseler, 1969 :60-1). 

According to papers preserved in the archives of the Imperial 

Court in Vienna The Spanish Riding School was founded sometime in the 

second half of the sixteenth century. Expenditure records indicate that 

Che Royal Court's interest in the equitational arts had grown to the 

point that in 1565 they invested in the construction of an indoor arena 

on the palace premises. By 1565, riding and training within the court 

is referred to as the "Spanish Manege which one of the school's past 

directors, the famous Alois Podhajsky, believes is possible proof of the 

school's existence before Pluvinel's manege in France (Podhajsky 

1967:250). The school evidently acquired its name from the Spanish-

blooded Andalusian horses first trained there in the arts of classical 

riding. At some point the school began to specialize in one breed, the 
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Lipizzaner who were certainly Andalusians with a high proportion of Barb 

and Arabian blood. 

The Spanish Riding School's present home, the Hofreitschule , 

forms part of the Imperial Palace. The Baroque-style hall within which 

the horses perform for today's public, yesterday's guests of the court, 

was designed by Josef Fischer von Erlach who was commissioned in 1729 by 

Emperor Charles VI, to build a structure which would enhance the dignity 

of the riding arts (Podhajsky 1967:251). Opposite the entrance, on the 

first gallery is the royal box in which hangs the portrait of its patron 

Charles VI mounted on a Lipizzaner stallion. . Though very impressive in 

its architecture the hall's conservative appearance is designed to make 

the brilliant performance of the horses and their riders the center of 

attention. 

The Spanish Riding School's "dancing white horses", had gained 

worldwide fame not just for its spectacle but for its efforts at 

preserving classical riding traditions. The entry way of the building 

that houses the school has a stone tablet bearing the inscription : 

"This Imperial Riding School was built in 173 5 by order of the Emperor 

Charles VI, son of the late Emperor Leopold I, under the supervision of 

Gundaker, Count Althann, the general Director of Buildings and Head of 

the Imperial stables, [to be used] for the education and instruction of 

young nobles and for the training of horses for Hauce Ecole [classical 

equitation] and combat" (Dossenbach U Dossenbach 1998:284). The daily 

routine of the school emphasizes training over staging performances 

although the public can observe both. Alois Podhajsky felt this would 

encourage the school's riders to always keep in mind their 

responsibility to keep up traditions and exhibit the dignified 

appearance that goes along with their school's royal Austrian heritage. 

Originally only intended for members of the court, the school was 

compelled after the end of the Austro-Hungarian Empire in 1918, to take 

in students and open the institution to the general public. 

When a performance is given, it follows a traditional format which 

exhibits horses in different phases of training. The spectator follows 
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the course of the whole education of a stallion in witnessing the 

various examples. The performance contains seven of these arranged as 

follows* 

1) Four year old stallions, representing the introductory phase of a 

horse's schooling are ridden forward and asked to show a willingness to 

accept the riders cues or aids. 

2) Fully trained adult horses enter and perform all the difficult Airs 

and Paces of the Hauce Scale including the pirouette, the flying-lead 

change, the pia.ffe, and the passage, plus all of the exercises contained 

within advanced dressage tests. 

3) Performing the Pas de Deu-v or the Pas de Trois , seasoned horses work 

in duets and threesomes performing Figures with great precision. 

4) Next comes maneuvers the horse does "in Hand" , meaning without a 

rider but under the guidance of a person standing beside him. Here, the 

audience is shown the preparation of horses for the exercises done above 

the ground, including the piaffe, alongside the arena wall and in 

between the classic two pillars, as well as the levade , the caprioles , 

and corbettes, also done in hand. 

5) There follows a demonstration "on the long rein" where the rider 

walking behind his horse giving him rein cues only, and shows the 

audience all of the exercises performed by the stallions when ridden by 

their riders. 

5) Now the moment comes when the horses with their riders perform the 

difficult Airs Eleves . standing motionless in the levade or jumping 

high into the air in caprioles , courfaetces , and ballotades .All of 

these exercises above the ground are performed without stirrups. 

7) The traditional conclusion of the performance is an exhibition of 

School Quadrille done by four, eight, or twelve riders who move their 

horses in perfect unison to the accompaniment of classical music. The 

graceful ease with which this quadrille is performed requires the most 

exceptionally trained horses of all. 
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The French Cavalry School at Saumur, L'Ecole de Cavalerie , 

teaches a wider scope of disciplines than the Spanish Riding School but 

is firmly rooted in the same principles. The exhibitions this school 

performs for visitors is a perfect rendition of Haute Ecole equitation 

as taught by the French riding masters of the Baroque period with a 

distinctly martial quality acquired from the eighteenth century. 

As de Pluvinel's student, Louis XIII (1610-1643) was mainly 

interested in applying himself to advanced dressage exercises, with 

little real concern for training cavalry in the techniques of war. 

Later, his great-great-grandson, Louis XV (1755-1774) saw more reason to 

train the cavalry into a mobile, well-organized, efficient fighting 

force. He has numerous schools created and in 17 65, the academy at 

Saumur became a cavalry-oriented school and perhaps, if Vienna did not 

establish one before them, the first manege by virtue of having built a 

riding hall. It was here that the Royal Corps des Carabiniers were 

trained (Dossenbach U Dossenbach,1998:286). 

In the following decades, the Royal Cavalry changed its training 

venue several times. For a while it was housed in the Palace at 

Versailles, where there was a large enough stables to accommodate them. 

The school was closed during the French revolution and under the reign 

of Napoleon, but re-opened permanently in 1825 under the name of "Royal 

School of Cavalry" (de Roaldes 1949: vol.30, no.2:17). In that same 

year when the Royal Cavalry settled into its residence at Saumur, Louis 

XVIII (1314-1824) opened another riding academy at Saumur as well. The 

instructors at the French Cavalry Schools traditionally wore blue 

uniforms and were therefore known as the Cadre Bleu . In order that the 

Royal School instructors at Saumur could be distinguished from the 

others, they adopted black coats with gold embroidery and braids, 

thereby coming to be known as Cadre Noir . 

In 1969 the French Cavalry School changed into a training center 

for armored divisions but the Cadre Noir continued to exist as the 

teaching staff at the National Equestrian Institute, considered separate 

from the Cavalry School. In 1972, the Cadre Noir took over the training 
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program which had formerly been under the government Department for 

Youth and Sport. It also became L'Ecola nacionale d'eguicacion , which 

has since then become world famous for teaching prospective dressage, 

show jumping, and military riders. However they remain true to their 

original assignment which is to preserve the dressage style of the 

former Royal cavalry. 

The School at Saumur specializes in performing quadrilles in the 

older French style using Thoroughbreds to ride the Figures in the three 

basic gaits of walk, crot and canter. An especially flowing traveling 

exercise performed diagonally across the arena is the quadrille team's 

"counter-changes of hand" where the horse's outer legs cross in front of 

its inner ones at each side step as it moves forward and sideways 

simultaneously. The quadrille exhibition also features the passage 

which has been dubbed the 'Spanish step" by this school. Considered a 

difficult maneuver, it is a collected trot with regular, high, very 

cadenced leg movements. Doing passage in place, turning the move into 

the piaffe , also seen as a difficult movement, is not performed at 

Saumur. 

The cavalry school at Saumur also does the Airs Eleves and the 

Sauts . However it gets a little confusing when trying to keep the 

names for the Airs and the Jumps straight because different movements at 

the Saumur School and the Spanish Riding School have the same names. 

Two give some examples: at Saumur, the movement where the standing horse 

energetically kicks out backwards on command is called a croupade which 

we have seen not the same move in the Spanish riding school. The Saumur 

sauceurs of the Anglo-Norman Horse Breed also perform what they call a 

courbetze which we have seen is called a pesade in the Spanish Riding 

School. The Pesade at Saumur exhibitions is a salute where the horses 

are made to rear on their hindlegs with their bodies more than forty-

five degrees with their forelegs bent. The Spanish Riding would 

classify this as a plain rearing of the horse. 
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Dressage 

Dressage has its roots in ancient Troy in game later introduced to 

the Romans. In this Trojan game teams of riders each with a team 

captain to command proceedings, performed circles, did evolutions in a 

group and did what is called "figure riding", in complicated routines 

involving riding towards and away from one another (Dossenbach and 

Dossenbach 1998: 160). What they did was similar to what modern day 

quadrille teams do except it involved three teams instead of four, each 

with twelve members. Riders could be split up in multiples of twelve 

(into six, four, three or two horses) to facilitate wheeling about into 

columns one behind the other, into rows next to each other, or into 

whole, half, quarter, or eighth-size circles. Coming together to form 

two groups of eighteen, one group could face the other from opposite 

sides or ends of the arena, move towards one another, meet in the center 

and perform circles or wheel-abouts in various combinations often with 

one partner (Henry: 1951:45-51, 116-117). Important equestrian military 

training during Che period of the Roman Emperors, this game taught 

riders how to manoeuvre as individuals and as a group in an orderly 

fashion. It performance as a routine was beneficial because it 

contained in compact version, all the formations and movement which 

cavalry would use in the field of battle. From doing the exercise 

groups gained a feel for the timing and spacing needed to operate as a 

combat unit. Riders had to listen carefully to leader commands and 

never loose their concentration, especially if they wanted to maintain 

tight configurations of horses and other tricky group formations. 

Normally done in a hippodrome, there was the added necessity of 

accurately gauging distances, timing moves to fit the space, changing 

gaits at will, and performing sharp turns. This was good preparation 

for encounters with the enemy in the field and would show whether the 

men and the horses were ready for the real thing. 

The "Golden Age" of dressage occurred in the Baroque Period of 

European history when lavishly costumed horsemen mounted on elegant 
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horses of Spanish and Southern Italian bloodlines put on displays of 

horsemanship. This included tournaments, once dangerous, but now in 

these courtly entertainments, harmless mock skirmishes. These consisted 

of elegantly arranged displays of single combats, staged confrontations 

between groups, and spectacular evolutions in large processions 

involving two teams of eight, twelve or sixteen horsemen (Cassart £c 

Moirant 197 9:51) Members of the nobility liked nothing better than to 

ride in these festive exhibitions called carrousels, showing off their 

magnificent horses and their own equestrian skills. One of the most 

celebrated of these was the carrousel organized by Louis XIV in Paris in 

1662, after which the square between the Louvre and the Tuileries was 

named, the Place de Carrousel. 

Dressage from the French verb, dresser , refers to the schooling 

of an animal, which goes beyond "training* in the sense of sports 

fitness by putting the emphasis more on the mental approach to the 

animal's understanding. In its correct usage, dressage only applies to 

a more advanced stage in an animal's instruction, where it is learning 

more, possibly a great deal more than is required ordinarily. In France 

the process of rendering a horse amenable to carrying a rider peaceably 

and reasonably effectively to suit most people's requirements is known 

as debourrage which is roughly equivalent to the term "breaking" coined 

from America's "Old West" days. Dressage belongs to the classical arts 

of riding because by its very definition dressage aims at obtaining 

perfect harmony between rider and horse in a natural way and in full 

consideration of the psychology of the horse. As the great German 

riding master, Wilhelm Museler expressed it: "Everything which is 

contrary to nature, all artificiality or artificial gaits, are outside 

the classical art of riding." The horse should give the impression of 

doing of his own accord, what is required of him. 

Dressage training is guided by a fundamental principle espoused 

originally by Xenophon which states that the procedure to be followed in 

dressage training must be determined by the end to be attained, by the 
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time available for accomplishing this, by the nature and breed of horse 

to be schooled and by the abilities, level of knowledge and temperament 

of the riders who are to undergo the instruction (Museler. 1969:62) . 

Erik Herbermann, author of The Dressage Formula , a modern day treatise 

written very much in the style of the Mamluk furusiyab manuscripts, 

describes all that is entailed in attaining unity between horse and 

rider as "the mosaic of horsemanship' (Herbermann 1980: 25). In a long 

list of reflections on the correct mental approach to horsemanship he 

makes it patently clear that it rests with the rider to cultivate a 

refined degree of self-control, a heightened sense of awareness of the 

horse's immediate needs, a very much extended concentration span, a 

disciplined attitude towards schooling exercises, and a judicious but 

not dictatorial quality of command over the horse (Herbermann 1980: 22-

26) . He stresses that the main motivation that generates all these 

qualities in a horseman should be love for the horses. He tells 

students that "when this theme encompasses all our intentions it fosters 

the humility and learning attitude which aid the rider to persevere 

through the difficulties encountered on the road to discovering the 

horse "(Herbermann 1980: 23). 

The Dressage Horse Qualifications 

From the sixteenth century on, the succession of excellent 

European "masters of the horse* furthered a classical riding style and 

the training of it which we associate with today's Dressage . Much of 

the horse's preparation for being ridden involved learning movements 

first without the rider and then later with him. Considerable attention 

was paid in the training of the rider not to impede or hinder what the 

horse had learned before reaching the stage of being ridden. It is easy 

to ruin the lightness and balance of action so painstakingly instilled 

in the sensitive-natured dressage horse with too heavy-a-handed 

approach. 
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Xenophon's expert advice given to horse trainers so long ago is 

very much incorporated into preparing the horse for dressage. The great 

Masters of the Horse knew and know today that a horse must be readied 

for activities that require high performance skill and endurance by 

thorough physical and mental conditioning. Without regular exercise, 

the confined, idle horse is more prone to developing unpleasant 

dispositions or neurotic habits. This makes concentrated training more 

difficult because the horse is neither used to nor interested in doing 

it. While being trained a sudden change in attitude for the worse can 

signify among other things, that the horse is experiencing fatigue, 

illness, uncertainty, a stubborn desire to return to the stall referred 

to as "sourness", confusion, or fear. These are all symptomatic of a 

horse without a daily routine to steady his nature (Harris, 1991: 40). 

Conversely a confident conditioned horse is a bundle of exuberance 

requiring a firm tranquil approach from the handler in order to direct 

the horse's energies into productive modes of behavior. Healthy and 

happy dressage horses, like Egyptian horse-dance horses, are playful and 

spirited creatures and it is essential that trainers in their insistence 

on good manners and obedience, don't inadvertently punish the horse for 

the very qualities of well-being that they have worked so hard in their 

conditioning regimes to achieve (Harris. 1991: 41). 

As Dressage expert Henry Wynmalen points out in his student 

training manual "Dressage: a Study of the finer Point of Riding", it is 

in the horse's nature to be "exceedingly sensitive to the use of active 

strength, deliberately used against him; he fears it, and through fear 

may easily be driven to escape. Since that strength is very great and 

especially when dominated by fear, very much greater than our own, and 

difficult to control, it is unwise to provoke it; it is also entirely 

unnecessary" (Wynmalen 1971: 31) . There is a fine line between 

punishment and correction and very often frustrated trainers do not 

realize horses have excellent powers of discernment and if a trainer's 

actions cause him abusive discomfort, the horse "will signal his 

disapproval by seeking counteraction, whereby to minimize the effects" 
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(Wynmalen, 1971: 31). Evasive, resistant or slightly threatening 

gestures on the horse's part mark beginning counter measures which as 

Wynmalen cautions can through repeated wrongful acts of the trainers can 

assume dangerous proportions. The trainer has no one to blame but 

himself for instilling such bad behavior in his horse. To teach a horse 

qualities that will improve his performance, it is necessary to proceed 

slowly and with extreme care to apply whatever tact, compliance, 

respect, discernment and quick-wittedness it takes to guide the horse 

through the moment-by-moment exigencies of learning something. 

This is not to imply that training horses for demanding purposes 

such as furusTyah exercises, tournaments, combat, or dressage employs 

some intricate, mysterious system only understood by geniuses. 

Actually, the training principles are not very complicated and they 

apply equally well to the most elementary or to the most difficult 

levels of training. It is the correct and well-timed application of the 

basic principles that becomes more complicated as the difficulty of the 

work increases. 

Every kind of horse can be instructed in dressage but the end 

result will ultimately depend upon the physical and mental capabilities 

of the individual as well as limitations inherent to the breed. 

Schooled horses with unsuitable characteristics do not excel in 

competition so it is wiser to select horses, who like the Egyptian 

Arabians in horse-dancing, show a natural aptitude for dressage. There 

are a number of well-defined characteristics, both good and bad by which 

the suitability of a horse for this endeavor can be ascertained. In 

examining the horse's physical points, the conformation of the legs, 

fore and hind, should show sufficient length and verticality so as to 

insure a balanced stance and soft even gaits. As to the horse's body, 

the preference would be for a lighter build, with not too acute of an 

angle in the slope of the shoulder, nor inadequate length in the hind 

quarters. With respect to the horses back, it should be long enough to 

obtain lateral flexibility of the spinal column and in overall 

appearance the "topline" should look to be rising towards the horse's 
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withers with the hindquarters not higher than them and perhaps a slight 

hollow in between the two. Even the carriage of the tail matters. It 

should be carried well but not to high because except in the case of the 

Arabian horse, too upright of a tail indicates stiffness in the loin 

region. As in horse-dance conformation requirements, the shape and 

length of the horse's neck is the most important determinant for or 

against superior dressage performance. A long fine neck is more amenable 

to an angle of carriage that allows for balanced body movement, not 

overloading the forehand and preventing all possibility of lightness 

essential to dressage maneuvers. A small fine head is aesthetically 

pleasing but its defining characteristic should be its position relative 

to the neck. Ample degree of flexion where the head meets the neck, so 

essential to "collection" in dressage riding can only be achieved when 

the horse is, as they say in the French, bien cravace (Wynmalen, 1971: 

278) . 

All points considered, the dressage horse, exactly like the horse-

dance horse should give an overall impression of balance and lightness 

because the very essence of both arts is weightless elegance. The 

dressage horse's movement at a trot or a canter should emphasize this 

quality in the play of his legs, the amplitude of his stride, his 

handiness, and his lightness (Wynmalen 1971:279). Seen moving from the 

side, absolute symmetry between all four limbs, and between each pair of 

limbs of the horse should be readily discernible. At a trot, all the 

horse's strides should be perfectly level and of the same length. As in 

horse-dance, dressage necessities find it detrimental if the hind legs 

lift higher than the front but will accept front legs being lifted 

slightly higher that rear ones. If the symmetry in movement is present, 

the amplitude can be improved upon to meet the requirements of haute 

ecole . Seen from the front the horse should appear to be moving 

perfectly straight and parallel on its near and off sides. This is 

crucial to the performance of an extended trot, the passage, and the 

piaffe . In addition. Judges in dressage events always look for "purity 

of gait" throughout the trial. Finding physical perfection is 
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impossible but the rare horse who possesses them to a significant 

measure is breath-taking to watch in dressage competition. As Henry 

Wynmalen remarked: "Brilliant movement is a gift of the gods" (Wynmalen 

1971: 280) . 

Last but not least, the dressage horse's nature must be 

"generous", that is to say, giving his best voluntarily. He must 

display the will to go forward with complete courage and the will to co

operate in any given circumstance. The ideal dressage horse will answer 

to light aids, will disdain evasive tactics on his part, take pleasure 

in the riding experience. These are traits which are generally 

associated with "hot-blooded" horses which we have found nearly all 

trace their ancestry to the Arabian horse breed. A frequently chosen 

breed is the Anglo-Arab mentioned above in the section on the Arabian 

horse's influence in European horse breeding. 

Competition Requirements 

As a competitive sport, dressage has various levels, of which the 

tests are split into international or nationally-recognized divisions. 

The national tests generally start with the lowest level (preliminary or 

novice), progressing through elementary to medium and advanced tests. 

Most participating countries hold national and regional championships as 

well as FEI (International Equestrian Federation) membership 

competitions. All tests are ridden in a specially designed arena for 

dressage events which is a rectangle of two sizes depending on if it is 

for lower or more advanced-level tests. Regardless of size the arena's 

borders are marked out and have certain standardly-used capitol letters 

marking certain points along them. At the Olympic games and in other 

FEI championships, the arena's surface must be sand but grass is 

permissible in other competitions. 

As a horse progresses through the test levels, judges expect it to 

show increasingly more expression in his gaits, meaning they appear more 

powerful and elevated. The outline of his body should also visibly 
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become more compact looking (shorter and higher) , the more experienced 

the horse becomes at dressage. 

The tests themselves are composed of a sequence of movements, many 

of which were developed and standardized within the military riding 

academies. All test levels involve riding in pre-determined patterns 

called manege (meaning "school") figures (Baronowski 1955: 65-66). 

These include making the horse execute certain-sized half or full 

circles A full turn is refered to as a volte and should exactly 

describe a cirle which is 6 to 8 metres in diameter. A half circle is a 

demi-volce and is useful for changing direction in a smooth, undisturbed 

and rhythmic manner. Curvelinear turns are also performed in figure-

eight and serpentine patterns. Tests also require turning in place in 

pirouettes , reversing direction by way of a prescribed trajectory, 

moving diagonally across a measured space, and moving forward in a 

certain sustained manner along a straight path. 

In keeping with the expectations of I'tcole Basse or the "Low 

School" mentioned above, the horse in dressage competition travels and 

executes moves using the three natural gaits of walk, trot and canter. 

However, the tests require that each of these speeds be regulated in 

precise ways, the totality of which is refered to as les allures or 

"the "paces" (Baronowski 1955:67-68). The test may ask that the horse 

walk freely without contact from the bit, or that he walk with bit 

contact in a "collected" fashion, or in an extended manner with long 

strides. The same could be asked for the trot, making fine distinctions 

between "natural", "utility", "ordinary", "slow", "collected" and 

"extended" trotting. A movement called the piaffe is sometimes 

described as a trot or a trot-like movement done in place. French 

riding masters of the past thought of it more as a passage move done on 

the spot, which points to the passage being taught to a horse first 

then collected until done stationary (Podhajsky 1967:186). The peak of 

ground-oriented training of the dressage or the academy school horse, is 

reached with the passage and the piaffe . Both paces were known to 

Xenophon who described them as effective exercises which are the result 
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of long and systematic training (Podhajsky 1967: 185). We have already 

become acquainted with the characteristics of the passage as done in 

Egyptian horse-dancing . The horse swings proudly forward from one pair 

of diagonal legs to the other. According to his conformation and 

talent, the horse suspends the pair of diagonal legs in the air higher 

and for a longer period than in regular trotting. In this pace, the 

suspension attains its longest duration. The impression is as if the 

horse is floating above the ground, free from weight and gliding like a 

low-flying Pegasus. 

The canter (or gallop) not only specifies rate of impulsion but 

also the exact manner in which the horse is allowed to proceed with 

respect to which legs, fore and hind, are leading. The correct "lead", 

the incorrect lead, or a combination of both done simltaneously in the 

"counter-canter" are examples of paces at the canter that could be part 

of a test. The gallopade an Airs Bas pace is a beautifully schooled-

looking, collected gallop with a slower, four beat rhythm which is not 

characteristic of the normal gallop speed or foot-fall pattern. 

Dressage tests also address another catagory of movement where the 

horse's hind feet are not traveling in the same track as the fore feet. 

This type of traveling is called travail de deux pistes or "work on two 

tracks (Baronowski 1955: 71). Such maneuvers may mean positioning the 

horse's haunches or one particular shoulder "in" or "out" relative to a 

straight line while proceeding at a certain pace. Two-track movement 

also applys to movements where the horse moves laterally across a space 

leading with the side of his body in what is called "a pass". Turning 

in place can be seen as somewhat akin to this class of movement because 

in certain types of pirouettes such as "turning on the forehand" or 

"turning on the hocks", front or hind legs are stationary while the 

opposite performs the principle action to accomplish the circle or 

spiral (Baronowski 1955:74). The passade and the passade et renvers 

are two Haute Ecole exercises used to reverse direction (Podhajsky 1967: 

142) . A passade is a very small turn in a half-volte, the hindquarters 

describing a smaller circle than the forehand. Executed at a walk or 
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the canter, it would be a preparation for the half-pirouette. Usually 

doing the renvers is not asked from the horse until after he has 

completed the passade and is moving straight again. Putting them 

together results in the movement called the passade et renvers where 

the horse will not be led into the new direction onto a single track 

foot path as is usually the case after executing a passade. 

Elements such as decribed above are so arranged as to challenge 

the skills or both the horse and rider, thereby revealing the caliber of 

teamwork the two have achieved. Judges want to witness a seemless 

interchange done in a harmonious flow; ever so subtle cues given, 

instantly followed by refined, cultivated replys. The test should be a 

dance where it is hard for the observer to tell who is leading and who 

is following. 

Upper-division dressage trials and tests are done from memory, but 

during lower-level competition, the rider may opt to have the test read 

out-loud step by step. Memorizing the test beforehand has the advantage 

that the rider can concentrate fully on getting the best response from 

the horse without having to listen to one command given after another. 

Before being summoned, the contestant makes a careful study of the 

riding test's "schedule", considering each movement carefully as well as 

the sequence of movements and transitions from each movement into 

another. Particular attention is paid to the letter markers at which 

certain movements begin and end. It is necessary to decide on the 

precise distance from a certain marker at which the rider must begin to 

prepare his horse in order to ensure smooth execution of the movement or 

transition exactly at that marker. In addition, the rider visualizes in 

his mind's eye the entire arena layout, the entrance, the place of the 

judges, the white lines and the location of each letter placard. Having 

that mental picture, the competitor runs through the movements in 

sequence, situating them in his imagination within the context of the 

arena space. In this process he must try to see two movements happening 

almost simultaneously; the one which he pretends he is doing and the one 

which will follow next. 
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The better the rider has prepared his test in his mind, riding the 

real thing is that much easier because he can ask the horse to do what 

the rider has already acted out in his imagination. Many manuals have 

been published which contain test patterns for students to memorize. 

The method advocated in all of them is to draw the movements of example 

tests onto paper. This works best while in the saddle. Following the 

sketches while moving from one movement into the next, experiencing the 

sequence with the horse under saddle in this test simulation is an 

excellant way to prepare. Once internalized, the practice test can be 

repeated until the horse is almost on the verge of anticipating each 

movement or transition. While it is useful from the rider's point of 

view to ride a complete test a few times well in advance of a 

competition, great moderation is recommended. For the horse's benefit, 

it is important not to over-practice the test because he may develop a 

tendency to rush from one move to the next in his desire to please. To 

avoid this pitfall which the judges see and consider to be an error, it 

is advisable to not do the warm-up test before the actual trial in its 

intended order so that the horse can not memorize what the rider has. 

As in horse-dancing, the best competitors develop the all-

important secure seat in the saddle and they cultivate a feel for 

exactly what the horse is doing under saddle. Among other things, 

knowing where the horse's weight and balance are at every moment of the 

test is essential to performing with excellence. 

Judging 

Lower-level tests are judged by one person who awards marks for 

each compulsory movement in a test as well a an overall score for the 

horse's way of going and the rider's performance. Movements are 

required to begin and end when the rider's shoulder is level with the 

respective marker. Accuracy of execution of a movement at the right 

place is in essence, what is being judged. Very slight errors which do 

not otherwise affect the merit of a movement are usually treated 
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leniently by the judges. Over-eager horses who make slight blunders are 

not judged as poorly behaved if the rider discreetly applies prompt 

corrective action, thereby enhancing his own expertise in the eyes of 

many judges. Conversely, substantial inaccuracies are treated severely, 

even to the point where a judge may deem Che movement "unmarkable*. 

The judge stands directly behind the letter C marker which puts 

the judge on the arena's center-line, the best vantage point to see the 

contestants. Higher-level competitions are judged by three or even five 

judges who sit to one side or the other of the center-line. Here each 

individual judge awards a score which can vary depending on their own 

vantage point's perspective. The final score is taken as the average of 

all Che judges' scores. 

The object of the marks allotted by the judge is to arrive at a 

fair and accurate comparison of the respective merics of individual 

compeCitors. Riders are particularly sensitive to this comparative 

method of scoring. Many judges adopt Che habit of announcing every 

award with a descriptive adjective followed by the numerical score. For 

example, the judge might say: "good - 7" or insufficient - 4". This 

ensures that Chere is nothing haphazard about the figures' latitude. 

Judges generally award scores according to whether or noC Che piccure of 

horse and rider presented before them meets their standards for a well-

dressed horse being ridden well. By chat we mean that judges expect to 

see a horse which accepts his bridle, flexes and is light in hand. 

Also, they want Co see a horse who is energeCic, going freely forward, 

and has che bearing of a horse who is happy and pleased in his work. As 

for Che rider, Che judges give high marks for Che appearance of sicting 

comfortably, having good hands and legs that give quiet and unobtrusive 

"aids". A rider who displays roughness, consCanCly urging Che horse on 

with kicks, may wind up being ignored. Many judges will show some 

interesc in Che cesc movemenCs chemselves only afCer perceiving chac Che 

horse and rider are proceeding in a dressage-like manner which measures 

up Co Che above expecCaCions. AC ChaC poinC ic is only movemenCs well 

and accurately done in this dressage-like demeanor ChaC will earn Che 
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higher marks. In all too short of a space in time, the judges have 

moved from estimating the quality of 'picture' the horse and rider make, 

to assessing whether the form the trial is in accordance with their 

first impressions. 

Though rooted in aristocratic comportment based on courtly 

etiquette, the ceremonious entering and exiting of the show arena is 

quite conducive to forming a favorable impression on the judge. Precise 

timing is the key ingredient from beginning to end. In all dressage 

events the rider is given a precise time at which the actual test will 

begin. The rider is responsible for warming up the horse before being 

signaled by a judge to enter the arena. Traditionally, the rider enters 

the arena at the letter A, proceeds down the center-line to letter X 

(the half-way point), halts the horse and salutes the judge. Male and 

female riders salute differently. Women put both reins in the left 

hand, bow the head and drop the right hand to the side. Men must remove 

their hat and salute in similar fashion. After the salute the horse and 

rider proceed down the center-line and into the first movement of their 

respective test. The test always ends with a final trip down the 

center-line to again halt and salute the judges. Afterwards, leaving 

the arena at letter A, the horse is given the signal to relax by giving 

a loose rein. 
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THEORETICAL DIFFICULTIES 

I. Throughout this study I have in every way possible endeavored to 

attribute the origin of such and such MamlQk equine sport or military 

exercise or riding technique to previous or contemporary peoples who 

possess extensive horse-culture histories: Arabs, Turks, Mongols, 

Persians, Hindus, Greeks and Romans. From this approach it might seem 

as if the Mamluk horsemanship is entirely the product of input from 

outside sources. Orientalist sociologist Louis Mercier concluded in his 

work. La Chasse ec les Spores Chez les Arabes published in 1927, that 

in the Arab world, if any particular form of riding did not serve a 

utilitarian purpose, the self-serving nature of the cavalier would cause 

him to put only the minimum physical, mental or financial investment 

required into pursuing it or no sustained effort at it for very long . 

As evidence of this obviously racist criticism he says he knows of no 

Arab riders who seek equestrian prowess for its own sake, distinguishing 

themselves in haute ecole, or at horse-shows for the sake of sport. 

Essentially in his own words Mercier believed that no sustained effort 

in learning or applying horsemanship on the Arabs' part will be put 

forth unless some major reason constrains them to do so or the results 

obtained are well worth their while (Mercier, 1927: 244). 

I hesitate to apply this kind of stereotypic thinking to the 

Circassian Mamluks as a way to explain how the pursuit of furuslyah 

went from the genuine all-consuming interest in all facets of 

horsemanship demonstrated by nearly all Bahrl cavalrymen to a quasi-

professional superficial dabbling in horseback riding without real 

dedication shown by many but not all Burjl military elite. Apart from 

al-Ghawri's attempt in the beginning 1500's to revive the traditional 

arts of war, the level of this kind of training had been steadily 
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declining during the Circassian period (1382-1572). Though the 

introduction of firearms occurs at roughly the same time, it can not 

account for this decline because as a new weapon, firearms were only 

issued by some of the non-Mamliik units (Ayalon 1978:52). The falling-

off in the number of maySdTn constructed or even decently maintained is 

not just a useful indicator of the increasingly poor level of training 

offered to horsemen. It may have been a direct contributor to the 

disintegration (Ayalon 1978:54). David Ayalon has given this theory 

considerable thought and believes that it is plausible because as he 

points out: "no intensive cavalry training is possible for any length of 

time in dilapidated hippodromes" (Ayalon 1978: 52). Their is evidence 

to support this from Khalil ibn ShShln a?-Zahirr (d. 373/1468) who tells 

us of the ban on riding in procession to the hippodromes instituted by 

order of the first sultan in the BurjT line, BarqQq (first reign 784-

791/1382-1339; second reign 792-801/1390-1399). KhalTl writes: "As for 

riding to the hippodromes, this a grand thing. Now it has been 

abolished because of the terrible ruin of the hippodromes" (Ayalon 

1978:55) . 

After Barquq abolishes the "riding to the hippodromes" (ruk^b al-

maySdln ) , things take a definite turn for the worse for fiirusiyah . 

Without the discipline of maydan practice, none of the activities 

connected with furusTyah could be expected to last. There followed a 

prohibiting of lance-game performances traditionally presented in annual 

Mahmil processions. By the time the games were re-instated in 857/1453 

by Sultan az-2ahir Jaqmaq (reigns 842-857/1438-1453), it was too late. 

It was a lost art. In one of his accusatory remarks on the sad state of 

lance performance in his time, Ibn Taghri-birdl states that after Sultan 

al-Ashraf Sha'ban II's efforts to keep the various branches of furusiyah 

from "dying out in his reign" (764-778/1363-1376) , it was thereafter, 

deliberately done away with "before its natural demise was due" (Ayalon 

1978:55-56). It is a bit of the "egg and chicken" dilemma to ascertain 

if the ruin of the hippodromes caused the deterioration of the furJsIyah 

exercises or if it is the other way around. 
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II. Another problem, is that in a research endeavor of this complexity 

there are many "dead-ends" in the labyrinth that might miraculously open 

up if sufficient evidence presented itself. This is to say, that in 

order to conclusively establish that Rags al-Khayl and Haute Ecole 

dressage (or) that horses trained in furiisiyah exercises and horses 

trained to do Airs Bas and Sieves are related through the common 

denominator of the MamlOks (via any or all of the conveyance 

facilitators explored in this dissertation; be they ancient Romans, 

Christian Crusaders, Italian traders. Medieval chevaliers. Byzantine 

military tacticians, or Arabian horse breeders), much, much more 

information than I have been able to find to date would have to obtained 

and analyzed. For now, I suggest that there are links. I do not assume 

that there are, even though the tendency to do so is always a tempting 

substitute for primary source verification. With the greater part of 

furJslyah literature being dispersed throughout the world still in 

manuscript form, and thus out of my reach at the time of this 

dissertation's writing, I could not avail myself of the really detailed 

descriptions of cavalry horse training given in certain furuslyah 

manuals which obviously would have greatly strengthened my contention. 

III. Research in the field of furQsIyah literature can be compared to 

an albatross: a bird with an impressive wing-span that has great 

difficulty taking off into flight. Earlier in this dissertation I 

indicated that there are an ample number of treatises on Mamiak 

furuslyah and its pre-Mamluk sources from which to choose for analysis. 

Systematically analyzing them all according to an objective 

classificatory method which minimizes the possibility of formulating 

erroneous conclusions or stereotyped misconceptions has kept this field 

of study in relatively the same place as compared to other areas in Near 

Eastern History. 

Shihab al-Sarraf explains that much of the hold-up stems from the 

obstacles encountered in the quest to ferret out sources and identify 

authors of original works, two problems that he says have plagued the 
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study of furuslyah manuscripts from its inception (al-Sarraf, 1996: 

118). In order to explore this in a bit more detail it is necessary to 

start out by explaining that original Mamluk treatises in the realm of 

furuslyah literature constitute only a part of the whole; the other 

major portion consisting of pre-Mamldk, mainly 'AbbSsid treatises, 

copied and used by the Mamluks as basic references and their manuals. 

Add to this the fact that some of the pre-MamlOk treatises were 

originally anonymous, others were rendered so by Mamluk copyists, and 

still others were falsely attributed to MamlQk authors. To complicate 

matters, it was not unusual for the Mamluks to not acknowledge furuslyah 

literature sources, pre-Mamluk or MamlCTk. Very few treatises are signed 

by pure mamluks , probably because of an insufficient knowledge of 

Arabic. This is unfortunate because furuslyah literature would have 

been greatly enriched with their original works based on direct 

observation and personal experience. As an additional complication, 

some Mamluk treatises were ascribed to earlier authors. Also, a 

considerable number of available manuscripts aer either anonymous or 

copies of one work but under different titles. In other words, titles 

do not necessarily belong to different treatises, just as manuscripts 

bearing Che same title are not always identical. 

IV. One frustrating obstacle to studying the contents of furuslyah 

manuals is the frequent appearance of words and phrases in descriptions 

of exercises that defy translation because they refer to things or 

concepts which are specific to the world of Mamluk faris and more often 

than not, borrowed and/or adapted from other languages from other times. 

Geoffrey Tantum looks at the study of fur-QsTyah manscripts as a hurdle 

researchers face because as he writes in his article, Muslim Warfare: A 

Study of a Medieval Muslim treatise on the Art of War "the technical 

vocabulary is frequently obscure or ambiguous and requires highly 

specialized knowledge to understand " (Tantum 1979: 188). Tantum's 

difficulties in translating the text from the Nihayat al-Su'l stem from 

several sources all having to do with either the original author's or 
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the copiest's understanding of Greek vocabulary. The Tactica from which 

al-Aqsara'I borrows single sentenses and whole passages, undergoes many 

changes, sometimes through unintentional misinterpretation, sometimes 

through intentional disregard of the intended meaning to suit another 

purpose. When translating al-AqsarS'i's Arabic into English it is 

necessary to keep in mind that not only is he translating into a 

paradigm of thought that requires Greek concepts and methods to be 

adjusted to the context of Islam but he is also taking Alien's 

(Arrian's) information as a base from which to build his own lessons. 

In this way, he reduces the possibility for any direct translation from 

the Greek. All things considered, this makes for a very suspect 

translation into the Arabic on the part of al-Aqsara'£. To add to this, 

there is the way in which he has dealt with the detailed Greek military 

terminology which required reproducing with Arabic equivalents, a very 

rigid and exact system of definitions (Tantuml979: 194). It is really 

misleading when the Arabic word for a specific troop "file' or formation 

does not really match in meaning what the Greek word for it indicates. 

V. Lastly I wish to make a point about riding instruction in general. 

As effective tools for improving horsemanship, fiuruslyah treatises 

present their writers with certain problems inherent in the skills they 

are trying to teach. Simply stated, any type of advanced horsemanship 

is extraordinarily difficult to teach be virtue of its complexity. At 

best, a Master of the Horse can successfully point the way along the 

path of understanding which the student must himself pursue towards 

achieving that blessed goal of physical and mental harmony between 

himself and his horse. Since so much of the learning experience is 

acquired by getting "a feel" for the right thing to do, it is 

ineffective for instructors to take a purely didactic approach, laying 

down a set of rules, regulations, and prescriptions. Instruction must 

proceed bit by bit applying the master's experience to each action of 

horse or rider, as fits the moment. The teacher in the arena has the 

advantage of being able to observe what is wanted and needed moment by 
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moment and can respond by offering specific advise tailored to benefit 

the student right then and there. 

The task of teaching horsemanship is made even more difficult when 

the riding master, turned writer, is faced with conveying in a manual 

for instruction the "arena experience' with its constant and ever 

varying interplay between horse and rider. I believe Purdslyah masters 

were aware of this because their treatises seem to be their best attempt 

at offering a source of information whereto a student could turn for 

advise. Technique which has been written down does have the advantage 

of being accessible at all times. How many readers were reading the 

works for application and how many just for entertainment is hard to 

say. Here again, the masters were probably aware of the fact that the 

audience for which they composed their horsemanship treatises was an 

eclectic lot covering the spectrum from pretentious aficionados to 

serious-minded cavalry officers. 

It would suppose that writers who were furuslyab experts and 

practitioners were concerned that fledgling horsemen would utilize their 

guidance with intelligence and discretion and a knowledge that, in 

riding, one principle must be mastered thoroughly before the next one is 

attempted. As the old saying goes "it is thoroughness that is quick and 

speed that is slow". Treatise authors could only hope that their 

readers might appreciate their accumulated experience placed at their 

disposal. They cared enough to record their views, reflections and 

conclusions in order that it all might be put to good use and perhaps 

inspire future masters to formulate their own. I can only wish for the 

same. 



APPENDIX A: 

Crusades Chronology 

Prankish Invasion (1096-1100) 

1096 

1097 

1098 

1099 

Kilij Arslan, sultan of Nicaea, crushes a Prankish 
invasion army led by Peter the Hermit. 
First great Prankish expedition. Nicaea is taken: 
Kilij Arslan is defeated at Dorylaeum. 
The Ifranj take Edessa and then Antioch, and 
triumph over a Muslim rescue army commanded by 
Karbuqa, ruler of Mosul. 
Fall of Jerusalem, followed by massacres and 
plunder. Debacle of the Egyptian rescue army. 
Disgruntled refugees denounce Muslim leaders in 
Baghdad for not responding to the invasion. 

Frankish Occupation (1100-1128) 

1100 Baldwin, count of Edessa, escapes an ambush near 
Beirut and proclaims himself king of Jerusalem. 

1104 Muslim victory at Harr^n, which checks the Prankish 
eastward advance. 

1108 Encounter near Tel Bashir where two Islamo-Frankish 
coalitions confront one another. 

1109 Fall of Tripoli after a long siege lasting 2000 
days. 

1110 Fall of Beirut and Saida. 
1111 Ibn al-KhashSb, the q&dl of Aleppo, organizes a 

riot against the caliph of Baghdad to demand 
intervention against Frankish occupation. 

1112 Successful resistance at Tyre. 
1115 Alliance of Muslim and Prankish princes of Syria 

against an army dispatched by the sultan. 
1119 Ilghazi, ruler of Aleppo, crushes the Ifranj at 

Sarmada. 
1124 The Ifranj take Tyre: occupying then the entire 

coast except for Ascalon. 
1125 Ibn al-KhashSb is murdered by the Assassins sect. 



Zanal's Recovery Efforts (1128-1146) 

1128 Failure of a Ifranj thrust at Damascus. Zangi is 
the ruler of Aleppo. 

113 5 Zangi tries without success to take Damascus. 
1137 Zangi captures Fulk, king of Jerusalem, later 

releasing him. 
1140 Alliance of Damascus and Jerusalem against Zangi. 
1144 Zangi takes Edessa, destroying the first of the 

four Frankish states in the Near East. 
1146 Zangi is murdered and his son NiTr ad-Din replaces 

him in Aleppo. 

Muslim Victories (1146-1187) 

1148 Debacle at Damascus for a new Frankish expedition led by 
Conrad, emperor of Germany, and Louis VII, king of France 

1154 Nur ad-Din takes control of Damascus, unifying 
Muslim Syria under his authority. 

1163-69 Shlrkah, lieutenant of NQr ad-DIn, finally wins the 
struggle for Egypt; Proclaimed vizier, he dies two months 
later and is succeeded by his nephew Sal5h ad-DIn. 

1171 §aiah ad-DIn engineers the overthrow of the Fatimid 
caliphate. As of Egypt's master, he is in conflict with 
NOr al-Din. 

1174 NJr ad-Din's death. Salah ad-din takes Damascus. 
1183 5alSh ad-Din takes Aleppo. Egypt and Syria are 

then reunited under his aegis. 
1187 A victorious year where Salah ad-Dln crushes the 

Frankish armies at Hittln. near Lake Tiberias. He 
reconquers Jerusalem and the greater part of the 
Frankish territories. The "occupiers" hold only Tyre, 
Tripoli, and Antioch. 



Muslim Setbacks (1187-1244) 
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1190-92 

1193 

1204 
1218-21 

1229 

Setback for ad-Din at Acre. Intervention of 
Richard the Lionheart, king of England, enables the 
Ifranj to recover several cities from the sultan, 
but not Jerusalem. 
Salah ad-Din dies in Damascus. Several years of civil 
war follow before his empire is reunited under the 
authority of his brother al-'Adil. 
The Ifranj take Constantinople and sack the city. 
The invasion of Egypt by the Ifranj where they take 
Damietta and head for Cairo. The sultan al-Kamil, 
son of al-'Adil, finally repels them. 
Al-Kamil delivers Jerusalem to the emperor 
Frederick II of Hohenstaufen, arousing a storm of 
indignation in the Arab world. 

Prankish Expulsion (1244 -1291: 

1244 The Ifranj lose Jerusalem for the last time. 
1248-50 Invasion of Egypt by Louis IX, king of France, who 

is defeated and captured. Fall of the Ayyubid 
dynasty; replaced by the rule of the MamlQks. 

1258 The Mongol chief HOlega, grandson of Genghis Khan, 
sacks Baghdad, massacring the population and 
killing the last 'Abbasid caliph. 

1260 The Mongol army, after occupying first Allepo and 
then Damascus, is defeated at the Battle of 'Ayn Jalut in 
Palestine. Baybars at the head of the Mamluk sultanate. 

1268 Baybars takes Antioch, which had been allied with 
the Mongols. 

1270 Louis IX dies near Tunis in the course of a failed 
invasion. 

1289 The Mamluk sultan Qala'un takes Tripoli. 
1291 The sultan Khalil, son of Qala'un, takes Acre, 

putting an end to two centuries of Frankish 
presence in the Near East. 



APPENDIX B: 

Glossary of Terms 

Air(s1 the posture and movement of the horse in a formalized way. 

Low Airs (Fr. airs has ) are those which are performed by the horse 

on the ground or near to it. These movements include the passage , 

piaffe , gallopade , change of hands , volte , demi-volte , passade , 

pirouetce , and cerre a cerre . High Airs { Fr. airs releves ) 

refer to when the horse springs from the ground to perform various 

movements which include the pesade {levade ), mezair , courbetce , 

croupade , ballotade , capriole , and UJ7 pas un saut . [The above-

mentioned airs are contained within this glossary under their 

individual names.] 

a outrance (Fr.) a combat categorized as war, fought using the 

weapons and armor of war where death and serious injury is the 

intention. Hastiludes frequently occurred of this type prompted by 

both personal and national enmity. 

a Dlaisance (Fr.) a combat fought for the purpose of entertainment 

using weapons which have had their sharp edges and points removed or 

blunted to lessen the hazard of injury. Armor for this form of 

hastilude is modified to suit the combatant's needs in this kind of 

fighting. 

'asa or 'asSva (Ar.) a fallah 's staff typically carried by him at 

all times. 

asTl (Ar.) the purest breed of Egyptian Arabian Horse. 

atteint (Fr.) the popular term for an adjudged "hit" in jousting 

which came into use in the late fifteenth century. 
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baladT (Ar.) "native' or "country-1ike", a nisba adjective of bal&d 

"country", referring generally to something indigenous as opposed to 

foreign, and here specifically to a traditional folk drum rhythm. 

ballotade (Fr.) one of the high airs , a movement where the horse 

leaps into the air with all four legs at the same height and appears 

poised to kick out but does not. The leap is best accomplished by 

the horse when done between the piliers du manege 

bard (barb) (Fr.) the protective covering of the horse, at first of 

mail, later of plate. The latter consisted of a cbanfron for the head, 

crinec for the neck, peytral for the chest, crupper for the quarters, 

and often side pieces or flanchards between. Sometimes barding was 

made of boiled leather for lightness, and painted or covered with 

textile. 

barrier (Fr.) also called the ciit , the dividing panel of wood on 

either side of which jousters approach each other, which made sure 

that their horses ran a straight path and could not unexpectedly 

cross over. To cilt is not a synonym of the wider term, to joust. 

behourd also bohort (Fr.) a specific type of hastilude usually 

fought between squires or knights in training and often done 

impromptu at celebrations using weapons of the a plaisance variety, 

i.e. blunt swords or rebated lances along with padded linen armor. 

berfrois (Fr.) a wooden grandstand put up alongside the lists for 

spectators to watch the hasciludes . 

bow - arqon (Fr.) the front of the knight's saddle, crossing the 

horse's withers and often protected by steel plates. 
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cabriole or capriole (Fr.) from Italian capriolo , an air releve , 

the highest and most complete leap done on command. Fore legs and 

hind legs in the air simultaneously, the horse kicks horizontally cut 

behind with full force. 

cantabrian gallop a Roman cavalry maneouvre/figure where two lancers 

approach each other at a gallop, one having to take defensive 

measures with his sheild against the spear throw of the other. 

carrousel (Fr.) in English "carousel", this is a military festival 

or representation of battle (a theme party) performed by a troop of 

riders divided into several quadrilles who run races, for which 

prizes are awarded. 

chanfron or chanfrein (Fr.) the armour for the horse's head consisting 

of forehead, eye, and sometimes cheek and ear guards. A full chanfron 

is complete with cheek-pieces, ear and eye guards, riveted to the main 

part so that it envelopes the horse's head. A half - chanfron does not 

cover the entire head. 

change of hands (Fr. changemenc de pied ) one of the low airs in 

classical dressage movements; the action the horse does with his legs 

when he changes lead , reversing the position of the legs at a gallop. 

In changemenc de pied de ferme a ferme , the horse takes several 

strides trotting in between galloping, having been for example on the 

right lead prior to trotting and then proceeding back into at a 

gallop, changing to the left lead . For flying lead changes ( Fr. 

changement de pied en 1 'air ), the horse passes from galloping on the 

right lead directly into galloping on the left lead and vice-versa, 

without any intermediary action. A particularly rhythmic low airs 

movement is the changemenc de pied au Cemps or "cacc au cact" in 

which the strides taken by the horse between the changes in lead has 

been reduced in number to one. This is an Egyptian horse-dance movement 
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Charleston or sharlistun (Ar.) so named from a 1920's ballroom 

dance, the ijwaz horse-dance step done in a sideways motion. 

chevalerie (Fr.) "Chivalry" ; the noble qualities of a knight which 

included courage, honor and a readiness to aid and protect "weaker" 

individuals; a medieval class-culture occasionally close to becoming 

a counter-culture, guarded by the knightly caste. 

chevalier (Fr.) In ancient Rome, a member of the Equestrian Order, 

intermediate in social rank between the patricians and the plebeians. 

In Che feudal epoch, a lord possessing an important fiefdom and 

capable of providing mounted armament. 

cold bloods This term is misleading as it has nothing to do with the 

horse's body temperature but rather to its temperament. As opposed to 

"hot-blooded" horses like Arabians, cold-bloods like Percheron, 

Boulonnais, Ardennais and Breton horses normally display a quiet, calm, 

phlegmatic disposition. This is just as well considering cold bloods 

are normally really large animals, weighing a considerable amount and 

quite muscular. France was undeniably Che most important country in the 

history of breeding "cold-bloods" for military and civilian use. 

commencailles also encommencai1les (Fr.) the preliminary single 

combat skirmishes between chosen knights before a tournament begins 

its general advance. 

coronal a crown-shaped lance head with three curved points used 

instead of a sharp blade for hastiludes a plaisance 
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courbette (Fr.) or curvet a high airs movement in which the 

horse, maintaining a straight line executes the leap at a forty-five 

degree body angle, or with a horse stronger in the haunches, in a 

thirty degree angle. After raising into position off the fore 

limbs, the horse bounds off his hind limbs into the air. 

course In jousting, to 'run a course" is to gallop one length of the 

lists irregardless of whether the opponent sustained a hit or not. 

crinet - the armor for a horse's neck with lames , overlapping plates 

of metal forming a flexible defense. Mobility was achieved by 

riveting the plates to straps at the back or by means of sliding-

rivets, i.e. rivets on one lame working in a slot on the next. 

croupade (Fr.) a difficult high airs leap, done higher than the 

courbecce , where the horse raises all four feet, first gathering the 

hind limbs under the belly while in the air, then extending them 

without kicking as the forelimbs meet the ground. 

cuisse - the rider's thigh armor. If for tiding, enlarged to cover 

the knees as well, and usually attached to the saddle. 

demi-volte (Fr.) In dressage, this is when the horse makes a half-

circle followed by treading an oblique line back towards the original 

track in order to rejoin it going in the reverse direction.; made 

either in the regular voice itself, or at the extremities of a 

straight line where a reverse in direction follows. 

dressage (Fr.) the enlightened training of a horse (not breaking); 

educating the horse to instill good manners, build physical and moral 

qualities, and render the animal easy to use and pleasant to ride; a 

disciplined form of equitation; a competitive sport internationally. 
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escafaut (Fr.) another word for berfrois 

estoc (Fr.) a combat move not permitted during a hastilude where 

the weapon thrust is made upwards under the opponent's rib-cage 

intended to kill him. 

fallah. (pi. fallShin) (Ar.) an Egyptian peasant living in a rural 

or urban context. 

fgris (D1. fursan ) (Ar.) "horseman", an expert on horses, a mounted 

warrior. 

field - armour - the armor used for war as opposed to tournament tiit-

armour or parade. 

flanchard - the oblong plates protecting the flanks of a horse below the 

saddle, filling the gap between the peytral to the crupper . 

furustvah (Ar.) the whole field of equestrian knowledge, both 

theoretical and practical. 

futuwa (Ar.) characteristic of young men, a form of chivalry 

approached more through its doctrinal and psychological aspects than 

by an integrated social structure. 

Frank has two meanings as used by Medieval historians: (1) a person 

of the Germanic tribe that conquered Gaul in the sixth century AD and 

from whom the name France derives, and (2) anyone of west European 

origin, the name given in western Asia during the Crusades. 

aallabiva (Ar.) men's long shirt-like garment, popular in Egypt. 
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aallopade (Fr.) a schooled, collected gallop with a slower, four 

beat rhythm which is not characteristic of the normal gallop speed or 

foot-fall pattern. 

haiIn. or muarif (Ar.) an Arabian horse of an impure blood line; 

"grade* Arabian horse stock. Hajin means the sire is better bred 

Chan the dam, while muqrif means the dam has better breeding than 

the sire. 

hastilude (Latin hasca , 'lance"), a term that literally means a 

spear game which applys to any form of chivalric sport that uses a 

lance; in the generic sense it refers to tourneying. 

housings - like caparison or trapper, the covering of a horse, usually 

made of textile. 

iiwaz or iawSz (Egyptian Arabic dialect), meaning "in the middle of"; 

a horse-dance step where the front feet of the horse are prancing 

while the back legs do hops. 

'ird (Ar.) a term regarded as an ethical principle approximating 

"honor" and serving as the guiding motive at the root of moral acts, 

manners and certain social institutions. 

-iarld (in standard Arabic) or aarld (Egyptian Arabic dialect) a 

spear made from a palm frond; also in Upper Egypt, a game of pursuit 

played on horseback using these spears. 

-joust (Fr. iout ) a lance combat on horseback where two horsemen 

confront each other either in a fight to the death (a outrance ), or 

in a game situation (a plaisance ) in which points are accorded to 

the contestant who can hit his adversary with his lance. 
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ioust of peace - Jousts of a more serious kind (a oucrance ) were run 

with sharp lances but here we mean a mock combat between pairs of 

gentlemen on horseback who charged each other with couched lances in 

mock combat according to set rules. Introduced as early as the XlVth 

century, heavier armor not for the field but especially made for the 

joust o with the left side built up was designed to meet the different 

courses. 

kuhavlgn (Ar.) a strain of Egyptian Arabian horses bred for strength 

and endurance. The name given for every purebred in this category, 

taken from the legendary Syrian mare, Kuhaylat al- 'Ajiiz , 

descended from the supposed five mares captured in Najd from wild 

herds wandering in the region as a result of the breaking of the dam 

of Ma'rib in the Yemen in the mid-sixth century A.D. 

labba (Ar.) the breastpiece in horse-dancing ornamentation. 

1 i"i3m (Ar.) the headstall and reins; sometimes it refers to a bridle 

with a bit. 

1ists (Fr. lice or lisse )- the designated area for combat; the 

grounds prepared for a tournament; when specifically associated with 

jousts, the enclosure entered by the combatants from either end. By the 

fifteenth century, lists only referred to the long narrow stretch of 

ground between the stations of the opposing parties down which the 

participants runs their courses. 

[The tilt-yard of the Royal Palace of Westminster occupied the open 

space now known as Horse Guards Parade] 

lu'b al-bir-ias or biraas (Egyptian Arabic dialect) an equestrian 

contest similar to a jousting tournament. 

lu'b al-rumh (Ar.) an equestrian game played with a lance. 
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mail - flexible armor of interlinked rings, which in most European 

examples are riveted. The extension of the term to cover all 

defensive armor is a literary affectation of a comparatively late 

date. The popular phrase "chain - mail" is a pleonasm, as the word 

mail derives through the French maille and Italian maglla from 

the Latin mascula meaning "the mesh of a net". Mail was the normal 

defense until superseded by plate armor in the course of the XlVth 

century. 

mawlid or moulid (Egyptian Arabic dialect) a Sufi or Coptic 

religious saint's day celebration which can include horsemen games. 

mavdan (Ar.) the sports field for horse games and competitions; 

military cavalry drill grounds. 

manege or maneiae (Fr.) has several meanings: 1) a place where the 

horse is trained and exercised; 2) the exercises themselves that the 

horse is made to do in the arena; 3) dressing or schooling of the 

horse in low and high airs . 

mesair or mezair (Fr.) an air of haute ecole riding , a series of 

jumps made forwards by the horse without gaining much ground in the 

process, where the limbs of the forelegs are elevated off the ground 

higher than in the cerre-a-terre movement but lower than in the 

courbecce . 

mirmSh (Ar.) Egyptian horse racing with each contestant making a 

quick start, running full speed and stopping abruptly while thrusting 

a long pole in the ground. 

mizmar (Ar.) an oboe-like instrument with a reed. 
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mu'niar {nisba adjective of mu'nTo ) (Ar.) a strain of Arabian 

horse bred for speed. The name of one of five original lines of 

purebred stock descended from the legendary mare, Kuhaylac a2- 'AjSz. 

murabba' (Ar.) "square*; a rhythmic horse-dance step; prancing. 

muru'ah (Ar.) a term associated with the concept of "manliness" as 

defined among Bedouin tribesmen before Islam; the ideal of Arab 

virtue composed of courage, loyalty, and generosity. A gentleman in 

'Abbasid society was one who possessed polite behavior ( adab ), 

manly virtue (muru'ah ) and elegant manners {z'arf ). 

mutSrada a Bedouin game of pursuit on horseback using spears. 

nabra(s) "jumps"; hops executed while performing ta'klla, igwSz 

and "Charleston* horse-dance steps. 

Na-id the plateau region of the north central part of the Arabian 

Peninsula in what is now Saudi Arabia. 

nabbOt (Ar.) a quarter staff; a long baton. 

passade (Fr.) one of the airs bas ; a group of passes that the 

dressage horse executes traveling from one point to another in a 

straight line always taking the same route. At the end of each line 

the horse performs a small demi-volte and makes a chancre of hand . 

The reverse in direction trajectory is performed on two tracks 

meaning the horse's hind legs turn on a small circle while the 

forehand circles around them on a larger circle. 
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passage or pesaae (Fr.) from Italian passagiare . to "walk" or 

"promenade"; performed at a trot this low airs movement entails an 

elastic prolonged suspension of the legs in the air (for a markedly 

longer period of time than in an ordinary trot) which creates the 

illusion that the horse is floating. 

pas d'armes (Fr.) an elaborate form of hastilude popular in the 

fifteenth century involving an actual combat during some part of a 

staged production where the actor/challenger would defend a narrow 

defile often represented by the lists, against all comers. 

oesade (levade ) (Fr.) a movement in haute ecole equitation 

introductory to airs releves ; performed in place, the movement 

involves the horse lifting both fore legs off the ground while 

lowering the back hocks; keeping the hind legs firmly anchored, the 

body of the horse maintains an angle of forty-five degrees for 

several seconds. Later, when the angle of performance became thirty 

degrees, it was renamed levade . In order to not be classified as 

rearing, the pesade or levade must incorporate hock extension. 

petrinos a swiftly done Roman cavalry maneouvre done with javelins 

and adopted from the Celt auxiliaries. 

pevtral - (Fr. poicrail or poicrel ) that part of the armor of a horse 

protecting the chest and shoulders. 

piaffe (Fr.) an air bas movement; a passage in place; a collected trot 

in which the horse alternately lifts diagonal legs without advancing 

forwards or moving backwards but with a definite rest between each 

change. Done perfectly either with a rider's signals or riderless 

between pillars, the horse must be perfectly balanced. The piaffe is 

preparatory to doing all the airs releves , especially the cabriole , 

the courbecce , and the levade . 
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pirouette (Fr.) a higher level equitation movement similar to a volte ; 

pivoting in place, the horse's croup remains in place in the center of 

the circle while the inner hind leg serves as the pivot around which the 

other three legs turn. This move is sometime performed with the passade 

auintaine (Fr.) a tilting game as well as a military exercise which 

consists in striking, by means of a lance, a revolving figure; one 

form of which was called a peacock , a target which pivoted around a 

pole used in lance practice which after being hit and if Che rider 

was not careful, could swing around and buffet the horse. 

rababa (Ar.) a stringed instrument resembling a fiddle with one to 

three strings. 

rasan (Ar.) a bozel-like bridle arrangement with no bit; a halter. 

rags al-khawSl (Ar.) "Dance of the Horseman* or raqs al-khayl , 

"Horse Dancing"; an Egyptian entertainment and competition involving 

horses dancing to music. 

rebated weapons such as lances or swords that had their sharp edges 

blunted or removed for use in hastiludes a plaisance 

recet (Fr.) a designated place of refuge on the tournament field 

where combatants could rest, rearm and hold prisoners. 

redopD (German) an High School Airs movement classified among the 

"Airs on the Ground" involving a canter on two tracks where the hind 

quarters rest in place while the forehand of the horse do the 

pirouette turn. 
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romore en lice (Fr.) to deliberately break one's lance in the space 

set aside for lance-breaking sorts of games at tournaments. Of the 

various contests involving rompre en lice , the horseman could break 

his lance on a pile, on a revolving figure, on a tree trunk or 

squarely on the shield of an opponent. 

saddle steel - a steel plate protecting the bow (front) and cantle 

(back) of a saddle, typically higher for combat saddles. 

saolaw? (Ar,) "polished"; a strain of Arabian horses bred for 

refinement and beauty. One of the five great recognized strains of 

Arabian horses related to the fabled mare, Kuhaylat al-'Ajuz. 

shuma (Ar.) a quarter staff; a long bamboo stick. 

shurJi Tva (in Egyptian Arabic dialect, shUrugiya ) saddle makers. 

Stirrup (Fr. eerier )- these were not used by the Greeks and Romans, and 

only became generally used in Western Europe after the "barbarian" 

invasions. By giving the horseman a better seat, stirrups enabled 

heavier armor to be worn and the lance to be firmly couched under the 

arm instead of lightly wielded by hand. 

r.=)' k-n a (Ar.) a "horse-dance" step with one foreleg bent while the 

hind quarters hop up and down rhythmically. 

tabla (Ar.) Middle Eastern drum. 

tahtTb (Ar.) "stick fighting" as a martial art done as a duel or a • • 

game, also done on foot or on horseback. 

tahTva (Ar.) the "salute" done by a horse, extending the foreleg 

horizontally and holding it still momentarily. 
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taht al-rQb' (Ar.) a tack shop; a street in an historic saddle-maker 

district in a market place in eastern Cairo . 

tailoiece a pipe-like addition to the crupper through which the tail 

of the horse was drawn so that it could hang outside. It often took 

a highly ornamental form in the XVth century resembling a dolphin or 

sea monster. 

taalva (Ar.) Mamluk head-gear worn under a turban which is a domed 
• 
cap that is heavily padded with paper and trimmed with a strip of 

fur. Today, the head-gear of the same name, is a wool or cotton cap 

worn by an Egyptian "horse dance" rider as part of his costume. 

tenant (Fr.) a knight who issues a challenge to fight hastiludes and 

then holds the field against all comers. 

terre a terre an Air in haute ecole , a two-beat gallop on two 

tracks, raising and setting down the fore legs together. In a slow, 

gliding cadence, the hind legs follow the fore legs, accompanying 

them to bring about a succession of very low to the ground little 

leaps, moving forward and bearing sideways. 

testudo "the tortoise", a Roman cavalry manoeuvre used to describe 

the shield formation. 

tilt - the divider introduced about 1429 to avoid horse collisions in 

lists . From the fifteenth century on, tilt refers to a barrier of 

wood, usually covered with cloth which was placed longitudinally to 

separate the jousters as they passed when running a course. The verb 

"to tilt" is often used loosely, but perhaps incorrectly in its 

Anglicized form, as a synonym for the wider term joust. Tilt-armor 

is armor specially designed for jousting. 
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tournainent (Fr. tournoi )- a mediaeval public fair where a variety of 

combats were staged including jousts conducted with much formality and 

display ; so called from the participants having to turn at the end of 

the lists . Franpois Geoffroy de Preuilly is credited with the 

tournament's authorship in 1066. "Exhibiting strong Arthurian overtones 

derived from its roots in the "Troy Game" or "Round Table Game" , it was 

introduced into England in the Xllth century. Tournainent fighting was 

forbidden by Henry II and III, but encouraged by Richard I and Edward 

III. Because Henri II died in 1560 from a tournament accident and Henri 

de Bourbon was killed the next year, France banned tourneying in 1560; 

the last games held at Orleans. 

triumph a sixteenth century pageant at which hastiludes usually took 

a somewhat subsidiary role with the emphasis of the occasion placed 

on the theatrical acting, lavish costumes, and mechanical 

contrivances. 

tupinaires (Fr.) a form of joust or tournament which the French and 

English pronibited. 

un pas, un saut (Fr.) "step and leap"; a three part airs releves 

starting with a short gallop, doing a courbette and ending with a 

capriole . 

venant (Fr.) a tourneyer or jouster who comes to attend a hastilude 

in answer to a challenge. 

vespers an evening vigil held the day before a tournament; often the 

occasion for young less experienced combatants to try out their 

skills and a practice run for the following day. 
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volte (Fr.) a consistent circle ridden tangent to the riding arena's 

curve executed in dressage where the horse departs into a three meter 

circle, upon completion rejoins the path along the arena boundary 

exactly at the point it was originally left, then proceeds as normal. 

warm-bloods This is a term normally associated with breeds of horses 

with Arabian or Thoroughbred breeding that are capable of competing 

in sports that require speed or participating in activities that 

require athletic movements. Light cavalry needs such horses for the 

rigors of battle. 

white armour Armor "milled" or burnished brightly, as distinct from 

black, bluish, sanguine and russet armor. The phrase is used by early 

writers to denote plate armor as opposed to mail or textile-covered 

armor of the brigantine type. 

al-zahra' (Ar.) "the resplendent*, the Egyptian Agricultural 

Organization's state stud farm located in al-Jazirah al-'Ulwa in the 

Province of Sharkiya along the eastern margin of the Nile Delta. 
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